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Chapter 1

The Epidemiology of CoViD19
and Cardiovascular Diseases

Key Questions
• What are the important epidemiological links between the CoViD19 and
cardiovascular diseases?
• Cardiovascular disease or CoViD19, which comes ﬁrst?
• What is the burden of cardiovascular risk factors in the CoViD19?
• What is the role of pre-existing cardiovascular diseases in the CoViD19?
• What is the connection between the critical CoViD19 complications and
pre-existing cardiovascular diseases?
• What is the role of cardiovascular complications in CoViD19 mortality?

1.1

Introduction

The Coronavirus Disease (CoViD19) has emerged as a severe and unanticipated
pandemic raising alarm bells at a global scale. The pandemic appeared in the later
part of 2019 in association with a range of highly prevalent and complex comorbidities and serious complications including fatalities. The pathogen that causes
CoViD19 is a novel Coronavirus referred to as “Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS Cov 2)”, which appears to have originated in the
Wuhan city in Hubei province in China. The initial outbreak of the CoViD19 in the
Wuhan city evolved into an epidemic in China, rapidly acquiring the shape of a
global pandemic, with serious health and economic implications across the world.
The spectrum of severity of the CoViD19 accompanies a variety of risk factors,
ranging from demographic factors such as gender, the age, to several high-risk
conditions including heart failure, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, chronic lung
conditions, and malignancies. The data are currently emerging from well-designed
© The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
U. Mallick, Cardiovascular Complications of COVID-19,
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clinical studies from the healthcare centers across the globe, treating patients with
CoViD19. The evidence suggests that the widescale prevalence of cardiometabolic
diseases and the aging population, serve as a fertile ground for the serious complications associated with the growing pandemic of CoViD19. However, this
argument accompanies an uncertainty due to the paucity of the literature systematically addressing the novel coronavirus disease in relation to the cardiometabolic
diseases and risk factors, at this stage of the pandemic. This warrants a greater
understanding of the CoViD19, associated comorbidities, and the risk factors.
A multifaceted approach is strongly needed to accurately identify, assess and
analyze these risk factors, and determine their clinical and pathogenetic signiﬁcance, in the context of CoViD19, to help reach concrete conclusions. Such data are
fundamental to the development of robust strategies and evidence-based mitigation
plans to help lower the risk of complications in patients with cardiovascular illnesses exposed to CoViD19. This evidence can be further used for the development
of the expert clinical guidelines to support the clinicians to improve management of
patients with CoViD19 in clinical practice, which will eventually result in reducing
the growing threat of the fatal outcomes emerging from the combined impact of the
CoViD19 and cardiovascular diseases (Tables 1.1 and 1.2).
We provide an overview of the CoViD19 and the causal mechanisms, in association with the common and potentially fatal cardiovascular diseases
(CVD) frequently met in patients with complicated CoViD19, and demonstrate the
pathogenetic mechanisms involved in deﬁning critical components of this relationship, a dilemma currently being debated by the scientists and clinicians
worldwide. We take this further by focusing on the the core of this relationship and
the CoViD19 outcomes based upon the currently available data (Fig. 1.1).

Table 1.1 Risk factors for cardiovascular complications in CoViD19
Background risk factors
Age and male gender
Hypertension
Pre-existing CVD
Diabetes mellitus
Raised BMI/obesity

Factors related to the acuity of COVID19

Severity of viral disease
Hyperimmune inflammatory response
RAS dysregulation
Hemostatic dysregulation
Metabolic dysregulation
Cellular stress mechanisms
CVD, cardiovascular disease; BMI, body mass index
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Table 1.2 Cardiovascular complications in CoViD19
Complication

Subtypes

Cardiac injury

Myo/pericarditis, Myocardial injury
Stress cardiomyopathy
ST elevation ACS
Non-ST Elevation ACS

Acute coronary syndromes
Hypertension
Heart failure
Cardiac arrhythmias
Thromboembolic complications

Left ventricular failure
Right heart failure, Congestive heart failure
Atrial/ventricular, Sudden cardiac death
Arterial and venous thromboembolism
Microvascular disease
Intestinal thrombosis, Stroke

Cardiogenic shock
ACS, acute coronary syndromes

Fig. 1.1 Bidirectional interaction between cardiovascular diseases and COVID-19. AF, atrial
ﬁbrillation; VF, ventricular ﬁbrillation; VT, ventricular tachycardia. Source Figure 2. Nishiga, M.,
Wang, D.W., Han, Y., Lewis, D.B. and Wu, J.C., 2020. COVID-19 and cardiovascular disease:
from basic mechanisms to clinical perspectives. Nature Reviews Cardiology, 17(9), pp. 543–558.
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41569-020-0413-9. By Springer Nature Group
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Epidemiology

According to the estimates from the World Health Organization statistics, as of 1st
of November 2020, the new coronavirus disease COVID19 has infected about 46
million individuals and caused 1.2 million related deaths globally (WHO weekly
update epidemiology 1st of November). Most of the COVID19 cases have been
observed in Europe, with the cumulative cases (%) at 11,088,612 (24%), followed
by the Americas 20,477,535 (45%), South-East Asia 9,251,788 (20%), and Eastern
Mediterranean 3,092,037 (7%), and the cumulative deaths (%) at 285,402 (24%),
639,353 (54%), 144,194 (12%), and 78,599 (7%), respectively.
The countries with more than 1 million conﬁrmed COVID19 cases as of 1st of
November 2020, are the United States, India, Brazil, Russian Federation, France,
Spain, Argentina, Colombia, and the United Kingdom. In the United Kingdom
alone, the number of individuals infected with CoViD19 is about 1,213,367 and
there are approximately 49,238 related deaths [1]. The countries with cumulative
deaths of more than 40,000 as of 1st of November 2020 include the United States,
Brazil, India, Mexico, and the United Kingdom.
The incidence and fatality rates in Africa have remained among the lowest in the
globe throughout the COVID19 pandemic. The cumulative cases (%) in Africa is at
about 1,324,258 (3%), with the cumulative deaths (%) at about 29,785 (2%) as of
1st of November 2020 [2]. Among the African countries, South Africa, Kenya, and
Ethiopia report the highest number of cases, while the highest number of deaths per
million population in the region, has been reported by South Africa.
According to a study investigating the role of demographic patterns, urbanization, and comorbidities associated with the CoViD19 epidemic in the African
countries, the younger and the rural population groups interconnect with the
severity of the epidemic in the continent. The younger population group in the
African countries may have a part in the spread of CoViD19 however, it appears to
be mostly asymptomatic or milder forms of the disease [3]. Other studies also
support the argument that while the advanced age may be a risk factor for the severe
disease, the younger age group may strongly contribute to the spread of the disease
(mostly mild or asymptomatic) [4]. Among the South American countries, the
countries affected most due to the COVID19 pandemic include Argentina and
Columbia, followed by Brazil, Peru, Mexico, and others [2].
The global trends of CoViD19 spread show dynamic but a mixed picture across
different continents. Although certain countries have shown a signiﬁcant decline in
the incidence of the disease, overall, since the beginning of the pandemic a continuous increase in the number of CoViD19 cases has been observed throughout the
globe. Up until April 2020, the highest number of CoViD19 cases were observed in
the USA, about 307,318 infected cases and 8,358 related deaths, and remains the
highest at 9,868,389 cases and 236,042 deaths (as of 1st of November 2020).
Although the number of cases in India stood at relatively lower levels up until April
2020, these showed a continuous rise in the early part of the second semester. As of
1st of November 2020, India appears to have the second-highest number of
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CoViD19 cases 8,591,730 and 127,059 deaths and is further followed by Brazil
5,664,115 cases and 162,397 fatalities. During the earlier months of the pandemic
(April 2020), the USA was followed by Spain, with 130,759 cases and 12,418
conﬁrmed deaths, and further by Italy with approximately 128,948 cases and
15,889 fatalities [5]. Since April 2020, the incidence of CoViD19 signiﬁcantly
declined in these countries and remained at the low levels for approximately ﬁve to
six months, however, reflected a new rising trend that continues.
In China, the incidence of CoViD19 reached peak levels in the ﬁrst week of
February 2020, thereafter showing a rapid decline by the end of the month. The
daily cumulative index (DCI) of COVID-19 (cumulative cases/no. of days between
the ﬁrst reported case and 29 February 2020) was (1320.85) [6]. As of April 2020,
about 83,005 CoViD19 cases and 3,340 related deaths, had been reported in China.
Although by the 1st of November 2020, the total number of cases reached 92,271
and 4,748 fatalities, the rise in number has been relatively smaller as compared to
other countries. Overall, the CoViD19 related morbidity and mortality trends in the
Chinese population indicate a decline, and the number of new cases has remained
consistently relatively smaller since February 2020 [5, 7].
The mortality rates due to CoViD19 vary in different population groups, ranging
between 10.5% in Italy [8] and as low as 2.5% in China [9]. The most critical
complications of CoViD19 such as ARDS (Acute Respiratory Distress Syndromes),
cardiac injury, multi-organ failure, appear to be directly associated with mortality.
Several demographic factors and conventional cardiometabolic risk factors
including diabetes mellitus, as well as lung disease, and cancer appear to precondition these critical complications in patients with CoViD19.
Cardiovascular diseases (CVD) remain the number one cause of death and
disability worldwide. It is estimated that about 17.9 million people die each year
from cardiovascular diseases alone, representing about 31% of all caused deaths
globally [10]. Several classical cardiovascular risk factors such as older age,
hypertension, diabetes mellitus, smoking and others, appear to be highly prevalent
among patients who develop CoViD19 complications.

1.2.1

Cardiovascular Disease or CoViD19, Which Comes
First?

There is a growing body of evidence suggesting that patients with CoViD19 have a
signiﬁcantly high burden of cardiovascular diseases and risk factors such as
hypertension, coronary heart disease diabetes mellitus, and others [11–13]. It is,
however, not clear whether the cardiovascular diseases increase the susceptibility
towards CoViD19 or associated complications, or the stress related to CoViD19
unfolds masked cardiovascular diseases, exacerbates the preexisting cardiovascular
diseases, or directly results in neo cardiovascular complications.
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The Burden of Cardiovascular Risk Factors
in CoViD19

The demographic data from several CoViD19 studies reflect a relatively higher
prevalence of cardiovascular diseases in patients hospitalized with complicated
CoViD19. A retrospective single-center cohort of 99 patients admitted with
CoViD19 pneumonia in China revealed that 40% of patients had a background of
cardiovascular or cerebrovascular disease [14]. Another retrospective cohort of 138
consecutive patients admitted with CoViD19 revealed a high prevalence of
hypertension 31.2% (43), cardiovascular disease 14.2% (20), and diabetes mellitus
10.1% (14) [15]. This was further conﬁrmed in another retrospective observational
study of 191 patients hospitalized with CoViD19 indicating that hypertension 30%
(58) and diabetes mellitus 19% (36), as the most common background risk factors
in patients with severe CoViD19 [13].
The important risk factors for cardiovascular diseases, among several others, also
include older age and male gender. In the older age group, an increased prevalence
of the CoViD19 complications is reported, with considerably higher rates of
morbidity and mortality. The existing evidence suggests that among patients in the
older age group, admitted with the CoViD19, the rates of cardiovascular, and other
critical complications, including Acute Respiratory Distress Syndromes (ARDS),
multi-organ failure (MOF), and death, are much elevated [16].
A report of a large-scale study of 72,314 cases with the CoViD19 in China,
revealed that 3% (1408) of the subjects were older adults age  80 years. The rates
of associated morbidity and mortality signiﬁcantly increased with age, rising to
8.0% (312 of 3918) among patients 70–79 years, and 14.8% (208 of 1408) in
patients over the age of 80 years. The mortality was higher in patients with
pre-existing cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, chronic respiratory disease, hypertension, and cancer, in mostly older subjects [17].
Similarly, trends in the gender disparity seen in CoViD19 and the related cardiovascular complications appear to indicate higher CoViD19 complications in the
male subjects as compared to the females [18]. An analysis of the CoViD19 studies
reveals a gender dichotomy with a higher prevalence of CoViD19 in the male
subjects, although deviations exist. Regardless, the gender disparity is reflected in
the mortality trends and appears consistent across all age groups. The overall data
seem to indicate that there might be a sex predisposition to COVID-19, with men
more susceptible to the disease and its complications. The relationship between the
gender disparity observed in the CoViD19 complications appears complex, and
several factors such as biological, socioeconomic, and others may account for this
difference.
Overall, multiple studies have shown comparable data, and conﬁrm the presence
of a higher burden of the cardiometabolic risk factors in patients with CoViD19,
among which hypertension and diabetes mellitus are most common [13, 19]. The
male gender and older age appear to be consistently related to the CoViD19
complications, and in close parity with the associated cardiovascular risk.
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Role of the Pre-existing Cardiovascular Diseases
in CoViD19

Several clinical studies investigating CoViD19 indicate that acute myocardial
injury, myocarditis, acute coronary syndromes, heart failure, hypertension, and
arrhythmias are important common cardiovascular complications observed in
CoViD19 patients. Evidence shows that patients with a previous history of cardiovascular diseases or those with a higher burden of cardiovascular and metabolic
risk factors are prone to developing such cardiovascular complications in CoViD19.
In a single-center retrospective case series study of 187 patients hospitalized
with CoViD19, about 27.8% (52 of 187) had a myocardial injury, their mean age
was 71 years, 63.5% (33 of 52) of these were hypertensives, 32.7% (17 of 52) had
coronary heart disease and 30.8% (16 of 52) were diabetics [12]. According to
another retrospective cohort study of 416 hospitalized patients with CoViD19,
about 19.7% (82 of 416) had evidence of a myocardial injury [20]. These patients
were much older (mean age 74 years), and had a higher prevalence of hypertension
59.8% (49), coronary artery disease 29.3% (24), heart failure 14.6% (12), and
diabetes 24.4% (20) than those without the myocardial injury [12, 20].

1.2.4

Critical CoViD19 Complications and Pre-existing
Cardiovascular Disease

The data show that patients with pre-existing cardiovascular diseases, also appear to
be highly susceptible to the critical complications of the CoViD19 as well as higher
fatalities. There appears to be a higher burden of cardiovascular and metabolic risk
factors such as raised body mass index (BMI) and pre-existing cardiovascular
diseases in the critically ill and deceased CoViD19 patients [21]. In a retrospective
study of 799 patients admitted with CoViD19 in China, data analysis of 274
patients (113 deceased, 161 recovered patients), revealed a higher rate of acute
cardiac injury (72/94; 77%) and heart failure (41/83; 49%) among patients with
CoViD19 with previously established cardiovascular comorbidities [11]. Similarly,
in another study of a retrospective cohort of 138 patients hospitalized with
CoViD19 who received critical care therapy, patients had a higher burden of cardiovascular diseases and risk factors such as hypertension 58.3%, cardiovascular
disease 25%, and diabetes mellitus 22% [15].
The above data suggest that pre-existing cardiovascular and metabolic disease in
CoViD19 may be a hallmark of severe cardiovascular complications including
acute cardiac injury that appears to be a common critical cardiovascular complication in severe CoViD19. Therefore, the presence of these risk factors or the
pre-existing cardiovascular diseases may be recognized as a precaution or an early
warning sign, indicating the development of severe CoViD19 or possibly associated
critical cardiovascular complications, ringing the alarm bells to the treating
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clinicians. The authors of a meta-analysis of eight retrospective studies of patients
hospitalized with CoViD19 in China suggest that an underlying cardiovascular
disease and hypertension could be considered markers of risk of severity of the
illness, in patients infected with SARS CoV-2 [22].

1.2.5

Role of Cardiovascular Complications in CoViD19
Mortality

The burden of cardiovascular diseases is higher among fatal cases of the CoViD19
as compared to the survivors, further suggesting an interlink between preexisting
cardiovascular diseases and the associated risk factors as co determinants of the
increased CoViD19 mortality [11–13]. Several studies suggest that pre-existing
cardiovascular diseases in patients with CoViD19 may predict fatality. According
to a report of the clinical outcomes in 72,314 conﬁrmed cases of COVID-19, the
overall case fatality rate (CFR) was 2.3% in the entire cohort but signiﬁcantly
higher in those with pre-existing cardiovascular comorbidities, i.e., for cardiovascular disease 10.5%, diabetes mellitus 7.3%, and for hypertension 6.0% [23].
In a retrospective study of 799 patients admitted with CoViD19 in China, data
analysis of 274 patients (113 deceased, 161 recovered patients) showed that
hypertension, cardiovascular diseases, and the cerebrovascular diseases were much
more frequent among the deceased patients 54 (48%), 16 (14%), and 4 (4%)) than
among the recovered patients (39 (24%), 7 (4%), and 0 (0%) respectively [11]. The
evidence further suggests that patients with CoViD19 previously naïve to cardiovascular illness, also have a signiﬁcantly higher fatality rate due to the cardiac
complications developing during the infection. The highest mortality rates were
observed in the patients with raised markers of the myocardial injury who had
underlying cardiovascular disease 69.4% (25 of 36). However, the mortality rates
were also elevated in patients with elevated troponin (TnT) levels without a prior
cardiovascular disease 37.5% (6 of 16) [12]. These data possibly suggest that the
CoViD19 may directly increase the risk of cardiovascular complications thus the
higher mortality.

1.3

Discussion

The evidence from the epidemiological surveys conducted to date strongly indicates
that patients with severe CoViD19 exhibit a signiﬁcant burden of cardiovascular
and metabolic risk factors as well as pre-existing cardiovascular diseases.
Hypertension, diabetes mellitus, and coronary heart disease appear to be important
risk factors among promoters of these complications. A range of signiﬁcant critical
cardiovascular complications may also develop during the CoViD19, and present in
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a variety of forms and varying severity. The background cardiovascular risk factors
and the pre-existing cardiovascular diseases, contribute to the development and the
severity of these complications. The data further indicate that patients with severe
CoViD19 previously naïve to cardiovascular diseases may develop neo cardiovascular complications. There is a higher likelihood of the occurrence of neo cardiovascular complications, in the presence of predisposing cardiovascular or
metabolic risk factors. These complications may be critical or may prove fatal,
especially when there is a higher burden of the predisposing risk factors. The
pre-existing cardiovascular diseases or cardiometabolic risk factors such as
hypertension and diabetes mellitus appear to have a much distinct role in the
development of cardiovascular complications in CoViD19 patients. Furthermore,
there appears to be a higher fatality rate among severe CoViD19 patients with a
history of pre-existing cardiovascular diseases.
The overall interlink between cardiovascular diseases and the critical complications of the CoViD19 including death appears important and complex. Both, neo
cardiovascular injury and pre-existing cardiovascular diseases, appear to have a
distinct implication in the CoViD19. However, the exact impact of neo cardiovascular injury and pre-existing cardiovascular insults remains unclear.
Different risk factors tend to contribute differently to the severity of cardiovascular complications, and the fatality in patients with severe CoViD19. These may
be attributed to the variations in the background demographic, clinical, and
pathogenetic features and mechanisms related to each risk factor. The recent
CoViD19 studies successfully identify these risk factors and the associated speciﬁc
individual cardiovascular complications. However, to help understand how these
complications may develop, the particular pathogenetic and speciﬁc viral mechanisms accompanying CoViD19 require a careful investigation and examination.
Further well-designed studies are needed, using appropriately deﬁned key cardiovascular indicators and outcomes. The impact of the neo cardiovascular injury and
pre-existing cardiovascular insult should be explored in relationship with the
CoViD19 outcomes [22].

1.4

Conclusion

The emergence of CoViD19 with a global spread, with Europe and the US as the
epicenters of the disease, has shown remarkable dynamics and trends worldwide.
The sharp rise in the number of cases in early 2020, followed by a decline, with
shifting behavior between the populations across the continents and reemergence in
certain countries, has resulted in an explosion of cases at a massive scale not seen
previously. The epicenter of the pandemic has shown a shift in South America,
mostly affecting Brazil, Peru, Chile, and Mexico, as of November 2020. The
variabilities in the association of the demographic factors, comorbidities, and
population traits, with the severity of the disease across the globe, reveal peculiar
aspects of the CoViD19 pandemic, which have also resulted in variations in the
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fatality rates. The trends reflecting the association of CoViD19 with cardiovascular
disease show a signiﬁcant impact on the severity of the disease and the fatality and
warrant the attention of scientists and researchers worldwide.
The cardiovascular disease or the CoViD19, whichever may come ﬁrst, both the
clinicians and the patients need to use a cautious approach. This is even more
important for patients with a higher burden of cardiovascular and metabolic risk
factors so that they may take early precautionary measures. It remains the duty of
the clinicians not only to warn and educate the patients with cardiovascular diseases
and risk factors about prevention of the CoViD19 but also to offer close monitoring
and early use of aggressive management strategies when facing an existing combined threat of the CoViD19 and the heart disease.
Summary Box
• Cardiovascular diseases hold a signiﬁcant share in the CoViD19 complications and the associated mortality.
• CoViD19 patients who develop complications are frequently known to
have cardiovascular and metabolic risk factors.
• The most important risk factors for complications of CoViD19 include
hypertension, diabetes mellitus, and a history of cardiovascular diseases.
• These cardiovascular complications of CoViD19 include acute cardiac
injury, myocarditis, acute coronary syndromes, heart failure, and
arrhythmias.
• Risk of developing cardiovascular complications in CoViD19 patients
increases in the presence of background risk factors.
• Cardiovascular complications may also develop in patients previously
naïve to cardiovascular diseases.
• Patients with a background of cardiovascular diseases, or a high-risk
factor burden, should be educated regarding the preventive measures for
CoViD19.
• Evidence-based, aggressive risk management practices need to be adapted, for managing CoViD19 patients with a history of cardiovascular
diseases or a high-risk factor proﬁle.
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Chapter 2

Virology of CoViD19

Key Questions
•
•
•
•
•
•

2.1
2.1.1

Where does the SARS CoV2 come from?
Which hosts are used by the virus?
What are the main structural features of SARS CoV2?
What are the main determinants of viral afﬁnity and infectivity?
Whar are the main featrures of variations in SARS CoV2?
How does the SARS CoV2 enter the cell?

Viral Characteristics
Origins of SARS CoV2

The most recent common ancestor of the coronaviruses dates back about
10,000 years [1]. The Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 (SARS
CoV2) discovered in late 2019 is a novel single-stranded enveloped RNA virus
believed to have originated in bats which are already known to be the reservoirs of
4 out of 9 beta coronavirus species. The beta coronaviruses are associated with
respiratory illnesses in humans and vary in infectivity, pathogeneity, and severity.
These beta coronaviruses are divided into four lineages (A, B, C, and D), and pose a
greater threat to human beings as they have high plasticity for receptor usage and a
capability for adaptive mutations and recombination. The SARS CoV2 belongs to
lineage B.
Similar to the SARS CoV2, two other coronaviruses such as SARS-CoV (2002)
[2] and MERS-CoV (2012) [3] resulted in severe epidemics, known as the Severe
© The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
U. Mallick, Cardiovascular Complications of COVID-19,
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-90065-6_2
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Table 2.1 Comparison of SARS CoV and SARS CoV2
Pathogen

SARS CoV

SARS COV2

Immediate host
Deﬁnitive host
Virus type
Species pathogen
Total genome length
Latency
Receptor used
Receptor priming agent

Paguma larvata
Rhinolophus sinicus
RNA virus
b-coronavirus
29,751 nucleotides
1–4 days on average
ACE2
TMPRSS2

Pangolin, Mink (Possible)
Rhinolophus afﬁnis (Possible)
RNA virus
b-coronavirus
29, 903 nucleotides
3–7 days on average
ACE2
TMPRSS2

Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) and Middle East Respiratory Syndrome
(MERS) respectively, with only SARS resulting in about 8096 cases and about 774
deaths [4]. A study involving evolutionary analysis of the SAS CoV 2 suggested
that the ancestral origin of SARS CoV2 is likely to be from a divergent host species
rather than SARS CoV [5].

2.1.2

Hosts

Subsequent to the discovery of the novel coronaviruses in 2005, in the horseshoe
bats (genus Rhinolopus), many coronaviruses phylogenetically related to the SARS
CoV (SARSr- CoVs) were discovered in the bats from different provinces in China
and also from the European, African and Southeast Asian countries [6]. During the
SARS outbreak, SARS CoV was found to have an intermediary host in civets,
whereas, during the MERS outbreak, camels were identiﬁed as the intermediary
hosts. The SARS CoV2 possibly uses the Malayan Pangolin as an intermediary
host, before transferring to the humans [7]. The evolution of the bat strains may
determine variability in the binding afﬁnity with the human ACE2 receptors ie less
binding afﬁnity may produce less severe symptoms of the disease or may allow
them to cross the barriers between the primary host and the intermediary host, and
pose a greater threat to the humans [8].

2.1.3

SARS CoV2 Structure

The single-stranded RNA genome of SARS CoV2 contains 29,891 nucleotides,
encoding for 9860 amino acids. It is enveloped round, elliptic or pleomorphic shape
and has a diameter of 60–140 nm. The viral genome is wrapped in a nucleocapsid.
It has an outer structural nucleocapsid protein (N) and glycoprotein spikes S
of 9–12 nm. The coronaviruses have classical structural (spike S, membrane M,
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Fig. 2.1 Genome organization of SARS and SARS-like CoVs. The organization of genes for
WHCV, bat SL-CoVZC45 and SARS-CoV Tor2. Source Figure 1. Wu, F., Zhao, S., Yu, B., Chen,
Y.M., Wang, W., Song, Z.G., Hu, Y., Tao, Z.W., Tian, J.H., Pei, Y.Y. and Yuan, M.L., 2020.
A new coronavirus associated with human respiratory disease in China. Nature, 579(7798),
pp. 265–269. https://www.nature.com/articles/s41586-020-2008-3. By Springer Nature Group

envelope E, and nucleocapsid N proteins and accessory proteic chains) and
non-structural proteins (NSP) that are connected with the pathophysiology and the
virulence (Figs. 2.1 and 2.2). Evidence suggests that the NSP may block the innate
host immune response [9].
In SARS COV the outer N protein is involved in the virion assembly and the
virus transcription, whereas the S protein binds to the host cell receptors and
replicates in the cytoplasm after gaining entry [10, 11]. The S protein is composed
of two subunits (S1 and S2). The spike stalk S2 in SARSCoV2 contains a fusion
peptide, a transmembrane domain, and a cytoplasmic domain. It is highly conserved
approximately 99% identical to those of the tw bat SARS-like CoVs [12]. On the
contrary, the spike receptor-binding domain (RBD) presents only a 40% amino acid
identity with the other SARS CoVs. The nucleocapsid (N) protein is most abundant
and is highly conserved, across the coronaviruses [13]. In SARS CoV2, the N
protein has approximately 90% amino acid similarity as the SARS CoV [14].
The genomic structure of the SARS CoV2 is organized in a + ssRNA of
approximately 30 kb in length. The total length of the DNA sequence of the SARS
CoV2 is 29,903. The SARS CoV2 has a great structural similarity with these
viruses, with 79.0% nucleotide identity to SARS-CoV and 51.8% identity to the
MERS-CoV [15, 16]. The pathogenicity is linked with the genomic and structural
features of the virus. In coronaviruses, the genomic structure has ++sRNA of
approx. 30 kb length with +5 prime cap and −3 prime poly-A tail. It serves as the
messenger RNA (mRNA), allowing the translation of the replicase/transcriptase and
the viral structural proteins. The 2/3rd of the 5 prime end sequence, account for
non-structural protein and 1/3rd for the structural proteins. The viral RNA serves
the host to synthesize the polyprotein 1a/1ab (pp1a/pp1ab). The synthesis of the
subgenomic
RNAs
(sgRNAs)
sequences
is
facilitated
by
the
replication-transcription complex (RCT) (in double-membrane vesicles). The open
reading frames (ORFs) work as the templates for the production of the subgenomic
mRNAs. The transcription regulatory sequences are located between the ORFs. The
production of 16 non-structural proteins in the coronaviruses is guided by the ORF
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1a and ORF 1b through the polypeptides “pp1a and pp1ab”. Whereas the production of the structural proteins (spike, membrane, envelope, and nucleocapsid
proteins and accessory proteic chains) is facilitated by the other ORFs (Fig. 2.2).

2.1.4

SARS CoV2 Afﬁnity and Infectivity

Several arguments lead to the presence of variations in SARS CoV2. These include
variations in the Ro (the universal basic reproductive number for virus spread)
noted in relationship with the geographical spread of the virus. The mutations,
recombination, and deletion play an important role in host switching and adaptation. The mutations in the viral proteins are linked with the infectivity and
pathogenicity of these viruses. These determine the binding capacity of the virus
with the host cell receptors.

2.1 Viral Characteristics
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JFig. 2.2 Structure, genome and life cycle of SARS-CoV-2. a Coronaviruses form an enveloped

spherical particle that consists of four structural proteins (spike (S), envelope (E), membrane
(M) and nucleocapsid (N)) and a positive-sense, single-stranded RNA (ssRNA) genome that is
30 kb in length. b The 5′-terminal two-thirds of the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus
2 (SARS-CoV-2) genome encodes polyproteins pp1a and pp1ab, which are cleaved into 16
different non-structural proteins. Structural proteins are encoded in the 3′-terminal one-third of the
genome. The S protein consists of two subunits; the S1 subunit contains a receptor-binding domain
(RBD) that binds to angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) on the surface of host cells, whereas
the S2 subunit mediates fusion between the membranes of the virus and the host cell. Compared
with the S protein of SARS-CoV, the S protein of SARS-CoV-2 has two notable features. First,
within the RBD of the S1 subunit, ﬁve of the six residues that are crucial for binding to human
ACE2 are mutated. Second, an insertion of four amino acid residues at the boundary between the
S1 and S2 subunits is present in SARS-CoV-2 but not in SARS-CoV, which introduces a novel
furin cleavage site. c SARS-CoV-2 infection is triggered by the binding of the S protein to ACE2
on the surface of host cells, and the viral complex is incorporated into the cytoplasm either by
direct fusion with the cell membrane or via endocytosis with later release into the cytoplasm from
the endocytic vesicle. The S protein is cleaved at the S1/S2 boundary and the S2 subunit facilitates
membrane fusion. The viral genome RNA is released into the cytoplasm, and the ﬁrst open reading
frame (ORF) is translated into polyproteins pp1a and pp1ab, which are then cleaved by viral
proteases into small, non-structural proteins such as RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRP).
The viral genomic RNA is replicated by RdRP. Viral nucleocapsids are assembled from genomic
RNA and N proteins in the cytoplasm, whereas budding of new particles occurs at the membrane
of the endoplasmic reticulum (ER)–Golgi intermediate compartment. Finally, the genomic RNA
and structural proteins are assembled into new viral particles, leading to their release via
exocytosis. 3CL, 3-chymotrypsin-like protease. Source Figure 1. Nishiga, M., Wang, D.W., Han,
Y., Lewis, D.B. and Wu, J.C., 2020. COVID-19 and cardiovascular disease: from basic mechanisms to clinical perspectives. Nature Reviews Cardiology, 17(9), pp. 543–558. https://www.
nature.com/articles/s41586-020-2008-3. By Springer Nature Group

The afﬁnity of the SARS COV to bind with ACE2 is associated with viral
infectivity. The adaptive mutations in the S protein of SARS-CoV have been linked
with variations in binding with ACE2 receptors in the previous outbreaks. The
mutations can have an impact on the binding afﬁnity of the virus spike protein RBD
and the ACE2, and therefore the infectivity. Different strains of the SARS CoV,
have varying afﬁnity and infectivity in the human ACE2 and the cells. For instance,
the SARS COV epidemic strain “hTor02” with high afﬁnity for the human ACE2
and high infectivity in human cells, promoted efﬁcient transmission between the
humans [17]. This paper describes the genetic evolution of human SARS- CoV
during SARS outbreaks.
It has been demonstrated that SARS-CoV2 uses the ACE2 receptors more
efﬁciently than the human SARS CoV (the year 2003), but less efﬁciently than
human SARS-CoV (the year 2002) [18]. The afﬁnity between the ACE2 and the
RBD of the SARS-CoV2 is 10–20 times higher than that of the previous
SARS-CoVs [19, 20]. The higher afﬁnity may be associated with the increased
infectivity and transmissibility of the SARS CoV2. The SARS CoV2 may also be
susceptible to the novel mutations. Data show that a single N501T mutation may
signiﬁcantly enhance the binding afﬁnity [18].
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Furthermore, viral strain adaptations may occur in different phases of an epidemic. These genetic variabilities or adaptations may play a role in the modulation
of the mechanisms involved in inhibiting the host defense.

2.1.5

SARS CoV2 Variability and Strains

The variabilities in the SARS CoV were found in two genes ie the S gene and the
Orf8 gene. The components of the S gene (S1 and S2) and the amino-terminal
domain S1-NTD and S1-CTD (carboxyl-terminal domain) that also acts as the RBD
(Receptor Binding Domain), binds to the ACE2 and enters cells conferring the
infectivity. Similarly, the Orf8 gene variations (Orf8a and Orf8b) owing to the
deletion of a certain number of nucleotides, were associated with the viral strain
adaptations involved in the early, middle, and late phase of the epidemic might even
play a role in modulating the endoplasmic reticulum stress, including apoptosis and
inhibiting the interferon responses in the host cells.
Several mechanisms are related to the adaptation of SARS CoV2 to the human
host. The viral evolution is a result of the Nucleotide substitution [21]. The
changing viral antigenicity is linked with the mutations in the spike surface glycoprotein. The identiﬁcation and localization of the amino acids, that determine the
conformational changes of the SARS CoV2 spike surface glycoprotein structure,
remains poorly known. Following the rapid spread of the CoViD19 worldwide, the
emergence of the genomic diversity of the SARS CoV2 over time, and possible
mutations, have been explored in several studies. An analysis of the Eighty-six
complete or near-complete genomes of the SARS-CoV2 revealed several mutations
and deletions on the coding and non-coding regions of the SARS CoV2 [22].
The ﬁndings from another study examining the phylogenic relationships of 31
isolates, indicated that the SARS CoV2 were infected from different regions in the
Wuhan (city of origin of SARS CoV2), and constantly evolved and disseminated in
various geographical regions [23]. The possibility of an ongoing adaptation and the
convergent evolution of the SARS CoV2 was revealed in an analysis of a dataset of
7666 public genome assemblies. Out of the 198 ﬁltered recurrent mutations in the
SARS-CoV2 genome, about 80% produced non-synonymous changes at the protein
level and a large number of the recurrent mutations (>15 events) in three sites in
Orf1ab in the regions encoding the Nsp6, Nsp11, Nsp13, and one in the Spike
protein [24].

2.2 Mechanism of Viral Entry in Cells

2.2
2.2.1
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Mechanism of Viral Entry in Cells
SARS CoV2 Viral Spike-ACE2 Signaling Mechanisms

The viral cell entry mechanism for the SARS CoV2 has been well elucidated. Once,
the virus is transmitted to the human host and gains contact with the internal
environment, the viral host cell interaction initiates the signaling mechanisms.
A variety of immunoinflammatory mechanisms and mediators are involved in the
host response. The ACE2 is the primary host cell receptor known to be involved in
the viral cell entry mechanism. The viral spike stalk binds with the ACE2 receptor
helped by the coreceptors.
Evidence suggests that following the viral contact with the epithelial cells,
multiple signaling pathways are activated that promote viral spike and ACE2
receptor interaction and inflammatory mechanisms involving the cytokines and
receptors [25–28]. In addition to the S gene, chemokines are also involved in the
process of viral entry into the host cell. For instance, the viral protein spike- ACE2
signaling pathway involves a cytokine called the Chemokine (C–C motif) ligand 2
(CCL2), which has the CCR1 and the CCR2 receptors. These receptors are associated with the inflammatory reaction and ﬁnally the pulmonary ﬁbrosis [29]. The
infected lung epithelial cells activate the casein kinase II (CKII), which helps the
virus binding to the ACE2. It is also known to be involved in the activation of the
ERK1/2 and the API. This further upregulates the expression of the CCL2.
Furthermore, the expression of the CCL2 is also upregulated by the ACE2 through
intracellular signaling pathways and activation of the ERK1/2 through interaction
with the Ras and the protein kinase C, and therefore promoting lung ﬁbrosis.

2.2.2

SARS COV, Cell Entry, and Receptors

Several speciﬁc receptors and co-receptors are utilized by the coronaviruses to gain
entry into the host cells. Among the receptors notable ones have been identiﬁed as
the ACE2, CD209 (Dendritic Cell-Speciﬁc ICAM 3 Grabbing Non-Integrin 1),
CELEC (C-type lectin domain family 4 members G and M). The SARS CoV
primarily infects the ciliated bronchial epithelial cells and type II pneumocytes. The
angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) is used by the SARS coronavirus (SARSCoV) as the main receptor [30]. Whereas the MERS- CoV uses the dipeptidyl
peptidase 4 (DPP4; also known as CD26) and infects the unciliated bronchial
epithelial cells and type II pneumocytes [8]. Previous studies demonstrated a
crucial role of the angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) in SARS
coronavirus-induced lung injury [31].
The range of receptors and coreceptors involved in the SARS COV and the ACE2
binding, is a critical determinant for the host range for the SARS CoV [32, 33].
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In addition to the ACE2 other receptors include CD209 (Dendritic Cell-Speciﬁc
ICAM 3 Grabbing Non-Integrin 1), CELEC (C-type lectin domain family 4 members G and M), and co-receptors include peptidases such as ANPEP, DPP4, and
possibly ENPEP [34] however, only ACE2 appears to have a deﬁnite role.
The co-receptors are used to prime the S proteins of the viral spike and promote
the entry into the cell. Evidence suggests that SARS CoV uses the endosomal
cysteine proteases cathepsin B and L (CatB/L) [35] and the serine protease
TMPRSS2 as co-receptors [36–38].

2.2.3

SARS CoV2 Similarities with SARS COV and MERS

The SARS CoV2 is known to have a great structural similarity with other coronaviruses, known to have resulted in previous outbreaks, with 79.0% nucleotide
identity to SARS-CoV and 51.8% identity to MERS-CoV [15, 16]. The nucleocapsid (N) protein (most abundant in coronaviruses is highly conserved across
CoVs [13]. The N protein in SARS-CoV-2 shares *90% amino acid identity with
that in SARS-CoV [14]. In addition, there are several other aspects these viruses
can be compared, for example, use of receptors, co-receptors, route of transmission,
transmissibility, case fatality, and others, however, these aspects are beyond the
scope of this book. Despite sharing similarities in the identity, the SARS CoV2 and
SARS COV, it remains unclear whether sequence similarities between them,
translate into similar biological properties, including the pandemic potential [41]
(Table 2.1).

2.2.4

SARS CoV2, Cell Entry and Receptors

As observed in the SARS COV infection, the SARS CoV2 also appears to use
ACE2 for cell entry, however, the role of other receptors such as DPP4 or
aminopeptidase N (APN) in viral cell entry could not be conﬁrmed [39].
Furthermore, the presence of a variety of co-factors has also been shown to facilitate viral cell entry. Early evidence shows that the auxiliary proteins or co-receptors
such as TMPRSS2 (a serine protease), help the SARS CoV2 binding to the ACE2
receptor to gain entry into the cells [18]. This was further conﬁrmed in later studies
showing that SARS CoV2 may use auxiliary proteins or co-receptors to gain entry
into the cells such as TMPRSS2 a priming agent that helps binding viral spike S
proteins with the receptors on the surface of the host cell [40]. In addition to the
TMPRSS2, the presence of other factors has also been suggested that may assist
SARS CoV2 viral cell entry process. Research has shown that the use of a protease
inhibitor to block the SARS CoV2 binding mechanism with the ACE2, is able to
limit but not fully terminate this process, suggesting that in addition to the mechanism of priming of the SARS CoV2 viral spike S protein via TMPRSS2, some
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other factors may also be involved [40]. These may include other cellular
attachment-promoting factors such as CatB/L through which SARS CoV2 may
exploit cell entry. In addition to this, other factors also appear to influence the viral
capability to interact with ACE2 to gain cell entry and capacity for transmissibility
of the virus, such as Gln493 and Asn501 (viral RBM residues) or pathways such as
binding to the glycan in the respiratory tract [39, 40].

2.3

Summary

In summary, the SARS CoV2 is a novel coronavirus that is closely related to the
coronaviruses involved in the previous coronavirus outbreaks. However, several
variations in the structure and genomics appear to be associated with the diversity in
the structural proteins, non-structural proteins, and the spike stalk protein. Such
variations may also be closely related to the differences in the pathogenetic
mechanisms and may have important clinical implications.
The mechanisms of the viral cell entry used by the coronaviruses largely coincide. The viral structural and host cell receptors and the auxiliary factors remain the
major players in this process. The evidence suggests that the SARS CoV2 mainly
uses ACE2 as a human cell receptor to gain entry into the cells. The cofactors,
among which the TMPRSS2 appears to have more convincing supporting evidence,
facilitate this process. The viral binding afﬁnity of the SARS CoV2, with the ACE2
receptors, has shown to be superior to the SARS CoV.
The SARS CoV2 is subject to adaptive mutations. The adaptations to the human
host and SARS CoV2 genome mutations may give rise to a variety of viral strains.
The phenotypic implications as a result of the SARS CoV2 genetic variations may
also have signiﬁcant virological, biochemical, immunological consequences. The
infectivity, pathogenicity, and disease severity may vary due to these differences.
Furthermore, the variations associated with the modulation of the host defense
mechanisms, and those observed in complex viral host cell signaling mechanisms
that also involve immune mediators, and inflammatory pathways, may play an
important role in the complicated CoViD19.
Overall, the precise mechanisms responsible for the speciﬁc changes that
determine variations in SARS CoV2 related afﬁnity, transmissibility, and fatality
need to be better understood. These mechanisms may have important implications
for the prevention and treatment of COVID19 and its complications. The viral cell
entry mechanism for SARS CoV2 involving ACE2 and the associated factors, has
been subject to therapeutic experimental explorations and is being further explored.
Although the scientiﬁc community has widely recognized that the interaction
between human and the viral host species such as bats is closely related to the
emergence of the novel coronavirus disease, recognition of the precise origins, and
identiﬁcation of the speciﬁc mechanisms behind the rapid global spread of the
CoViD19 remains a vital challenge to the scientiﬁc community. The COVID19
pandemic may partly be explained by several viral and host evolutionary
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complexities, as well as the intermediary links. The environmental degradation, an
ever-expanding human interaction with the remote environments, and the resulting
consequences appear to be of greater signiﬁcance. A concerted global collaborative
effort is vital, to effectively explore and answer these important questions.
Summary Box
• The SARS CoV2 is a positive single-stranded RNA beta coronavirus that
derives from the lineage B of the beta coronaviruses.
• The bats serve as the hosts and pangolins as possible intermediary hosts
for the SARS CoV2.
• The SARS CoV2 viral structure is made of structural proteins (spike S,
membrane M, envelope E, nucleocapsid N proteins, and accessory proteic
chains) and non-structural proteins (NSP).
• The SARS CoV2 has 79.0% nucleotide identity similar to the SARS-CoV
and 51.8% to the MERS-CoV.
• The mutations and variabilities of the SARS CoV2 are correlated with the
spread, virulence, and fatality.
• The main viral host interaction is promoted by the viral s-stalk protein of
the SARS CoV2.
• The mechanism of the viral cell entry is facilitated by the host cell
receptors and the coreceptors, among which the ACE2 and TMPRSS2
play a major role.
• The SARS CoV2 uses the ACE2 receptors more efﬁciently than the
human SARS CoV.
• Numerous factors including, environmental degradation, close human and
viral host interactions, appear to be related to the emergence and spread of
the novel coronavirus disease.
• The precise mechanisms concerning SARS CoV2 characteristics, infectivity, and virulence, as well as viral host interactions, need to be further
deﬁned.
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Chapter 3

An Introduction to the Clinical
and Diagnostic Features, and CoViD19
Complications

Key Questions
•
•
•
•

What are the main clinical characteristics of the CoViD19?
What are the frequently associated complications of CoViD19?
How do we diagnose the CoViD19?
What are the important hematological and biochemical characteristics of
CoViD19?
• What are the common radiological features of CoViD19?

3.1

Introduction

The CoViD19 is associated with a wide variety of clinical features. The clinical
presentation of patients with CoViD19 ranges from being asymptomatic to the
appearance of severe symptoms related to the infection and the affected body
systems, indicating a signiﬁcant heterogeneity [1]. According to the severity of
symptoms the disease is classiﬁed as mild, moderate, server and critical (Table 3.1).
According to a report highlighting the epidemiological characteristics of the ﬁrst
425 conﬁrmed CoViD19 cases in Wuhan, the median age of the patients was
59 years (range, 15–89) and the mean incubation period was 5.2 days (95% conﬁdence interval [CI], 4.1–7.0), with the 95th percentile of the distribution at
12.5 days [2]. In a study, the median time from disease onset to death amongst the
deceased patients was 16 (interquartile range 12.0–20.0) days [26]. In another
study, the median time to death was 185 days [7]. According to a summary report
of 72,314 cases, 46,672 with the conﬁrmed disease, the percentage of patients with
the symptomatic, severe, and mild disease was around 81% (36,160), 14% (6,168),
and critical 5% (2,087) cases, respectively. The case fatality rate was 2.3% (1,023
44,672 conﬁrmed cases) [3].
© The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
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Table 3.1 CoViD19 severity and features (CDC)
Mild

Severe

Critical

Respiratory failure, septic shock,
Dyspnea, respiratory frequency
and/or multiple organ
 30/min, blood O2 sat  93%,
dysfunction or failure, death
PaO2/FiO2 ratio <300, lung
inﬁltrates >50% within 24–48 h
80.9%
13.8%
4.7%
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. COVID-19 Overview and Infection Prevention and
Control Priorities in non-US Healthcare Settings. Updated Feb. 26, 2021. COVID-19 Overview
and Infection Prevention and Control Priorities in non-US Healthcare Settings | CDC. Accessed on
06–26–2021
Non-pneumonia
and mild
pneumonia cases

Table 3.2 Clinical symptomatology CoViD19
Symptoms
Fever or chills
Cough
Shortness of breath or difﬁculty breathing
Fatigue
Headache
Nasal congestion or runny nose
Muscle or body aches
Sore throat
New loss of smell or taste
Nausea or vomiting
Diarrhea
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. COVID-19 Overview and Infection Prevention and
Control Priorities in non-US Healthcare Settings. Last updated on Feb. 26, 2021. COVID-19
Overview and Infection Prevention and Control Priorities in non-US Healthcare Settings | CDC.
Accessed on 06–26–2021. Content Source National Center for Immunization and Respiratory
Diseases (NCIRD), Division of Viral Diseases. Copyright info: https://www.cdc.gov/other/
agencymaterials.html

The asymptomatic CoViD19 is more common in the younger population group
and may be associated with a higher risk of spread by the younger adults. The
presence of asymptomatic CoViD19 and the risk of pre-symptomatic transmission
have been investigated in several studies. A meta-analysis of 504 patients from 34
studies of asymptomatic CoViD19 found that more than half of the patients (62.2%)
had abnormalities in the CT imaging of the lungs. The radiological ﬁndings were
more frequently observed in the age group (39.14 ± 26.70 years), as compared to
the younger age group (19.59 ± 7.17 years) [4]. Another study investigating
infectiousness proﬁle in 94 cases with laboratory-conﬁrmed CoViD19, showed that
44% (95% conﬁdence interval, 30–57%) of secondary cases were infected during
the index cases’ presymptomatic stage [5]. The CoViD19, although, is a highly
contagious novel coronavirus disease, however most cases (about 81%) exhibit a
mild form of the disease. The mortality rates for CoViD19 are much lower as
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compared to the MERS (9.6%) or SARS (34.5%), with the majority of the patients
showing good recovery [6]. The asymptomatic form of the CoViD19 appears to be
complex and contagious and may accompany overt hematological/ radiological
presence.
In this chapter, we provide the readers, key information related to the clinical
forms of the CoViD19, the symptomatology, and an overview of the diagnostic
features of the disease (Fig. 3.1). We also provide an evidence-based summary of
the COViD19 complications, together with associated hematological and radiological abnormalities. We further present a focus on pathological characteristics of
the cardiovascular complications of the CoViD19, highlighting the macro and
microscopic cardiac and vascular involvement of the disease, as well as the associated thrombotic process, as evidenced in the emerging literature.

3.2

Clinical Symptomatology

Most commonly, CoViD19 presents with respiratory symptoms such as dry cough,
along with signs of infection such a fever, myalgia, or gastrointestinal symptoms. In
a retrospective cohort of 799 patients admitted with CoViD19, an analysis of 274
patients, fever was detected in 91% (241/274) patients, cough 68% (185/274),
myalgia 22% (62/274), and gastrointestinal symptoms 6–28% (16–77/274) patients.
Similarly, another multi-center retrospective cohort study of 119 hospitalized
CoViD19 patients showed that about 94% (180) patients had fever, 79%
(151) patients had a cough, 15% (29) had myalgia, and about 5% (9) had gastrointestinal symptoms [7] (Tables 3.1 and 3.3).
In general, the CoViD19 patients with milder forms of the disease present with a
low fever, mild fatigue, and without signs or symptoms of respiratory infection. As the
disease progresses to a severe form, dyspnea and or hypoxia may develop, further
evolving with features of the sepsis and septic shock (ARDS, shock, metabolic acidosis, coagulation dysfunction, and multiple organ functional failure), indicating the
critical stage of the disease. Deviations in the symptomatology may exist in the critical
subjects presenting with mild symptoms such as low-grade fever or absence of fever.
The alterations in the taste and smell may exist in some patients [8].

3.3

Sepsis and Complications of CoViD19

A systemic extension of the local viral injury in CoViD19 may result in a variety of
complications of varying severity (Fig. 3.2). The common and critical complications include pneumonia, ARDS (Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome), SIRS
(Systemic Inflammatory Response Syndrome), renal impairment, liver failure,
disseminated intravascular coagulopathy, multi-organ failure, shock, and death.
Similarly, several cardiovascular complications have been reported and may include

Fig. 3.1 CoViD19 Care pathway. Source World Health Organization. WHO REFERENCE NUMBER: WHO/2019-nCoV/clinical/2021.1. Annex 1
CoViD19 Care pathway. Clinical management of COVID-19 patients: living guidance, 25 January 2021 COVID-19: Clinical care. Vol.16 Published on 3/16/
21. Clinical management of COVID-19 patients: living guidance, 25 January 2021||Annex 1: COVID-19 care pathway (magicapp.org). Accessed on 06.26.
2021. COPYRIGHT: CC BY-NC-SA 3.0 IGO
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Table 3.3 CoViD19 severity (WHO)
Critical CoViD19

Severe CoViD19

Non-severe CoViD19

Deﬁned by the criteria for acute
respiratory distress syndrome
(ARDS), sepsis, septic shock, or
other conditions that would
normally require the provision
of life-sustaining therapies such
as mechanical ventilation
(invasive or non-invasive) or
vasopressor therapy

Deﬁned by any of:
Deﬁned as absence of
• Oxygen saturation <90% on
any criteria for severe
room air
or critical COVID-19
• Respiratory rate >30 breaths/
min in adults and children
>5 years old;  60 breaths/
min in children <2 months
old;  50 in children 2–
11 months old; and  40 in
children 1–5 years old
• Signs of severe respiratory
distress (accessory muscle
use, inability to complete full
sentences, and, in children,
very severe chest wall
indrawing, grunting, central
cyanosis, or presence of any
other general danger signs)
According to the panel suggesting the recommendations in this table, the oxygen saturation
threshold of 90% to deﬁne severe COVID-19 is arbitrary and should be interpreted cautiously. For
example, clinicians must use their judgment to determine whether a low oxygen saturation is a sign
of severity or is normal for a given patient with chronic lung disease. Similarly, a saturation >90–
94% on room air is abnormal (in patient with normal lungs) and can be an early sign of severe
disease, if patient is on a downward trend. Generally, if there is any doubt, the panel suggested
erring on the side of considering the illness as severe
World Health Organization. WHO REFERENCE NUMBER: WHO/2019-nCoV/clinical/2021.1.
Clinical management of COVID-19 patients: living guidance, 25 January 2021 COVID-19:
Clinical care. COVID-19 Clinical management: living guidance (who.int). Accessed on 06.26.
2021. Copyright info: Creative Commons—Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 IGO—
CC BY-NC-SA 3.0 IGO

myocardial injury, acute, fulminant myocarditis, heart failure, arrhythmias, and
others.
The evidence suggests a frequent association of sepsis with complicated
CoViD19. Sepsis and septic shock are deﬁned as life-threatening organ dysfunction
as a result of the dysregulated host response to suspected or proven infection,
involving organ dysfunction [28]. According to the deﬁnition, sepsis accompanies
persistent hypotension, hyper- or hypothermia, leukocytosis or leukopenia, and
thrombocytopenia [9]. The CoViD19 patients presenting with sepsis may exhibit
signs and symptoms of systemic involvement and multi-organ dysfunction often
indicating a poor survival. These include dry skin, severe dyspnea, hypoxemia,
tachycardia, hypotension, altered mental function, decreased urine output, and
others. A multicenter retrospective study of 191 patients hospitalized with
CoViD19 showed, about 59% (112/191) of the overall cohort, and 100% (54/54) of
the non-survivors, had sepsis. Among the survivors, about 42% (58/137) had sepsis,
indicating a high prevalence in this study. Septic shock was seen in 20% (38/191)
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Fig. 3.2 Proposed classiﬁcation of CoViD19 disease stages. Classiﬁcation of COVID-19 disease
states. The ﬁgure illustrates 3 escalating phases of COVID-19 disease progression, with associated
signs, symptoms. ARDS, acute respiratory distress syndrome; CRP, C-reactive protein; JAK, janus
kinase; LDH, lactate dehydrogenase; NT-proBNP, N-terminal pro B-type natriuretic peptide;
SIRS, systemic inflammatory response syndrome; GM-CSF, Granulocyte Macrophage Colony
Stimulating Factor. Modiﬁed from source Siddiqi, H.K. and Mehra, M.R., 2020. COVID-19 illness
in native and immunosuppressed states: a clinical–therapeutic staging proposal. The Journal of
Heart and Lung Transplantation, 39(5), p. 405. Accessible on: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
pmc/articles/PMC7118652/. Accessed on June 28, 2021. Copyright © Published by Elsevier Inc.
on behalf of International Society for Heart and Lung Transplantation

and 70% (38/54) of the overall cohort and non-survivors, respectively, whereas
none of the survivors had septic shock. Similarly, higher frequency of systemic
complications was observed, such as ARDS 31% (59/191), heart failure 23% (44/
191), acute cardiac injury17% (33/191), acute kidney injury 15% (28/191) and
coagulopathy 19% (37/191) in the overall cohort. The non-survivors had much
higher rates of complications such as sepsis 100% (54/54), ARDS 93% (50/54),
heart failure 52% (28/54), the acute cardiac injury 59% (32/54), acute kidney injury
and coagulopathy both 50% (27/54) among others. In this study, the median time
from the onset of illness (ie, before admission) to the discharge, was 220 days,
whereas the median time to death was 185 days and half of the non-survivors
experienced a secondary infection [7].
Multiple other studies report a high prevalence of the CoViD19 complications in
associaton with mortality. According to a retrospective study of 799 patients
admitted with CoViD19 in China, the data analysis of 274 patients (113 deceased,
161 recovered patients) showed that acute respiratory distress syndrome was
detected in 72% (196/274) patients and was more commonly found among the
deceased than the recovered patients 100% (113/113) versus 52% (83/161),
respectively. In this study other systemic complications commonly found in the
deceased patients as compared to the survivors indicating an association with the
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clinical outcome included, sepsis 100% (113), acute kidney injury 25% (28/113),
DIC 17% (19/113), shock 41% (46/113), and acute liver injury 9% (10/113). Other
clinical complications reported included acute cardiac injury 77% (72/94); heart
failure 49% (41/83), alkalosis 40% (14/35), hyperkalemia 37% (42), and hypoxic
encephalopathy 20% (23) [10].
In another retrospective cohort analysis of 138 consecutive patients admitted
with CoViD19, about 36 patients received ICU care, and the most common complications included ARDS 61.1% (22), arrhythmia 44.4% (16), shock 33.6% (11),
acute cardiac injury 22.2% (8) and acute kidney injury 8.3% (3) [11].
In summary, data from numerous studies reflect features, associations, and
outcomes of the complications of CoViD19, indicating that worsening of the disease often associated with sepsis, may adverse involve multiple body systems,
including the pulmonary and cardiovascular systems. The severe respiratory compromise appears to be a serious and frequent association of the complicated
CoViD19 that may result in death. The deceased patients more frequently manifest
features of sepsis, ARDS, and cardiac complications of varying severity and forms.

3.4
3.4.1

Important Diagnostic Features
Viral Sampling

The SARS CoV2 can be found in a variety of clinical samples. In patients with
CoViD19, viral specimens may include oral, nasopharyngeal, the lower respiratory
tract, and blood samples [12, 13]. Besides, the use of gastrointestinal sites, such as
fecal and anal sampling, has also been reported [14]. However, less viral loads have
been reported in the fecal samples as compared to the respiratory samples [13]. In
addition, in the gastrointestinal tract, the virus had been detected in the gastric,
duodenal, and rectal epithelia [15].
In a study involving viral sampling from multiple sites of 205 patients with
COVID-19, the lower respiratory tract samples most often tested positive for the
SARS-CoV-2. The live virus was also detected in the feces, thereby, implying that
SARS CoV2 may be transmitted by the fecal route. A small percentage of the blood
samples had positive PCR (Polymerase Chain Reaction) test results, suggesting
systemic involvement of the virus [16].
The reverse transcription assay (RT PCR) is commonly used for the diagnosis
and monitoring of the infection with SARS CoV2. A systematic review and
meta-analysis using real-time reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction
(qRT-PCR), involving 8136 poled samples, reported wide use (69.6%) of
nasopharyngeal swabs with a positive rate (PR) of 45.5% (95% CI: 31.2–59.7%).
The lower respiratory tract (LRT) samples had a positive rate of 71.3% (95%
conﬁdence interval [CI]: 60.3–82.3%) [17].
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Although the RT PCR is the gold standard diagnostic test for CoViD19, droplet
digital PCR (ddPCR) may be better for the detection of low-viral-load samples with
a higher value for assessment of disease progression and prognosis. According to a
report, quantitative monitoring of the viral load in lower respiratory tract samples
helps to monitor the disease progression, especially in patients with low viral load.
The lapse of time since the onset of clinical symptomatology and the clinical
presentation help guiding the viral sampling [18]. The sampling of the respiratory
specimens, at the least, is recommended by the WHO guidelines [19].
Other tests that may assist in the diagnosis of SARS CoV2 infection include
Antigen Testing for SARS-CoV2 Infection for nucleoprotein (N protein) or spike
protein (S protein), and serologic or antibody testing. The antigen testing is less
sensitive to RT PCR and has almost similar speciﬁcity but a limited diagnostic
value in CoViD19 patients, although may be useful in the early symptomatic disease (NIH CoViD19 treatment guidelines Ref.).
The serological tests, based on the detection of antibodies such as IgM, IgG,
IgA, and/or total antibodies, or a combination of IgM and IgG antibodies, may
assist in diagnosing the SARS CoV2 inflection in conjunction with other tests such
as NAAT and the antigen testing. Several expert professional societies provide
guidance for the use of these tests in real practice in CoViD19 [20–25].

3.4.2

Biochemical and Hematological Features

Several hematological and biochemical abnormalities are associated with different
stages of the CoViD19 severity (Fig. 3.3). The early form of CoViD19 is associated
with normal or low white cell count, with lymphocytopenia reflecting a negative
evolution of the disease. The pathological features of sepsis reflect multi-organ
involvement, metabolic, and coagulation disorders. These may include increased
urea, creatinine, electrolyte imbalance, deranged liver enzymes, hyperbilirubinemia,
thrombocytopenia, coagulopathy, metabolic dysregulation such as acidosis, raised
serum lactate levels, and others. According to the laboratory data of CoViD19
patients from a retrospective study of 799 hospitalized patients, data of 113
deceased and 161 survivors were analyzed, leukocytosis, lymphopenia, and
thrombocytopenia were more common in the deceased versus recovered patients 56
(50%) versus 6 (4%), 103 (91%) versus 76 (47%) respectively, as well as the
markers of liver, kidney and cardiac injury. Similarly, concentrations of the interleukin 2 receptor, interleukin 6, interleukin 8, interleukin 10, and tumor necrosis
factor a were signiﬁcantly higher in the deceased patients than in the recovered
patients. Furthermore, the study also reported higher concentrations of the procalcitonin, high sensitivity C-reactive protein, ferritin, D dimers, and elevated erythrocyte sedimentation rate in the deceased as compared to the recovered patients
[26]. In another retrospective cohort study of 138 consecutive patients admitted
with CoViD19, lymphopenia 70.3% (97), prolonged prothrombin time 58% (80),
and elevated lactate dehydrogenase 39.9% (55), were commonly reported [11].
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Fig. 3.3 Hypothetical pathogenesis of COVID-19. The X-axis refers to days after SARS-CoV-2
infection. The disease course is divided into three phases. The Y-axis shows the trend of T cells, B
cells, inflammatory factors, D-dimer and viral load in patients. A The trend of each indicator in
severe COVID-19 patients. Source Figure 1. Cao, W. and Li, T., 2020. COVID-19: towards
understanding of pathogenesis. Cell research, 30(5), pp. 367–369. https://www.nature.com/
articles/s41422-020-0327-4. By Springer Published Group

Furthermore, the hyperinflammatory picture manifested by the cytokine storm,
hyper feritinemia, raised D dimer levels, and coagulopathy, is commonly associated
with the multi-organ failure and critical complications of CoViD19, including the
fatality. The elevated levels of several acute cytokines including IL-1B, IL6, IL8,
IFN-c, IP-10, and monocyte chemoattractant protein 1 (MCP-1), may mark poor
prognosis [32–34]. The cytokine storm in severe CoViD19 cases is manifested by
consumption of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, and the decrease in regulatory T cells, and
elevated pro-inflammatory cytokinesCytokines (TNF-a, IL-1b, IL-6), chemokines
(IL-8) [35, 36]. Several studies have reported an increase in cytokine levels
including IL-2, IL-7, IL-10, granulocyte-colony stimulating factor (G-CSF), granulocyte macrophage-colony stimulating factor (GM-CSF), interferon-inducible
protein-10 (IP10), monocyte chemotactic protein 1 (MCP1), macrophage inflammation, Inflammation protein-1a, IFN-c [26, 37, 38] (Table 3.4).
Several CoViD19 studies and case records report the presence of coagulation
abnormalities in complicated CoViD19 patients. A single-center study of 183
consecutive patients, admitted with CoViD19 pneumonia, reported elevated levels
of abnormal coagulation markers such as D dimers and FDP (Fibrinogen
Degradation Products), which were common among the non-survivors. In this
study, about 71.4% (15/21) of the non-survivors had DIC (Disseminated
Intravascular Coagulopathy), as compared to the survivors 0.6% (1/162).
A mortality rate of 11.5% (21) was observed in this study [27].
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Various short and long-term outcome predicting models have been validated in
the clinical practice, to help clinicians make decisions, and also used in clinical
research. For instance, the Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) score, is
commonly used for risk stratiﬁcation and determination of prognosis, in critically ill
patients with sepsis, in the intensive care settings. Based on the laboratory and
clinical data, the Sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA) score has been used
in multiple studies, investigating the mortality risk in patients with CoViD19 with
multi-organ damage, as a prognostic tool, to predict the ICU (Intensive Care Unit)
mortality [29]. According to a multi-center retrospective cohort study of 191 hospitalized CoViD19 patients, high sequential Organ Failure Assessment (SOFA)
score and raised d-dimer greater than 1 µg/mL, were associated with a poor
prognosis [7].
Overall, the biochemical, immunological, and hematological abnormalities
associated with complicated CoViD19 reflect differences in the stages of the disease
and may hold a prognostic signiﬁcance. The presence of lymphopenia is a marker
of the negative evolution of the disease and reflects infection of the T cells [30]. The
IL6 and IL10 are important immune markers of the critical stage of the disease in
patients with CoViD19 [31]. The Procalcitonin and CRP may be used to monitor
disease evolution, however, the presence of superadded bacterial infections may
result in deviations in the measurements (Table 3.4).

Table 3.4 Laboratory features of CoViD19
Common lab features

Association with worse
outcomes

Lymphopenia
+
Thrombocytopenia
+
Elevated D dimers
+
Elevated aminotransaminase levels
+
Elevated lactate dehydrogenase levels
+
Elevated inflammatory markers (e.g., ferritin, C-reactive protein,
+
erythrocyte sedimentation rate)
Elevated coagulation markers increased (PT)
+
Elevated cardiac and other markers (Troponin, CPK)
+
Elevated immune markers (interleukin 6 [IL-6] and tumor necrosis
+
factor [TNF]-alpha)
Elevated markers of acute kidney injury
+
Sources COVID-19: Management in hospitalized adults. Authors: Arthur Y Kim, Rajesh T
Gandhi. Editor: Martin S Hirsch, Deputy Editor: Allyson Bloom. Topic 128323 Version 35.0.
Accessible
on:
https://www.uptodate.com/contents/covid-19-clinical-features?topicRef=
126981&source=related_link#H2249070035. Accessed on 28 June, 2021. Last updated on June
02, 2021. © 2021 UpToDate, Inc. and/or its afﬁliates. All Rights Reserved
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Radiological Features

The radiological presence of CoViD19 is usually a sign of the advanced disease,
however, abnormalities may be found in the asymptomatic form of the disease [4,
39] (Fig. 3.4). The radiological features of pneumonia in CoViD19 may include
ground glass shadowing or consolidation type lesions that present as unilateral or
bilateral shadowing, or the reticular nodular type shadowing, involving a subsegmental, segmental, lobar, or an entire portion of a lung.
The later stages of the disease are usually marked by septal thickening,
bronchiectasis, pleural thickening, and subpleural involvement, although less
commonly observed. The occurrence of pleural/pericardial effusions, enlarged
lymph nodes, development of cavitation, the CT halo sign, or pneumothorax is rare,
mark the progression of the disease. The ground glass opaciﬁcation appears to be a
more common radiological feature in CoViD19 pneumonia, with the critical
patients more often exhibiting these signs. In a retrospective multi-center retrospective cohort study of 191 CoViD19 patients admitted in the hospital, a majority
75% (143) patients had bilateral pulmonary inﬁltration. According to the type of

Fig. 3.4 Representative chest CT images of patients with COVID-19 pneumonia. a Subpleural
patchy areas of GGO with crazy-paving sign in the right middle lobe. b Multiple patchy areas of
consolidation in the right middle lobe, left upper lobe, and bilateral lower lobes and air
bronchogram in the right middle lobe. c Multiple patchy areas of organizing pneumonia in the
right middle and lower lobes on the sagittal image with CT severity score of 9 for the right lung.
d Bilateral and peripheral multiple patchy areas of GGO with reticular and intralobular septal
thickening. e Multiple mixed distributed pure GGO, GGO with consolidation, and interlobular
septal thickening in bilateral lungs. f Bilateral multiple patchy and thin areas of GGO in the
posterior parts of the lungs. Source Figure 2. Feng, Z., Yu, Q., Yao, S., Luo, L., Zhou, W., Mao,
X., Li, J., Duan, J., Yan, Z., Yang, M. and Tan, H., 2020. Early prediction of disease progression
in COVID-19 pneumonia patients with chest CT and clinical characteristics. Nature communications, 11(1), pp. 1–9. https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-020-18786-x. By Springer Nature
Group
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radiological lesions, the ground-glass opaciﬁcation 71% (136) appeared more
common than the lesions appearing as consolidation 59% (112). Furthermore, the
occurrence of these lesions was more common in the survivors versus the
non-survivors [7]. In another retrospective study of CoViD19 patients hospitalized
with pneumonia, all 138 patients had bilateral pulmonary inﬁltrates as patchy
shadows or ground-glass opacity [11]. Several CoViD19 studies report a relationship between the appearance of the radiological ﬁndings and patients’ age. In
patients, less than 50 years of age, ground-glass opaciﬁcation (GGO) was present in
77% of the patients, versus 55% of patients above age 50 years. The consolidative
opacities were present in 23% of patients age less than 50 years versus 45% above,
p < 0.001 [40].
In patients with CoViD19, a bilateral spread of the radiological disease appears
to be a common feature among severely ill patients and the non-survivors. In a
single-center retrospective cohort of 99 patients admitted with CoViD19, 75%
(74) patients showed bilateral pneumonia, 14 (14%) patients showed multiple
mottling and ground-glass opacity, and one (1%) patient had a pneumothorax [38].
Furthermore, in another retrospective study of 799 patients admitted with
CoViD19, data of 113 deceased and 161 were analyzed. The study showed bilateral
involvement on the chest radiographs in 100% (113) of the deceased patients versus
94% of (152) of the survivors. In this study bilateral ground-glass opacity and
subsegmental areas of consolidation were found on the chest computed tomography
of the deceased patients on admission that rapidly extended as bilateral high-density
mass shadows [26]. Another retrospective study of 417 patients admitted with
CoViD19 showed a higher incidence of bilateral versus unilateral pneumonia,
70.7% (295/417) versus 17.3% (72/417), in the overall cohort. The patients were
divided into two groups according to the severity of the disease, mild-moderate, and
severe-critical. The incidence of bilateral pneumonia was found to be consistently
higher in the severe-critical group when compared with unilateral pneumonia i.e.
mild-moderate bilateral pneumonia 64.9% (211/417) versus mild-moderate unilateral pneumonia 20.6% (67/417) and sever-critical cases bilateral pneumonia 91.3%
(84/417) versus severe-critical unilateral pneumonia 5.43% (5). These values were
statistically signiﬁcant  0.001 [41]. Moreover, a systemic review of 919 patients
from 30 studies of CoViD19 patients, reported that bilateral and multifocal
involvement with a peripheral or posterior distribution (or both), were most commonly found among the CoViD19 patients. The bilateral and multi-lobar
involvement and subsegmental consolidative opacities were the signs of the
severity of the disease [42].
In summary, the CoViD19 may present with a variety of radiological appearances at different stages of the disease. Although the absence of a respiratory
infection is a feature of the milder cases, the possibility of the subtle presence of the
radiological abnormalities warrants early imaging in patients with CoViD19.The
radiological ﬁndings of the ARDS appear to be a marker of the critical stage of the
disease in most of the studies and show a similar pattern of the radiological features
in CoViD19. Although the markers of the advanced disease, such as ground-glass
opaciﬁcation and consolidation, are the most common radiological ﬁndings, a
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bilateral extension of the disease appears to be a hallmark of the critical stage of
CoViD19. The evolution of the disease severity may be recognized, by a progressive increase in the number and size of the lesions in multifocal consolidation,
ﬁbrotic transformation with septal thickening, and the development of a
crazy-paving pattern. Attempts have been made to develop predictive models and
scoring systems, based on the clinical and CT imaging features of the CoViD19
patients [43, 44], however require a cautious approach [45].
Most studies in patients with complicated CoViD19 appear to show that the
radiological ﬁndings associated with the ARDS reflect a critical stage of the
CoViD19, and exhibit a similar pattern of radiological features. The most common
radiological ﬁndings that mark advanced disease, are ground-glass opaciﬁcation
and consolidation. The bilateral extension of the disease appears to be another
hallmark of the critical stage of the disease in patients with CoViD19. Similarly,
several dynamics of the radiological features may indicate the evolution of
CoViD19 severity. These include a progressive increase in size and the number of
the lesions in multifocal consolidation, ﬁbrotic conversion reflected by septal
thickening, and the appearance of a crazy-paving pattern. The presence of a radiological disease in asymptomatic patients with CoViD19 may present a risk to the
patient and a challenge to the treating healthcare professionals. The asymptomatic
form of the disease may have signiﬁcant implications in the management of the
disease at a larger scale, especially in the spread of the disease in the community
(Tables 3.5 and 3.6).

3.5

Summary

In the early phase of the pandemic, rapid and effective recognition of the clinical
and diagnostic characteristics of CoViD19 emerged as the main challenge to
clinicians and scientists worldwide. Multiple well-conducted studies around the
globe that investigated the novel coronavirus disease have helped to describe the
clinical and biochemical characteristics of the disease. The evidence base has further grown, and the national and international expert societies and the leading
public health organizations have recognized and endorsed several ﬁndings from the
literature. Several coordinated efforts of the expert groups have facilitated the
development of a consensus and publication of practical recommendations in
protocols and guidelines to help the healthcare professionals effectively diagnose,
manage, and treat patients with CoViD19.
The CoViD19 may present in an asymptomatic form or may manifest in the
mild, moderate, severe, or critical forms with several clinical complications such as
sepsis, shock, multi-organ failure, and death. In CoViD19, the lungs appear to be
the core of the disease, and the cardiovascular system is commonly affected. The
radiological form of lung disease is usually a hallmark of the critical stage in
CoViD19 patients. The blood markers reflecting inflammatory, immunological, and
prothrombotic complications of the CoViD19 may help in recognizing the disease's
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Table 3.5 Radiological chest CT features of CoViD19
Common
featuresa

Less common
featuresa

GGO with or
without
consolidative
abnormalities,
consistent with
viral
pneumonia
Chest CT
abnormalities
in COVID-19
are often
bilateral, have
a peripheral
distribution,
and involve
the lower
lobes

Crazy paving
pattern (GGO
with
superimposed
septal
thickening),
bronchiectasis,
pleural effusion,
pericardial
effusion, and
lymphadenopathy

Typical
featuresb

Intermediate
featuresb

Atypical
featuresb

Absence of
Absence of
typical
typical or
features,
intermediate
AND
features
Presence of:
AND
Multifocal,
Presence of:
diffuse,
Isolated lobar
perihilar or
or segmental
unilateral GGO
consolidation
with or without
without GGO
consolidation
Discrete small
lacking a
nodules
speciﬁc
(centrilobular,
distribution,
“tree-in-bud”)
and are
Lung
non-rounded or
cavitation
non-peripheral
Smooth
Few and very
interlobular
small GGO
septal
with
thickening
non-rounded or
with pleural
non-peripheral
effusion
distribution
COVID-19: coronavirus disease 2019; CT: computed tomography; GGO: ground-glass opacity;
RT-PCR: reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction
Associated CT ﬁndings for each category are based upon available literature at the time of writing
in March 2020, noting the retrospective nature of many reports, including biases related to patient
selection in cohort studies, examination timing, and other potential confounders
CT is not a substitute for RT-PCR, consider testing according to local recommendations and
procedures for and availability of RT-PCR
a
COVID-19: Clinical features Author: Kenneth McIntosh, Section Editor: Martin S Hirsch,
Deputy Editor: Allyson Bloom. Available at: https://www.uptodate.com/contents/covid-19clinical-features?topicRef=126981&source=related_link#H2249070035. Accessed on June 28–
2021. Last updated on Jun 10, 2021. ©2021 UpToDate, Inc. All rights reserved. UpToDate Terms
of Use: https://www.uptodate.com/legal/terms-of-use
b Source Simpson, S., Kay, F.U., Abbara, S., Bhalla, S., Chung, J.H., Chung, M., Henry, T.S.,
Kanne, J.P., Kligerman, S., Ko, J.P. and Litt, H., 2020. Radiological society of north America
expert consensus document on reporting chest CT ﬁndings related to COVID-19: endorsed by the
society of thoracic Radiology, the American college of Radiology, and RSNA. Radiology:
Cardiothoracic Imaging, 2(2), p. e200152. © 2021 Radiological Society of North America.
Radiological Society of North America, Inc. https://www.rsna.org/about/rsna-terms-of-use?_ga=2.
262979020.1392014871.1624878128-864326882.1617991897. (RSNA), 820 Jorie Boulevard
Suite 200, Oak Brook, IL 60523-2251. Available at: https://pubs.rsna.org/doi/10.1148/ryct.
2020200152 (Accessed on June 28, 2021). Reproduced under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License
Peripheral,
bilateral GGO
or
Multifocal
GGO of round
morphology
(with or
without
consolidation,
or visible
intralobular
lines or
“crazy- paving
pattern”)b
Reverse halo
sign or other
ﬁndings of
organizing
pneumonia
(observed later
in the disease)
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Table 3.6 Radiological features and CoViD19 severity
Early stage

Late stage

Indicators of severity of
disease

Indicators of
poor
prognosis

Bilateral ground glass
opacities, with a
predominantly peripheral,
subpleural location

Crazy paving
Intralobular reticulations can
Extensive
and
be seen superimposed on the
consolidation
organizing
ground glass opacities,
pneumonia
resulting in a crazy-paving
pattern
pattern
Source Revel, M.P., Parkar, A.P., Prosch, H., Silva, M., Sverzellati, N., Gleeson, F. and Brady, A.,
2020. COVID-19 patients and the Radiology department–advice from the European Society of
Radiology (ESR) and the European Society of Thoracic Imaging (ESTI). European radiology, 30
(9), pp. 4903–4909. © 2021 Springer Nature Switzerland AG. Part of Springer Nature. https://link.
springer.com/article/10.1007/s00330-020-06865-y. Accessed on June 28, 2021

evolution and severity. In addition to the biochemical indicators of the systemic
SARS CoV2 infection, such as elevated serum markers of inflammation including
CRP (C reactive protein), ESR (erythrocyte sedimentation rate), LDH (lactate
dehydrogenase), or ferritin levels, the decline in the immune cells marked by
lymphopenia or development of thrombocytopenia may predict a poor outcome.
The raised immune markers of CoViD19 such as cytokines, and the indicators of
the abnormal coagulation, such as raised D Dimer levels or a prolonged prothrombin time, showcase the inflammatory and thrombotic burden of CoViD19,
respectively. An increase in the BUN (blood urea nitrogen), creatinine or the liver
enzymes, or elevated serum troponin levels, or serum natriuretic peptides in patients
with severe CoViD19, reflects the involvement of the kidneys, liver, or the heart,
respectively. The radiological markers of the severe CoViD19 include the presence
of bilateral pulmonary shadowing, ground-glass opaciﬁcation, and consolidation on
lung imaging such as computed tomography. Tthe SARS CoV2 viral detection
methods, such as the RT PCR, should be used to detect the virus in the symptomatic
patients or the asymptomatic individuals who have been in contact with a conﬁrmed
or suspected CoViD19 patient, and nasopharyngeal, nasal (anterior or mid turbinate), or perhaps the oropharyngeal specimens should be used. For futher reading
readers are advised to refer to the guidelines [19–21] for the speciﬁc set of recommendations related to diagnosing CoViD19.
The diagnostic techniques in CoViD19 are further evolving to help provide rapid
and efﬁcient testing methods. The reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction
(RT PCR, a Nucleic Acid Ampliﬁcation Test (NAAT)) is a gold-standard method
for diagnosing CoViD19 and detects the viral RNA. The antigen testing for the
SARS COV2 has also received the EUA (Emergency Use Authorization) from the
Food and Drug Administration [46]. The role of the antibodies in diagnosing acute
CoViD19, however, remains limited. The speciﬁc SARS CoV2 antibodies testing
has low sensitivity but may help to detect a recent viral disease. Furthermore, the
usefulness of the serum antibody levels as a marker for future CoViD19 disease
protection requires a more comprehensive understanding.
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The CoViD19 patients may have an inappropriate immune response and
increased production of the cytokines. Measuring markers of immunity and the
cytokine response may help guide the treatment of CoViD19 patients in clinical
practice. Detecting the disease early in asymptomatic individuals through prompt
recognition of the chief blood and radiological markers of the disease may be
life-saving, particularly in the high-risk population groups such as diabetics, cardiac
or immunocompromised patients. Efﬁcient diagnostic strategies may help reduce
the burden of severe CoViD19 and associated complications. However, further
understanding of the immune mechanisms in CoViD19, rapid diagnostic methods,
identiﬁcation of markers of severity of the disease is needed to help identify early
the patients at risk. Such measures can also help the development of effective short
and long-term risk stratiﬁcation methods and tools in the management of CoViD19
patients. Further efforts are underway to overcome these challenges faced by
healthcare professionals in managing CoViD19 globally.
Summary Box
• About 80% of patients contracting SARS CoV2 remain asymptomatic,
about 15% develop the viral disease, and 3 to 5% of patients develop
complications.
• The incubation period of the SARS CoV2 is 12 to 16 days.
• Important common clinical symptoms include headaches, olfactive and
gustatory dysfunction, fever, dry cough, muscle pains, and fatigue.
• Features of the critical CoViD19 include sepsis, shock with multi-organ
failure involving kidneys, liver, heart, and brain in addition to lungs.
• The Nuclear Acid Ampliﬁcation Testing method, the RT PCR is the gold
standard for the detection of SARS CoV2.
• Prominent blood features of the CoViD19 include leukocytosis, lymphopenia, thrombocytopenia, and increased CRP, ferritin, LDH, and
markers of abnormal coagulation
• Viral immune and pro-inflammatory responses lead to lymphopenia and
cytokine storm.
• The cytokine storm in the severe case is manifested by elevated IL-1b,
IL-2, IL-6, IL-7, IL-8, IL-10, granulocyte-colony stimulating factor
(G-CSF), granulocyte macrophage-colony stimulating factor (GM-CSF),
interferon-inducible protein-10 (IP10), monocyte chemotactic protein 1
(MCP1), macrophage inflammation protein-1a, IFN-c, and TNF-a.
• The radiological features of the critical disease include ground glass
shadowing, consolidation, and bilateral shadowing.
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Chapter 4

The Pathological Features of CoViD19
Cardiovascular Complications

Key Questions
• What are the salient pathological features of CoViD19 complications?
• What are the key cardiovascular pathological features of CoViD19
complications?
• What is the histopathological evidence incriminating viral damage to the
cardiac and vascular structures in CoViD19?
• What variations in the histopathological features may be observed in the
myocardial injury in CoViD19?

4.1

Introduction

Several pathology reports, published in literature from autopsy series, and biopsies,
have described morpho-pathological and histopathological characteristics of CoViD
19, linking pathogenetic mechanisms with the disease outcomes. The key
morpho-pathological features from the autopsy of the deceased patients with
CoViD 19 include organ damage, tissue destruction, and thrombotic disease. The
lungs appear to be the focus of the core pathological ﬁndings in the complicated
CoViD 19. Other organs, such as the heart, vasculature, liver, and kidneys, may
also be affected in the advanced phase of the disease. In addition, the involvement
of other organs and systems, such as the spleen, liver, testicles, blood, and others,
had also been described in studies investigating CoViD19 pathology (Fig. 4.4).
Reports of the gastro-intestinal tract involvement, with the presence of viral
nucleocapsid membrane, and lymphocytic inﬁltration and interstitial edema, in the
esophagus (excluding viral nucleocapsid membrane), stomach, duodenum, and
rectum have been published [1].
© The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
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Similarly, several reports describing renal implications of CoViD19 have been
published. In these reports, a variety of COVID19 related pathology indicating the
involvement of renal tubular, vascular, and glomerular structures with histopathological changes including, the cellular organellar abnormalities involving mitochondria, and endoplasmic reticulum, have been described. Development of severe
acute tubular necrosis with lymphocyte and macrophage inﬁltration, acute proximal
tubular injury, peritubular erythrocyte aggregation, and glomerular ﬁbrin thrombi
with ischemic collapse, among others, have been reported [2, 3]. Several mechanisms, such as virus-mediated injury, cytokine storm, Ang II pathway activation,
dysregulation of complement, hypercoagulation, and microangiopathy, have been
implicated in this process. Studies have demonstrated the presence of SARS-CoV-2
nucleocapsid protein in renal tubular structures [2] and virus-like particles in
podocytes and renal tubular epithelial cells [3].
Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS) is an important feature of the
complicated CoViD19 in the critical phase. The typical pulmonary ﬁndings in the
ARDS include diffuse alveolar damage (DAD), characterized by hyaline membrane
formation in the alveoli, in the acute stage (intra-alveolar proteinosis), and interstitial widening by edema and ﬁbroblast proliferation with ﬁbrin deposition in the
organizing stage (Fig. 4.3). These processes accompany viral cytopathic change
and immune cell inﬁltration, including lymphocytes. In a pathology report of three
CoViD 19 deceased patients, lungs exhibited the core pathology of the disease. The
pathological features in the lungs included alveolar exudative inflammation and
interstitial inflammation, alveolar epithelium proliferation, and hyaline membrane
formation [4].
The pathological features of cardiovascular involvement of patients with complicated CoViD 19 conﬁrm the presence of macro and microvascular disease, with
an emphasis on the pulmonary and coronary vascular territories. Data also suggest
the involvement of other cardiac structures including the myocardium, pericardium,
electrical conduction system that may result in a cardiovascular compromise in
critical CoViD19 patients. The immunohistochemical and virology data reveal
patterns of the myocardial injury observed in CoViD 19, indicating a variety of
mechanisms and features such as involvement of cardiomyocyte and the interstitial
tissue with edema, and presence of cytopathic acute inflammatory cells in the
interstitial and perivascular tissue.
In this chapter, we provide an overview of the pathophysiological features
associated with critical CoViD19 related cardiovascular complications such as
myocardial injury, vascular injury, and thromboembolism and illustrate the associated histopathological evidence. We describe CoViD19 related histopathological
abnormalities, frequently observed in a range of cardiovascular structures such as
myocardial tissue, microvasculature, endothelial cells, and the coagulation system
that may precipitate in the development of these complications.
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The Myocardial Injury in CoViD19

The pathological changes associated with complications of CoViD19 involving
myocardium have been highlighted in several studies. Various patterns of myocardial involvement associated with CoViD19 may translate into different clinical
forms of cardiac complications such as heart failure, arrhythmias, thromboembolism, or death. However, deﬁning myocardial injury in CoViD19 patients may be
a challenge and inconsistencies may lead to suboptimal conclusions (Table 4.1).
The myocardial injury may be reflected by myocarditis due to immune or
inflammatory mechanisms or viral injury and may involve various cardiac structures. A variety of forms of myocarditis have been reported in patients with complicated CoViD19. An autopsy series of 21 CoViD19 patients reported an increased
interstitial macrophage inﬁltration in 18 (86%) of the cases and showed the presence of lymphocytic myocarditis in 3 (14%) of the cases, mild pericarditis in 4
cases, and acute myocardial injury in the right ventricle in 4 cases. The authors
concluded that the majority of CoViD19 cases had increased interstitial macrophage
inﬁltration, and a variety of forms of myocarditis were present including, multifocal
lymphocytic myocarditis and other forms of myocardial injury [5].
According to the data from a pathology report of three CoViD 19 deceased
patients, the cardiac pathological features included cardiomyocyte hypertrophy,
partial cardiomyocyte degeneration, necrosis, mild interstitial congestion, edema,
and a small amount of lymphocytic, monocytic, and neutrophil immersion. In the
myocardial tissue, the inflammatory cells were mainly macrophages and a small
number of CD4-positive T-cells. The CD8-positive T-cells, CD20-positive-B cells,
or virus components could not be detected [4].
In a report on the cardiopulmonary ﬁndings in a series of autopsies of four
patients with CoViD 19, the pulmonary ﬁndings included diffuse alveolar damage
Table 4.1 Factors impacting the diagnosis of myocarditisa in CoViD19
Issues
• Severity stage of CoViD19
• Heterogeneity of CoViD19 symptoms
• Variabilities in ECG
• Frequent elevation in troponin and markers of inflammation
• Difﬁculties in obtaining cardiac and coronary imaging
• Superimposed cardiac and other pathologies
a
Diagnostic criteria for myocarditis [33] is based on clinical presentation with features of ECG/
Holter/stress test modiﬁcations, elevated myocardiocytolysis markers (TnT/TnI), functional and
structural abnormalities on cardiac imaging (echo/angio/CMR), and abnormal features on tissue
characterization by CMR such as edema and/or LGE of classical myocarditic pattern as per ESC
guidelines, and features of myocardial inflammation (coexistence of T1- and T2-related criteria)
[34] and exclusion of obstructive coronary artery disease
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(DAD), with a mild to moderate mononuclear response consisting of notable CD4+
aggregates around thrombosed small vessels, and signiﬁcantly associated hemorrhage. The authors suggested the involvement of thrombotic microangiopathy as a
pathogenetic mechanism. The cardiac ﬁndings included the presence of right
ventricular dilatation in a patient showing scattered myocyte degeneration, possibly
related to both maladaptive cytokine pathways and platelet response, or capillary
endothelial cell/microvascular dysfunction possible cause of individual cell
necrosis. A typical pattern of viral myocarditis was not diagnosed in the absence of
signiﬁcant brisk lymphocytic inflammatory inﬁltrate [6].
The autopsy report of 23 CoViD 19 patients from 5 centers in the United States
of America revealed the presence of major pulmonary thrombo-emboli with pulmonary infarcts and or hemorrhage in 5 of the 23 patients. The multifocal acute
injury of the cardiac myocytes was a commonly observed cardiac lesion. In this
series, one case conﬁrmed the presence of lymphocytic myocarditis. In addition to
the major pulmonary pathology, three cases had lymphocytic pericarditis together
with the features of multifocal acute injury of the cardiomyocytes, without the
inflammatory cellular inﬁltrates. These patients had signiﬁcantly raised body mass
index (BMI) and evidence of a chronic cardiac enlargement (BMIs of 33.8, 51.65,
and 35.2 kg/m2) [7].

4.2.2

Endomyocardial Biopsy and Myocarditis

Several autopsy series or case reports of patients with CoViD19 provide data from
the endomyocardial biopsies giving evidence of pathological indicators of
myocardial involvement associated with various forms of myocarditis implicating
various mechanisms [5, 8, 9] (Table 4.2).

Table 4.2 Variabilities in the
features of cardiac histology
in CoViD19 studies

• Cardiac lymphocytic inﬁltrates, interstitial edema and limited
foci of necrosis [21]
• Lymphocytic myocarditis [7, 25] with SARS CoV2 RNA
particles [35]
• Eosinophilic myocarditis [36]
• Diffuse vasculitis [31] or inflammatory process impacting
vascular wall with small arterial obliteration and damage [37]
• Individual myocardial cell necrosis without lymphocytic
myocarditis [6]
• Interstitial macrophage inﬁltration in the myocardium without
myocyte injury [5]
• Low-grade interstitial and endocardial inflammation and
• Virus particles in cardiac macrophages without involving
cardiomyocytes and endothelia, or signs of myocardial
necrosis [22]
• Myocardial presence of SARS-CoV-2 in interstitial cells or
macrophages invading the myocardial tissue [38]
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Although several studies demonstrate the involvement of the myocardium in
CoViD 19 patients [10–12], the use of endomyocardial biopsy with pathological
data linking SARS CoV2 and myocardial disease in diagnosing CoViD19
myocardial disease is limited [13] or may have inconsistencies, raising doubts about
the actual incidence of myocarditis in CoViD19 [14, 15]. Limited use of the
endomyocardial biopsy, a gold standard, may be due to the associated risks related
to the invasive nature of the investigation and infectiousness of CoViD19.
The CoViD19 may directly or indirectly affect the myocardium and other cardiac
structures through inflammatory and immune-mediated mechanisms involving cytokines or direct viral involvement. The EMB may help to distinguish between the
pathological patterns associated with CoViD19 related myocardial injuries. A case
study reporting evidence of SARS CoV2 mediated systemic inflammation affecting
the myocardium conﬁrmed a diagnosis of acute lympho-plasmo-histiocytic
myocarditis. The endomyocardial biopsy report indicated the presence of interstitial edema, small foci of necrosis, interstitial and perivascular inﬁltrates composed
of CD138+ CD79a+ CD20− plasmocytes, CD3+ CD8+ T-lymphocytes (7 cells/
mm2), few neutrophils, and a dense and diffuse inﬁltration by CD163+ macrophages [8].
The endomyocardial biopsy reports from series of CoViD 19 cases provide
evidence of the development of heart failure or sudden death as a result of the
involvement of the vessel walls and the electrical conduction system. The ﬁndings
from the case series of the cardiac autopsies of 9 patients with myopericarditis
related to the CoViD19, showed cardiogenic shock and sudden death as the main
causes of death [16]. In this series, pericardial effusion was found, in 6 out of 9
patients. The macroscopic cardiac ﬁndings showed an increase in weight and the
absence of signiﬁcant epicardial coronary artery disease. The cardiac histological
examination demonstrated, presence of lympho-nuclear inﬁltrates (CD68, CD45,
Ro positive), with areas of focal necrosis in the adjacent myocytes (in the myocardium and the pericardium) in all patients, and in the intramural vessels (with
vessel wall necrosis) in 6 patients who had died of the heart failure.
The development of TakoTsumbo cardiomyopathy has been incriminated in the
CoViD19 [17–20]. The endomyocardial biopsy (EMB) was performed on 43 years
old female presenting with a reverse Tako-Tsubo syndrome, in a patient with SARS
CoV2 respiratory infection, in Italy. On the CTA (Computed Tomographic
Arteriography), dynamic 3D volume-rendering reconstruction demonstrated
hypokinesia of the left ventricle mid and basal segments, with normal apical contraction, suggesting a reverse Tako-Tsubo syndrome (TTS) pattern. Subsequently,
CMR (Cardiac Magnetic Resonance) (day 7) showed persistent mild hypokinesia at
basal and mid-left ventricular segments and recovery of systolic function (from
52% by CTA to 64% by CMR). Diffuse myocardial edema, associated with wall
pseudo-hypertrophy, was observed on the week myocardial sites. The ﬁndings on
the EMB showed an acute inflammatory process with diffuse T-lymphocytic
inflammatory inﬁltrates (CD3þ >7/mm2), extensive interstitial edema, and limited
foci of necrosis. The signs of replacement ﬁbrosis, contraction band necrosis, or
TTS-associated microvascular abnormalities were absent. The SARS-CoV-2
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genome could not be detected within the myocardium. A ﬁnal diagnosis of acute
virus-negative lymphocytic myocarditis, associated with the SARS-CoV-2 respiratory infection, was conﬁrmed [21].

4.2.3

Endomyocardial Biopsy and Myocarditis with Viral
Localization

The virological techniques (viral genome analysis via quantitative PCR) and
immuno-histological techniques may help determine the etiology of the myocardial
injury using the EMB. Vaious patterns of myocardial invovement may be observed
in CoViD19 exhibiting myocardial inflammation with or without SARS CoV2 viral
localization, and myocardial inflammation may be observed with or without
myocardial injury. A vareity of inflammatory cells including CD68+ macrophages
(D–F), CD3+ lymphocytes (G–I) or others may be observed (Figs. 4.1 and 4.2).
The viral particles were observed in the interstitial cells, which demonstrated
loss of the cytoplasmic membrane integrity. The myocytes and the endothelia had
no viral particles. The cardiac myocytes showed non-speciﬁc features consisting of
focal myoﬁbrillar lysis or lipid droplets, without signiﬁcant myocyte hypertrophy or
nuclear changes. A minimal focal interstitial ﬁbrosis was observed, mainly in the
perivascular zones. Small intramural vessels were free from vasculitis and thrombosis [22].
In a series of post mortem examination of 12 fatal CoViD 19 patients, the
SARS-CoV-2 RNA was detected in the cardiac tissue of a patient with lymphocytic
myocarditis [23].
Several endomyocardial biopsy reports conﬁrm the presence of SARS CoV2
mRNA in the heart. According to a report, endomyocardial biopsies revealed the
presence of SARS CoV2 mRNA in the myocardium in patients with negative
nasopharyngeal swabs for SARS CoV2 [24]. A positive genome SARS CoV2 was
detected using the RT PCR assay. The authors suggested a subacute clinical course
of the myocarditis related to the CoViD19. Another single-center autopsy study
investigated deaths of the ﬁrst 12 consecutive COVID19 positive patients and
reported the detection of SARS CoV2 mRNA in the myocardium in 5 out of 12
COVID19 patients [25].

4.2.4

The Vascular Injury, Microvascular Cardiac
Involvement, and Thromboembolic Features

The CoViD19 impacts microvasculature in multiple vascular territories including
lungs, heart, kidneys, and others. Several mechanisms may be implicated in the
development of CoViD19 related microvascular disease. Research has shown the
presence of endothelial dysfunction involving a range of mechanisms such as
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Fig. 4.1 Histology of the three pathologically deﬁned patient groups. Depicted are histologic
images of slides stained with H&E (a–c), immunohistochemistry for the macrophages marker
CD68 (d–f), immunohistochemistry for the T-lymphocyte marker CD3 (g–i), and in situ
hybridization for SARS-CoV-2 (j–l) for cases with myocarditis along with SARS-CoV-2+ cells in
the myocardium (V+ M+, a, d, g, j), negative for myocarditis but with SARS-CoV-2+ cells in the
myocardium (V+ M–, b, e, h, k), and negative for both myocarditis and myocardial SARS-CoV-2
+ cells (V–M–, c, f, i, l). There is inflammation with myocardial injury (arrow) in the V+ M+ case
(a) compared with inflammation (arrow) without injury in the V+ M– case (b). Arrows indicate
CD68+ macrophages (d–f), CD3+ lymphocytes (g–i), and SARS-CoV-2+ cells (j, k). Scale bars
represent 40 lm (a–i) and 80 lm (j–l). Source Figure 1. Bearse, M., Hung, Y.P., Krauson, A.J.,
Bonanno, L., Boyraz, B., Harris, C.K., Helland, T.L., Hilburn, C.F., Hutchison, B., Jobbagy, S.
and Marshall, M.S., 2021. Factors associated with myocardial SARS-CoV-2 infection,
myocarditis, and cardiac inflammation in patients with COVID-19. Modern Pathology, 34(7),
pp. 1345–1357. Modern Pathology ISSN 1530-0285 (online). https://www.nature.com/articles/
s41379-021-00790-1. By Springer Nature Group. Rightslink® by Copyright Clearance Center
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Fig. 4.2 Myocarditis with eosinophils and giant cells in a patient who died from COVID-19.
Source Figure 3. Bearse, M., Hung, Y.P., Krauson, A.J., Bonanno, L., Boyraz, B., Harris, C.K.,
Helland, T.L., Hilburn, C.F., Hutchison, B., Jobbagy, S. and Marshall, M.S., 2021. Factors
associated with myocardial SARS-CoV-2 infection, myocarditis, and cardiac inflammation in
patients with COVID-19. Modern Pathology, 34(7), pp. 1345–1357. Modern Pathology ISSN
1530-0285 (online). https://www.nature.com/articles/s41379-021-00790-1. By Springer Nature
Group. Rightslink® by Copyright Clearance Center

hyperinflammatory /immune response, oxidative stress, hypoxemic injury and others
as well as vascular injury, coagulation abnormalities in patients with complicated
CoViD19 [26–28]. The evidence of an underlying microvascular cardiac involvement
in CoViD 19 patients with cardiovascular risk factors was shown in a case series of
two patients. A 77 years old male subject with BMI 31.8 kg/m2 and a history of
hypertension had six days history of chills, fever, and shortness of breath and suffered
a cardiac arrest. The post mortem examination showed microscopic evidence of acute
cardiac ischemia and coronary atherosclerosis with a marked two-vessel disease.
Coronary artery disease was identiﬁed as a contributory factor for death. The
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Fig. 4.3 Histopathologic ﬁndings of COVID-19 in the lung. a Normal lung with open alveoli and
delicate alveolar septa containing thin capillaries lined by an attenuated alveolar epithelium
(hematoxylin–eosin; original magniﬁcation  200). b Acute diffuse alveolar damage (DAD) with
hyaline membranes lining alveolar spaces, pneumocyte hyperplasia, desquamation of alveolar
epithelial cells into the alveolar spaces, inflammatory inﬁltrates, and capillary congestion
(hematoxylin–eosin; original magniﬁcation  200). c Perivascular inflammation (hematoxylin–
eosin; original magniﬁcation  400). d Organizing pneumonia with granulation tissue plugs
within the lumen of respiratory bronchioles (hematoxylin–eosin; original magniﬁcation  200).
Source Figure 1. Caramaschi, S., Kapp, M.E., Miller, S.E., Eisenberg, R., Johnson, J., Epperly, G.,
Maiorana, A., Silvestri, G. and Giannico, G.A., 2021. Histopathological ﬁndings and clinicopathologic correlation in COVID-19: a systematic review. Modern Pathology, pp. 1–20. https://
www.nature.com/articles/s41379-021-00814-w. Rightslink® by Copyright Clearance Center

pulmonary pathology features included the classical characteristics of the DAD, with
the presence of thrombi within a few small branches of the pulmonary artery [29].
The association of chronic coronary comorbidity with the fatality in CoViD 19
has been demonstrated in several autopsy studies. An autopsy report of 12 consecutive CoViD 19 deceased patients revealed a high incidence of thromboembolic
events, suggesting an important role of coagulopathy in the CoViD19. Among these
patients, coronary heart disease (50%) and asthma or chronic pulmonary obstructive
disease (25%) were the most common chronic comorbidities. About 7 of 12 of the
patients (58%) had a DVT (Deep Venous Thrombosis), whereas four patients had
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JFig. 4.4 Histopathological features of multiple organs in CoViD19. Prinetd as Fig. 2:

Histopathologic ﬁndings of COVID-19 in the kidney, small bowel and spleen. a Thrombotic
microangiopathy with glomerular capillary loop and arteriole ﬁbrin thrombi (hematoxylin–eosin;
original magniﬁcation  400). b Glomerulus with segmental capillary collapse and overlying
podocyte hyperplasia (Jones methenamine silver; original magniﬁcation  400). c Small bowel
thrombus and mucosal ischemic changes (hematoxylin–eosin; original magniﬁcation  100).
d Spleen hilar thrombus (hematoxylin–eosin; original magniﬁcation  200). e Detail of
Fig. d with transmural vascular inflammation (hematoxylin–eosin; original magniﬁcation  400).
f Splenic thrombosis and infarct (hematoxylin–eosin; original magniﬁcation  100). Source
Figure 2. Caramaschi, S., Kapp, M.E., Miller, S.E., Eisenberg, R., Johnson, J., Epperly, G.,
Maiorana, A., Silvestri, G. and Giannico, G.A., 2021. Histopathological ﬁndings and clinicopathologic correlation in COVID-19: a systematic review. Modern Pathology, pp. 1–20. https://
www.nature.com/articles/s41379-021-00814-w. Rightslink® by Copyright Clearance Center

PE (Pulmonary Embolism), a direct cause of death. About eight 8 of 12 patients
(67%) had histo-morphologically diffuse alveolar damage. In this study, about 6 of
10 patients had moderate viremia (<4  10/4 copies/mL), and all patients had high
concentrations of SARS CoV2 RNA in the lungs. However, titers of the viral RNA
in the liver, kidney, or heart, were higher in 5 of 12 patients, exceeding the viremia
[25].
The autopsy report of 21 patients with CoViD19 showed the presence of vascular dysfunction. In this study, the presence of generalized thrombotic microangiopathy 3 of 21 (14%), pulmonary thrombotic microangiopathy 5 of 11 (45%),
focal cardiomyocytes necrosis 3 of 21 (14%), myocardial hypertrophy 15 of 21
(71%), in addition to the senile amyloidosis 6 of 21 (29%), myocardial infarction 1
of 21 (5%), and the ulcerated plaques in the aorta (70%) of cases, were prominent
histopathological ﬁndings. The pulmonary embolism, alveolar hemorrhage, and
vasculitis were found, in 4 of 21 (19%), 3 of 21 (14%), and 1 of 21 (5%) patients,
respectively. The study further showed the presence of cardiovascular risk factors,
such as prior cardiovascular disease 15 of 21 (71%), hypertension 21 of 21 (100%),
diabetes 7 of 21 (35%), and obesity, frequently among the patients in this study
[30].

4.2.5

Endothelial Cell Infection and Apoptosis

The evidence of direct viral infection of the endothelial cell, and diffuse endothelial
inflammation across vascular beds of different organs, was provided in a case series
of two patients with CoViD19. The immunohistochemical and histological
assessments revealed increased lymphocytes (CD3, LFA-1, and CD45R0), macrophages (Mac-1), and perforin-positive cytotoxic T cells, and absent cardiomyocyte necrosis. In a 71 years old male recipient of the renal transplant, known with
hypertension and coronary artery disease, the endothelial cells showed the presence
of viral inclusion structures. The examination further revealed an accumulation of
the inflammatory cells as well as apoptotic bodies in the heart, small intestine, and
lungs. The second case of a 58 years old diabetic, hypertensive, and obese patient
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with CoViD 19, developed signiﬁcant cardiovascular complications such as right
heart failure secondary to the ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction, leading
to a fatal cardiac arrest. The post-mortem studies indicated lymphocytic endotheliitis in the lung, heart, kidney, and liver, as well as signs of liver cell necrosis. The
histological examination showed an absence of lymphocytic myocarditis. The
submucosal vessels in the small intestine showed evidence of endotheliitis [31].
Another series of post mortem examinations of 12 fatal CoViD 19 patients of older
age and associated comorbidities conﬁrmed the presence of viral particles in the
kidneys in the tubular epithelium, endothelium, and podocytes without signiﬁcant
inflammation [23].

4.3

Summary

A large number of pathology reports, derived from biopsies or autopsy reports from
individual cases or case series of patients with complications of CoViD19, have
been published. The data demonstrate a systemic involvement of the disease that
may affect various organs. However, the disease appears to have a major cardiovascular and pulmonary focus. The variations in the morphopathological forms,
histology, and cytopathology may represent the evolutionary stages of the disease
and the patterns of organ involvement.
The pathology reports of CoViD 19 patients with cardiovascular complications
demonstrate the involvement of multiple cardiac structures in CoViD 19 patients,
including myocardium, vascular structures, and the electrical conduction system.
The studies help to identify and determine the extent, severity, and reversibility of
the structural cellular damage, associated factors, and mechanisms that contribute to
the development of cardiovascular complications in CoViD19 and may carry
prognostic implications. The data promote a better understanding of myocardial
injury, heart failure, sudden death, arrhythmias, thrombotic complications, and
stress cardiomyopathies in the context of CoViD19. The data further strengthen the
notion of the contribution of the burden of chronic cardiovascular disease and risk
factors, including obesity, towards the development of complications in patients
with CoViD 19.
The endomyocardial biopsy appears to be an important tool in investigating and
deﬁning the cardiac injury in CoViD 19, thus improving the diagnostic accuracy
[32]. The reports conﬁrm the presence of a variety of mechanisms such as direct
myocardial viral damage, direct vascular viral injury, hyper inflammation, exaggerated immune response, microvascular disease, and prothrombotic mechanisms,
which appear to be associated with the cardiovascular complications in CoViD 19.
A multi-faceted approach involving novel histopathological diagnostic techniques,
improved EMB techniques such as electro-anatomical voltage mapping to guide
endomyocardial biopsy in combination with imaging, and genetic proﬁling methods, may be further explored. Similarly, a better characterization of EMB samples
via phenomics (such as proteomics, viral diagnosis, and immune cell proﬁling),
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MicroRNA (miRNA) proﬁling of the EMB, and other tools may help to reduce the
diagnostic uncertainties associated with myocarditis associated with CoViD19.
The cardiovascular virulence of the SARS CoV 2 exhibits a spectrum of cardiovascular pathologies such as endotheliitis, myocarditis, a microvascular
myocardial injury that appear to be particularly speciﬁc to this etiology. The
presence of acute inflammatory, immunomodulatory cells, apoptosis, cellular
necrosis in patients with CoViD 19 suggests a likely involvement of the signaling
pathways, mediators, and mechanisms of cell death, associated with cardiovascular
dysfunction and disease. A better understanding of these mechanisms may help
clinicians devise improved strategies to diagnose, manage and treat patients with
cardiovascular complications of CoViD19. Therefore, research is needed to
establish these mechanisms, the frequencies, and associations to help to lower the
mortality associated with the cardiovascular complications of CoViD19.
Summary Box
• In complicated CoViD19, the lungs are the central to the pathology, and
appearance of ARDS is a step towards complication.
• The diffuse alveolar damage (DAD) is the main pathological feature of the
ARDS, characterized by hyaline membrane formation in the alveoli,
interstitial edema, ﬁbroblast proliferation and ﬁbrin deposition.
• Current evidence on CoViD19 cardiac pathology is limited, is based on
research ﬁndings from the autopsies or endomyocardial biopsies, and
histopathological observations.
• The CoViD19 cardiovascular pathology indicates presence of macro and
microvascular disease, thrombo-embolic state, myocardial injury, with
features of immuno-inflammation, with or without viral detection.
• The histopathological forms of CoViD19 related myocardial injury reveal
viral myocarditis, reactive inflammatory myocarditis, and multifocal
lymphocytic myocarditis among others.
• The cellular features CoViD19 myocardial injury include cardiomyocytes
and interstitial tissue, with edema, cytopathic acute inflammatory cells in
the interstitial and perivascular tissue, macrophages, features of multifocal
lymphocytic myocarditis with CD4 or CD8 cells, lympho-nuclear inﬁltrates, focal necrosis in myocytes or intramural vasculature, and
endothelial inflammation.
• The presence of elevated cytokines, direct viral damage, microvascular
cardiac disease, vascular injury, endotheliitis, and thromboembolic phenomenon is associated with inflammatory and immune-mediated mechanisms in CoVid19.
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Chapter 5

Treatment Options in CoViD19

Key Questions
• What are the treatment options in the COViD19?
• What are the important therapeutic target mechanisms and agents for
CoViD19?
• Which novel therapeutic options are under exploration for the treatment of
CoViD19?
• What are the basics of the vaccine therapy in CoViD19?

5.1

Introduction

The critical complications of CoViD19 and the complex pathogenetic nature of the
disease require a multifaceted approach to help effectively combat the disease.
A range of combating strategies have been introduced in clinical practice since
the beginning of the CoViD19 pandemic (Table 5.1). These strategies refer to
preventive interventions, drug treatments, or supportive therapies that may directly
target the pathogen or modify the associated pathogenetic mechanisms or related
stress. Although such measures have been of beneﬁt in the ﬁght for the prevention
and treatment of the disease and the complications, deﬁnite treatment options are
not available.
The CoViD19 is an RNA viral disease involving a series of dysregulated
pathophysiological mechanisms that are triggered by the viral entry into the
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Fig. 5.1 SARS CoV2 receptors-based therapies. Source Figure 1. Zhang, H., Penninger, J.M., Li,
Y., Zhong, N. and Slutsky, A.S., 2020. Angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) as a
SARS-CoV-2 receptor: molecular mechanisms and potential therapeutic target. Intensive care
medicine, 46(4), pp. 586–590. https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00134-020-05985-9.
Published by Springer Nature

organism, viral cell recognition process, induced cell injury, and others that lead to
multi-organ dysfunction and death. These mechanisms accompany numerous
mediators and pathways such as signaling pathways, immunoregulatory factors,
inflammatory systems, prothrombotic processes, hemodynamic regulatory systems,
intracellular mechanisms, and processes related to cell death.
The viral cell entry mechanism in CoViD19 has remained a particular focus of
research throughout, especially due to the therapeutic potential. This important
mechanism refers to the viral and cell receptor binding process, mainly involving
the ACE2 receptor or other secondary receptors such as Cathepsin L, and the
co-factors such as the TMPRSS2 that play an important role in the primary viral
cell-binding process through the viral spike glycoproteins.
The data from recent research show that a variety of pathophysiological mechanisms are closely associated with the severity and complications of the CoViD19
may be subject to target for potential therapies. These include abnormal
immunoregulatory processes, including the cytokine storm, hyperinflammatory
reactions, prothrombotic processes, and others. The drugs mainly explored in
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Fig. 5.2 Drugs against COVID19. Schematic represents the possible effects of proposed drugs on
the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2. AAK1, Ap2-associated protein kinase 1;
Ab1, a non-receptor tyrosine kinase; ACE2, angiotensin-converting enzyme 2; IFN1, interferons
type 1; JAK, Janus kinase; mRNA, messenger ribonucleic acid; PARP1, poly-ADP-ribose polyacmerase 1; RNA, ribonucleic acid; pp1a and 1ab, protein phosphatase 1a and 1ab.
inhibitory effect;
viral cell cycle. Source Figure 2. Rameshrad,
tivator effect;
M., Ghafoori, M., Mohammadpour, A.H., Nayeri, M.J.D. and Hosseinzadeh, H., 2020.
A comprehensive review on drug repositioning against coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID19).
Naunyn-Schmiedeberg's archives of pharmacology, 393, pp. 1137–1152. https://link.springer.com/
article/10.1007/s00210-020-01901-6. Published by Springer Nature

CoViD19 treatment impact virus-host interactions, inhibit the mechanism of viral
assembly, influence innate host response, or the signaling pathways associated with
the process of viral replication. Several therapeutic interventions based on these
mechanisms are currently used in clinical practice to treat CoViD19 patients (Tables
5.2 and 5.3). The commonly used treatments include antiviral drugs, antiviral
receptor binding agents, immunomodulators, and cytoprotective therapies. Other
interventions, based on the novel exploratory mechanisms, are currently in the
experimental stage. These mechanisms include NETs (Neutrophil Extracellular
Traps, or related to NOD-like receptor protein 3 (NLRP3) inflammasome and others.
Furthermore, other therapies, such as those used for the treatment of cardiovascular diseases, cardioprotective drugs, and antithrombotics, have been shown to
help minimize the severity and the associated risk due to CoViD19 complications.
Several CoViD19 studies and expert groups have debated the role of ACE inhibitors /ARBs in the CoViD19 patients with cardiovascular diseases, which has been
later validated by the expert guidelines. Similarly, the role of antithrombotic therapy
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Fig. 5.3 Immunomodulation in COViD19. Schematic representation of the immunomodulators’
site of action. Hydroxychloroquine, azithromycin, statins, RAASi and their combinations have not
been reliably shown to be of beneﬁt in hospitalized patients with COVID-19, and therefore are
represented here to deﬁne a potential pathophysiological target for therapy. This should not be seen
as endorsement for use of such agents. The use of hydroxychloroquine and azithromycin in
COVID-19 patients may be associated with harm. Whether such agents are beneﬁcial in other
stages of infection remains a matter of study. Created with biorender.com. Ang II angiotensin II,
GM-CSF granulocyte–macrophage colony-stimulating factor, IFN interferon, IL interleukin,
IL-6R interleukin-6 receptor, IVIG intravenous immunoglobulin, JAK Janus kinase, JAK-STAT
Janus kinase-signal transducer and activator of transcription, MIP-1a macrophage inflammatory
protein 1-a, MyD88 myeloid differentiation primary response 88, NF-jB nuclear factor-jB,
RAAS renin–angiotensin–aldosterone system, rhuGM-CSF recombinant human granulocyte–
macrophage colony-stimulating factor, sIL-6R soluble IL-6 receptor, TLR toll-like receptor, TNF
tumor necrosis factor reserve. Source Figure 1. Rizk, J.G., Kalantar-Zadeh, K., Mehra, M.R.,
Lavie, C.J., Rizk, Y. and Forthal, D.N., 2020. Pharmaco-immunomodulatory therapy in
COVID-19. Drugs, pp. 1–26. https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s40265-020-01367-z.
Published by Springer Nature
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Table 5.1 Potential treatments in CoViD19
Potential therapeutic strategies in CoViD19
Antiviral drugs
Immune based therapies (immunomodulators)
Anti-inflammatory therapy
Adjunctive therapy (anticoagulation, antibiotics
and others)

Table 5.2 Potential therapeutic interventions impacting SARS CoV2 and disease progression
Drugs interfering with the fusion of the virus with host cells

Antivirals
Serine protease inhibitors
Interleukin inhibitors
Antiﬁbrinolytic homeostatics
Drugs targeting RAAS ACE2 AT1 receptor
Recombinant enzyme
Cardioprotective angiotensin
peptide (Ang 1-7)
ACE inhibitors
AT1 Receptor blockers
Drugs interfering with translocation of the virus within host
Anti-malarial or combination
cells
with antibiotic
Drugs interfering with the proteolysis mechanism of the
Antivirals
virus within host cells
Antiretrovirals
Anticancer
Drugs interfering with replication, transcription, and
Antivirals
translocation of virus genomic material
Anticancer
Anti-parasite
Glucocorticoids
Drugs interfering with cytokine storm and compromised
Anti-inflammatories
immune function
Anticancer
Immunosuppressants
Antioxidants
Antigout
Antiangiogenics
Acetylcholinesterase inhibitors
Drugs preventing the progression of CoViD19 in severe
Immunomodulators
ARDS
Anti-inflammatories
Antidepressants
Vasoactive peptide analog
For further details please refer to Poduri, R., Joshi, G. and Jagadeesh, G., 2020. Drugs targeting
various stages of the SARS-CoV-2 life cycle: exploring promising drugs for the treatment of
Covid-19. Cellular signalling, 74, p.109721. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cellsig.2020.109721.

to prevent and treat CoViD19 related complications is currently under exploration
in several clinical trials [1].
A variety of conventional and non-conventional approaches are also under
exploration for developing vaccines for the prevention of CoViD19. The vaccines
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Table 5.3 Potential target mechanisms and drug types CoViD19
Potential target mechanisms

Drug types

Inhibitors of cell entry

Inhibitors of Angiotensin-Converting Enzyme 2
(ACE2) Antimalarial Drugs
(Hydroxychloroquine)
Inhibitors of Transmembrane Protease, Serine 2
(TMPRSS-2 (Nafamostat)
Serine Subfamily Member 2 (TMPRSS-2)
(Camostat Mesylate)
Lopinavir /Ritonavir Combination
Umifenovir
Favipiravir
Tocilizumab
Interferon-b-1a
Passive immune therapy (Convalescent Plasma)
Corticosteroids
JAK1/2 Inhibitors (Baricitinib)
Specialized pro-resolving lipid autacoid
mediators (SPMs) eg Resolvins, Protectins
Maresins and Soluble epoxide hydrolase
(sEH) inhibitors
Low molecular weight heparin
Heparin, Inhibitor of the TMPRSS-2
(Nafamostat)

Inhibitors of replication, membrane fusion,
and assembly of SARS CoV2
Immunomodulators

Anti inflammatories

Anticoagulant and antiplatelets

Ref for further reading:
1. Panigrahy, D., Gilligan, M.M., Huang, S., Gartung, A., Cortés-Puch, I., Sime, P.J., Phipps, R.P.,
Serhan, C.N. and Hammock, B.D., 2020. Inflammation resolution: a dual-pronged approach to
averting cytokine storms in COVID-19?. Cancer and Metastasis Reviews, 39(2), pp.337–340.
2. Manickam, M., Meenakshisundaram, S. and Pillaiyar, T., 2021. Activating endogenous
resolution pathways by soluble epoxide hydrolase inhibitors for the management of COVID‐19.
Archiv der Pharmazie, p.e2100367.

are used for introducing a limited amount of disease-speciﬁc antigens into the
human body to stimulate the immune system to produce the required amount of
antibodies but without causing the disease. The process of development of vaccines
includes multiple technology platforms such as nucleic acid (DNA and RNA),
virus-like particles, peptides, viral vector (replicating and non-replicating),
recombinant protein, live attenuated virus, and the inactivated virus. The DNA- and
mRNA-based platforms offer promising potential and flexibility in terms of
manipulation of the antigen, and potential for the speed, followed by the development of recombinant protein-subunit vaccines [2].
The prevention of the rapid spread of the CoViD19 pandemic remains a signiﬁcant challenge to the medical and scientiﬁc community and other public health
organizations worldwide. Various community and public health programs have
been launched globally to help minimize the risk of viral contamination. The health
experts and public health organizations recommend the use of rigorous preventive
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Table 5.4 Drug interactions CoViD19 and cardiovascular drugs
CoViD19 drugs

Cardiovascular drugs

Ribavirin
Lopinavir/ritonavir

Warfarin
Anticoagulants (Apixaban, Rivaroxaban, Dabigatran,
Edoxaban)
Antiplatelets (Clopidogrel, Ticagrelor, Prasugrel)
Statins (Atorvastatin, Rosuvastatin, Lovastatin, Simvastatin)
Antiarrhythmics (QT-prolonging agents), Digoxin,
Ivabradine
Angiotensin Receptor-Neprilysin Inhibitor (Sacubitril)
Angiotensin Receptor Blocker (Losartan, Valsartan)
Diuretics (Indapamide)
Chloroquine/
Beta-blockers (Metoprolol, carvedilol, propranolol,
hydroxychloroquine
labetalol)
Antiarrhythmics (QT-prolonging agents)
Digoxin
IL-6 inhibitors (Tocilizumab)
Warfarin, apixaban, rivaroxaban
The information presented here about the drug interactions in CoViD19 is not comprehensive and
lacks speciﬁc details related to the actual impact. For speciﬁc details related to the drug
interactions, and further recommendations please consult the relevant guidance.
1. Naksuk, N., Lazar, S. and Peeraphatdit, T., 2020. Cardiac safety of off-label COVID-19 drug
therapy: a review and proposed monitoring protocol. European Heart Journal: Acute
Cardiovascular Care, 9(3), pp. 215–221.
2. Talasaz, A.H., Kakavand, H., Van Tassell, B., Aghakouchakzadeh, M., Sadeghipour, P., Dunn,
S. and Geraiely, B., 2020. Cardiovascular complications of COVID-19: pharmacotherapy
perspective. Cardiovascular Drugs and Therapy, pp. 1–11.
3. Scavone, C., Mascolo, A., Rafaniello, C., Sportiello, L., Trama, U., Zoccoli, A., Bernardi, F.F.,
Racagni, G., Berrino, L., Castaldo, G. and Coscioni, E., 2021. Therapeutic strategies to ﬁght
COVID‐19: Which is the status artis?. British Journal of Pharmacology

measures to stop the spread of the disease. These include physical preventive
measures such as hand hygiene practices, the use of sanitizers and protective
equipment (face masks, gloves, eye protection, bodysuits), physical distancing, and
many others. Specially designed protocols and tools have been introduced in the
healthcare centers and in public places to minimize the risk of disease contraction in
the general population and those at high-risk subpopulation groups.
Several expert groups and societies have published expert guidances for the
prevention and management of CoViD19 in the high-risk subpopulation groups
such as the older age patients, diabetics, or individuals with a background of
cardiovascular diseases, and several others, including with mental health issues.
Overall, several strategies are in use and remain under exploration for the prevention and treatment of patients with CoViD19 globally. Some of the important
therapeutic agents commonly used by health experts to treat patients with CoVD19
and the complications are provided below.
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Antiviral Agents in CoViD19

The acute lung injury that is a core pathology in CoViD19 is a speciﬁc target of
potential therapeutic interventions that may help reduce the severity and complications related to the pulmonary parenchymal and vascular injuries. The role of a
variety of antiviral agents in the treatment of CoViD19 is currently under
exploration.
A combination antiretroviral drug lopinavir/ritonavir, where lopinavir is a primary agent that inhibits the viral protease and ritonavir that increases the plasma
concentration of lopinavir via inhibition of CYP3A4-mediated metabolism, has
been investigated for the treatment of CoViD19. The randomized, controlled,
open-label trial in 199 patients hospitalized with CoViD19, assigned 99 patients to
the lopinavir-ritonavir group and 100 to the standard-care group, showed no
improvement in time to clinical improvement (hazard ratio for clinical improvement, 1.31; 95% conﬁdence interval [CI], 0.95 to 1.80), or difference in 28-day
mortality (19.2% vs. 25.0%; difference, − 5.8 percentage points; 95% CI, − 17.3 to
5.7) between the two groups and similar percentages of patients with detectable
viral RNA at various time points [3].
Similarly, a randomized, controlled, open-label, platform trial of lopinavirritonavir for the treatment of CoViD19 patients admitted in the hospital, received
either usual standard of care (3424 patients) or the routine standard of care with
lopinavir-ritonavir (1616 patients), showed no beneﬁts in 28-day mortality
(374 (23%) versus 767 (22%) rate ratio 103, 95% CI 091–117; p = 060),
duration of hospital stay (median 11 days [IQR 5 to > 28]), or risk of progressing to
invasive mechanical ventilation or death (risk ratio 109, 95% CI 099–120;
p = 0092) [4].
However, in an open-label, prospective randomized phase II trial involving 127
patients admitted with CoViD19, the use of a triple combination of interferon beta
1b, lopinavir/ritonavir, and ribavirin as early triple antiviral therapy was safe and
superior to lopinavir-ritonavir alone in alleviating symptoms and shortening the
duration of the viral shedding and hospital stay, in patients with mild to moderate
CoViD19 [5].
Another antiviral agent, remdesivir (a broad spectrum nucleotide analog that
inhibits RNA replication by inhibiting RNA-dependent RNA polymerase activity in
several RNA viruses), is being explored for the treatment of CoViD19. Although
improvement in time to recovery has been observed, remdesivir has not shown any
promising results in the treatment of CoViD19 [6–8].
The efﬁcacy of remdesivir was analyzed in a randomized, double-blind,
placebo-controlled, multi-centre trial in 237 patients with severe CoViD19.
Although a reduction in the time to clinical improvement was observed, remdesivir
was not associated with statistically signiﬁcant clinical beneﬁts in patients admitted
with CoViD19. Overall, use of remdesivir was not associated with a difference in
time to clinical improvement (hazard ratio 123 [95% CI 087–175]), although
numerically, this treatment group had a faster time to clinical improvement as
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compared to the placebo arm, with symptom duration of 10 days or less (hazard
ratio 152 [095–243]) [7, 9].
A double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial of intravenous remdesivir
in 1062 patients hospitalized with CoViD19 with lower respiratory tract infection,
showed that remdesivir was superior to placebo in shortening the time to recovery.
In the remdesivir treatment group, the patients had a median recovery time of
10 days (95% conﬁdence interval [CI], 9 to 11), as compared with 15 days (95%
CI, 13 to 18) among those who received placebo (rate ratio for recovery, 1.29; 95%
CI, 1.12 to 1.49; P < 0.001, by a log-rank test) [10].
Similarly, other antiviral agents such as a viral envelope membrane fusion
inhibitor umifenovir (Arbidol), a purine nucleotide RNA polymerase inhibitor
favipiravir (Avigan), or antiretroviral drugs such darunavir-based regimens have
shown no promising results in the treatment of CoViD19 [11, 12]. Other investigational products explored for the CoViD19 treatment include antiviral agents such
as Toll-Like Receptor 3 (TLR 3) agonists (rintatolimod), nucleoside reverse transcriptor inhibitor (azvudine), viral RNA polymerase inhibitor (favipiravir), and
several others.
In summary, although certain antiviral drugs, such as Remdesivir, have shown
an acceleration in the recovery process in patients with CoViD19, the data does not
show a signiﬁcant beneﬁt in the treatment of CoViD19. The Food and Drug
Administration of the USA (FDA) has issued the emergency use authorization
(EUA) for Remdesivir for the treatment of CoViD19 [13]. Further research is
needed from robust clinical trials to assess the efﬁcacy and safety of other antivirals
such as oseltamivir, favipiravir, umifenovir, and others in patients with CoViD19.

5.2.1

Viral Cell Entry Inhibition and Viral Assembly
Blockage

Another class of drugs, serine protease inhibitors, may halt SARS CoV2 spike
protein activation, preventing the viral cell entry by blocking the TMPRSS2 activity
[14]. A serine protease inhibitor, camostat mesylate, has been shown to block the
TMPRSS2 activity and inhibit the SARS CoV entry into the cells [15]. A synthetic
serine protease inhibitor (TMPRSS2) nafamostat (Fusan) that may play a role in the
cell entry Mechanism of SARS CoV2 is undergoing further research [16–19]. The
other investigational products, such as the recombinant human ACE2 (rhACE2;
APN01, GSK2586881), use potential therapeutic target Angiotensin-Converting
Enzyme 2 (ACE2), a SARS CoV2 receptor, are suggested for the treatment of
patients with CoViD19 [20–23].
Similarly, Cathepsin L-selective Inhibitors may have an important potential role
in the treatment of COVID19 patients. The inhibition of the Cathepsin L (CatL), an
endosomal cysteine protease that mediates S1 subunit cleavage on SARS CoV2
glycoprotein spike to facilitate viral cell entry, is currently being explored [24, 25].
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The activity of the Cathepsin L may also be hampered, by several other pharmaceutical agents, including the antimicrobials rifampicin and teicoplanin.
Other agents include a humanized anti CD147 antibody Meplazumab that
inhibits CD147 (Basigin or EMMPRIN), a host cell expressing surface receptor
involved in the viral cell entry process through interaction with SARS CoV2 glycoprotein receptor spike protein [26, 172]. Similarly, the AP2-associated protein
kinase 1 (AAK1) and cyclin G-associated kinase known as regulators of endocytosis during the process of viral cell entry may have a role in the treatment of
CoViD19. The Janus kinase inhibitor baricitinib, efﬁciently binds with AAK1 and
with cyclin G-associated kinase, may inhibit viral entry and the inflammation in
patients with CoViD19 [27]. Baricitinib also inhibits the viral assembly process.
The viral assembly process involves the coordinated interaction of various proteins.
Several drugs may disrupt the essential viral protein–protein interactions such as
lopinavir, ritonavir, and darunavir. These drugs inhibit translation and cleavage of
polyproteins by proteases like 3CLpro, PLpro, or others [28]. Further research is
needed to explore the efﬁcacy and safety of these agents in CoViD19 patients.

5.3

Amino Quinolones in CoViD19

Hydroxychloroquine a “Disease-Modifying Antirheumatic Drug” (DMARD) may
impede the binding of ACE2 and SARS CoV2 spike protein, inhibit the
antigen-presentation, and activation of T-cells, inhibit the cytosolic Toll-like
receptor (TLR)-signaling, and production of pro-inflammatory cytokines (IL1 and
TNF alpha). The beneﬁcial role of hydroxychloroquine in CoViD19 relies on the
mechanisms involving averting cytokine storm [29]. The substances, such as the 4
aminoquinolones (chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine), are actively explored in
the treatment of CoViD19. The research shows that chloroquine can effectively
block the SARS CoV2 infection in cultured cells [30]. A variety of mechanisms,
such as an increase in the endosomal pH in the host intracellular organelles, inhibition of the autophagosome-lysosome fusion, or nonspeciﬁc inactivation of the
enzymes that viruses require for replication, such as lysosomal cathepsins, may be
involved in this process [31–35].
In addition, several other mechanisms, such as a direct effect on the protease
synthesis (through CDP/Cux transcription factor at neutral pH) [34],
immunomodulatory effect (the hydroxychloroquine being superior to the chloroquine, in countering the cytokine storm) [36] or interference with the glycosylation
of the ACE2 receptor used by SARS CoV2 to enter the cells [37] and others such
as antithrombotic activity and inhibition of the Neutrophil Extra Cellular Trap
(NET) formation [38], has been demonstrated.
Although chloroquine/hydroxychloroquine is currently approved for off-label
use for the treatment of patients with CoViD19 by the Food and Drug
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Administration (FDA) [39] and Chinese National Medicine Products Association
(NMPA) [40], use of this drug in CoViD19 is restricted and is only administered
under close medical supervision (Ref Chinese + FDA). The United States Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) issued an emergency use authorization
(EUA) permitting chloroquine phosphate (medical grade) and hydroxychloroquine
sulfate to be added to the strategic national stockpile (SNS) [41].

5.3.1

Analysis of Body of Evidence on Amino Quinolones
in CoViD19

The evidence of potential beneﬁts of chloroquine in patients with CoViD19 was
initially provided in a report from an in vitro study, which showed that remdesivir
and chloroquine are highly effective in the control of CoViD19 in vitro [42].
Subsequently, the positive effect of the hydroxychloroquine was demonstrated in a
retrospective study of 1061 CoViD19 patients, which concluded that the administration of the hydroxychloroquine and azithromycin (HCQ + AZ) in combination
before CoViD19 complications occur, is safe and is associated with a very low
fatality rate in patients [43]. Similarly, a non-comparative, observational study
showed a decline in the viral load in a cohort of 80 relatively mildly infected
in-patients treated with a combination of hydroxychloroquine and azithromycin
[44], further strengthening the notion of beneﬁcial effects of the therapy in
CoViD19 patients.
On the other hand, data from several studies in patients with CoViD19 show a
lack of therapeutic beneﬁt of the 4 aminoquinolones, alone or in combination, but
also provide evidence of the potential toxicity associated with the treatment. An
observational study included 181 patients admitted with severe CoViD19 requiring
oxygen concluded that hydroxychloroquine is of no beneﬁt in this population group
[45]. Similarly, in a retrospective cohort study of 1438 patients admitted with
CoViD19, the combination of azithromycin and hydroxychloroquine did not show
a signiﬁcant reduction in in-hospital mortality [46]. Other studies have shown the
lack of additional beneﬁts of virus elimination from adding hydroxychloroquine to
the current standard of care in patients with mainly persistent mild to moderate
CoViD19 [47]. In the second semester of the CoViD19 pandemic in the later part of
2020, multiple trials have been conducted further conﬁrming the lack of beneﬁt of 4
aminoquinolones in CoViD19 patients. These include an open-label trial [48],
randomized controlled trials, completed [49, 50] and others that were discontinued
due to the lack of an obvious beneﬁt [51, 52]. Furthermore, an early administration
of hydroxychloroquine in patients with COVID19, before hospitalization to assess
the impact on hospitalization was tested in research studies and showed no signiﬁcant beneﬁt [53, 54].
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Furthermore, multiple reports provide evidence of the toxicity of the
“4 aminoquinolones” alone or in the form of combination therapy. An observational
study of 1446 consecutive patients with CoViD19 showed the lack of beneﬁt of
hydroxychloroquine [55] or even harm [56], most likely due to the narrow therapeutic window that may result in cardiovascular, gastrointestinal, and retinal toxicity. Although several other CoViD19 studies suggest the presence of cardiac
toxicity with the combination therapy of “4 aminoquinolones and azithromycin”,
the evidence of an increased risk of cardiac toxicity (QT interval prolongation) that
may result in cardiac death when hydroxychloroquine and azithromycin are
co-administered comes from other studies no related to the CoViD19 research
[46, 57–59].
The body of evidence related to the use of 4 aminoquinolones in CoViD19
appears to have several, design and methodological flaws, and a variety of biases.
Several reports have been published revealing such inadequacies in the clinical
research related to the use of 4 aminoquinolones in CoViD19 that may impact the
interpretability of ﬁndings of the research. The studies showing beneﬁcial effects of
hydroxychloroquine [43, 44] are mostly small, observational, poorly designed,
inappropriate endpoints, are confounded, contain selection bias, are poorly analyzed, have data attrition, or are inappropriately reported [60], or even lack comparator control groups (single-armed) [43].
Similarly, in addition to the inherited weakness in the study design, several
studies showing no beneﬁt or harm associated with the therapy in patients with
CoViD19 also carry several methodological, design, and reporting flaws [61, 62].
The study showing lack of beneﬁcial effects of hydroxychloroquine therapy in
CoViD19 patients appears to have several biases related to the patient selection and
data attrition, [47] also observed in the other studies, showing harm associated with
the therapy [45].
A critical appraisal of the evidence related to the effectiveness of chloroquine
and hydroxychloroquine (with azithromycin) in CoViD19 included three randomized control trials and three observational studies. The authors identify poor-quality
research related to the use of chloroquine/ hydroxychloroquine in CoViD19 and
potential treatments, with limitations in research methodology that could impact
clinical decision-making. These limitations include the poor, sparse, or underreporting of important patient outcomes [64]. Another critical analysis of the trials
investigating chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine in CoViD19 indicates poor
methodology, inadequate reporting, and flaws in the research endpoints [65].
Similarly, the trials conducted in patients with CoViD19 in the later part of 2020,
investigating the beneﬁts of 4 aminoquinolones in various settings, had lower
strength of evidence due to the limitations and high risk of bias and showed no clear
beneﬁts. The overall evidence fails to support the usefulness of treatment with 4
aminoquinolones in CoViD19 patients [48, 66, 68]. In order to draw plausible
conclusions about efﬁcacy and safety of the treatment with 4 aminoquinolones in
patients with CoViD19, sound clinical research, in the hierarchy of evidence base,
is strongly needed.
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Several ongoing trials are investigating the hydroxychloroquine in CoViD19
alone and in combination with other drugs such as Camostat Mesylate (a protease
inhibitor) in a variety of settings, including in primary care [69, 70]. A randomized,
placebo-controlled, double-blind trial aims to recruit approximately 2000 outpatients with early CoViD19, is investigating hydroxychloroquine plus azithromycin
versus placebo in the prevention of hospital admission and death due to the
CoViD19 [71]. Another ongoing trial, in the primary care settings, is aimed to
evaluate the use of HCQ as a monotherapy, compared to the routine care, in 3000
older susceptible patients with CoViD19, including those in the care homes, to
assess the impact on progression to a more severe disease involving hospital
admission or death [72].

5.4
5.4.1

Immune-Based Therapies in CoViD19
Immunomodulatory Agents

Several immunomodulators such as corticosteroids, inter interleukin inhibitors,
interferons, and kinase inhibitors may be used in the treatment of patients with
CoViD19. The drugs with immunomodulatory properties affect immune system
function, such as the IL6 inhibitors (IL6 receptor antagonists such as tocilizumab
and sarilumab or monoclonal antibodies targeting IL-6 such as siltuximab) may be
useful in patients with hypercytokinetic inflammatory presentation of CoViD19
[73], are under exploration in clinical research [74–79]. Similarly, several other
immunomodulatory therapeutic agents are under exploration in the treatment of
CoViD19. These include the IL-1 inhibitors, Kinase inhibitors such as Bruton’s
Tyrosine Kinase Inhibitors (acalabrutinib, ibrutinib, zanubrutinib), or Janus Kinase
Inhibitors (baricitinib, ruxolitinib, tofacitinib), glucocorticoids, or others such as
Interferon Alfa-2b or Interferon Beta-1a interferon-alpha, pegylated interferon k1.
The Anti-IL-6R mAb bind to both the membrane-bound and soluble forms of the
IL-6R, and may rapidly deplete the circulating levels of IL-6 in blood. The effectiveness of tocilizumab in patients with severe COVID19, has been demonstrated in
several studies [80–82].
An observational study of 764 patients with COVID19 requiring ICU support
who received tocilizumab showed a reduction in mortality (HR 064, 95% CI 047–
087; p = 00040) [83]. However, a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled
phase III trial investigating tocilizumab in patients with COVID19 associated
pneumonia failed to show an improvement in the clinical status or a reduction in
mortality [84]. Several gaps have been identiﬁed, in the study quality, such as the
use of broad patient selection criteria, the timing of drug administration, and
assessment of patient outcomes [85].
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The IL6 inhibitors appear to have a scope in the suppression of the
hyperinflammatory state of the disease. The potential role of these immunomodulatory agents needs further exploration with robust data for assessment of the
efﬁcacy, safety, and drug administration strategies [86].
The interferons are a family of cytokines with antiviral properties, may have a
potential role in the early phase of CoViD19. Studies have explored the potential
role of interferon-beta 1a in combination with antiviral therapy in patients with
CoViD19. A prospective, open-label, randomized, phase 2 trial of 127 patients
hospitalized with CoViD19 assessed the efﬁcacy and safety of combined interferon
beta-1b, lopinavir-ritonavir, and ribavirin. The study reported that early triple
antiviral therapy was safe and superior to lopinavir-ritonavir alone in alleviating
symptoms and shortening the duration of viral shedding and hospital stay in
patients with mild to moderate COVID19 [88]. The data supporting the use of
interferons in CoViD19 is insufﬁcient, although there may be beneﬁts of the
interferon in the early phase of the disease and require careful assessment of the
toxicity risk.
Another class of drugs Inhibitors of the JAK signaling pathway, potent
anti-inflammatory agents, counter elevated cytokine levels. A selective JAK inhibitor, baricitinib, showed a decline in viral replication and the inflammatory
response, [91], is undergoing further trials alone [92] and in combination with other
drugs such as remdesevir [93].
Furthermore, the evidence of mortality beneﬁts with dexamethasone in patients
admitted in hospital with CoViD19 comes from a large randomized controlled trial
investigating dexamethasone (n = 2104) versus standard care (n = 4321) (RR 0.83,
95% CI 0.74–0.92, p = 0.0007) [56] and other trials [87, 89]. The guidelines recommend the use of dexamethasone in CoViD19 patients requiring oxygen support
[90]. Several trials are underway investigating dexamethasone in range of doses and
severity of the disease in CoViD19 patients and combination with other therapies
[94, 95].

5.4.2

Convalescent Plasma, and Antibody-Based Therapies

Several other blood-derived therapies for the treatment of CoViD19 may have a
role in the treatment of CoViD19. These include convalescent plasma therapy,
immunoglobulins (speciﬁc or non-speciﬁc to SARS CoV2), and Mesenchymal
Stem Cells. The investigational convalescent plasma, collected from the individuals
who have recovered from CoViD19 (COVID19 convalescent plasma), may contain
antibodies to SARS CoV2, is under exploration for COVID19 treatment [93].
The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has issued guidance to provide
recommendations to the health care providers and the investigators on the
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administration and further study of the investigational convalescent plasma in
CoViD19 [49]. Furthermore, the FDA has also provided Emergency Use
Authorization (EUA) for convalescent plasma therapy in patients with CoViD19,
based on data from several randomized or non-randomized, observational, and case
series [87]. The efﬁcacy and safety of the convalescent plasma for the treatment of
COVID19 needs to be further established.
Another potential prophylactic and therapeutic option for COVID19, the
Neutralizing monoclonal antibodies, which target the receptor-binding domain of
SARSCoV2 spike protein, may hold potential and have received an emergency use
authorization EUA for “bamlanivimab” a neutralizing monoclonal antibody (IgG1)
therapy, from the FDA [89, 90]. The recombinant neutralizing human IgG1 monoclonal antibodies that have EUA from the FDA are Casirivimab and imdevimab
(combination use) in patients with CoViD19 [94]. The immunoglobulins such as
IVIG and neutralizing antibodies may have a role in the treatment of complications
that develop with CoViD19 [95, 96]. Several ongoing trials are investigating role of
IVIG in CoViD19 [96–98]. Further data related to the efﬁcacy and safety of these
drugs is needed from robust clinical research. Similarly, data supporting the role of
mesenchymal stem cells for the treatment of CoViD19 is insufﬁcient. These agents
are not currently approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for the
treatment of COVID19. Other potential investigational products, such as complement inhibitors, have also been proposed but supporting data is insufﬁcient [103].
Besides, supportive treatments such as vitamin C, D may also be considered for the
CoViD19 treatment, but data are lacking. Several ongoing trials are investigating
these supplements in CoViD19 [100, 101].

5.5
5.5.1

Potential Anti-inflammatory Mechanisms
NOD-Like Receptor Protein 3 (NLRP3)Anti-inflammasomes

Several studies propose the use of the anti-inflammasomes for the treatment of
CoViD19 [101, 102]. The activation of the NOD-like receptor protein 3 (NLRP3)
inflammasome is linked with the cytokine storm [103], known in association with
the severe forms of CoViD19 [104–106]. In addition to the NLRP3 inflammasome
signaling pathway, the pro-apoptotic mitochondrial signaling pathway associated
with “Unfolded Proteins Response /Autophagy pathways” are important for the
viral cycle of SARS CoV2 and may serve as a novel target for developing drugs for
the treatment of CoViD19 [107].
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Several drugs that interfere with immune response and immune mechanisms,
tranilast [108], or others such as IL-6R and IL-1 receptor blocking agents anikara
[109], NLRP3 inhibitors arglabin and MCC950 [110, 111], may display potential
anti-inflammasome impact in CoViD19 [112].

5.5.2

Neutrophil Extracellular Traps (NETs)-Anti NETosis
Therapy

Another novel mechanism that may serve as the potential therapeutic target in
CoViD19 involves the Neutrophil Extracellular Traps (NETs). The Neutrophil
Extracellular Traps (NETs) consisting of circulating free DNA and histones are
related to inflammation, coagulation, and thrombosis both locally and systemically
in a variety of conditions [113]. The NETs are a matrix of DNA decorated with
neutrophils granule proteins, such as MPO (myeloperoxidase), cathepsin G, and
neutrophil elastase that may sequestrate, kill and trap pathogens including viruses
[114, 115].
The viruses can stimulate neutrophils to produce Neutrophil Extracellular Traps
(NETs), a network structure formed by freely circulating DNA expelled by neutrophils, and a variety of proteins. This process leads to cell death, characterized by
the destruction of the nuclear membrane before the plasmatic membrane that is not
related to necrosis or apoptosis. In dysregulated forms, this process generates an
extreme systemic response with the production of the cytokines, interferon I, and
immune complexes, and may result in local and systemic damage. The NETs trap
erythrocytes and activate platelets [116] may promote thrombosis via multiple
mechanisms, such as degradation of the anticoagulant protein, TFPI (tissue factor
pathway inhibitor) (augmenting TF activity and thrombin generation), and may
activate platelets via TLR-2 and TLR-4 and enhance ﬁbrin formation [117].
The patients with CoViD19 have high levels of circulating free (cf-DNA) and
DNA-myeloperoxidase complexes [118]. The elevated levels of these freely circulating complexes correlate with the acuity of illness, inflammatory response, and
severe disease. The circulating free RNA from SARS CoV2 may trigger a coagulation
cascade. The evidence shows that cf-RNA serves as a cofactor for auto-activation of
factor VII-activating protease, thereby initiating coagulation [119].
Low Molecular Weight Heparin [120], steroids [121], IVIg [122] and several
other agents [123] induce a reduction of NET formation. The potential role of
NETosis, the association between NETs activity and the mortality from CoViD19,
as well as the associations between markers of NETosis and serum markers of
inflammation and thrombosis, is currently under exploration in clinical research in
the context of CoViD19, may serve as a new therapeutic target for the treatment of
CoViD19 [124]. Potential role of Siglec-9 agonism to curb neutrophilic hyper
inflammation in COVID19 as a promising therapeutic strategy has been suggested
[125].

5.6 Anticoagulants
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The CoViD19 is a hypercoagulability state and has a high inflammatory burden.
Anticoagulation therapy has been suggested to have a role in the treatment of
CoViD19 with beneﬁts of improvement in mortality [126]. The use of anticoagulation therapy rapidly gained recognition in CoViD19 patients with moderate and
severe disease. Prophylactic anticoagulation is recommended in the hospitalized
CoViD19 patients [127, 128].
The antithrombin-mediated inhibition of FXa or thrombin by heparins or
LMWH is a commonly used treatment in VTE prophylaxis, also in COVID19
patients. It has been suggested that the heparins have anti-inflammatory properties
[129], and may bind to the SARS CoV2 spike protein and or down-regulate
interleukin-6 (IL-6), therefore may have enhanced beneﬁt in CoViD19 patients
[130, 131].
A retrospective cohort study of 449 patients with severe CoViD19 showed the
beneﬁcial impact of low molecular weight heparin with better prognosis in severe
CoViD19 (sepsis-induced coagulopathy criteria) or with markedly elevated serum
D dimer levels. In the heparin using group, the 28 day mortality was lower than in
the nonusers in patients with SIC score  4 (40.0% vs 64.2%, P = 0.029), or D‐
dimer > sixfold of the upper limit of normal (32.8% vs 52.4%, P = 0.017) [132].
Another potential anticoagulation mechanism that may serve as a potential target
mechanism in CoViD19, currently under investigation, is based on Factor XII
inhibition [133]. The anti-thrombo-inflammatory effects associated with this
mechanism may provide added beneﬁt in CoViD19 associated with the
thrombo-inflammatory burden [134]. The role of antiplatelets including aspirin in
sepsis and various settings of hyper-thrombotic states associated with sepsis has
been advocated, and shown to have mortality beneﬁts [135–137]. Antiplatelet
therapy such as dipyridamole [138], and ﬁbrinolytics such as tissue-type plasminogen activator (tPA) [139], may have a role in the treatment of severe
COVID19. An inhibitor of the TMPRSS-2, Nafamostat, is known to have antiplatelet effects and antiﬁbrinolytic actions, may have a role as combination therapy
with heparin, in patients with CoViD19 [140]. The nafamostat is currently under
investigation for the treatment of CoViD19 [141].
The hematological markers of thrombosis associated with CoViD19 such as D
Dimers, partial prothrombin, and prothrombin times, may guide the use of anticoagulation. The timing of the use of anticoagulation therapy has presented a
challenge to clinicians treating patients with CoViD19. This might be due to the
gaps and the uncertainties in recognition and understanding of the development of
the thrombotic complications in connection with the early or late phase of the
condition and is further augmented by the risks associated with the use of anticoagulation therapy. Preadmission anticoagulation or use of antiplatelets has been
explored but no favorable effects have been found in CoVid19 patients [142].
Further research is needed to determine the interplay of multiple pathogenetic
pathways involved in the development of prothrombotic complications in
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CoViD19. The efﬁcacy and safety of various anticoagulants and antiplatelet agents
remain unclear in the treatment of CoViD19 and need to be investigated using
randomized controlled trials. The therapeutic doses of the anticoagulants in hospitalized CoViD19 patients need to be established.

5.7

CoViD19 Vaccines

A large number of vaccine candidates for the prevention of CoViD19 are under
exploration globally. Several breakthroughs have been reported with the successful
completion of vaccine trials. Numerous platforms, such as nucleic acids (DNA and
RNA), virus-like particles, protein subunits or peptides, viral vectors (replicated and
non-replicated), recombinant proteins, attenuated live viruses and inactivated virus
methods are being utilized to develop COVID19 vaccines. Recent developments in
bioinformatics, proteomics, genomics, and system biology have led to advancements in the domain of vaccinology. Several bioinformatics tools and analytics,
such as fusion of computational technologies with the recombinant DNA technology, reverse vaccinology, chemical conjugation of proteins to polysaccharides,
as well as advances in the use of novel adjuvants and others, have facilitated the
process of development of vaccines. For instance, scientists are now able to design
vaccines, without having to grow speciﬁc microorganisms, from the information
encoded in the genome. The recombinant DNA technique enabled the development
of SARS CoV2 antigen and embedding within a primate adenovirus vector, once
the genome sequence became available. The replication-competent version of other
viruses (the vector) is used to shuttle the antigen-producing genes from the target
pathogen to human cells. The S protein is the major target for COVID19 vaccine
development.
Currently, 261 vaccines are tested; most of the vaccines are in the preclinical
phase of development, while 11 vaccines have entered phase III clinical trials [143].
About 4 replicating viral vector-based vaccines, 4 inactivated, 2 peptide subunit,
and one RNA-based vaccine have reached phase III clinical trials stage. One
RNA-based vaccine is already in the phase IV stage [144].
The BioNTech BNT162 (b1/b2) is a lipid nanoparticle encapsulated mRNA
based SARS CoV2 vaccine that contains nucleoside modiﬁed messenger RNA that
encodes the receptor-binding domain of the SARS CoV2 spike protein, has gained
authorization for Emergency use in the UK [145]. The efﬁcacy of the vaccine
against COVID19 is reported to be 95% based on the primary efﬁcacy analysis of
170 conﬁrmed cases (18 Nov 2020). These included 10 cases of severe COVID19,
9 of which occurred in the placebo group. The vaccine was 95% effective 28 days
after the ﬁrst dose [146].
The Moderna mRNA-1273 is RNA vaccine contains lipid nanoparticleencapsulated nucleoside-modiﬁed messenger RNA (mRNA)-based vaccine encoding pre-fusion spike (S) protein has shown efﬁcacy against COVID19 reported to be
94.5% based on the interim analysis of phase III trial enrolling 30,000 subjects, 95
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CoViD19 cases of which 90 cases were observed in the placebo group and ﬁve were
reported in the vaccine group. There were 11 cases of severe COVID19 all occurred
in the placebo group [147]. Further reports are awaited from phase 2 [148] and phase
3 trials [149].
The Oxford ChAdOx1-S vaccine uses a replication-defective simian adenovirus
to deliver recombinant SARS CoV2 spike (S) protein genes to human cells. The
initial evidence of safety and tolerance of the ChAdOx1 nCoV-19 comes from
phase I/II clinical trial (NCT04324606) [150]. A report based on interim data from
131 cases showed efﬁcacy against COVID19 to be 62–90% [151]. According to the
report, the vaccine could be up to 90% effective when a half dose is given, followed
by a full dose one month later.
The Gamaleya Gam-COVID-Vac/Sputnik V is a non-replicating adenovirus
(rAd26-S + rAd5-S) type vaccine is based on two components, the recombinant
Ad26 (prime) (recombinant adenovirus vector based on the human adenovirus type
26) and recombinant Ad5 (boost) (adenovirus vector based on the human adenovirus type 5) viruses expressing full-length spike (S) protein has shown efﬁcacy
against COVID19 reported to be 92% based on interim data from 20 cases, is
approved for early use in Russia, conditional on phase III results (11 Nov 2020)
[152].
Another non-replicating viral vector based on Ad5 vector containing full-length
spike (S) protein COVID19 vaccine has efﬁcacy data pending, is approved for
military use in China [153], is further tested in phase 2b and 3 trials [154].
Overall, three vaccines that have shown efﬁcacy above 90% are based on RNA
and non-replicating viral vector platforms. The Oxford ChAdOx1-S vaccine has
already been made available for administration in the UK. Multiple phase-II and
phase-III trials are underway that will reveal further efﬁcacy and safety data on the
vaccine development programs globally. The efﬁcacy of these vaccines will be
reflected by robust and durable immunity and the generalizability of the results to
the global population.

5.8

Summary

Among several therapeutic approaches used in the treatment of CoViD19, the use
of antiviral drugs has gained vast recognition despite evidence of the limited efﬁcacy and the indications of possible safety precautions from clinical research. The
treatments that influence the speciﬁc CoViD19 immune proﬁle and the viral signaling mechanisms appear promising in CoViD19. The most commonly used
treatments of CoViD19 include antivirals, glucocorticoids, and immunoglobulin.
The other drugs that modulate the immunopathogenesis of CoViD19 include
agents that enhance lymphocytes (through NK cell-based therapy), immunomodulators, or convalescent plasma therapy or drugs that inhibit the inflammation
(treatments based on mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) or the regulatory T (Treg)
cells, the IL-6 signaling blockade, and inhibitors of Janus kinase (JAK)). Data from
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sound evidence base suggest that the use of dexamethasone can reduce the mortality
in patients with severe CoViD19 [49], favoring the use of corticosteroids in
CoViD19. Further data suggest that remdesivir, hydroxychloroquine, lopinavir/
ritonavir, and interferon regimens have little or no effect on overall mortality,
initiation of the ventilation, and duration of hospital stay among CoViD19 hospitalized patients [48].
Various stages of the CoViD19 are characterized by variations in the intensity
and duration of complex immunological and inflammatory processes, warranting
judicious use of anti-inflammatory and immunomodulatory drugs. Several strategies to counter the cytokine storm for the treatment of patients with CoViD19 exist
in the literature. The impact of anti-inflammatory therapy in patients may vary,
especially in the presence of pre-existing inflammatory conditions that may compromise optimized early immune response. The use of anti-inflammatory drugs in
such patients in the early stage of CoViD19 may further compromise the innate
immune response and may therefore be inappropriate. Furthermore, the argument
that a swift production of type I interferon (IFNa/b) is associated with an early viral
clearance may justify an early use of the antiviral drugs and other therapies to
augment the IFNa/b to counter the cytokine storm early [156]. The treatment of
CoViD19 patients may involve a variety of drug combinations. The appropriate use
of the combination of antivirals and immunomodulators in the disease stage may
result in better outcomes [157].
Overall, the main challenges associated with these treatments include judicious
use of the drug in different stages of the disease and the timing of the therapeutic
intervention, carefully selected patient population, optimal treatment duration,
which are determinants of an efﬁcient treatment strategy. Such a treatment strategy
warrants a meticulous assessment of the clinical and laboratory parameters in
making effective clinical decisions. Moreover, the therapeutic interventions in
CoViD19 may be subject to limitations due to the cardiovascular safety of certain
drugs and the interactions with drugs used in cardiovascular diseases (Table 5.4).
In patients with CoViD19, viral-induced immune impairment, hyper inflammation, and viral clearance are reflected by the clinical and pathological markers
such as the viral load, markers of immune vulnerability (lymphocyte count,
CD4 + and CD8 + T cell levels, signs of lymphocyte exhaustion, development of
speciﬁc antibodies), require careful evaluation when immunosuppressors are considered [5]. The expert groups, such as the American Infectious Diseases Society
[158], the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) [159], the World Health Organization
(WHO) [160], the National Institute of Health (NIH) [161], and several other
national societies have developed several CoViD19 treatment protocols and
guidelines to help clinicians provide evidence-based best treatment options to the
patients with CoViD19. Early use of antiviral drugs and interferon or combination
therapies, timely suppression of inflammation, and early suppression of
pro-inflammatory cytokines, improving antibodies and lymphopenia, are promising
therapeutic tactics in CoViD19 [162–171].
The interim reports of CoViD19 vaccine trials require a cautious interpretation at
this stage. The conventional route for evaluation of a pharmaceutical agent to the
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drug approval involves well-designed (randomized, blinded, and controlled), phase
I to IV clinical trials in addition to the preclinical studies. The advanced phase trials
assess efﬁcacy and safety in the larger population. For instance, the phase III trials
usually involve larger sample sizes, and phase IV (the post-marketing) trials help to
answer the rare efﬁcacy or safety issues. Patients in the real-world scenario may
behave differently than in the trial population, may have different demographic,
clinical, and disease characteristics, and may be treated differently. Therefore, the
efﬁcacy of the experimental drug may dilute. The expedited development of the
CoViD19 vaccine may be subject to such limitations. For instance, the interim
analysis of the phase III vaccine trial of the mRNA-1273 vaccine involves a limited
number of subjects (95 conﬁrmed cases of 30,000 (0.32%) in the report [49].
Several other limitations may exist in the report. These include the unavailability of
the data related to baseline and follow-up immune genesis and the outcome of the
immune system response. Further data about disease incidence or efﬁcacy of the
vaccine against genetic variants of SARS CoV2 that may exist globally or the
extent of viral testing in the study subjects are also important. These limitations and
several others, such as selection and population bias in the trial and a pending
peer-reviewed publication, warrant a cautious interpretation of the published report.
Furthermore, novel platforms for the development of vaccines remain largely
untested. These include replication-defective simian adenovirus or replicationdefective human adenovirus type 26 (used to deliver recombinant SARS CoV2
spike (S) protein genes to human cells (ChAdOx1-S)), or others that use complex
lipid delivery system that prevents rapid degradation of the mRNA by the extracellular ribonucleases (mRNA-1273 and BNT162 (b1/b2)) [148]. Further data from
several ongoing studies on a variety of vaccine candidates tested globally will shed
light on the efﬁcacy, tolerability, and safety of the CoViD19 vaccines across
populations worldwide in the future.
Summary Box
• Recent research has revealed the implication of a myriad of pathogenetic
mechanisms that could serve as a possible therapeutic target for the
CoViD19 treatment.
• Promising mechanisms as potential therapeutic targets include viral cell
entry, viral assembly, or those influencing immune dysfunction.
• Notable CoViD19 therapeutic agents include antivirals, immunomodulators
with
anti-cytokines,
immunity
enhancers
(antibodies/
immunoglobulins), and adjunctive medicines such as anticoagulants,
corticosteroids.
• Among the antivirals, the inhibitors of replication, membrane fusion, and
assembly of SARS CoV2 include lopinavir-ritonavir, remdesevir,
umifenovir, and others.
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• The drugs targeting viral entry mechanisms involving inhibitors of
Transmembrane Protease/Serine Subfamily Member 2 (TMPRSS2)
include camostat, nafamostat, or rhACE2 (recombinant ACE2).
• Hydroxychloroquine and azithromycin have not shown any signiﬁcant
beneﬁts in the treatment of CoViD19, are associated with cardiac risk.
• Among the immune-based therapies targeting speciﬁc CoViD19 immune
proﬁle, include anti cytokines, immunomodulators, immunosuppressors,
immunity enhancers (passive and active).
• Anticoagulants lower the risk of thromboembolism in patients with
CoViD19; dual therapy with nafamostat and heparin appears to inhibit
viral entry and target hypercoagulation.
• Protocols and guidelines have been published recommending the use of
evidence-based treatments for patients with CoViD19 include IADS, NIH,
CDC.
• Several drug regulatory agencies (The FDA of the US, the EMEA of
Europe, the National Medical Products Administration (NMPA) of China)
have issued emergency use, expanded access, or authorization for compassionate use for several drugs for CoViD19.
• The drugs received EUA (Emergency Use Authorization) from the FDA
include remdesevir, convalescent plasma, baricitinib with remdesevir,
bamlanivimab, and casirivimab, and imdevimab (combination use).
• The development of the CoViD19 vaccine has resulted in a signiﬁcant
breakthrough with rapidly evolving data and administration of vaccines in
the UK, China, and Russia.
• Further research is needed to establish the efﬁcacy and safety of antivirals,
immunomodulators, anti-inflammatory agents, and drugs targeting viral
cell entry mechanisms with multiple trials underway.
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Chapter 6

An Introduction to the Pathogenetic
Mechanisms of CoViD19 Complications

Key Questions
• What are the key extracardiac complications in CoViD19?
• Which pathogenetic factors accompany sepsis and multi-organ failure in
CoViD19?
• How SARS CoV2 may cause acute pulmonary injury in CoViD19?
• What is the role of immune and hemodynamic regulatory mechanisms in
the development of complications in CoViD19?

6.1

Introduction

The CoViD19 is associated with the development of a variety of complications that
are associated with high morbidity and mortality burden. These complications may
involve multiple body systems, cause organ injury and failure, or cause other
systemic complications. (See Fig. 6.1). The development and worsening of sepsis
in patients with CoViD19 appear to lead to a critical stage of the evolution of the
disease when associated with acute pulmonary injury or acute respiratory distress
syndrome (ARDS), critical cardiovascular injuries, and multi-organ failure. The
multi-organ injury may involve kidneys, brain, gastrointestinal or central nervous
systems, or other systems resulting in serious complications.
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Fig. 6.1 Extrapulmonary manifestations of COVID-19. Common extrapulmonary manifestations
of COVID-19. Besides, the pulmonary manifestation of COVID-19 caused by infection with
SARS-CoV-2, including pneumonia and ARDS, COVID-19 is associated with deleterious effects
on several other body systems. Source Figure 2. Gupta, A., Madhavan, M.V., Sehgal, K., Nair, N.,
Mahajan, S., Sehrawat, T.S., Bikdeli, B., Ahluwalia, N., Ausiello, J.C., Wan, E.Y. and Freedberg,
D.E., 2020. Extrapulmonary manifestations of COVID-19. Nature medicine, 26(7), pp. 1017–
1032. https://www.nature.com/articles/s41591-020-0968-3. Published by Springer Nature Group

Among several others, the role of inflammatory mechanisms is fundamental in
the process of development of these complications. The pathogenetic stages refelct
core pulmonary involvement that further leads to activation of other pathogenetic
mechanisms and clinical complications. (See Fig. 6.2). The dynamics and interplay
of the immune-inflammatory and prothrombotic reactions mark evolution of the
disease. The primary inflammatory responses occur during the earlier phase of the
viral invasion and may lead to a reduction or even clearance of the viral burden.
Although this stage is followed by a decline in the inflammation, a secondary
inflammation inflammatory response may develop. This secondary inflammatory
response is linked with the development of adaptive immunity and may result in
further viral clearance. However, this may be associated with a higher fatality. The
CoViD19 complications appear to develop during the later course of the disease, a
rapid deterioration of the patients’ condition due to the development of acute
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Fig. 6.2 Pathogenesis COVID19. COVID-19 pathogenesis model. The three phases of
COVID-19 pathogenesis: pulmonary, proinflammatory, and prothrombic. Response patterns,
pathogenic mechanisms, and clinical manifestations for each phase are described. Source Figure 1.
Lee, C. and Choi, W.J., 2021. Overview of COVID-19 inflammatory pathogenesis from the
therapeutic perspective. Archives of pharmacal research, pp. 1–18. https://link.springer.com/
article/10.1007/s12272-020-01301-7. Published by Springer Nature

Fig. 6.3 Pathophysiology of CoViD19. SARS-CoV-2 enters host cells through interaction of its
spike protein with the entry receptor ACE2 in the presence of TMPRSS2 (far left). Proposed
mechanisms for COVID-19 caused by infection with SARS-CoV-2 include. (1) direct
virus-mediated cell damage; (2) dysregulation of the RAAS as a consequence of downregulation
of ACE2 related to viral entry, which leads to decreased cleavage of angiotensin I and angiotensin
II; (3) endothelial cell damage and thrombo-inflammation; and (4) dysregulation of the immune
response and hyperinflammation caused by inhibition of interferon signaling by the virus, T cell
lymphodepletion, and the production of proinflammatory cytokines, particularly IL-6 and TNFa.
Source Figure 1. Gupta, A., Madhavan, M.V., Sehgal, K., Nair, N., Mahajan, S., Sehrawat, T.S.,
Bikdeli, B., Ahluwalia, N., Ausiello, J.C., Wan, E.Y. and Freedberg, D.E., 2020. Extrapulmonary
manifestations of COVID-19. Nature medicine, 26(7), pp. 1017–1032. https://www.nature.com/
articles/s41591-020-0968-3. By Springer Publisher Group
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Fig. 6.4 Lung injury mechanism CoViD19. Pulmonary phase of COVID-19 pathogenesis.
a SARS-CoV-2 enters the type 2 pneumocyte via the host receptor, ACE2. Target cell infection by
SARS-CoV-2 induces ACE2 internalization, resulting in ACE2 downregulation and deﬁciency.
b SARS-CoV-2-induced ACE2 deﬁciency decreases the conversion of angiotensin II to
angiotensinogen 1–7 and increases angiotensin II availability. Excessive angiotensin II causes
AT1R overactivation, resulting in a RAS imbalance. c ADAM-17 activation by AT1R promotes
cleavage of both membrane-anchored TNF-a and ACE2. ADAM-17 truncates the ACE2
extracellular domain, which enzymatically inactivates ACE2. As a result, des-Arg9-BK
degradation by ACE2 is disrupted and its abundancy increases. Liberated soluble TNF-a and
accumulated des-Arg9-BK aggravate SARS-CoV-2-induced inflammation. Source Figure 2. Lee,
C. and Choi, W.J., 2021. Overview of COVID-19 inflammatory pathogenesis from the therapeutic
perspective. Archives of pharmacal research, pp. 1–18. https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/
s12272-020-01301-7. Published by Springer Nature
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Fig. 6.5 Histopathological changes in lung injury in COVID19. Summary of histopathological
features occurring in fatal cases of COVID-19 lung injury. Findings of epithelial, vascular and
ﬁbrotic pattern are represented. Note that epithelial damage like viral cytopathic changes,
desquamation and reactive hyperplasia of type II pneumocytes, hyaline membrane formation and
interstitial inflammatory response have been frequently observed together with ﬁndings of vascular
damage like capillary congestion, intracapillary micro-thrombosis, alveolar hemorrhage, interstitial
and intra-alveolar edema. Furthermore, interstitial ﬁbrous changes, occurring separately or in
combination with epithelial and/or vascular injury in a subgroup of patients, are shown. For further
details see descriptive text. Source Figure 2. Pannone, G., Caponio, V.C.A., De Stefano, I.S.,
Ramunno, M.A., Meccariello, M., Agostinone, A., Pedicillo, M.C., Troiano, G., Zhurakivska, K.,
Cassano, T. and Bizzoca, M.E., 2021. Lung histopathological ﬁndings in COVID-19 disease–a
systematic review. Infectious agents and cancer, 16(1), pp. 1–18. https://link.springer.com/article/
10.1186/s13027-021-00369-0. By Springer Nature publishers

respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) and multi-organ failure (MOF) and may lead
to imminent death [1]. The involvement of multiple organs in CoViD19 complications including heart, liver, kidney, brain, and other systems and tissues, strongly
correlates with CoViD19 related morbidity and mortality and warrants exploration
of the potential pathogenetic factors and mechanisms.

6.2

Acute Pulmonary Injury

The development of ARDS mainly drives the mortality in CoViD19. Acute
Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS) is a potentially fatal condition characterized by hypoxia, increased vascular permeability, pulmonary edema, inflammation,
and cell destruction that lead to multi-organ failure and death. The ARDS is known
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Fig. 6.6 Multi-organ injury and cytokines. Cytokine overproduction and cytokine storm induce
clinically relevant extrapulmonary effects on various key organs such as the heart, kidney, liver, and
intestines. Source Figure 3c. Lee, C. and Choi, W.J., 2021. Overview of COVID-19 inflammatory
pathogenesis from the therapeutic perspective. Archives of pharmacal research, pp. 1–18. https://
link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s12272-020-01301-7. Published by Springer Nature

to be caused by several factors such as sepsis, trauma, pancreatitis, and others.
Hyperinflammatory or cytokine storm appears to be a prominent feature in these
conditions, also observed in patients with CoViD19. The core pathology in the
ARDS is reflected by pulmonary and interstitial tissue damage caused by nonspeciﬁc inflammatory cell inﬁltration [2]. According to the deﬁnition “ARDS” is
acute hypoxemic respiratory failure following an acute event (such as a respiratory
viral infection) that presents as bilateral pulmonary inﬁltrates on lung imaging in the
absence of a purely cardiogenic or hydrostatic etiology [3].
The acute pulmonary injury develops through the extension of the local tissue
damage caused by the hyperinflammatory, vasoplegic, and prothrombotic mechanisms that involve several complex systems such as the renin-angiotensin system
(RAS), RAS Kallikrein Kinin System (RAS KKS), the immune system involving a
range of immune defense cells and proteins, immunomodulatory, and signaling
pathways and various vascular structures.
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The cytoplasmic viral RNA triggers pro-inflammatory cytokine secretion (interleukin (IL)-1b and IL-18) via several cellular immune signaling mechanisms
including Toll-like receptors, mitochondria-associated anti-viral signaling proteins,
and the NOD-, LRR- and pyrin domain-containing protein 3 inflammasomes,
leading to the recruitment of regulatory and effector cells and upregulation of
interferon-stimulated genes and nuclear factor-jB-regulated genes (4-6). This
process further involves activation of alveolar macrophages, phagocytosis, and
further pro-inflammatory and chemotactic response involving invasion of neutrophils and natural killer (NK) cells and the differentiation of circulating monocytes into monocyte-derived macrophages and dendritic cells [4–6]. In CoViD19,
the extreme cytokine reaction is accompanied by inﬁltration of inflammatory
monocytes/macrophages (IMM) into the lung and elevated production of the
pro-inflammatory cytokines (IL-1, IL-6, IL-8, CXCL-10, and MCP-1) [7]. These
events associated with severe lung damage, accompany profound vascular leakage,
and death [8] maybe recognized in patients with ARDS in CoViD19 manifesting
massive inﬁltration of neutrophils and macrophages, diffuse alveolar damage with
the formation of hyaline membranes and diffuse thickening of the alveolar wall. The
interferon type I [9] and type III responses [10] are impaired in CoViD19 and may
contribute to the development of ARDS [11].
The renin-angiotensin system (RAS) is an extremely important player in the
development of ARDS. The evidence shows that angiotensin-converting enzyme 2
(ACE2) plays a crucial role in the SARS coronavirus-induced acute lung injury
[12–14]. (See Figs. 6.3 and 6.4). The patients with CoViD19 have higher serum ACE2
levels that are in a linear association with the viral load and further with the lung injury
[15]. The binding of the virus with ACE 2, results in downregulation of the ACE 2. This
further causes an upregulation of the ATII activity that stimulates the ATI/ATII/ATIII/
AT1R axis. These reactions increase the vascular permeability, the proinflammatory
and proﬁbrotic response, and enhance pulmonary injury [16, 17]. (See Fig. 6.5).
Sepsis acts as the main triggering factor for these mechanisms and may involve
direct and indirect actions of the Angiotensin II (AngII). The Angiotensin II may
promote expression of the adhesion molecules on vascular endothelial and smooth
muscle cells facilitating transendothelial migration of the leukocytes [18, 19]; and may
result in ischemic damage through vasoconstriction, microvascular thrombotic mechanisms in association with a reduced blood flow, and local accumulation of the
inflammatory cells [20]. Angiotensin II also stimulates the production of inflammatory
cytokines and chemokines and result in oxidative stress through the synthesis of the free
oxygen radicals via NADPH oxidase-dependent mechanisms [21–24]. Furthermore,
these mechanisms may ultimately damage the cells and result in the alveolar epithelial
cell apoptosis, and induction of the ﬁbroproliferative responses [25, 26].
ACE2 downregulation also results in increased bradykinin (a potent
pro-inflammatory mediator peptide), associated with an increase in systemic
inflammatory response [27]. A better understanding of the role of ACE2 in the
development of lung injury has prompted researchers to evaluate potential novel
therapeutic approaches such as the use of recombinant ACE2 in patients with acute
respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) [28] and pulmonary arterial hypertension.
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However, despite conﬁrmed enhanced expression of the angiotensin 1–7 and 1–5,
angiotensin II suppression, or reduction in the interleukin 6 levels, these agents
have proven to be of a limited clinical value [29].
The prothrombotic and inflammatory mechanisms are interlinked. Endothelial
dysfunction acts as a bridge mechanism in the development of injury to the cells.
Association of activation of the complement pathway such an MBL
(mannose-binding lectin), mannose-binding lectin-associated serine protease -2
(MASP-2), and C3 fragments in CoViD19 patients together with endothelial dysfunction and pro-inflammatory cytokines indicates a poor outcome [30]. Similarly,
the presence of inflammasomes (NLRP3) has been indicated as an intermediary
mechanism between the viral mechanisms and cytokines [31].

6.3

Sepsis and Multi-organ Failure

Multi-organ failure is a critical complication of CoViD19 that may develop as a
complication of sepsis. The complications associated with sepsis, such as cardiac
dysfunction or multi-organ failure, may result in adverse outcomes and cause a
higher fatality [32, 33]. Various pathogenetic mechanisms associated with sepsis
and viral-induced mechanisms and pathways promote the development of complications in patients with CoViD19. The dysregulated immuno-inflammatory
factors such as cytokine storm, hypercoagulation, direct viral damage, hypoxia,
drug-induced injury particularly play an important role in the development of
CoViD19 complications [34–38].
The key features of pathogenetic mechanisms associated with sepsis include
circulatory failure with reduced systemic vascular resistance and increased capillary
permeability associated with the hyperinflammatory reactions that ultimately lead to
multi-organ failure. The sepsis-induced circulatory collapse involves complex
intrinsic neuroendocrine response with stimulation of the sympathetic, hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis, activation of the autocrine and paracrine systems such
as RAS, endothelin, and vasopressin. Sepsis drives a range of multifactorial cellular
stress factors that lead to mitochondrial dysfunction, cell injury, or cell death. The
cardiac and vascular dysfunction results from the cellular damage as a result of the
accumulation of free radicals, reactive oxygen species (ROS) due to the oxidative
and nitro oxidative mechanisms induced by the stress mechanisms [39].
Data show that severe sepsis and septic shock trigger activation and release of
several vasoactive substances and neuro-humoral cascades [40, 41]. These
pro-inflammatory, immunomodulatory insults cause microcirculatory damage,
endothelial dysfunction, ischemic and proﬁbrotic changes, and induce stress
mechanisms in other organs that ultimately lead to multi-organ failure. For instance,
the development of multi-organ failure and death, and a reduction in the platelet
count are closely interrelated. Factors such as platelet activation, the formation of
NET traps (through the release of release extracellular traps (ETs), consisting of the
DNA and histones), hyperactivity of coagulation factors, resulting in thrombosis.
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The platelet aggregation and coagulation factors such as Von Willebrand factor
(VWF) in the microvasculature together, lead to endothelial cell activation,
impaired vascular integrity, leukocyte recruitment, trans-endothelial migration,
tissue inflammation, and target organ injury [42].
The CoViD19 affects kidneys in a variety of clinical and subclinical forms such
as acute kidney injury, proteinuria, hematuria, and several others. The renal distribution of the receptors that serve as viral entry mechanisms such as
angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2), transmembrane serine protease 2
(TMPRSS2), and cathepsin L (CTSL) mediate the development of renal complications in CoViD19. Other mechanisms such as systemic inflammatory reactions
together with exaggerated cytokine response induced by the viral disease, hemodynamic dysfunction associated with sepsis as well as direct viral injury,
microvascular thrombosis, complement activation, hypoxia, cell death, and several
other pathogenetic factors also appear to play a critical role. Similarly, patients with
complicated CoViD19 may also present with the hepatic, gastroenterological,
central nervous system, and cerebrovascular complications, among several other
systemic complications as a result of the viral disease [43, 44].

6.4

Renin Angiotensin System

The renin-angiotensin system serves as a prominent pathogenetic substrate in the
complicated CoViD19 and plays a crucial part in the development of the complications. The increased renin-angiotensin system (RAS) activity in sepsis, well
documented in the scientiﬁc literature, is reflected by the increased plasma renin,
angiotensin I, and angiotensin II, and is also recognized in multi-organ failure. The
enhanced RAS activity is further associated with the microvascular dysfunction
associated with severe sepsis, and septic shock [45]. The enhanced expression of
the Ang II is also detected at the plasma and the tissue levels in sepsis [18, 46] and
increases signiﬁcantly during the early and late septic shock in the heart and the
aorta [47], possibly suggesting that in sepsis the enhanced Ang II activity in the
cardiovascular territory may be associated with the cardiac dysfunction.
Strict regulation of the RAS activity axes is essential for maintaining a homeostatic balance. Data suggest that over-expression of the RAS may cause profound
vasoplegia, ischemic damage, and an acute renal impairment, [39] whereas an
under-expression may result in refractory shock [48] and multi-organ failure [18,
49]. Furthermore, the ACE 2 offers a protective role in maintaining the homeostatic
balance and may play a protective role against the viral invasion in CoViD19.
Several protective actions of the ACE2 are mediated through the Ang 1–7/Mas,
Ang 1–9/AT2R, Ang II/AT2R pathways. For instance, immune modulation,
anti-ﬁbrotic, anti-inflammatory, neuroprotective, neuroregeneration, antihypertensive, anti-apoptotic, and several others [50, 51]. These regulatory proteins also
appear to be involved in the immunomodulatory control mechanisms in viral
diseases.
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Furthermore, interacting mechanisms appear to exist between local and systemic
RAS to ensure coordination and synchrony as ACE 2 receptors located in a variety
of tissues and macrophages may cross-talk with other cells that express ACE 2
signaling release of interferon to counter the viral invasion [52–54].
In summary, the RAS has an essential role in sepsis and septic shock. However,
requires strict regulation to provide a homeostatic balance. The persistent viral
insult may induce dysregulation in this system, resulting in organ dysfunction and
failure. Since the ACE2 serves as an essential viral entry mechanism for SARS
CoV2, dysregulation of the protective cascade may fail to overcome the
immunoinflammatory insult, and repair, at the local and systemic levels. The role of
the renin-angiotensin system in CoViD19 is not limited to the ACE2 receptors and
appears rather more complex. The interrelation between the hyperactivation of the
RAS, particularly the Ang II in CoViD19, and the severity of the CoViD19 as well
as the rapid deterioration, can be detected in CoViD19 patients. For further reading
about the RAS and CoViD19 please refer to Chap. 8.

6.5

Endothelin System

In addition to the RAS, the implication of other peptide systems may also have a role
in the settings of the CoViD19 complications. The endothelin 1 (ET1) is a potent
vasoconstrictor peptide that may have a role in the development of CoViD19 related
complications. Among other peptide systems, the ET 1 is also activated in sepsis. It
has pro-inflammatory mechanisms that intersect with cytokine storm, which may
contribute towards the development of complications in CoViD19. The evidence
suggests that the expression of the ET1 is upregulated in sepsis [55] leading to the
activation of the transcriptase factors, or the signaling cascades such as NF-jB, and
also stimulates the pro-inflammatory cytokines such as TNF-a, IL-1, and the IL-6
[56]. The transcription factors and the pro-inflammatory cytokines further contribute
towards an increase in ET1 production [57]. Furthermore, studies have demonstrated
interaction and cross-talk between the ET1 and the RAS. The angiotensin (1–7) may
attenuate endothelin 1 induced inflammation and growth or may downregulate
ACE-2 expression in the lung epithelial cells [58, 59]. For further reading about the
endothelin system and CoViD19 please refer to Chap. 10 Sect. 10.2.2.

6.6

Immune-Inflammation

The bio immunological proﬁle of the patients with CoViD19 exhibits features of the
dysregulated cytokine release as a signiﬁcant characteristic of the complications
related to sepsis and multi-organ failure. The proinflammatory cytokines implicated
in the development of multi-organ failure and acute respiratory distress syndrome
(ARDS) also appear to complicate CoViD19 [60, 61]. (See Fig. 6.6).
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In the complicated CoViD19, production of the pro-inflammatory cytokine
appears to be poorly controlled at the local and systemic levels. The exaggerated
cytokine response is marked by an increase in the interleukin (IL)-2, IL-7,
granulocyte-colony stimulating factor (GCS F), interferon-c inducible protein
10 (IP-10), monocyte chemoattractant protein 1 (MCP-1), macrophage inflammatory protein 1-a (MIP-1a), and tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-a) [62]. The prolonged hyper inflammation, marked by the TNF-a and IL6, leads to endothelial
dysfunction (activation, capillary leak) and circulatory failure.
The cytokines play a critical role in the immune and defense mechanisms,
however, may also cause damage to the cells and tissues. Evidence also shows that
cytokines are involved in the apoptosis of the T cell lymphocytes, endothelial and
epithelial cells of the airways [63–66]. A dysregulated cytokine production is an
important feature of the complicated CoViD19 and represents a crucial pathogenetic mechanism. However, physiological (protective) and pathological (harmful)
components of the inflammatory response require a careful distinction to understand
their clinical implications. In addition to the cytokine-related damage, several
factors contribute to the development of organ dysfunction at a local or systemic
level, that work in synchrony or interconnection with the uncontrolled systemic
inflammatory and immune reactions. Among these hypercoagulability, dysregulated
metabolic function, or hypoxia are notable. Such mechanisms may underlie the
development of dysfunction in lungs, liver, kidney, gastrointestinal tract and brain,
and other tissues, observed in CoViD19,
Another important factor, oxidative stress is among multiple factors that contribute towards the development of inflammation in CoViD19. Oxidative stress
appears to be a key feature of CoViD19 and maybe interlinked with several
mechanisms involving RAS such as ACE2–Ang-(1–7)–Mas axis, overproduction
of NADPH oxidase-2 (NOX-2) [67], production of ROS by the macrophage and
neutrophils [68], activation of inflammasome [69] and others. The oxidative stress
may induce further inflammatory stress and alter the immune system [70, 71].
Furthermore, pyroptosis an inherently pro-inflammatory process of cell death may
also be activated in CoViD19 and sepsis [72, 73].

6.7

Summary

Sepsis, acute lung injury, and multi-organ failure share common pathogenetic
factors with lungs central to the pathology in CoViD19. Several body systems
including gastrointestinal, renal, neurological, cerebrovascular, endocrine, hematological, immunological systems may share common pathogenetic insult. Among
multiple mechanisms and factors implicated in the pathogenesis of complications of
CoViD19, hyper inflammation accompanied by the exaggerated immune response,
components of the complex renin-angiotensin system, expression and distribution
of ACE2, hypercoagulability, and dysregulated metabolism are prominent.
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The mechanism of direct viral injury in the complicated CoViD19, interlinking
the SARS CoV 2, the viral load, and acute lung injury, is widely acknowledged.
The SARS CoV2 tropism in multiple organs and systems such as the central
nervous, gastrointestinal, and renal systems, and other tissues has been reported in
the literature. The ACE2 receptors, used by the SARS CoV2 to gain entry into the
cells, are widely distributed in the human body. The expression and distribution of
the SARS CoV2 viral receptors and their dynamics play a pivotal role in the process
of direct viral injury. The hyperinflammatory and immune reactions, regulatory
mechanisms such as renin-angiotensin system (RAS), endothelin 1 (ET-1), metabolic, and coagulation systems appear to play a signiﬁcant role in the development
of CoViD19 complications. Hyperactivation of the monocytes/macrophages and
dysregulated cytokine production results in organ injury with elevated levels of
proinflammatory cytokines such as IL-6, IL-10, and TNF-alpha. These mechanisms
and pathways demand further exploration, and their complex interactions need to be
deﬁned and elaborated to help understand a comprehensive pathogenetic proﬁle of
the CoViD19 and its complications.
The pathogenetic mechanisms behind complications of the CoViD19, related to
infectivity and pathogeneity of the virus, such as interstitial pneumonia, systemic
inflammatory response syndrome, and fatality, strongly intersect with the mechanisms that are also known to determine cardiovascular diseases. A matrix of the
grossly dysregulated complex humeral, immune, hemodynamic, and oxidative
stress pathways, plays a critical role in this process. These interlinking mechanisms
between the CoViD19 and cardiovascular diseases have served as a root to the
debate regarding the use of the ACE inhibitors and the Angiotensin Receptor
Blockers (ARBs) in patients with CoViD19.
The immune-inflammatory mechanisms, peptide regulatory systems, and other
important homeostatic, coagulation as well as hemodynamic systems are interlinked
and may cross-talk. The persistent viral load exaggerated immune response, and the
associated dysregulated systemic hyperinflammatory reactions may trigger misbalancing of the internal mechanisms and result in organ dysfunction, failure, or
death in patients with complicated CoViD19 [74–76]. For further reading
about speciﬁc pathogenetic mechanisms and CoViD19 please refer to Chaps. 7, 8,
9 and 10.
Summary Box
• Sepsis and multi-organ failure are key features of the complicated
CoViD19.
• Sepsis accompanies a myriad of inflammatory, immune, oxidative, and
other molecular/cellular stress reactions, as well as turbulences in regulatory peptide systems, such as RAS and endothelin, among others.
• Multi-organ failure may involve several organs and systems such as the
heart, lungs, kidney, brain, gastrointestinal system, liver, blood, skin, and
other body systems and tissues.
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• Notable pathogenetic mechanisms in CoViD19 include viral tropism,
hyperinflammatory systemic reactions, renin-angiotensin system, dysregulated immune reactions, pro-thrombotic mechanisms, dysregulated
metabolism, and hypoxia.
• Dysregulated immune defense mechanisms, i.e., hyperactivation of the
monocytes/macrophages and dysregulated cytokines, may cause
multi-organ injury and tissue dysfunction in CoViD19.
• The functioning of the RAS protective arm may be impaired in the
presence of a persistent viral load in CoViD19.
• Prothrombotic processes play a critical role in the development of
CoViD19 complications.
• The pathogenetic mechanisms behind CoViD19 complications may
interact, overlap, and may act synergistically.
• Hemodynamic failure, circulatory collapse, and indicators of vascular and
endothelial dysfunction observed in sepsis often lead to organ failure.
• Several therapeutic strategies used in CoViD19 target important pathogenetic mechanisms, related to the immune-inflammatory, prothrombotic
mechanisms, and others are under exploration.
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Chapter 7

Overview of Cytokines and CoViD19

Key Questions
• What are cytokines and why are they important?
• What role do cytokines play in the development of CoViD19
complications?
• What is cytokine storm?
• How are cytokines linked with the severity of CoViD19?
• Do cytokines play a role in the development of cardiovascular and
metabolic diseases?

7.1

Introduction

The CoViD19 has been termed hyperinflammatory viral disease that may lead to a
range of complications and result in death. The inflammatory and immune reactions
observed in the complicated CoViD19 play a critical role in the pathogenesis of
complications. Among CoViD19 complications, the ARDS, cardiovascular diseases, and organ failure are critical. The development of excessive immune
response in the CoViD19 has been linked with the hyperinflammatory state as
known as “cytokine storm”, considered to be responsible for high morbidity and
mortality in CoViD19 patients.
The hyper inflammation immune reaction is a complex phenomenon, also
observed in association with other viral diseases or drug reactions, and works in
conjunction with multiple local and systemic pathophysiological regulatory systems. This dysregulated immune-inflammation results in vascular damage, hyper
thrombotic processes, hypoxia, cellular stress, and a variety of other pathogenetic
processes that underlie the CoViD19 complications. According to a retrospective,
© The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
U. Mallick, Cardiovascular Complications of COVID-19,
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multi-center study of 150 conﬁrmed CoViD19 cases in Wuhan, China, the age,
presence of underlying diseases, secondary infection, and elevated inflammatory
indicators in the blood, were the predictors of a fatal outcome in the CoViD19
cases. The results obtained from this study further suggested that virus-activated
“cytokine storm syndrome” or fulminant myocarditis may contribute to the
CoViD19 mortality [1].
In this chapter, we examine the cytokines recognized as an essential feature of
the hyperimmune inflammatory response observed in CoViD19 and provide an
overview of these important constituents of the complex reaction. We also describe
the kinetics and the fluctuations of cytokines in relationship with the severity of the
disease. We further investigate the association of the immune response with the
cardiovascular complications observed in patients with CoViD19. These concepts
are not only vital for timely recognition of the CoViD19 in the clinical settings but
also form the basis for the development and application of the CoViD19 treatment
strategies targetting the immunoinflammatory burden of the disease also currently
explored by the researchers worldwide.

7.2

Cytokines

The cytokines are a group of small pleiotropic proteins that form a vital part of the
immune and defense mechanisms and bind to the receptors found on most cells
aiding inter and intracellular signaling mechanisms. The cytokines coordinate and
integrate a panoply of homeostatic responses following a tissue injury. The functional characteristics of the cytokines may help to distinguish, such as their role as a
lymphocyte growth factor, pro- or anti-inflammatory, or during the immune
response to the antigens. The cytokines may exhibit more than one property, for
instance, may primarily be pro-inflammatory yet may also have anti-inflammatory
effects (Table 7.1).
Several cytokines such as interferons (INF), interleukins (IL), chemokines,
colony-stimulating factors (CSFs), and tumor necrosis factor (TNF), and other
distinct proﬁles of the cytokines are well known. A distinct group of the cytokines
“adipokines”, produced from the white adipose tissue, plays an important role in the
pathophysiology of several metabolic conditions (type 2 diabetes mellitus, obesity).
The cytokines function as a warning mechanism and confer a cytoprotective
role, being an important part of the immune system in the ﬁght against infections.
Substantial variations in their regulation and dynamics may generate undesirable
consequences and induce harm in certain conditions, resulting in hyperinflammatory immune stress (Fig. 7.1).
The physiological (protective) or pathological (harmful) components of the
inflammatory process must be distinguished to help understand their clinical
implications. Due to the signiﬁcant biotechnological advancements in the genetic,
and cyto-immunological domains, in recent years, a greater understanding of the
host defense and immune functions has been acquired, providing further clarity to
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Table 7.1 Key cytokines, actions and CoViD19
Cytokine

Examples

Actions

Example in
CoViD19

Interferons
(IFN)

Type I interferons (IFN‐a,
IFN‐b), type II interferons
(IFN‐c), and type III interferons
(IFN-k)

IFN-c
elevated in
CoViD19a

Interleukins
(IL)

IL1, IL-6, IL-10, and others

Regulation of innate
immunity, activation
of antiviral
properties,
antiproliferative
effects, IFN-c
promotes
macrophage
activation and
antigen presentation
Growth and
differentiation of
leukocytes; several
proinflammatory
actions

Chemokines

CXCL8 (IL‐8), CXCL10 (IP-10),
CXCL2 (MIP‐2a), CCL2 (MCP‐
1), CCL3 (MIP‐1a)

Colony
stimulating
factors
(CSF)

Granulocyte–macrophage
colony-stimulating factor
(GM-CSF), Macrophage
colony-stimulating factor
(M-CSF), and
Granulocyte-Colony-Stimulating
Factor (G-CSF), and IL3
(multi-CSF)
TNF-a, TNF-b

Tumor
necrosis
factor (TNF)

Control of
chemotaxis,
leukocyte
recruitment; several
proinflammatory
actions
Stimulate
hematopoietic
progenitor cell
proliferation and
maturation;
inflammatory
processes

IL-1bb, IL-6b,
IL-10b,
IL-17a,c
elevated with
disease and
severity
IP-10 elevated
with severitya

GM-CSF
elevated in
acute phasea

Proinflammatory
TNF-a
actions, activation of
elevated with
cytotoxic T
disease
lymphocytes
severitya
This table does not give a comprehensive list of cytokines or their actions
Variations in the associations of cytokines with CoViD19 may be reported among CoViD19
reports. For a detailed analysis readers are advised to refer to more comprehensive reports
describing dynamics of cytokines and CoViD19
a
Huang, C., Wang, Y., Li, X., Ren, L., Zhao, J., Hu, Y., Zhang, L., Fan, G., Xu, J., Gu, X. and
Cheng, Z., 2020. Clinical features of patients infected with 2019 novel coronavirus in Wuhan,
China. The lancet, 395(10,223), pp.497–506
b
Wan, S., Yi, Q., Fan, S., Lv, J., Zhang, X., Guo, L., Lang, C., Xiao, Q., Xiao, K., Yi, Z. and
Qiang, M., 2020. Characteristics of lymphocyte subsets and cytokines in peripheral blood of 123
hospitalized patients with 2019 novel coronavirus pneumonia (NCP). MedRxiv
c
Liu, Y., Yang, Y., Zhang, C., Huang, F., Wang, F., Yuan, J., Wang, Z., Li, J., Li, J., Feng, C. and
Zhang, Z., 2020. Clinical and biochemical indexes from 2019-nCoV infected patients linked to
viral loads and lung injury. Science China Life Sciences, 63(3), pp.364–374
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Fig. 7.1 Cytokine storm and progression of CoViD19 Modiﬁed from Source Figure 1. Shi, Y.,
Wang, Y., Shao, C., Huang, J., Gan, J., Huang, X., Bucci, E., Piacentini, M., Ippolito, G. and
Melino, G., 2020. COVID-19 infection: the perspectives on immune responses. https://www.
nature.com/articles/s41418-020-0530-3?fbclid=IwAR1CaaF8eze1pYK8PA1rDBMCy7TejgHITT
kIJt6BKpb6NOqbww_3k-7PDmY. Published by Springer Nature

the conundrum of the cytokine function related to the harmful and beneﬁcial effects.
This has added excellent value to the diagnostic, therapeutic, and prognostic role of
cytokines in immunoinflammatory diseases. The novel coronavirus disease has
further challenged the immunological and inflammatory domain. Interpretation of
the complex play of the cytokines in CoViD19 and the repercussions on the clinical
and prognostic aspects of the disease has emerged as a provocation to clinicians and
scientists worldwide. Mitigating the harmful effects of cytokines and inflammation
may help to diminish the risk associated with severe CoViD19.

7.2.1

Interferon

The interferons (INF) provide innate immunity to viruses and other pathogens, also
carry therapeutic value. Their production is elicited by viral recognition. Three
types of interferons I (IFN‐a, IFN‐b), II (IFN‐c), III (IFNk) are recognized
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Fig. 7.2 Cytokine production activation. Pro-inflammatory phase of COVID-19 pathogenesis.
After target cell entry, innate receptors such as RIG-I, TLRs, and MDA5 recognize SARS-CoV-2
RNA motifs. The NLRP3 inflammasome recognizes DAMPs, which are generated by
SARS-CoV-2 infection. This virus-receptor recognition activates transcription factors such as
IRFs and NF-kB, activating the transcription of target genes such as IFNs, cytokines, and
chemokines. The secretion of these proteins induces endothelial activation by increasing blood
vessel permeability. This allows leukocytes to inﬁltrate the site of infection Source Figure 3a (of a,
b,c). Lee, C. and Choi, W.J., 2021. Overview of COVID-19 inflammatory pathogenesis from the
therapeutic perspective. Archives of pharmacal research, pp.1–18. https://link.springer.com/article/
10.1007/s12272-020-01301-7. Published by Springer Nature

according to the type of speciﬁc receptors. These are further involved in the activation of transcription factors and the induction of genes that encode protein
products with antiviral, antiproliferative, or immunomodulatory properties. Among
interferons, IFN type I and III are considered most important in defense against
viral disease. The patients with severe COVID19 have altered IFN I response in
comparison with mild or moderate cases [2].
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Interleukins

The interleukins (IL) are a large family of immune system regulators (33 members
or more, are produced by the activated leukocytes and are involved in the growth
and differentiation of the leukocytes. The ILs may have multiple functional activities, including proinflammatory activities however are also known to have
anti-inflammatory effects. Immune and inflammatory components of the disease
appear to have distinct characteristics. Dysregulated secretion and processing of IL‐
1b is an important feature of auto-inflammatory diseases. The caspase 1 (inflammasome) is involved in the release of IL‐1b, IL‐18, and IL‐33 in an active form.
The IL-1 alpha and IL-1 beta are proinflammatory cytokines that mediate the
host response to infection. The interleukins IL‐1a, IL‐1b, IL‐18, and IL‐33 are from
the IL1 family that has about 11 members. Interleukins increase acute-phase signaling, trafﬁcking of immune cells to the site of primary infection, epithelial cell
activation, and secondary cytokine production. The proinflammatory acute phase
response, associated with the cytokine release and increase in the complement, is
associated with the viral clearance [3].
The IL-6 holds multiple roles such as growth and inhibition of certain cells, bone
maintenance, and central nervous system function, in addition to the B cell

Fig. 7.3 Pneumocyte-SARS CoV2 interaction and cytokine production. SARS-CoV-2 infection
of type 2 pneumocytes leads to cytokine overproduction. This increases the membrane
permeability of the capillary walls around the infected alveoli, resulting in pulmonary edema.
Due to this pulmonary edema, proper gas exchange is impaired in COVID-19 patients. This is
clinically manifested by dyspnea, hypoxemia, and ARDS Source Figure 3b (of a.b.c) Lee, C. and
Choi, W.J., 2021. Overview of COVID-19 inflammatory pathogenesis from the therapeutic perspective. Archives of pharmacal research, pp.1–18. https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/
s12272-020-01301-7. Published by Springer Nature
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differentiation. The IL-6 has increased expression in metabolic conditions (obesity,
diabetes), inflammatory diseases (infections, autoimmune disorders), cardiovascular
diseases, and certain cancers. The IL6 has receptors in the hypothalamus and also
contributes to the endocrine function of appetite and energy control, and thermoregulation. An increased expression of the anti inflammatory cytokine IL-10 was
reported to induce collagen production and ﬁbrocyte recruitment into the lung [4].
The IL‐10 is known to suppress the IFN‐c, IL‐1, TNF‐a, and IL‐6 production, as
well as possesses other anti‐inflammatory activities and may have a potential role in
the process of ﬁbrosis.
The immune proﬁle of patients with severe CoViD19 reveals signiﬁcantly elevated
levels of IL6 with the role of a potential mediator of the critical complications. The
SARS CoV2 NSP9 and NSP10 might induce IL-6 and IL-8 production, potentially by
inhibition of NKRF, an endogenous NF-kB repressor [5]. The IL6 is also implicated in
the pathogenesis of cytokine release syndrome (CRS) that has overlapping characteristics observed in the hyperinflammatory response seen in severe CoViD19 and
serves as a potential therapeutic target currently under investigation.

Fig. 7.4 The family of disease states that fall under the umbrella term ‘cytokine storm’. The
disease phenotype of COVID-19 resembles that of other pathological syndromes that are driven by
uncontrolled immune system activation and cause cytokine storm. The consequent inflammation
can lead to tissue and organ damage. COVID-19 has overlap with features of acute respiratory
distress syndrome (ARDS) and post-viral syndromes. MIS-C has less lung involvement (ARDS)
and more features of Kawasaki disease. Assoc., association; CRS, cytokine release syndrome;
EBV, Epstein–Barr virus; HLH, hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis; Malig., malignancy; MAS,
macrophage activation syndrome; SJIA, systemic juvenile idiopathic arthritis. Source Figure 1.
Buszko, M., Nita-Lazar, A., Park, J.H., Schwartzberg, P.L., Verthelyi, D., Young, H.A. and
Rosenberg, A.S., 2021. Lessons learned: new insights on the role of cytokines in COVID-19.
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41590-021-00901-9. By Springer Nature Group
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Chemokines

The chemokines are the most abundant form of cytokines (with 44 members or
more), released by a variety of cells as a response to viral or other microbial
infections, and bind to one or more of the 21 G-protein-coupled receptors [6]. The
chemokines are mostly pro-inflammatory and help to recruit immune cells
(leukocytes) to the site of the infection.
The chemokines appear to have two structural classes such as the CC
chemokines and the CXC chemokines and include IL‐8, MCP‐1, MIP‐1a, and
others. As chemoattractants, these can be highly speciﬁc to certain cells such as
CXCL8 (IL-8) for neutrophils, CCL2 (MCP-1) for the monocytes. The chemokines
may play a crucial role in the development of hyperinflammatory immune response
observed in the complicated CoViD19, with CXCL10 from the CXC family and
CXCL2 from the CC family most prominent members [7].

7.2.4

Colony Stimulating Factors

The colony-stimulating factors (CSF) stimulate hematopoietic progenitor cell proliferation and differentiation and may perpetuate inflammatory reactions and plays a
critical role in alveolar macrophage homeostasis, lung inflammation, and
immunological conditions. These cytokines include granulocyte–macrophage
colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF), macrophage colony-stimulating factor
(M-CSF), and granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF), and IL3. Several
cells may produce GM-CSF, including macrophages, T-cells, ﬁbroblasts,
endothelial cells, epithelial cells, and tumor cells [8], with most production at the
site of inflammation [9]. The serum GM-CSF levels appear to be markedly elevated
in the severe stage of CoViD19 possibly indicating a role in the development of
complications. The GM-CSF signal blocking or administration may serve as a
therapeutic target in CoViD19 [10].

7.2.5

Tumor Necrosis Factor

The tumor necrosis factor (TNF) is a proinflammatory cytokine and activates
cytotoxic T lymphocytes. It plays a central role in acute viral diseases and is
associated with chronic inflammatory and autoimmune diseases including
atherosclerosis. It is known to be expressed by a variety of immune cells. The
superfamily of TNF proteins consists of 19 members that signal through 29
receptors. The TNF alpha levels are elevated in patients with severe CoViD19 and
may predict disease severity and death [11]. Several arguments justify the rationale
for anti-TNF therapy in patients with CoViD19 [12].

7.3 Cytokine Storm in CoViD19
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Cytokine Storm in CoViD19

While the general concept of an excessive or uncontrolled release of proinflammatory cytokines is well known, an actual deﬁnition of what constitutes a cytokine
storm is lacking [13]. See Fig. 7.4. The SARS CoV2 may produce an excessive
immune reaction in the host that results in excessive tissue damage. See Fig. 7.3. In
CoViD19, the hyperinflammatory state induced by the SARS CoV2 in its severe
form has been proﬁled as a “cytokine storm”.
The tumor necrosis factor (TNF) a, interleukin 1b (IL-1b), IL-6,
granulocyte-colony stimulating factor (G CSF), interferon gamma-induced
protein-10 (IP 10), monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-1), and macrophage inflammatory proteins 1-a (MIP 1-a), were signiﬁcantly elevated in
CoViD19 patients [14, 15]. This excessive cytokine response is characterized by
increased interleukin (IL)-2, IL-7, granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (G CSF),
interferon (IFN-c) inducible protein (IP 10), monocyte chemoattractant protein 1
(MCP1), macrophage inflammatory protein 1-a (MIP 1-a), and tumor necrosis
factor-a (TNF a).
Multiple factors determine the degree of severity of the cytokine storm, such as
dynamics of different cytokines, host susceptibility, genetic factors, pathogen strain,
the strength of chemotactic mechanisms, and others. Analysis of a cohort of 41
patients admitted with CoViD19 suggested that the cytokine storm was associated
with disease severity. Patients had high serum levels of IL-1b, IFNc, IP10, and
MCP1. However, those with a more severe condition requiring intensive care unit
(ICU) admission had higher concentrations of G CSF, IP10, MCP1, MIP1A, and
TNFa than did those not requiring ICU admission [16]. In another study three
cytokines IP-10, MCP-3, and IL-1ra were closely associated with disease severity
and outcome of COVID-19 [16]. An analysis of a large cohort study of 1484
patients admitted with CoViD19 showed high serum IL-6, IL-8 and TNF-a levels at
the time of hospitalization were strong and independent predictors of patient survival (P < 0.0001, P = 0.0205 and P = 0.0140, respectively) [11].

7.3.1

Kinetics of the Cytokine Storm

A systemic extension of localized acute respiratory infection that results in sepsis,
with typical clinical and biochemical features, forms the basis of the cytokine storm
in CoViD19. The acute-response cytokines (early minutes to hours after infection)
include TNF, IL-1 beta, and the chemotactic cytokines IL-8 and MCP. This is
followed by a more sustained increase in interleukin 6 (IL-6). The (IL-6) behaves
like a protagonist of the cytokine storm.
At a later stage, the anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-10 increases, as a measure to
control the acute systemic inflammatory response. The dysregulation of cytokines
may also be the result of other mechanisms, such as evasion of innate sensing
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mechanisms by SARS CoV2, induction of IL-6, and IL-8 production by the
SARS-CoV-2 NSP9 and NSP10, potentially by the inhibition of NKRF, (an
endogenous NF-kB repressor) in addition to others [5].
According to an analysis, the viral-induced immunosuppression due to the
suppression of interferon, lymphopenia, NK cell abnormalities may drive macrophage inﬁltration and result in hyper cytokinetic picture reflected by overexpression
of IL-6, IL-1, IL-18, INFc, GM-CSF, and others [17]. Following the
pro-inflammatory stage, substantial reduction of the peripheral lymphocyte counts,
mainly CD4 T and CD8 T cells, is seen in the CoViD19 patients.

7.3.2

The “T” Cell Response

Another important component of the immune system involved in the CoViD19
related hyperimmune response is lymphocytes. The altered lymphocyte count and
function in CoViD19 may be a marker of the severity of the disease. Several studies
indicate an association of lymphocytopenia with the CoViD19 severity and mortality [18]. The innate immune response involved in the viral recognition through
Pathogen Recognition Receptors (PRRs) leads to the initiation of signaling cascades causing the production of cytokines and induction of antiviral programs and
adaptive immune response.
A concomitant rise in the inflammatory cytokines may deplete the T cell populations in CoViD19. According to an analysis of a cohort of 123 patients admitted
with CoViD19 investigating cytokines and the severity of the disease, low levels of
the CD4+T and CD8+ T were common in the severe CoViD19 patients, whereas
IL-6 and IL-10 levels were higher in severe patients. Suggesting the possible role of
these immune markers as markers of transition from mild to severe disease [19].
The CD4 T helper cells control the adaptive immune response, secret cytokines,
and generate a microenvironment that directs the T cell responses. They activate
cells in the innate immune system, help B cells in antibody production and with
immune response by other cells, produce cytokines and also suppress immune
reaction (Th2 cells), while the CD8+T cells eliminate virus-infected cells. The Th1
cells produce cytokines such as IFN c, IL 2, and TNF beta, and trigger
cell-mediated immunity [20]. The Th2 cells produce IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, IL-9, IL-10,
and IL-13 to regulate the antibody responses [21].
In patients with CoViD19, the inflammatory cytokines may activate the T-helper
type 1 (Th1) cell response [15]. The patients with CoViD19 also have elevated
levels of the Th2 cell-secreted cytokines (such as IL-4 and IL-10), which inhibit the
inflammatory response [15]. Increased production of the IL10, after the onset of
cytokine storm, is associated with counter-anti-inflammatory response or “immunoparalysis”. It results in the downregulation of the neutrophil and monocyte
function in the systemic circulation and may be a hallmark of a poor outcome as
opposed to being seen as an inflammation-controlling mechanism [22–26].
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Several mechanisms involving the proinflammatory cytokines, IFN-I and
TNF-a, IL-6 [27, 28], as well as the Fas-FasL interactions [29], direct viral T cell
infection, and other factors may cause T cell depletion in CoViD19, however exact
mechanisms remain unclear. The dysregulated T cell responses may cause
immunopathology and contribute to the disease severity and development of
complications in patients with CoViD19.

7.3.3

Cytokines and Severity of CoViD19

The prognostic signiﬁcance of the association of the cytokine storm and CoViD19
has been extensively explored. The cytokine storm is typically associated with acute
respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) and multi-organ failure (MOF) and is known
to have a positive correlation with the disease severity. (See Fig. 7.1). In CoViD19,
the cytokines appear to play a signiﬁcant role in the development of sepsis and
multi-organ failure. Higher levels of cytokines such as IL6 and IL 1 are associated
with higher fatality in these conditions [30–33]. The hyper-immune-inflammatory
state may facilitate the development of pathogenetic mechanisms (see Fig. 7.2),
thus leading to poor clinical outcomes. Analysis of a retrospective single-center
cohort of 138 hospitalized patients with COVID19 indicated that neutrophilia,
hypercoagulation, and acute kidney injury associated with the sustained inflammatory response, the cytokine storm, and the viral injury in the CoViD19 patients
might contribute to the mortality [34]. The T lymphocytes can activate platelets,
which amplify the release of CCL5 (RANTES) a chemokine involved in the
inflammation [35]. Other mechanisms may result in damage to cells and tissues.
The evidence shows that cytokines may cause the apoptosis of the T cell lymphocytes, endothelial and epithelial cells of the airways [36–39]. The
immune-thrombotic mechanisms related to the platelets, activation of the extrinsic
coagulation cascade, or dysregulated immune myeloid responses [40] are among
mechanisms that may explain the damage to the pulmonary, cardiovascular and
other systems in the complicated CoViD19.

7.4

Cytokines in Cardiovascular and Metabolic Diseases

Immunopathogenesis is an important mechanism associated with cardiovascular
diseases and may be induced by infectious, metabolic, toxic, or autoimmune diseases. The immunoinflammatory stress response in the complicated CoViD19 is
responsible for the development of cardiovascular complications frequently associated with the disease, especially in patients with a background of cardiometabolic
conditions. Cardiovascular toxicity of cytokines has been previously demonstrated
[41]. A large amount of evidence suggests interconnection between the
proinflammatory and immune pathogenetic mechanisms, and cardiovascular
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structures, involved in the development of hypertension and other cardiovascular
diseases. Data show that hypertension is a chronic low-grade inflammatory condition and that activation of proinflammatory mechanisms contributes to the
pathogenesis of hypertension [42–45]. Both animal and human diseases research
models show strong implications of inflammation in hypertension and cardiovascular diseases [46, 47], and conﬁrm the presence of increased proinflammatory
cytokines in the heart [48, 49], kidneys [50], and aorta [51]. Exposure of the
endothelial surface to stress factors such as infections, inflammation, hyperglycemia, and others results in endothelial injury and expression of surface adhesion molecules such as intercellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1), vascular cell
adhesion molecule-1 (VCAM-1), and P-selectin [52]. These inflammatory molecules (ICAM-1, VCAM-1, monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-1), tumor
necrosis factor-a (TNF a), and C-reactive protein (CRP) have potential diagnostic
and prognostic value in cardiovascular diseases.
Several mechanisms are involved in the generation, mediation, and integration of
this complex process. Although the immune response plays a protective role via
promotion of viral clearance and induction of repair mechanisms, a dysregulated,
exacerbated and persistent response may cause inflammation of the myocardium,
microangiopathy, vascular dysfunction, thrombosis, and other harmful reactions,
through a variety of mechanisms including the accumulation of dysregulated ER
stress, oxidative stress, and other factors.
The interleukins, such as tumor necrosis factor-a, and interferons (IFNs), are
major players among the cytokines. Several studies have conﬁrmed the association
of myocardial disease, coronary heart disease, and heart failure with an increased
expression of several cytokines [41, 52, 53, 77]. Certain pro-inflammatory cytokines interact with the myocardial and vascular cellular structures and induce
inflammation and cellular damage through multiple signaling mechanisms and
mediators. An important proinflammatory cytokine, the tumor necrosis factor
(TNF)-a, produced by the activated macrophages, is involved in the induction of
apoptosis. Patients with severe congestive heart failure, or dilated cardiomyopathy,
and myocarditis, have raised serum levels of TNF alpha [52, 53]. Evidence strongly
suggests that plasma TNF-alpha, IL-1 and IL-6, (that also induce apoptosis), are
elevated in congestive heart failure [52–58]. Studies have shown that inhibition of
the interleukin (IL-1) reduces cardiovascular events and synthesis of the MMP-9,
and may decrease atherosclerotic plaque disruption [59, 60].
The cytokines such as type I (IFN-a and IFN-b) and type II interferons (IFN-c)
are also involved in the mediation of immune response in viral myocarditis. In acute
viral coxsackievirus B–induced myocarditis, type I interferons mediate the Th1
response and reduce viral replication, whereas, the IFN-c regulates monocyte
mobilization and ﬁbrosis [61, 62], whereas the Th2 response is associated with an
increase in regulatory T cells and anti-inflammatory cytokines that may promote
myocarditis. The regulatory mechanisms attempt to diminish such exaggerated
pathology. The Tregs downregulate proinflammatory responses and reduce
immunopathology, whereas the Th17-mediated immunity worsens the
immunopathology.
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The pro-inflammatory cytokines may produce cardiac-speciﬁc effects such as
negative inotropism and left ventricular remodeling. Data show that cytokines and
protease enzymes such as ADAM 17, involved in the shedding process of ACE2,
may have an important role in the pathogenesis of cardiac remodeling [63, 64].
During the acute inflammatory phase, these cytokines may stimulate matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) (resulting in collagen degradation and myoﬁbrillar rearrangement) and in the later phase, prolonged stimulation of inflammatory cytokines
may cause stimulation of the tissue inhibitors of matrix metalloproteinases (TIMPs)
(increasing collagen ﬁbrillar content). After viral infection, enhanced production of
the proinflammatory cytokines, such as tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF) 175 [65–68],
and interleukin-1 (IL-1) (178 above,179 [69], may increase cardiac damage and
result in cardiac dysfunction. Following the acute phase, the development of
myocarditis in the subacute phase may be a result of an exaggerated immune
response [70].
The cardiac impact of the CoViD19 related inflammatory stress has been
demonstrated in several case reports [71]. A case report of the virus-negative
lymphocytic myocarditis associated with SARS CoV 2 showed direct evidence of
myocardial inflammation in a CoViD19 patient. In this report, acute inflammatory
process with diffuse T-lymphocytic inflammatory inﬁltrates (CD3+ > 7/mm2) with
huge interstitial edema and limited foci of necrosis (in the absence of ﬁbrosis) were
found in the myocardium [72].
Furthermore, the diabetic patients with CoViD19 appear to have elevated
inflammatory markers and cytokine levels as compared to the non-diabetics, and
these are also associated with higher mortality. In a single-center, retrospective,
observational study of 193 patients with severe CoViD19, patients with diabetes
had higher serum levels of the cytokines and markers of inflammation such as
hsCRP, procalcitonin, IL-2 receptor, IL-6, IL-8, and TNFa versus non-diabetics.
The non-survivor diabetics also had higher levels of leukocyte count, neutrophil
count, hsCRP, procalcitonin, ferritin, IL-2 receptor, IL-6, TNFa, and lower levels of
lymphocyte count as compared with diabetic who survived. A higher incidence of
myocardial injury in diabetics versus non-diabetics and non-survivors was observed
[73]. Furthermore, the balance of pro and anti-inflammation may be affected due to
dysfunction related to the Th17 and Treg cells in patients with diabetes and obesity
that may involve several pathways involving CD4 T cells activation and differentiation through Th1 and Th cells [74–77].
In summary, cytokines play an important role in the development and augmentation of cardiovascular and metabolic diseases and are also associated with the
development of cardiovascular complications in patients with severe CoViD19 such
as myocarditis, decompensated heart failure, and several others. The viral replication, hypoxia, dysregulated immune cells, and cytokines lead to hyper inflammation
and structural damage to the mico and macro vasculature and cardiac cells and
tissues, apoptosis, oxidative stress, and ultimately lead to ﬁbrosis and dysfunction
through several pathways including ACE2, matrix metalloproteinases (MMP),
endothelial injury, dysmetabolism, and others. The important cytokines involved in
CoViD19 include IL1, IL6, IL8, TNF alpha, and IFN gamma that are also known to
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have a role in the immunopathogenesis of chronic cardiovascular diseases. Further
investigations are needed to elucidate these mechanisms and signaling pathways
involved in the development of CoViD19 cardiovascular complications that could
also serve as important therapeutic targets.

7.5

Summary

The cytokines have a multifunctional role in the immune and inflammatory
mechanisms in the body with a signiﬁcant diagnostic and therapeutic value.
Although multiple terms are used to describe the hyperinflammatory states such as
sHLH (Secondary hemophagocytic lymphohistiocytosis) linked with macrophage
activation syndrome (MAS), CRS (cytokines release syndrome), or cytokine
storm (CS), observed in the viral diseases or other conditions for instance
drugs-related or others. These hyperinflammatory states are frequently associated
with an increased risk of complications such as pulmonary (ARDS) and extrapulmonary multi-organ failure. The cytokine storm seen in the CoViD19 exhibits
several overlapping features with these conditions such a lymphopenia, elevation
of cytokines, markers of inflammation and hypercoagulability as also observed in
the CRS. An important association of cytokines and inflammation has been
revealed in CoViD19 studies linking several important CoViD19 complications
with increased production of cytokines and associated inflammation. Importantly,
there appears to be an association between CoViD19 related mortality and dysregulated cytokine release. The cytokine storm observed in CoViD19 patients is
marked by increased interleukin (IL)-2, IL-7, granulocyte colony-stimulating factor,
interferon-c inducible protein 10 (IP-10), monocyte chemoattractant protein
1 (MCP-1), macrophage inflammatory protein 1-a (MIP-1a), and tumor necrosis
factor-a (TNF-a) [15]. In CoViD19, the increased levels of proinflammatory
cytokines (such as IL-1B, IFN-c, IP-10, and monocyte chemoattractant protein 1
(MCP-1)) may activate Th1 (T helper type 1) response and the Th2 cell-secreted
cytokines (such as IL4 and IL10) may inhibit the inflammatory response. The
uncontrolled systemic inflammation characterized by excessive concentrations of
pro-inflammatory cytokines and chemokines, secreted by the immune effector cells
may cause harm in CoViD19 patients. This has given rise to the argument for the
use
of
immunosuppressive
therapy
in
CoViD19
patients
with
hyperinflammation. Whether the hyper inflammation and hyper cytokinetic state in
CoViD19 are related to the systemic activation of the macrophages or a result of
pulmonary flare must be further probed.
(cytokine, or cytokine failure. cytokine CoViD19 cytokines inflammation and
in the CRS. inflammation CoViD19.
CoViD19 cytokines cytokines inflammation cytokines CoViD19
The cytokines are recognized as an important component of several inflammatory, immune and other chronic diseases including atherosclerosis, diabetes mellitus, obesity, and related metabolic diseases as well as cancer and others. Acute and
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chronic inflammation both are strongly implicated in the development of cardiovascular complications. The cytokines may induce and augment damage to the
cardiac and vascular structures in acute hyperinflammatory settings. Various cytokines including the TNF-alpha, IL-1, and IL-6, are well known for their role in
cardiovascular diseases such as myocardial diseases, heart failure, and coronary
artery disease. The hyperinflammatory stress may lead to obstructive and
non-obstructive cardiovascular diseases and arrhythmias in acute settings of the
hyperinflammatory state of the CoViD19.
The myocardial inflammatory disease is a critical process that may lead to
decompensated heart failure, shock, or death, in acute settings of the
hyperinflammatory state of the CoViD19. Reactivation or exacerbation of the
inflammatory processes in patients with pre-existing chronic cardiovascular and
metabolic conditions is likely to increase the risk of decompensation or the
development of potentially fatal complications when met with CoViD19. Further
research is needed to establish exact mechanisms and factors involved in these
pathogenetic mechanisms especially concerning cytokines and other inflammatory
components of the hyper inflammation that will also help develop well-targeted
therapeutic approaches to prevent and treat these complications in patients with the
novel coronavirus disease.
Summary Box
• Cytokines are key warning proteins, part of pathogen eliminating mechanisms, and play a crucial role in defense and inflammation.
• Viral conditions, sepsis, drug reactions may result in dysregulated production of cytokines.
• Exaggerated and persistent release of cytokines is frequently associated
with multi organ failure.
• CoViD19 patients manifest exaggerated immune response marked by
increased production of cytokines and chemokines: IL-1b, IL-2, IL-4,
IL-6, IL-8, IL-10, IL-18, CCL2, CCL3, CCL4,), granulocyte colony
stimulating factor (GSF), interferon-c inducible protein 10 (IP-10),
monocyte chemoattractant proteins (MCP-1, MCP-3), macrophage
inflammatory protein 1-a (MIP-1a), and tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-a)
among others.
• Cytokine storm observed in CoViD19 has several overlapping features of
hyperinflammatory states observed in other conditions including the cytokine release syndrome CRS.
• Depletion of the lymphocytes (CD4 and CD8 cells) and altered function is
associated with moderate to severe CoViD19.
• Cytokine storm is associated with high risk of ARDS and multi organ
failure in CoViD19.
• CoViD19.
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• Cytokines are involved in the development of chronic cardiometabolic
diseases frequently met in patients with complicated CoViD19.
• The acute hyperinflammatory immune mechanisms in CoViD19 may
trigger cardiovascular complications such as myocarditis, decompensated
heart failure, among other cardiac complications.
• The hyperinflammatory and immune state associated with CoViD19 may
serve as a therapeutic target with immune suppressive and immune
modulatory therapies.
• Exact mechanisms related to the hyperinflammatory immune response,
speciﬁc cellular types and signaling mechanisms, markers of severity, and
mechanisms behind individual susceptibility in relationship with
CoViD19 complications need further validation.
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Chapter 8

The Renin-Angiotensin System
in COVID19

Key Questions
•
•
•
•
•
•

What is renin-angiotensin aldosterone system (RAAS)?
What is the signiﬁcance of RAAS in CoViD19?
What are the key characteristics of the ACE2?
What are the implications of ACE2 in cardiovascular diseases?
What are the dynamics of various components of RAAS?
What is the importance of ACE2 dynamics in relation to CoViD19
complications?
• How gender variations in ACE2 interlink with CoViD19?

8.1

Introduction

The renin angiotensin” aldosterone system (RAAS) is one of the most widely
explored homeostatic mechanisms known to have a pivotal role in the maintenance
of blood pressure and fluid balance in the body. The pathogenetic and therapeutic
value of the RAAS in cardiovascular and renal diseases is well documented. This
complex peptide system has also emerged as an important pathogenetic substrate
interlinked with the induction and propagation of the mechanisms involved in the
development of complications of CoViD19. Several immuno-inflammatory,
humoral, metabolic, and other factors, known to play an important role in this
process, are triggered under the stressful conditions of viral sepsis. In CoViD19, a
dysregulated RAAS may result in destructive mechanisms that ultimately contribute
to tissue damage, organ dysfunction, and failure, making it a potential therapeutic
target.
© The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
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The therapeutic value of the RAAS is widely established in the context of
cardiovascular, metabolic, and renal diseases. Due to overlapping mechanisms in
the pathogenesis of complications of CoViD19 and cardiovascular diseases, the
usefulness of inhibition of the RAAS pathways in subjects with CoViD19 has been
widely debated. The RAAS mechanism is currently being explored as a valuable
therapeutic target in patients with CoViD19.
In this chapter, we outline the key features of the RAAS machinery and how this
system is affected in CoViD19. We explain possible mechanisms through which
dysregulated RAAS may facilitate the development of CoViD19 complications. We
speciﬁcally focus on the complex dynamics of the ACE2, a crucial viral entry
mechanism for the SARS CoV2, and describe physiological and pathological
variability of the ACE2 in relationship with the cardiometabolic conditions, closely
associated with CoVID19 as well as the gender variations.

8.2

The Renin Angiotensin System

The renin-angiotensin system (RAAS) cascade has several components, among
which major elements include renin, angiotensin, and aldosterone. The “renin” was
discovered by Robert Tigerstedt and Per Gunnar Bergman in 1898 [1], whereas the
classical renin-angiotensin system (RAAS) was described in the 1960 and 70s [2].
The main functions of the RAAS include regulation of the hemodynamics, vascular
tone, electrolyte balance, and volemia. The expression of the RAAS in the adipose
tissue reflects its role in the metabolic pathways.
The RAAS appears to have several autocrine and paracrine functions through the
local, systemic, and intracellular presence, and plays a critical role in vascular,
renal, and myocardial physiology, with notable therapeutic value. The inhibition of
the ACE pathway reduces blood pressure, reverses cardiomyocyte hypertrophy and
ﬁbrosis, as well as protects against renal vascular disease. Inhibition of the RAAS
mechanisms in the treatment of cardiovascular and renal disease as well as lung
injury are important therapeutic developments involving this system (3 Ref H,K,
45; [3]. Upregulation of the ACE2 expression and function is increasingly recognized as a potential therapeutic strategy in hypertension and cardiovascular disease,
diabetes, lung injury, and ﬁbrotic disorders. Due to its crucial role ACE2, its
auxiliary co proteins, and associated pathways may serve as a therapeutic target in
CoViD19. Angiotensin II is used in shock therapy as a potent vasoconstrictor [4].
The “renin” is secreted in the kidneys and converts the “angiotensinogen
(AGT)” (mainly produced in the liver) into “angiotensin I (Ang I)”. This is then
converted into the “angiotensin II (Ang II)” by the “endothelial
angiotensin-converting-enzyme (ACE)”, a non-speciﬁc enzyme (mostly in the
lungs), recognized as one of the two principal arms of the RAAS. The “Ang II”
binds to the “angiotensin II Type 1 Receptor (AT1R)” and the “angiotensin II Type
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Fig. 8.1 Renin Angiotensin System. Because angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) is
considered an important severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) receptor
facilitating infection of relevant cells, such as pneumocytes, it is important to understand its normal
physiological function. Inhibition of ACE blocks metabolism of angiotensin-(1–7) to angiotensin(1–5) and can lead to elevation of angiotensin-(1–7) levels in plasma and tissues (258). In animal
models, angiotensin-(1–7) enhances vasodilation and inhibits vascular contractions to angiotensin
II258. An ex vivo study using human internal mammary arteries showed that angiotensin-(1–7)
blocks angiotensin II-induced vasoconstriction and inhibits ACE in human cardiovascular tissues
(258). In an ex vivo study, angiotensin-(1–7) and some ACE inhibitors, such as quinaprilat and
captopril, potentiated bradykinin, resulting in blood pressure reduction by inhibiting ACE (259).
Thus, angiotensin-(1–7) acts as an ACE inhibitor and might stimulate bradykinin release (259).
These results show that angiotensin-(1–7) might be an important modulator of the human renin–
angiotensin–aldosterone system (RAAS). ARB, angiotensin receptor blocker; AT1, angiotensin
type 1; AT2, angiotensin type 2; BP, blood pressure. Source Figure 2. Lim, S., Bae, J.H., Kwon,
H.S. and Nauck, M.A., 2021. COVID-19 and diabetes mellitus: from pathophysiology to clinical
management. Nature Reviews Endocrinology, 17(1), pp. 11–30. https://www.nature.com/articles/
s41574-020-00435-4. By Springer Nature Group

2 Receptor (AT2R)”. The “Ang II” mediates the vasoconstriction and aldosterone
secretion from the adrenal gland, besides having proﬁbrotic and pro-inflammatory
actions through the “AT1 Receptors” (Fig. 8.1).

8.2.1

ACE2 Synthesis and Distribution

The angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) is a membrane-associated protein
and secreted enzyme, also expressed in the circulation, was ﬁrst identiﬁed in the
year 2000 [5]. The ACE2 is a carboxypeptidase, a homolog to the
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angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) that carries about 40% similarity to the ACE
with its gene mapped to the X chromosome. There are two forms of the ACE2. The
full-length ACE2 contains a structural transmembrane domain, which anchors its
extracellular domain to the plasma membrane. The soluble form of the ACE2 lacks
the membrane anchor and circulates in small amounts in the blood [6].
The ACE2 is regulated at multiple levels including transcriptional,
post-transcriptional (miRNA and epigenetic), and post-translational. Many
cell-surface proteins such as enzymes, cytokines, adhesion molecules go through
proteolytic cleavage important for their expression and function. The ACE2 expression is linked with a process of cleavage of the cell membrane protein in the
extracellular environment known as “shedding”. The ACE2 shedding is mediated
by ADAM 17 TACE, a disintegrin and metalloproteinase proteinase ADAM17,
also known as tumor necrosis factor-alpha converting enzyme (TACE) that releases
the catalytically active ectodomain of ACE2 through cleavage into the extracellular
milieu making it detectable in the circulation [7–9]. ACE2 is also cleaved by
TMPRSS2 protease, however, appears to be mainly intra-cytoplasmatic [10].
Although regulation of ADAM 17 TACE activity is not fully understood, several
factors may impact its activity including apoptosis, protein kinase C, and others
[11]. A study investigating the ability of ACE2 to undergo proteolytic shedding and
mechanisms responsible for shedding showed that ablation of ADAM17 expression
using speciﬁc small interfering RNA duplexes reduced regulated ACE2 shedding,
whereas overexpression of ADAM17 signiﬁcantly increased shedding [7] Studies
have also shown that Ang-II–mediated upregulation of ADAM17 contributes to
ACE2 shedding, thus reducing the membrane-bound carboxypeptidase levels and
increasing its soluble form [12]. Furthermore, the ADAM17 also mediates the
release of membrane-bound precursors of TNFa, IFN-c, and IL-4 pro-inflammatory
cytokines, into the circulation, hence named as tumor necrosis factor converting
enzyme (TACE). Downregulation of the cell surface expression of the ACE2 and
reduction in the ACE2 mRNA levels due to the IL-4 and IFN-c [13] may also be
induced by the CoViD19 associated systemic and tissue inflammation and may
suggest an alternative route for the loss of mACE2 seen with SARS CoV 2.
The impact of the use of the pharmaceutical interventions interfering with the
RAAS, on the ACE2 expression has also been explored amidst the controversy
related to the adverse impact of using the ACEi/ARBs in patients with CoViD19
[14]. In contrast, the use of angiotensin-receptor blockers in the repair of lung injury
has been shown beneﬁcial [15], and may also be positive in CoViD19 [16].
According to a large multi-center study, the researchers reported that ACE inhibitors (P = 0.002) and ARBs (P = 0.003) were independent predictors of lower
plasma ACE2 in the validation cohort of 1123 men and 575 women with heart
failure, while the use of MRA (Mineralo Receptor Antagonists) was a predictor of
higher plasma ACE2 concentrations (P = 0.04). The use of ACE inhibitor or ARB
was not associated with higher plasma ACE2 concentrations [17].
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ACE2 Expression

The ACE2 is expressed in the circulatory (soluble form) as well as in the tissue
forms. The degree of expression of the ACE2 varies across the tissues and the
circulation. The ACE2 can be found in numerous body tissues such as cardiac,
vascular, lungs, liver, kidneys, adrenal glands, brain, testes, and the gastrointestinal
tract (esophagus, stomach, ileum, colon, and the pancreas) [18].
Several studies demonstrate variations in the distribution of the ACE2 across a
range of organs and tissues in the human body. Data shave shown an increased
expression of ACE2 in the lung tissue and the cardiovascular system [19–21].
Studies also show that ACE2 is highly expressed in the renal tubular cells, Leydig
cells, and cells in seminiferous ducts in testicular tissue in the male subjects [22].
A variety of specialized cells harbor ACE2 across the tissues. Studies demonstrate that ACE2 is abundantly present in humans in the epithelia of the lungs and
the small intestine [21]. In the lungs, the ACE2 is expressed in the airways and type
2 pneumocytes and the capillaries of lung vasculature, and in the heart in the
cardiomyocytes [15, 23, 24]. According to a study, 83% of the ACE2-expressing
cells were alveolar epithelial type II cells [20].
In the cardiovascular system, the ACE2 is found on the endothelial cells, smooth
muscle cells, cardiomyocytes, and macrophages [25]. The ACE2 is located on the
cell surface membrane and is predominantly expressed in the endothelium of the
coronary artery, coronary smooth muscle, intra-renal vasculature, and renal tubular
epithelium.
Data from a study investigating ACE2 expression in the adult human hearts from
healthy and diseased individuals explored the potential capacity of heart infection
by SARS-CoV-2, revealed that ACE2 is highly expressed in the pericytes of the
adult human hearts, which indicated an intrinsic susceptibility of the heart to SARS
CoV2 infection [26].

8.2.3

ACE2 Detection

The angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) is detectable in both blood and urine,
although the detection of the soluble ACE2 in urine and blood may not be a reliable
indicator of the activity of the membranous ACE2 [16]. Studies show that ACE2 is
released from the renal proximal tubules and can be detected in the urine [27, 28].
The concentration of different components of the renin–angiotensin–aldosterone
system (RAAS) fluctuates in tissues. Specialized cells across various tissues produce components of the RAAS, once released may be redistributed. The variability
in the concentrations depends upon several local and systemic factors, volumes
produced and redistributed. The ACE2 is expressed in the renal and cardiovascular
systems in different concentrations, and variations in the detection of ACE2 in the
circulation are associated with the concentrations of the ACE2 expressed and
redistributed in the circulation.
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Furthermore, data suggest that the concentrations of the components of the
RAAS detected in different systems, such as cardiovascular and renal, vary in
relationship with the plasma concentrations. The cardiac interstitial fluid carries
high concentrations (100-fold those of plasma) of the “Ang I and Ang II”, while the
“renin” and “angiotensinogen” in the myocardium are 1–4% of the plasma [29, 30].
In the renal interstitium, the “Ang II” levels are 1000-fold higher than those in the
plasma [31].
The differences in the detection of various components of the RAAS in speciﬁc
tissues are crucial to maintaining homeostasis and functioning of the local systems
and have clinical implications. The expression of the ACE2 has been shown to have
prognostic implications in cardiovascular diseases. The relationship of the ACE2
with gender and age-related variations, observed in cardiovascular diseases, as
previously investigated, appears to be reflected in the cardiovascular complications
seen in the severe CoViD19. The therapeutic value of the ACE2 is also currently
being further explored in CoViD19 being an important viral entry mechanism for
SARS CoV2 [32].

8.3

The Dynamics of ACE2 Expression in CoViD19

The ACE2 is located in a variety of tissues, found both as a structural entity in the
cell membrane, and the circulatory form plays a crucial role in CoViD19
(Fig. 8.2). The dynamics or ACE2 distribution and expression may determine
variations in disease incidence and severity, as well as associated bias related to the
gender and age or other traits in patients with CoViD19. Such factors may also be
associated with the risk of developing CoViD19 or complications. The expression
of ACE2 is low in healthy individuals [33]. Studies show that subjects with higher
risk for severe COVID19 had a higher sACE2 (adults>children and men>women)
[32]. Furthermore, the pathogenetic implications of the dynamics of ACE2
expression in different tissues may determine individual susceptibility and risk of
complications in CoViD19. Single-cell RNA-seq data analysis on the receptor
ACE2 expression reveals the potential risk of different human organs vulnerable to
the SARS CoV 2 infection [34].
The critical anti-inflammatory role of the ACE2 may be compromised in
CoViD19 due to its role as a viral entry mechanism in conjunction with dysregulated RAAS processes. The ACE2 serves as a principal viral entry machine in
addition to the cathepsin B and L, assisted by the co-protein TMPRSS2 [35–41],
and also serves as principal viral entry mechanisms for SARS CoV2 [42, 43].
The ACE2 soluble form (sACE2) may be increased by the SARS CoV2, as
surface cell-bound, membranous ACE2 is down-regulated by the virus (Fig. 8.3). A
proposed valid mechanism through which membrane ACE2 is downregulated by
the SARS CoV 2 in CoViD19, involves the process of endocytosis, through which
interaction between viral spike protein with membranous ACE2 is internalized.
Endocytosis upregulates ADAM 17 activity that increases ACE2 shedding in the
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Fig. 8.2 The role of ACE2 in CoViD19. a The spike protein of SARS-CoV-2 binds ACE2 on a
cellular membrane, which triggers 1) endocytosis of the virus and subsequent sequestration of
ACE2 or 2) cleavage of the viral spike protein via an enzyme TMPRSS2 leading to the entry of
viral contents into the cytoplasm. b Normalized RNA expression of different tissue types from
three transcriptomics datasets (HPA, GTEx, and FANTOM5) shows signiﬁcant ACE2 expression
in GI organs, the kidney, and the heart. Source Figure 1. Cheng, P., Zhu, H., Witteles, R.M., Wu,
J.C., Quertermous, T., Wu, S.M. and Rhee, J.W., 2020. Cardiovascular risks in patients with
COVID-19: potential mechanisms and areas of uncertainty. Current cardiology reports, 22(5),
pp. 1–6. https://link.springer.com/article/https://doi.org/10.1007/s11886-020-01293-2. Published
by Springer Nature
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Fig. 8.3 SARS CoV2 and RAS interaction. Pulmonary phase of COVID-19 pathogenesis:
a SARS-CoV-2 enters the type 2 pneumocyte via the host receptor, ACE2. Target cell infection by
SARS-CoV-2 induces ACE2 internalization, resulting in ACE2 downregulation and deﬁciency.
b SARS-CoV-2-induced ACE2 deﬁciency decreases the conversion of angiotensin II to
angiotensinogen 1–7 and increases angiotensin II availability. Excessive angiotensin II causes
AT1R overactivation, resulting in a RAS imbalance. c ADAM-17 activation by AT1R promotes
cleavage of both membrane-anchored TNF-? and ACE2. ADAM-17 truncates the ACE2
extracellular domain, which enzymatically inactivates ACE2. As a result, des-Arg9-BK
degradation by ACE2 is disrupted and its abundancy increases. Liberated soluble TNF-? and
accumulated des-Arg9-BK aggravate SARS-CoV-2-induced inflammation. Source Figure 2. Lee,
C. and Choi, W.J., 2021. Overview of COVID-19 inflammatory pathogenesis from the therapeutic
perspective. Archives of pharmacal research, pp. 1–18. https://link.springer.com/article/https://doi.
org/10.1007/s12272-020-01301-7. Published by Springer Nature

circulation resulting in loss of ACE2 from the tissue RAAS. This leads to the
accumulation of Ang II that upregulates ADAM17 through AT1 receptors, thereby
resulting in further loss of ACE2 from tissue RAAS [44]. This process results in
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accelerating the RAAS-mediated injury including severe lung damage [45–47].
However, an increase in the soluble ACE2 may counter the deleterious Ang II
actions by inducing protective pathways. Since the elevated sACE2 levels reflect a
high mACE2 and/or high ADAM-17 activity, the sACE2 may be a marker of both
the susceptibility and the severity of the CoViD19.

8.3.1

ACE2 Expression in Cardiovascular and Metabolic
Conditions

The pathogenetic and clinical signiﬁcance of ACE2 in cardiovascular diseases has
been extensively explored. An enhanced expression of ACE and ACE2 in hypertension, myocardial infarction, heart failure, and diabetes mellitus, has led to
establishing the role of these circulatory proteins as biomarkers in hypertension,
coronary heart disease, and heart failure [48, 49]. Studies have shown serum ACE2
levels are lower in healthy individuals and increased in the subjects with hypertension, heart failure, and myocardial infarction[46, 49–51]. According to a large
multi-center prospective study in 11 European countries, in which the ACE2
concentrations were measured in 1485 men and 537 women with heart failure, the
plasma concentrations of the ACE2 were higher in men, than in women in the two
independent cohorts of patients with heart failure, and male sex appeared to be the
strongest predictor of the elevated concentrations of ACE2 in both cohorts (estimate
= 0.26, P < 0.001; and 0.19, P < 0.001, respectively) [17]. Studies further indicate
the role of these proteins as markers of the severity of cardiovascular diseases. An
association of enhanced ACE2 expression with risk of development of heart failure
in the hypertensive subjects as well as a positive correlation with the severity of
heart failure has been demonstrated [46, 52]. Subjects with type 1 diabetics have
increased circulating ACE2 activity especially higher in those with a history of
coronary heart disease [53]. Multiple factors such as dysglycemia, insulin resistance, and pro-inflammatory factors associated with metabolic conditions such as
diabetes mellitus, accompany inflammatory stress, and prothrombotic mechanisms
that result in further complications. Dysregulated RAAS in the diabetics and other
metabolic conditions, may augment the harmful impact of the underlying cardiometabolic pathogenetic states associated with CoViD19.
A variety of speciﬁc ACE2 harboring cells in the cardiovascular tissues appear to
be implicated in the pathogenesis, and severity of cardiovascular diseases, through
regulation of the ACE2 activity. Besides the endothelial cells, the ACE2 protein has
been detected in the macrophages, smooth muscle cells, and cardiac myocytes in
myocardial infarction, with signiﬁcantly increased levels seen in heart failure, and
could predict adverse cardiac events [25, 54, 55].
The ACE2 shedding and AngII/ADAM17 activity, linked with the regulation of
ACE2 activity, are affected in cardiovascular diseases. The increased activity of
ADAM17 may be associated with cardiovascular diseases [56, 57]. Under the
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stressful conditions, membrane-bound ACE2 protein is cleaved by the transmembrane disintegrin, and metalloproteinase 17 ADAM17, thereby releasing ACE2 into
the interstitium, or circulation, without depleting intracellular ACE2 levels [58].
Pro-inflammatory conditions, prothrombotic oxidative and metabolic stress play an
important role in the dynamics of RAAS components.

8.3.2

The Dynamics of ACE2 Expression
and Cardiovascular Risk in CoViD19

The ACE2 expressing cardiovascular structures serve as fertile ground for cardiovascular complications in CoViD19. The dynamics of expression of the ACE2 and
its forms (serum ACE2 (sACE2) and membranous (mACE2)), in various cardiovascular structures may influence the associations of CoViD19 with several cardiovascular conditions including hypertension, heart failure, coronary heart disease,
and metabolic diseases such as diabetes mellitus. These factors are further impacted
by gender, age, and several other associated mechanisms that require further
exploration. According to a study higher levels of ACE2 were observed in the
females with coronary heart disease (CHD), independently predicting the CHD in
the female subjects, especially those with multivessel disease [59], indicating the
predictive value of ACE2 expression for coronary risk in females.
The analysis exploring the expression of ACE2 in adult heart tissue has shown a
high expression of ACE2 in the pericytes that might act as the target cardiac cell of
SARS CoV2 [26]. The pericytes are vascular cells on the abluminal surface of the
micro-vessels based in the basement membrane and communicate with the
endothelial cells through the Gap junctions, to help with the exchange of the
molecules, proteins, ions, vital for vascular structural and functional maintenance
[60]. The pericytes play an important role in vascular repair, regulation of the
vascular tone, and play a major role in vascular homeostasis, most importantly in
the states of inflammation, where they cover gap junctions [61]. The susceptibility
of the pericytes towards SARS CoV2, may promote viral-cardiovascular direct
interactions, and play a role in the development of viral-induced capillary
endothelial cell and microvascular dysfunction, however, these interlinks remain
largely unconﬁrmed.
An increased ACE2 expression at both the mRNA and protein levels is also seen
in the patients with heart failure that further increases the risk of cardiac complications, and or of development of severe disease if infected with the virus.
Furthermore, the increased Ang II activity due to dysregulated RAAS in CoViD19,
in association with the increased ADAM17 activity, may lead to inflammation, and
an increased risk of cardiovascular complications, including hypertension, and heart
failure. Increased ADAM17 activity is known to be involved in the shedding of
inflammatory cytokines (including INF -Î³ and IL-4) and inflammation-mediated
hypertension [62–64], may lead to an uncontrolled inflammatory response [65].
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A decline in the membranous ACE2 as a result of the increased activity of
ADAM 17 leads to a decreased tissue protection, due to the decline in the membranous ACE2. Data show that protease enzymes such as ADAM 17 and cytokines,
play important role in the pathogenesis of cardiac remodeling [66, 67], possibly
indicating the compensatory role of these mechanisms in cardiovascular diseases.
The impact of age and gender may alter cardiovascular risk in CoViD19.
Analyses indicate that the male gender may exhibit a decreased cardiac ACE2
expression with age-related decline in the expression of ACE2, which may determine enhanced cardiovascular risk in the male subjects. According to a study, cells
in the male adult heart showed a lower ACE2+ rate than in females (5.93% vs.
9.32%, P < 0.01), and ACE2Â expression in the cardiac cells seems to be lower
with older age, and TMPRSS2 is rarely expressed in the human adult heart [68].
The absence of TMPRSS2 may offer protection against the SARS CoV2. These
associations however demand further exploration. The gender-related variations in
ACE2 expression have a signiﬁcant link with heart failure, an important complication, and comorbidity in CoViD19. According to an analysis, higher circulating
ACE2 plasma concentration in male subjects are signiﬁcantly linked with heart
failure [17].

8.3.3

Age and Gender Variations of ACE2 and CoViD19

Several clinical and experimental models have explored variations in the expression
of various elements of the RAAS, according to gender and age that may have
signiﬁcant implications in CoViD19. Multiple factors account for the age and
gender variations observed in CoViD19, and possibly, increased severity of the
diseases in male subjects, therefore, indicating that the degree and pattern of the
expression of ACE2 may influence the susceptibility and outcome in CoViD19.
Data indicate that expression of ACE2 concentrations may be higher in male
subjects [17, 33, 69], although reports also suggest elevated ACE2 expression in
females [70]. Although genetic mechanisms favor the elevated ACE2 expression in
females due to the location of the ACE2 gene on the X chromosome [71], emerging
data from larger studies favor the argument that male subjects have higher serum
ACE2 levels as compared to the females and have gained better recognition.
According to an analysis, the increased expression of the ACE2 in the testes, may
account for a higher ACE2 expression in males, justifying the ACE2 related gender
dichotomy [17].
ACE2 polymorphism observed in the different population or ethnic groups has
been shown to have an impact on CoViD19 [72, 73] and has gender-based
implications. Several variants of ACE2 have been identiﬁed that may have gender
implications. A study exploring the expression and polymorphism of the ACE2 in
different population groups showed that ACE2 variants that boost viral ACE2
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binding can be more substantial in males than females. The ACE2 variants impact
viral-receptor binding interaction differently, with a higher expression of the viral
binding booster variants in the males [74]. Accordingly, the hemizygous viral-entry
interaction booster variants of ACE2 can explain the gender bias towards a higher
mortality rate caused by the SARS CoV2 in males. More than half of the ACE2 rare
variants were found in males due to the ACE2 location on the “X” chromosome.
The authors suggest investigating the enrichment of the rare variants among the
SARS CoV2 infected cases with severe symptoms.
The expression of ACE2 is low in healthy individuals [33] and decreases with
age [75, 81]. The higher ACE2 levels in the younger individuals are linked with a
greater predisposition to incur the disease [76], whereas the higher risk for severity
of CoViD19, has been linked with higher sACE2 expression (adults > children and
men > women) [32, 77].
Data show that estrogens may offer a protective role against CVD in females
through upregulation of ADAM17 and ADAM10 expression involved in ectodomain cleavages in atherosclerosis [78]. Although the above arguments strongly
implicate ACE2 as a major contributing factor to the gender variations in CoViD19
and disease severity and complications, further research is needed to elaborate these
mechanisms and identify other factors that determine inter-individual variations in
the susceptibility towards the disease and severity. For further reading about age
and gender dynamics and CoViD19 please refer to Chaps. 18 and 19, respectively.

8.4

ACE2 is a Marker of Severity or a Compensatory
Mechanism?

In the renin-angiotensin-aldosteroe system (RAAS), the ACE2 forms part of the
ATI/ATII/AT2R axis acting as a protective regulator (Table 8.1). The ACE2 controls RAAS regulatory balance by converting angiotensin I to angiotensin 1–9 (Ang
1–9) (restricting substrate availability for angiotensin II (Ang II) generation), by
converting Ang II to angiotensin 1–7 (Ang 1–7) (limiting angiotensin II stimulation
of the AT1 receptor), and by generating Ang 1–7 that may bind to its receptor, the
Mas receptor or the AT2 receptor (to counter negative actions of the AT1 receptor.
These protective actions of the ACE2 counter the negative balance induced by the
Ang II in the equation through its molecular and cellular reactions, through degradation of the Ang I to 1–9 and of Ang II, and generation of angiotensin 1–7.
The dysregulation of the RAAS associated with CoViD19 leading to the
decreased expression of ACE2 results in overactivation of the AngII/AT1R axis
may induce the deleterious effects of Ang II that include pro-inflammatory, prothrombotic activities including macrophage activation syndrome (MAS) [79] (See
Table 8.2). The damaging effects of Ang II are countered by the increase in the
process of mACE2 shedding as Ang II may induce ADAM17 TACE activity
inducing the shedding process of mACE2. Data show that Ang II induces the
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Table 8.1 Actions of ACE2 Ang 1-7/Ang 1-9 AT2/Mas-Receptors leading to cell protection
Decreases inflammation
Anti-oxidant
Anti-thrombotic
Anti-proliferation
Anti-ﬁbrotic
Promotes

Table 8.2 Action of angiotensin II/AT1R pathway leading to cell injury
Pro-inflammatory
Oxidative stress
Pro-thrombotic
Anti-ﬁbrinolytic
Cell proliferation
Pro-ﬁbrotic
Vasoconstriction
Na and H2O absorption
Pro-apoptosis

mACE2 shedding by promoting the TACE activity as a positive feedback mechanism whereby the Ang II facilitates loss of its negative regulator, suggesting
elevated plasma ACE2 activity (sACE2) in the heart failure may reflect the loss of
the protective effects of ACE2 in the heart [80]. The circulatory increase in the
sACE2 may reflect the loss of tissue protection offered by the mACE2 in the heart,
hence reflecting the severity of the disease.
The elevated levels of Ang II have been shown in CoViD19 patients and may be
directly associated with the severity of viral disease [81]. Several potentially negative actions of Ang II may facilitate the development of cardiovascular complications, also observed in CoViD19. The important mediators of the
pro-inflammatory impact of Ang II on the leucocytes, endothelial cells, and vascular smooth muscle cells involve intracellular and vascular adhesion molecules
(ICAM/VCAM), reactive oxygen species (ROS), nuclear factor-kB (NFLB), and
superoxide. Angiotensin II stimulates the NADPH oxidase and results in the
acceleration of oxidative stress [82], and induces mitochondrial dysfunction
resulting in endothelial dysfunction. Mitochondrial dysfunction is induced by a
protein kinase C–dependent pathway by the activation of the endothelial cell
NADPH oxidase and formation of peroxynitrite [83, 84]. Furthermore, Ang II is
also known to promote metabolic dysregulation, prostacyclin synthesis, differentiation of the adipocytes, and lipogenesis.
Whether the expression of sACE2, as a marker of severity of disease process, is
a compensatory mechanism or is a marker of the decompensation, is subject to
debate. Human and animal models investigating the association of serum ACE2/
Angiotensin 1–7 expression with cardiovascular disease as a disease marker may
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reflect a counter-regulatory effect or a compensatory regulatory mechanism, mainly
show the protective role of ACE2 reflecting a compensatory mechanism that
facilitates balancing peripheral ACE/ACE2 concentration via release from the
vascular endothelium. Since angiotensin 1–7 has a very short half-life (less than
9Â s) the expression of ACE2 facilitates the compensatory mechanism. The exact
role of increase in circulating soluble ACE2 needs to be better understood, although
it might reflect a pathological shift of the ACE2 from the tissue membrane or
perhaps signiﬁes the activation of counter-regulatory mechanisms. The balance of
these two forms of ACE2 may have signiﬁcant implications in CoViD19. In the
animal models an overexpression of both ACE2, as well as Angiotensin 1–7, has
been shown to confer protective action against atherosclerosis ie attenuation of
progression of atherosclerotic lesions, stabilizing plaques [85, 86].

8.5

Summary

A strict balance between the negative and protective arms of the complex regulatory
peptide system renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system (RAAS), widely distributed in
the body, is essential for the maintenance of homeostatic control. The mechanisms
involving ACE2 in RAAS have been well elucidated in the process of blood
pressure control, the pathophysiology of hypertension, cardiovascular diseases
including heart failure, and renal disease. This regulatory system serves as an
important therapeutic target in various cardiovascular, renal, and metabolic diseases. The therapeutic role of ACE inhibitors or ARBs and other drugs interfering
in RAAS mechanisms is already well established. The ARBs have potential therapeutic value in lung injury, are currently being investigated in CoViD19 [88].
The ACE2 found insoluble (circulatory) and membranous form (a structural protein), is an essential part of RAAS, plays a crucial role in CoViD19. Although the
ACE2 has a protective role against lung injury, it also serves as a gateway for the viral
cell entry playing a dual role. The ACE2 soluble form (sACE2) may be increased by
the SARS CoV2 as the surface cell-bound membranous ACE2 is down-regulated by
the virus. A decline in the mACE2 may signify the loss of tissue protection whereas
the increase in sACE2 levels may reflect the vulnerability of the tissue and sign of the
severity of the condition. The decline in mACE2 induces damaging activation of the
harmful Ang II–AT1R axis. At the same time, an increase in sACE2 through other
signaling mechanisms in the regulatory system may be considered compensatory,
offering protection and repair to the tissues through MasR and AT2R signaling cascade and other indirect mechanisms. A soluble form of human ACE2 (rhACE2) is
currently considered as a therapeutic approach that halts the interaction between
SARS CoV2 and ACE2 impeding viral entry [87].
The viral invasion leads to the dysregulation of RAAS mechanisms in CoViD19
and constitutes a major pathogenetic route towards critical complications associated
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with the viral disease involving the lungs, heart, kidneys, and vasculature. The
downregulation of ACE2 increases Ang II–AT1R axis activation causing damage
through proinflammatory, prothrombotic, vasoplegic, and other toxic mechanisms.
The complex dynamics related to the distribution of ACE2 in various tissues and
other RAAS components play a trivial role in this process and may determine
individual susceptibility and impact the outcome of the disease. The single-cell
RNA-seq data analysis on the receptor ACE2 expression reveals the potential risk
of different human organs vulnerable to the SARS CoV 2 infection [34]. The
patients with diabetes mellitus and other metabolic diseases have elevated underlying metabolic proinflammatory, prothrombotic, and other forms of stress mechanisms that may increase the risk of complications when met with dysregulated
RAAS induced by CoViD19.
Various studies reveal the role of specialized cells in the cardiac tissues that take
part in the synthesis and regulation of the ACE2 such as endothelial cells, pericytes,
myocytes, macrophages, and others. The shedding process of the ACE2 is regulated
by ADAM 17 TACE and is influenced by several factors including inflammatory
processes, circulating volumes of the ACE2, Ang II, and others. Under stressful
conditions, these factors trigger mechanisms that may induce a compensatory
increase in the ACE2 levels that also mark the severity of the disease. These
changes might be adaptive or maladaptive. The interplay of sACE2 and mACE2
dynamics, and associated factors that influence the shedding process needs to be
better understood. Sound evidence indicates the role of ACE2 in cardiovascular
diseases. An increase in soluble ACE2 has been associated with advanced heart
failure [46]. Various cardiovascular conditions including hypertension, heart failure
frequently associated with complicated CoViD19, exhibit variations in ACE2
expression validating the use of ACE2 expression as a biochemical marker of
disease severity. The increased ACE2 activity in hypertension, and its value as a
predictor of its complications, further strengthens the argument deﬁning its value as
a predictor of cardiovascular complications in CoViD19. The variations in ACE2
expression with the age (older age) and gender (male sex) are linked with the
individual susceptibility to develop CoViD19 or the complications, has been a
focus of research [76]. Various factors such as ACE2 polymorphism, tissue distribution, the protective role of estrogen, and others may account for these differences. The evidence shows ACE2 polymorphism among different population
groups and links the ACE2 variants with the individual competence in the ﬁght
against SARS CoV 2. Speciﬁc rare variants may play a decisive role in viral
recognition or susceptibility towards severe disease. Further research is needed to
better validate these ﬁndings and develop strategies to early identify individuals and
population groups at a higher risk of developing CoViD19 or those at risk of
complications and death and develop precautionary measures.
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Summary Box
• The CoViD19 results in dysregulation of the renin-angiotensinaldosterone system.
• Local and systemic RAAS are both affected in CoViD19.
• ACE2 is a viral entry mechanism while also has a protective role.
• Excessive Ang II levels lead to damage to tissues though pro inflammatory, prothrombotic, vasoplegic and other actions.
• Ang II may also stimulate ACE2 expression by inducing ADAM 17
TACE.
• Enhanced ACE2 expression is associated with an increased risk of cardiovascular diseases.
• ACE2 soluble form (sACE2) may be increased by SARS CoV 2 as surface cell-bound membranous ACE2 is down-regulated by the virus.
• A low membranous ACE2 (mACE2), increased ADAM 17 activity,
inflammatory cytokines INF -c and IL-4, may contribute to a higher risk
of cardiovascular complications in CoViD19.
• The distribution of ACE2 across different tissues represents an important
route to multi-organ failure in complicated CoViD19.
• Gender and age risk in CoViD19 may be facilitated by the differences
in the ACE2 expression.
• ACE2 protein and gene polymorphism and ACE2 mRNA expression may
determine inter-individual susceptibility for CoViD19 and the disease
severity.
• Further research is needed to conﬁrm the interplay of the dynamics of
sACE2 expression and afﬁliated factors and mechanisms in relationship
with CoViD19 and complications.
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Chapter 9

Thrombosis in CoViD19

Key Questions
• What is the occurrence of vascular thrombosis in CoViD19?
• Which thrombotic complications are associated with CoViD19?
• Which mechanisms promote the development of thrombotic complications in CoViD19?
• Does the renin-angiotensin system play part in thrombosis in CoViD19?
• How inflammatory and immune mechanisms are linked with hypercoagulation in CoViD19?
• What is the role of platelets and D Dimers in thrombotic complications in
CoViD19?
• What is the connection between hypoxia and hypercoagulation in
CoViD19?
• What is the importance of ethnic and demographic factors in thrombotic
complications in CoViD19?

9.1

Epidemiology

Vascular and coagulation disorders are recognized complications of sepsis. The
novel coronavirus disease CoViD19 has been referred to as an inflammatory
thrombotic disease, witnessed across a range of demographic diversities throughout
the globe. The vast scale of epidemiological boundaries of CoViD19 has resulted in
unprecedented health and economic implications. The thrombotic complications in
CoViD19 appear to affect multiple organs and tissues and constitute a signiﬁcant
proportion of the associated morbidity and mortality. Multiple macrovascular and
microvascular territories may be affected resulting in a variety of peripheral and
© The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
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organic thrombotic events. The coronary, cerebrovascular, mesenteric, peripheral
arterial, and venous structures may be involved resulting in serious life-threatening
complications such as myocardial infarction (MI), stroke, pulmonary embolism
(PE), and mesenteric thrombosis, among others.
The burden of vascular and thrombotic disease in CoViD19 appears to be particularly high among the critical patients, although variations in the incidence and
mortality exist. An observational study of 3334 consecutive hospitalized CoViD19
patients investigating the incidence of, and risk factors for, venous and arterial
thrombotic events in all hospitalized patients, reported a 16% incidence of thrombotic
events (207 (6.2%) were venous (3.2% PE and 3.9% DVT) and 365 (11.1%) were
arterial (1.6% ischemic stroke, 8.9% MI, and 1.0% systemic thromboembolism).
A thrombotic event was independently associated with mortality (adjusted hazard
ratio, 1.82; 95% CI, 1.54–2.15; P < 0.001) (venous thrombosis (adjusted hazard ratio,
1.37; 95% CI, 1.02–1.86; P = 0.04) and arterial thrombosis (adjusted hazard ratio,
1.99; 95% CI, 1.65–2.40; P < 0.001) were associated for mortality P = 0.25 for
interaction). Among 829 critical ICU patients, 29.4% had a thrombotic event (13.6%
venous and 18.6% arterial), whereas, among 2505 non-ICU patients, 11.5% had a
thrombotic event (3.6% venous and 8.4% arterial) [1].
Similarly, other large cohorts also describe a high incidence of thromboembolic
events in CoViD19 and signiﬁcantly high mortality, especially among critical
patients. In an observational study of 3678 patients with conﬁrmed CoViD19, 892
(24.3%) were hospitalized of which 296 (8.0%) were admitted to the intensive care
unit. Among the hospitalized patients, 46 (5.2%) patients had acute thrombotic
events, 24 (2.7%) patients had venous thromboembolism, 11 (1.2%) patients had an
acute ischemic stroke, and 11 (1.2%) patients had acute myocardial infarction). The
incidence of thrombotic events was much higher among the critical patients
admitted in the intensive care unit: 26 (8.8%) patients had acute thrombotic events
15 (5.1%) patients had venous thromboembolism, 5 (1.7%) patients had acute
ischemic stroke and 7 (2.4%) patients had acute myocardial infarction) (MI). The
in-hospital all-cause mortality was 12.2% and numerically higher for those with
thrombotic events versus not (17.5% versus 12.0%, P = 0.21) [2].
The lungs appear to be central to the microvascular thrombotic disease in
CoViD19. This is due to the highly sophisticated matrix of the immune-secretory
and modulatory structural cells that face the viral invasion. Pulmonary embolism
and microvascular disease appear to be prominent pulmonary vascular pathology
associated with severe CoViD19. Signiﬁcantly higher rates of venous thromboembolism (31%) have been described in an analysis of data of a cohort of 184
patients with proven CoViD19 pneumonia admitted in the intensive care unit
(ICU). In this study, the cumulative incidence of the composite outcome (symptomatic acute pulmonary embolism (PE), deep-vein thrombosis (DVT), ischemic
stroke, myocardial infarction (MI), or systemic arterial embolism) was 31% (95%
CI 20–41), conﬁrmed VTE in 27% (95%CI 17–37%) and arterial thrombotic events
in 3.7% (95% CI 0–8.2%), with PE was the most frequent thrombotic complication
(n = 25, 81%) [3]. Similarly, other studies describe a high incidence of venous
thromboembolism at 25% (20/81) among the critical CoViD19 patients in ICU [4].
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In a prospective cohort study of 150 patients hospitalized with severe CoViD19,
propensity score matching was performed to analyze the occurrence of thromboembolic events. The incidence of thromboembolic complications was 11.7% (9/
77), odds ratio (1.1–6.1) p. 004 [5].
Several studies report the incidence of stroke in CoViD19 patients.
A retrospective study analyzing data of the CoViD19 patients showed that the
incidence of stroke among the hospitalized patients was approximately 5% [6].
Furthermore, the association of large vessel stroke with CoViD19 was also reported
in a case series in patients younger than age 50 years, indicating the occurring of
stroke in younger patients in CoViD19 [7].
Differences in the incidence and risks of thromboembolism have been observed
in different populations and across ethnicities in various countries [8, 9]. According
to analyses, the burden of CoViD19 appears high in the ethnic groups [10] and
incidence of death varies among different ethnic groups with 5.38-fold disparity for
non-Hispanic Black, relative to white, communities with CoViD19 [11]. In the UK,
age-sex adjusted hospital death rates for CoViD19 were found 217-times higher for
people with ethnicity recorded as Black compared to those recorded as White, and
195 higher for those recorded as Asia [12].
Several complex pathogenetic factors determine these variations and are currently under exploration. A wide range of variabilities may be observed in the
incidence of VTE in CoViD19, and the rates appear to be much higher among the
critical CoViD19 patients. For instance in France, in the inpatient settings, the
incidence of VTE in CoViD19 patients varied between 3 to 85% [13]. In another
French study the overall reported rate of VTE in critical CoViD19 patients was
69% [14]. According to a study, in Italy VTE occurred in 8% of hospitalized
CoViD19 patients [15]. Overall, the reported rates of VTE CoViD19 appear much
elevated among critical CoViD19 patients. Data from a Chinese cohort of ICU
admitted CoViD19 patients further reveal, an extremely high incidence of VTE,
varying between 46 to 85.4%, in this patient subgroup [16].
Moreover, the laboratory characteristics of the complicated CoViD19 patients
have been highlighted in several studies internationally. The hematological proﬁle
of the complicated CoViD19 commonly shows lymphopenia, thrombocytopenia,
increased Fibrinogen Degradation Products (FDP), D dimers, ferritin, PTT (Partial
Thromboplastin Time) and a PTT (activated Partial Thromboplastin Time), and
several other speciﬁc immunoglobulins, antibodies such as Antiphospholipid
antibodies [17, 18].
The pathology reports from CoViD19 studies across the globe further indicate
the presence of a range of mechanisms that may promote thrombotic complications
in the CoViD19 patients. The data suggest that the development of the coagulation
abnormalities may be triggered by multiple dysregulated homeostatic mechanisms
as a result of the viral disease (Figs. 9.8 and 9.9). The pathogenetic mechanisms
related to the viral and immunopathological complications, and associated
inflammatory and complex regulatory mechanisms affecting the vasculature and
coagulation mechanisms, may lead to a variety of vascular and coagulation
abnormalities observed in CoViD19 [19] (Fig. 9.7).
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Fig. 9.1 Coagulopathy in COVID19. Prothrombotic phase of COVID-19 pathogenesis.
SARS-CoV-2 infection induces RAS overactivation, NETs formation, cytokine overproduction,
and hyperinflammation. These effects translate into increased risk for coagulation disorder. Source
Fig. 4. Lee, C. and Choi, W.J., 2021. Overview of COVID-19 inflammatory pathogenesis from the
therapeutic perspective. Archives of pharmacal research, pp. 1–18. https://link.springer.com/
article/10.1007/s12272-020-01301-7. Published by Springer Nature Group

Although the current data divulge several important clues to the pathogenesis of
the prothrombotic complications associated with CoViD19, the exact mechanisms
related to vascular injury and hypercoagulability need to be established. Further
research is required to fully recognize the pathogenetic factors that may be used as
the potential therapeutic targets and deﬁne the effective diagnostic and treatment
strategies in patients with the novel coronavirus disease.

9.2

Mechanisms Promoting Thrombosis in CoViD19

A myriad of complex mechanisms appears to be responsible for the thrombotic
complications and vasoplegic insults in CoViD19. (Figs. 9.1 and 9.6). The infectious and hyper-immune-inflammatory nature of the viral disease may lead to
dysregulation of important homeostatic systems, causing injury to a variety of
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Fig. 9.2 Pulmonary immune-thrombosis and endotheliopathy in COVID-19 pathogenesis.
COVID-19 is associated with a pulmonary-centric vasculopathy. The SARS-CoV-2 virus causes
activation of monocytes and platelets, as well as neutrophil degranulation. The virus can also
activate and gain entry into endothelial cells lining the blood vessel wall. In severe COVID-19, EC
activation is further activated by pro-inflammatory cytokines. Acute EC activation and damage
triggers secretion of high molecular weight von Willebrand factor (VWF) multimers normally
stored within Weibel Palade bodies. This results in high local concentrations of VWF. Large VWF
strings anchored on the EC surface can then tether circulating platelets and recruit neutrophils and
monocytes. In addition, WPB secretion results in externalization of P-selectin to the EC surface
where it facilitates leukocyte and platelet adherence. Enhanced expression of other adhesion
molecules, including VCAM-1, ICAM-1, and E-selectin, further promote neutrophil and monocyte
recruitment. TF expression on EC and monocytes, coupled with NETosis, leads to coagulation
cascade activation. Moreover, normal anti-coagulant pathways on the EC surface are
down-regulated. Additionally, inflammation affects ﬁbrinolysis by promoting local release of
tPA and PAI-1 from EC. Signiﬁcant amounts of PAI-1 are also secreted from activated platelets,
and TAFI and a2-antiplasmin levels are both increased. Consequently, ﬁbrinolysis is attenuated in
severe COVID-19. Furthermore, EC tight-barrier junctions become disrupted leading to enhanced
permeability and extravasation. The net effect of this dysregulated immune-thrombosis is the
generation of platelet- and ﬁbrin-rich thrombi and pulmonary vaso-occlusion. Source Fig. 1.
O’Donnell, J.S., Peyvandi, F. and Martin-Loeches, I., 2021. Pulmonary immuno-thrombosis in
COVID-19 ARDS pathogenesis. Intensive Care Medicine, pp. 1–4. https://link.springer.com/
article/10.1007/s00134-021-06419-w

cellular structures and tissues. The invasion of SARS CoV2 leads to the activation
of several hyperimmune, dysmetabolic, and prothrombotic processes adding to the
pathological state. Various macro and microvascular structures may be damaged in
this process and cause macro and microangiopathy and thrombosis. The systemic
complications associated with the CoViD19 may accompany the arterial and
venous territories in various organs, resulting in multi-organ failure. In a
prospective cohort observational, cross-sectional study of hospitalized moderate to
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Fig. 9.3 CoViD19 associated endotheliopathy. The normal resting endothelium is crucial for
maintaining vascular homeostasis through production of several anti-inflammatory and antithrombotic factors, including nitric oxide (NO), prostaglandin I2 (PGI2; also known as prostacyclin),
thrombomodulin, activated protein C, tissue factor pathway inhibitor (TFPI) and antithrombin III
(ATIII). b In disease states, such as obesity and diabetes mellitus, increased oxidative stress with
elevated intracellular levels of reactive oxygen species (ROS) can promote the production of
pro-inflammatory cytokines (such as IL-1b, IL-6 and TNF), decrease the bioavailability of NO and
PGI2 and induce endothelial cell apoptosis, leading to endothelial damage and dysfunction.
Furthermore, the release of pro-inflammatory and prothrombotic factors (such as von Willebrand
factor (vWF) and thrombin) can lead to vascular inflammation, platelet aggregation and
thrombosis. Simultaneous invasion of the endothelium by severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2)—the virus that causes coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19)—via
the angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptor can exacerbate endothelial dysfunction and
damage, further promoting vascular inflammation and thrombosis. The dashed arrows represent
complex molecular signalling mechanisms that remain to be deﬁned in the context of COVID-19.
TF, tissue factor. Source Fig. 4. Gu, S.X., Tyagi, T., Jain, K., Gu, V.W., Lee, S.H., Hwa, J.M.,
Kwan, J.M., Krause, D.S., Lee, A.I., Halene, S. and Martin, K.A., 2020. Thrombocytopathy and
endotheliopathy: crucial contributors to COVID-19 thromboinflammation. Nature Reviews
Cardiology,
pp.
1–16.
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41569-9.020-9.00469-9.1#Fig4.
Published by Springer Nature Group

severe 23 CoViD19 non-consecutive patients (mostly male 20/23) analyzing
microvascular alterations, severe alterations of the microcirculation and the
endothelial glycocalyx were observed [20].
Furthermore, the variations in systemic vascular resistance and hemodynamic
failure are important features of vascular complications in sepsis may play a pivotal
role in complicated CoViD19. Vasoconstriction, poor organ perfusion result in
micro vasculopathies, hypercoagulability, and prothrombotic reactions ultimately
lead to ischemic injury in the organs. In this pathological state the dysregulation of
the clotting factors results in thrombotic phenomena accompanied by an increase in
prothrombotic coagulation factors, vascular damage, and platelet hyperactivity,
among other important mechanisms. The presence of autoimmune components
related to thrombosis has also been indicated in CoViD19, however, further links
need to be established [21].
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Fig. 9.4 CoViD19 associated thrombocytopathy. Schematic diagram summarizing the normal
physiological platelet response to vessel wall damage, that is, haemostasis (panel a) and the
thrombocytopathy associated with coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19; panel b). Possible
additional inducers of pathological platelet hyperactivation include cardiovascular risk factors such
as old age, diabetes mellitus, obesity and hypoxia from lung disease, and immune factors leading to
increased intracellular levels of reactive oxygen species (ROS). The consequences of pathological
platelet hyperactivation include increased platelet microvesicle and granule release that contribute
to increased thrombosis and cytokine storm (local and circulating). Increased platelet activation can
result in platelet–leukocyte conjugates (primarily neutrophils) and platelet apoptosis and/or
aggregation, which in turn can further lead to increased thrombosis and inflammation. The presence
of impaired ﬁbrinolysis and endotheliopathy can contribute to increased thrombosis and can lead to
life-threatening thrombosis and thromboembolism. The lungs are the most susceptible organ to
thrombosis but these events can occur in many organs, including the heart, kidneys and liver. With
platelet hyperactivation, apoptosis and increased thrombus formation, platelet clearance and
consumption are higher, leading to thrombocytopenia. Thrombocytopenia occurs only if
megakaryocytes are unable to produce sufﬁcient platelets to compensate for the platelet loss.
SARS-CoV-2, severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2. Source Fig. 3. Gu, S.X., Tyagi, T.,
Jain, K., Gu, V.W., Lee, S.H., Hwa, J.M., Kwan, J.M., Krause, D.S., Lee, A.I., Halene, S. and
Martin, K.A., 2020. Thrombocytopathy and endotheliopathy: crucial contributors to COVID-19
thromboinflammation. Nature Reviews Cardiology, pp. 1–16. https://www.nature.com/articles/
s41569-9.020-9.00469-9.1#Fig4. Published by Springer Nature Group

9.2.1

Renin Angiotensin System and Thrombosis

Dysregulation of the renin-angiotensin system (RAS) related mechanisms such as
enhanced expression of the angiotensin II (Ang II) may severely impact endothelial
cells and cause vascular injury and dysfunction. Ang II induces vasoconstriction
and promotes pro-inflammatory/prothrombotic mechanisms. The downregulation of
ACE2 due to SARS CoV2 results in dysregulated the RAS through imbalance
between the ACE/AngII/AT1 Receptor axis and the ACE2/Ang 1–7/Mas Receptor
axis [22]. A diminished degradation of the Ang II into angiotensin 1–7, a protective
axis in opposition to the Ang II, promotes the harmful impact of the ACE/Ang II/
AT1 Receptor axis.
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Fig. 9.5 Pathophysiology for microthrombosis in patients with COVID-19. The ﬁgure
summarizes hypothetical steps of the thrombotic sequence from direct or indirect of
SARS-CoV-2 effects on endothelial cells inducing an endotheliopathy and a coagulopathy
leading to lung obstruction and potential consequences on the right heart ventricle. Source Fig. 1.
Smadja, D.M., Mentzer, S.J., Fontenay, M. et al. COVID-19 is a systemic vascular hemopathy:
insight for mechanistic and clinical aspects. Angiogenesis (2021). https://doi.org/10.1007/s10456021-09805-6. Published by Springer Nature Group

Moreover, the ACE2 expression on vascular endothelium offers direct viralACE2 interaction, thereby another route to the endothelial cell injury in CoViD19.
Animal studies have shown antithrombotic and antiplatelet aggregatory activity of
ACE2 [23]. The development of acute ischemic stroke has been linked with the
RAS-related mechanisms with vasoplegic actions. Upregulation of the ACE/Ang II/
AT1R axis may result in vasoconstriction of the cerebral vessels, in addition to
pro-ﬁbrotic, pro-inflammatory, and increased oxidative stress impact upon the brain
parenchyma [24]. The angiotensin receptors are expressed on the surface of platelets, and inhibition of the RAS may diminish platelet activation [25, 26].
A dysregulation of other hemodynamic peptide systems such as RAS and
Kallikrein–Kinin System (KKS) may contribute to the prothrombotic state observed
in CoViD19 directly and through interactions, although these interactions need to
be further deﬁned. The RAS and KKS may cross-talk at several levels [27, 28]. The
functional activities of angiotensin 1–7 (on MAS receptor and AT1R) and bradykinin (on B2R) may depend on each other [29]. The ACE2 is known to downregulate the KKS. ACE2 plays a role in the degradation of Des-Arg9-Kallidin and
Des-Arg9-Bradykinin [30]. A decrease in ACE2 in CoViD19 may be associated
with hyperactivation of the KKS and an increase in local and systemic clotting
mechanisms [31]. Through regulation of vessel wall tissue factor, the B2R, AT2R,
and Mas work in concert to counterbalance the prothrombotic impact of the AT1R
[32, 33]. The KKS has a key function in tissue repair, inflammation, cell proliferation and platelet aggregation and may also be involved in the prothrombotic
mechanisms through Factor XII and activation of complement C3 [34]. These
mechanisms may represent important links reflecting cross-talk between regulatory
mechanisms that result in the prothrombotic state associated with CoViD19.
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Fig. 9.6 Proposed vessel–lung tissue interface in normal state and in COVID-19 disease. On the
left, the normal interface between the alveolar space and endothelial cells is depicted; the right side
highlights pathophysiological features of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) in the lung,
including loss of vascular integrity (1), activation of the coagulation pathway (2) and inflammation
(3). Source Fig. 1. Teuwen, L.A., Geldhof, V., Pasut, A. and Carmeliet, P., 2020. COVID-19: the
vasculature unleashed. Nature Reviews Immunology, 20(7), pp. 389–391. https://www.nature.
com/articles/s41577-020-0343-0. By Springer Nature Group

9.2.2

Endothelial Cell Damage and Thrombosis

The endothelial cells that cover the entire vascular bed have a multifunctional role
in vascular hemodynamics, maintenance of blood fluidity, immune function,
coagulability, inflammation, and repair mechanisms, and carry vessel and
tissue-speciﬁc functions. The hemostatic function of the endothelial cells is
dependent on several factors including the control of coagulation, platelet adhesion,
activation, and disintegration, as well as vasoregulation. The anticoagulant properties of the endothelial cells countering the platelet activation and aggregation are
important mechanisms in hemostasis. The mechanisms causing endothelial injury
may perturb these functions. Another important factor, vasoconstriction associated
with endothelial damage, results from circumvention of the vasodilatory actions of
the endothelial cells by the local vasoactive agents that directly impact smooth
muscle cells.
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Fig. 9.7 Proposed mechanisms of vascular leakage. Source Fig. 1b. Teuwen, L.A., Geldhof, V.,
Pasut, A. and Carmeliet, P., 2020. COVID-19: the vasculature unleashed. Nature Reviews
Immunology, 20(7), pp. 389–391. https://www.nature.com/articles/s41577-020-0343-0. By
Springer Nature Group. ACE2, angiotensin-converting enzyme-2; VEFG, vascular endothelial
growth factor; IL, interleukin; TNF, tumor necrosis factor

Fig. 9.8 Proposed mechanism of coagulation initiation. VWF, von Willebrand factor; SDF1,
stroma cell-derived factor 1; FGF, ﬁbroblast growth factor; SCF, stem cell factor; TPO,
thrombopoietin; GM-CSF, granulocyte macrophage-colony-stimulating factor; VEGF, vascular
endothelial growth factor. Source Fig. 1c. Teuwen, L.A., Geldhof, V., Pasut, A. and Carmeliet, P.,
2020. COVID-19: the vasculature unleashed. Nature Reviews Immunology, 20(7), pp. 389–391.
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41577-020-0343-0. By Springer Nature Group

The CoViD19 may result in endotheliopathy. (Fig. 9.3). The direct endothelial
damage and indirect consequence of the viral insult causing dysregulated
immunomodulatory impact of the CoViD19 or cytokine storm, adversely influence
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Fig. 9.9 Proposed mechanism of promotion of inflammation. S1PR1, sphingosine 1 phosphate
receptor 1; ICAM1, intercellular adhesion molecule-1; VCAM1, vascular cell adhesion
molecule-1. Source Fig. 1d. Teuwen, L.A., Geldhof, V., Pasut, A. and Carmeliet, P., 2020.
COVID-19: the vasculature unleashed. Nature Reviews Immunology, 20(7), pp. 389–391. https://
www.nature.com/articles/s41577-020-0343-0. By Springer Nature Group

the cardiovascular endothelial bed. These mechanisms are further linked with the
intracellular stress mechanisms that have a deleterious impact on vascular health.
The evidence shows the involvement of endothelial cells across vascular beds such
as the heart, small bowel, kidneys, and lungs in CoViD19 with diffuse lymphocytic
endotheliitis and apoptotic bodies [35, 36]. The induction of apoptosis and
pyroptosis may have an important role in the endothelial cell injury in patients with
CoViD19 [37], and may promote the development of vascular and thrombotic
complications in CoViD19.
The endothelial cells secrete endothelium-derived glycoproteins including von
Willebrand factor (vWF), tissue-type plasminogen activator, and urokinase-type
plasminogen activator, as well as soluble thrombomodulin a marker of endothelial
cell injury. The elevated serum levels of the vWF:Ag and FVIII, and high tissue
factor (TF), and intercellular adhesion molecule (ICAM-1), are known markers of
endothelial dysfunction. In a multi-center prospective study investigating the risk of
thromboembolism in 150 severe CoViD19 patients, the Factor VIII (normal range:
60–150%) 341% (258; 416), the Von Willebrand factor (vWF) activity 328% (212;
342), and the vWF antigen (vWF:Ag) (normal range: 50–150%) 455 (350; 521),
were considerably increased [38]. The hemato-immunological proﬁle of a patient
with CoViD19 pneumonia and ARDS showed elevated serum levels of the
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D-dimer, the anti-cardiolipin antibodies (IgM), and the IgM anti-b2-GPI, a marked
increase in the VWF antigen, the VWF activity (approximately fourfold above the
upper normal limit), and in Factor VIII, possibly reflecting the activation of the
endothelial cell mechanisms in CoViD19 patients [39].
Furthermore, endothelial cells act as a bridge between thrombosis and
inflammation. (Fig. 9.2) The intense immune mechanisms and inflammatory activation of the endothelium are associated with endothelial cell dysfunction in sepsis
and related multi-organ failure. A dysregulated immune response in CoViD19 may
result in endothelial cell injury resulting in the release of prothrombotic coagulation
factors, adhesion molecules, endothelial cytokines, and chemokines that promote
the development of thrombotic complications of CoViD19 [40, 41]. On the other
hand, the activation of endothelial cells may drive microvascular inflammation and
thrombosis in CoViD19. In patients with severe CoViD19 activation of two parallel
pathways, leukocyte adherence, and platelet aggregation, via endothelial release of
P-selectin and VWF, lead to cytokine storm and severe thrombosis [42].

9.2.3

Inflammation and Thrombosis

Inflammation promotes thrombosis by influencing hemostasis through augmenting
pro-coagulation factors, decreasing anticoagulation, and blocking ﬁbrinolytic
pathways. Inflammation is a repair mechanism, however persistent and intense
leads to tissue injury. Several structures such as the leukocytes, platelets, smooth
muscle cells, and endothelial cells are involved in the obscure interface between
inflammation and thrombosis and contribute to inflammation in the complex vascular environment. While inflammation promotes thrombosis, the thrombosis can
also induce inflammation through multiple mechanisms, such as stimulation of
smooth muscle cells to produce IL-6, by thrombin generation or release of
Platelet-Derived Growth Factor from the platelet alpha granules during thrombosis
[43, 44].
Production of several pro-inflammatory cytokines, chemokines (IL-6, IL-8, PAF
(platelet-activating factor), and MCP-1), and pro adhesive molecules (ICAM-1, Eand P-selectin) may be activated by thrombin-induced endothelial activation via
PAR1 [45–47].
In CoViD19, inflammation and cytokine storm play an important role in the
development of thrombosis. Multi-organ failure and ARDS are among serious
complications in CoViD19 patients. The IL-6 derived from the lungs induces
hematopoiesis, speciﬁcally the production of platelets by stimulating hepatocytes to
produce the acute phase proteins, such as CRP, ﬁbrinogen, and antiproteases [48].
Patients with cardiovascular diseases have a higher risk of severity of disease and
complications in CoViD19. Elevated inflammatory burden including with associated lung injury may precipitate cardiac thrombotic complicatons. Inflammation
may promote formation of an occlusive thrombus over a ruptured coronary plaque
through endothelial dysfunction and procoagulant activity of the blood [49]. Data
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from a cohort analysis of 416 patients admitted with CoViD19 showed that 2.9%
(12) of the overall cohort had coagulation disorders and were more common 7.3%
(6 of 82) in patients with cardiac injury versus 1.8% (6 of 334) P = 0.02) [50].
Hyper inflammatory impact of sepsis is a recognized mechanism that results in
micro and macrovascular injury in multiple organs resulting in organ failure. The
interplay of cytokine storm marked by an increase in pro-inflammatory cytokines
such as IL-6, elevated C reactive protein (CRP), ferritin, and D Dimers, important
pathogenetic markers of hyper inflammation in the complicated CoViD19, may
result in vascular injury and prothrombotic abnormalities. The CRP has been
reported to induce expression of the leukocyte adhesion molecules, tissue factors,
monocyte recruitment to the arterial wall with the induction of MCP-1, and increased complement activation play a signiﬁcant role in the development of these
complications.
Other mechanisms such as Neutrophil Extracellular Traps (NETs) consisting of
circulating free DNA and histones are linked with inflammation, coagulation and
thrombosis both locally and systemically in a variety of conditions [51]. Viruses
can stimulate neutrophils to produce Neutrophil Extracellular Traps (NETs), a
network structure formed by freely circulating DNA expelled by neutrophils, and a
variety of proteins. This process leads to cell death that is characterized by the
destruction of the nuclear membrane before the plasmatic membrane that is apart
from necrosis or apoptosis. In dysregulated forms, this process generates an extreme
systemic response with the production of cytokines, interferon I, and immune
complexes, and may result in local and systemic damage. Patients with CoViD19
have high levels of circulating free (cf-DNA) and DNA-myeloperoxidase complexes [52]. Elevated levels of these freely circulating complexes correlated with
the acuity of illness, inflammatory response, and severe disease. Studies have
shown that elevated NETs are correlated with the severity of CoViD19 [53]. The
circulating free RNA (cf-RNA) from SARS CoV 2 may trigger a coagulation
cascade. Evidence shows that cf-RNA serves as a cofactor for auto-activation of
Factor VII-activating protease, thereby initiating coagulation [54]. The prothrombotic activity of NETs involves multiple mechanisms such as enhancement of tissue
factor activity and thrombin generation via anticoagulant protein degradation [55],
and via platelet-dependent mechanisms [56]. The potential role of these novel
mechanisms NETosis, the association between NETs activity and mortality from
CoViD19, and markers of NETosis, and serum markers of inflammation and
thrombosis in CoViD19, are currently being explored [57].

9.2.4

Microangiopathy and Thrombosis in CoViD19

Microangiopathy is a prominent pathogenetic feature of ARDS observed in severe
CoViD19. Data indicate that the microscopic platelet–ﬁbrin thrombi are commonly
found in the small vasculature of lungs of the deceased CoViD19 patients [58–
60]. (Fig. 9.5). According to a study, the prevalence of alveolar-capillary
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microthrombi was 9 times higher in CoViD19 related respiratory failure as compared to influenza [61].
Conditions including thrombotic microangiopathy (TMA), thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura (TTP), and hemolytic uremic syndrome (HUS) are recognized
complications of sepsis. COVID19 infection appears to have pathogenetic features
of complement‐mediated thrombotic microangiopathies (TMA). The hypercoagulation or hypoﬁbrinolytic form of disseminated intravascular coagulation
(DIC) with a prominent feature of organ failure is observed in infections or sepsis.
The development of pathogenetic features of disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC) is seen among severely ill patients with CoViD19. The DIC is also
regarded as a marker of poor prognosis in CoViD19. In a retrospective cohort study
of 799 patients, analysis of 113 deceased patients and 161 recovered patients
showed the incidence of Disseminated Intravascular Coagulation in overall 8%
(21), died 17% (19) and recovered patients 1% (2) [62]. A meta-analysis of 14
CoViD19 studies investigating the association of DIC with the severity and prognosis of COVID-19 indicated the incidence of DIC was 3% (95%: 1–5%,
P < 0.001). A signiﬁcant correlation between DIC and CoViD19 severity and poor
prognosis was seen (Log OR = 2.46, 95% CI: 0.94–3.99, P < 0.001) [63].
The laboratory characteristics pointing to such complications in CoViD19
patients are anemia, thrombocytopenia, and microvascular platelet thrombi, and
organ dysfunction. The main features of the DIC include activation of the ﬁbrinolytic system, reduced endothelial cell surface proteases (antithrombin, protein C),
and thrombocytopenia. The advanced phase of DIC may be associated with
thrombocytopenia, increased PT and PTT, elevated ﬁbrin (ogen) degradation
products, and decreased protease inhibition. Endothelial cell and platelet dysfunction, and tissue injury are the main pathogenetic features of DIC also observed in
complicated CoViD19 marked by hypercytokinetic state. Increased cytokines may
determine hypoﬁbrinolysis through activation of plasminogen activator inhibitor-1
(PAI 1) [64, 65].
The complement system is part of innate immunity activated by antigen–antibody complexes (classic pathway), speciﬁc surface antigens (alternative pathway),
and mannose on the pathogen surface (lectin pathway) as a protective mechanism
against bacterial or viral invasion and promotes inflammation. These pathways lead
to a common pathway (production of C3a and C5a inflammatory mediators and
C3b-initiated pathogen opsonization) and end in the formation of the C5b-9
membrane attack complex that kills the target cells. Complement activates cytokine
production important in the ﬁght against the virus. The complement system is
overactivated in the lungs of CoViD19 patients [66]. Dysregulated complement
activation and dysregulated cytokine release in CoViD19 may lead to excessive
inflammation and end-organ dysfunction.
Elevated complement activity is associated with CoViD19 disease severity, and
increased activation of the complement system leads to consumption of C3 and
decreased complement activity increases the risk of death in CoViD19 patients [67].
The activation of the complement system and microvascular deposits are linked
with microangiopathies. The complement components (C5b-9 and C4d), MASP-2
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(mannose-binding lectin-associated serine protease), SARS CoV2 viral spike glycoproteins, and microvascular thrombi were found on the histological examination
of the biopsies obtained from CoViD19 patients [66, 68]. Furthermore, thrombomodulin a product of endothelial cells inactivates complement factor C5a through
tissue-associated ﬁbrinolysis inhibitor activation [69, 70]. These ﬁndings suggest
complement activation possibly leading to the hypercoagulability state observed in
CoViD19 patients. The complement activation has also been linked with elevated
CRP levels that are also found in severe CoViD19 patients [71]. Furthermore, the
kallikrein (part of the kallikrein kinin system KKS) that plays an important role in
vascular regulation and mediates inflammation, may activate the complement
system [34].
Excessive complement activation may lead to thrombotic micro-angiopathy
(TMA) and organ dysfunction such as cardiac or renal dysfunction. Pathogenic
complement activation may cause endothelial dysfunction a marker of CoViD19.
The DIC and related microangiopathies in CoViD19 might represent an intermediary process towards the severity of the disease. Pathogenetic processes involving
complement activation and mechanisms related to the TMA in CoViD19 patients
need to be further investigated. Complement inhibition may serve as a therapeutic
route in severe CoViD19 patients. Trials are underway investigating complement
inhibition in CoViD19 patients [110, 111].

9.2.5

Platelets and Thrombosis in CoViD19

The platelets play an important role in the pathogenesis of CoViD19 and contribute
to inflammation and thrombosis. (Fig. 9.4). Association of thrombocytopenia in
CoViD19 is associated with complicated disease. A multi-center cohort analysis of
1099 patients admitted with CoViD19 indicated an incidence of thrombocytopenia
in 36.2% on admission (deﬁned as a platelet count less than 150,000 per cubic
millimeter) [72]. In another retrospective study of 799 patients admitted with
CoViD19, data of 113 deceased and 161 survivors were analyzed. The incidence of
thrombocytopenia was much higher in the deceased 156.0 (111.8–219.3) as compared to the survivors 198.0 (160.0–256.0) (Median (IQR) platelet count, 109/L
(125–350)) [62]. Positive relation of thrombocytopenia with mortality was also
shown in a retrospective cohort study of 449 patients with severe CoViD19
investigating sepsis-induced coagulopathy [73]. According to a meta-analysis,
thrombocytopenia may increase the risk of severe CoViD19 about 5 times [74, 75].
The platelets have a multifunctional role in hemostasis, inflammation, and
immune defense mechanisms. The immune defense role in pathogen clearance
involves neutrophil migration, pathogens sequestration/clearance, via the release of
microbicide proteins and chemokines, or direct or indirect binding with a pathogen.
Platelets facilitate interaction between endothelial cells and leukocytes and may
contribute to pulmonary vascular repair with thrombocytopenia possibly leading to
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leakiness of the vessels [76]. Association of thrombocytopenia with complications
of CoVID19 is a marker of poor outcome.
Several mechanisms in CoViD19 result in platelet reactivity leading to inflammation and thrombosis. These include dysregulated RAAS, endothelial cell dysfunction, or direct interaction with the virus via “Toll-like receptors” (TLR 7),
FccRIIa, and CXC/CCL receptors. The TLRs are involved in platelet degranulation,
formation of leukocyte aggregates, and release of platelet C3 that stimulates
NETosis [77–79], and play an important role in inflammation and prothrombotic
activities. Furthermore, platelets may contribute to the increased cytokine load in
CoViD19 patients [80], reafﬁrming the pro-inflammatory role of these cells in the
severe disease.

9.2.6

D Dimers in CoViD19

The biochemical and hematological proﬁle of patients with CoViD19 reveals
markers of active coagulation and several inflammatory markers that are elevated
and may be interconnected. The D Dimer, a ﬁbrin degradation product, is an
important marker of activation of coagulation, result of the cleavage of cross-linked
ﬁbrin by plasmin. The role of D dimers as a prognostic maker in CoViD19 has been
advocated in several studies. In a retrospective cohort of 449 patients with severe
CoViD19, signiﬁcantly raised D Dimers and prothrombin time were associated with
higher 28 day mortality [73]. Another retrospective cohort of 138 patients admitted
with CoViD19 had higher D dimer levels reported in the non-survivors and much
higher in those who received ICU care 414 mg/L (191–1324) verses overall cohort
203 mg/L (121–403) or non ICU patients 166 mg/L (101–285) (Ref range 0–
500 mg/L) [81]. Similarly, another multi-center retrospective cohort of 191 patients
admitted with CoViD19 showed an association of elevated serum levels of D
dimers with poor prognosis with D Dimer levels of 08 lg/mL (0.4–3.2) in the
overall cohort, 52 lg/mL (1.5–21.1) in non-survivors and 06 lg/mL (0.3–1.0) in
the survivors (P < 00001) [82].
Furthermore, high D dimer levels are also found in association with markers of
cardiac injury in complicated CoViD19 suggesting a correlation of coagulopathy
and cardiac injury CoViD19 with a high thrombo-inflammatory burden. Analysis of
a retrospective case series in a cohort of 187 patients admitted with CoViD19
revealed that D dimer levels were high in patients with elevated troponin and BNP
levels. In the overall cohort D-dimer levels were 0.43 lg/mL (0.19–2.66), in the
normal troponin group were 0.29 lg/mL (0.17–0.60) and in elevated troponin
group were recorded at 3.85 lg/mL (0.51–25.58) P < 0.001. In this cohort, overall
mortality was 23% (43/187). A high incidence of ARDS was recorded in this study,
24.6% (46) in the overall cohort, especially in patients with elevated troponin
57.7% (30) compared to 11.9% (16) with normal troponin values p < 0.001.
Therefore, implicating an important pathogenetic role of inflammation in these
complications [83].

9.2 Mechanisms Promoting Thrombosis in CoViD19

9.2.7
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Hypoxia and Thrombosis

Hypoxia is a recognized cause of inflammation and is commonly associated with
obesity especially when complicated with conditions like obstructive sleep apnoea
[84–86]. Several mechanisms are involved in hypoxia-induced thrombotic complications. Severe hypoxia in pulmonary microvasculature causes vasoconstriction
results in vascular occlusion [87]. Hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF)-1 is regarded as
the master regulator of O2 homeostasis. Target genes of hypoxia-inducible transcription factors (HIFs) regulated mechanisms may control thrombus formation.
Hypoxia-induced factors upregulate endothelial expression of tissue factor linked
with thrombin formation., and are negatively correlated with anticoagulants such as
Protein S and Tissue Factor Plasmin Inhibitor (TFPI) this creating a procoagulant
endothelial phenotype [88]. Hypoxia found in severe CoViD19 may stimulate
thrombosis through not only increasing blood viscosity but also a
hypoxia-inducible transcription factor-dependent signaling pathway [88]. A role of
the nucleotide-binding domain, leucine-rich-containing family, pyrin domain containing 3 (NLRP3) inflammasome and IL-1b during hypoxia-induced venous
thrombosis has been implicated in this process [89]. Obesity in CoViD19 is
associated with poor outcomes. Pathogenetic mechanisms and signaling pathways
involving HIF in obesity and metabolic diseases have been explored [90]. These
mechanisms may suggest a possible high incidence of thrombotic complications in
obese patients with CoViD19, warranting further exploration.

9.2.8

Ethnic Disparities, High-Risk Subgroups
and Coagulation

Ethnic disparities have been observed in CoViD19 [91]. An increases mortality has
been observed in the ethnic groups affected by CoViD19 [92], especially in the
black population [12]. Data further demonstrate a higher incidence of venous
thromboembolism (VTE) in the black population as compared to whites or Asians
[93–95]. Polymorphisms in the PAR (protease-activated receptor)-4, resulting in
increased platelet aggregation response to thrombin in the black population may
account for the difference [96]. The risk of thrombotic complications in CoViD19
has been investigated concerning racial and ethnic differences [97], however, no
biological differences have been observed. According to a study, a greater burden of
mortality and morbidity was observed in black and Hispanic patients. However,
this was attributed to the disproportionate representation among CoViD19 hospitalizations. No difference in in-hospital mortality was found among 7,868 patients
admitted with CoViD19 in the retrospective observation registry [98]. In this study,
the higher burden of morbidity and mortality in CoViD19 patients was mainly due
to the disproportionate representation of the ethnic groups.
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Patients with demographics including advanced age, male gender, increased
body mass index (BMI), and cardiovascular, and metabolic risk factors exhibit a
higher risk of vascular and coagulation complications and appear to have a poor
outcome and more often require critical care in CoViD19. The interplay and
dynamics of several mechanisms related to endothelial dysfunction, increased
inflammatory activity, immune-thrombotic and thrombo-inflammation in relation to
these factors may play an important role in the development of vascular and
thrombotic complications in CoViD19. Furthermore, an interlink between plasmin
(ogen) activity (a marker of cardiovascular risk) and CoViD19 susceptibility may
exist. Plasmin is an enzyme responsible for ﬁbrinolysis [112]. Patients with cardiovascular and metabolic diseases have elevated plasmin levels that may increase
virulence and infectivity of the SARS-CoV-2 virus by cleaving its spike proteins.
Increased plasmin levels have been regarded as a risk factor for CoViD19 susceptibility [99]. A higher immune-inflammatory burden among high risk individuals may precipitate increased thrombotic acitvity.
Data show that macrophage release of proinflammatory cytokines such as tumor
necrosis factor-a (TNF-a) and interleukin-1b (IL-1b) results in the conversion of
the endothelium over the plaque from an anticoagulant to a prothrombotic state
[100–102]. Subjects with cardiovascular risk factors and obesity have altered levels
of transcripts for some NF-jB pathway members and TLR2 in platelets [103].
Increased incidence of coagulation abnormalities is seen in patient subgroups with
poor disease outcomes who frequently have a high burden of background risk
factors [62, 82, 83]. For further reading about high risk subgroups and CoViD19
please refer to Chaps. 16, 17, 18, and 19 in this book.

9.3

Summary

Evidence conﬁrms that thrombotic complications are commonly associated with
severe CoViD19 and signiﬁcantly increase the risk of mortality, especially among
critically ill patients. Venous thromboembolism appears to be the most common
form of thrombotic complication that often involves the lungs. Lungs are central to
the CoViD19 pathology and pulmonary vasculature appears to be signiﬁcantly
affected. Pulmonary microangiopathy and micro thrombosis are important features
of CoViD19 related pulmonary disease that may be associated with hemorrhagic
complications. The incidence of venous thromboembolism varies in different
populations and may be related to a variety of factors related to the burden of risk
factors such as diabetes, obesity, or other cardiovascular conditions, or maybe
determined by the differences in genetic, lifestyle, demographics, socio-economic
or the healthcare systems. Further exploration is needed to determine these associations and unique thrombotic risk proﬁles of CoViD19 patients in different
populations. Variations in biological risk factors such as coagulation proteins are
well recognized, as observed in the African Americans, reported to have higher
circulating levels of VWF, Factor VIII, and ﬁbrinogen [104] or other differences
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such as in BMI, hypertension, kidney disease or socio-economic factors [105–107]
that may be responsible for the differences in such complications associated with
severe CoViD19.
Several research studies reveal the laboratory characteristics of various severities
of CoViD19. The autopsy series and pathology reports of patients with severe
CoViD19 further conﬁrm the presence of clots in a variety of vascular territories
involving different organs and tissues. Studies also demonstrate the nature and
behavior of several important biomarkers of the prothrombotic and inflammatory
activities observed in the complicated CoViD19 patients. These biomarkers may
reflect the risk or severity of the disease and may help guide early therapeutic
interventions. Attempts have been made to better characterize these biomarkers,
however, important details are still lacking. The threshold values of the speciﬁc
biomarkers and strategies for judicious use of the appropriate diagnostic methods,
in conjunction with these markers in patients with CoViD19, yet remain to be
clearly deﬁned.
Several factors may facilitate the higher incidence and mortality related to
thrombosis in CoViD19. These include important regulatory mechanisms that
appear to be affected in CoViD19 patients and may promote thrombosis and vascular injury. Hyper inflammation, excessive cytokine release, dysregulated
renin-angiotensin system that contribute to hypercoagulation, are notable
(Table 9.1). These mechanisms may intersect each other, and exert a synergistic
impact. For insatance, the excessive Ang II due to SARS CoV2 induced RAS
dysregulation, may lead to endothelial dysfunction, inducing platelet activation,
release of superoxide radicals, expression of tissue factor, and several proinflammatory and prothrombotic mechanisms related to the coagulation cascade.
Persistent and exaggerated cytokine release in CoViD19 and inflammation augment
damage to the vascular cells and coagulation pathways. The proinflammatory cytokines such as IL-6 may also induce hematopoiesis and generation of acute-phase
proteins in the complicated CoViD19 involving ARDS.
Among other mechanisms, NETosis and features of microangiopathy appear to
have gained particular attention in CoViD19 research and are currently under
exploration (55). The formation of NETs induced by the virus is associated with the
severity of CoViD19 facilitates a hyperthrombotic state. Several biochemical and
hematological features in CoViD19 overlap with features of TMA. The endothelial
Table 9.1 Key features of thrombosis in CoViD19
Hypercoagulation
Impaired ﬁbrinolytic function
Profound hypoxemia
Raised proinflammatory cytokines
Endothelial injury
Platelet activation
Other factors: Immobilization, mechanical ventilation and the
use of central venous catheters and other invasive procedures
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and platelet dysfunction and complement activation lead to microthrombi formation and organ dysfunction. The development of the hypercoagulatory form of DIC
known to be associated with sepsis and infections is observed in CoViD19.
The DIC appears to be an intermediary process indicating the course of the severity
of the disease. The thrombocytopenia in CoViD19 is closely related to inflammation, immune mechanisms, and endothelial dysfunction, and marks the severity of
CoViD19. The rise in D Dimers in CoViD19 marks inflammatory and thrombotic
association of the disease, and together with prothrombin time and partial prothrombin time, may be used as a guide for anticoagulation. The elevation of D
Dimers and thrombocytopenia indicate the severity of the disease in CoViD19
patients.
Elevated prothrombotic activity is associated with cardiovascular diseases in
CoViD19 patients. Patients with cardiovascular and metabolic diseases have high
plasmin levels and this may increase virulence and infectivity of the SARS-CoV-2
virus by cleaving its spike proteins. The widespread dysfunction of the vascular
endothelial bed along with the increased cellular stress, elevated ROS and reduced
NO, platelet dysfunction, and several other mechanisms including the complement
activation, and others involving coagulation factors in conjunction with inflammatory immune-mediated prothrombotic processes, may lead to increased prothrombotic micro and macrovascular cardiac complications and stroke. The
activated complement system may induce cytokine production via endothelial cells
and upregulation of endothelial adhesion molecules (P Selectin and VWF) [108,
109], may represent an important prothrombotic mechanism in CoViD19 patients.
An increased incidence of CoViD19 complications in the black population and
ethnic groups, such as Hispanics, Asians, has been observed in the literature.
Although a higher incidence of prothrombotic complications is a feature of complicated CoViD19 across ethnicities and demographic characteristics, no signiﬁcant
prothrombotic biological traits appear to be related to the increased susceptibility of
CoViD19 complications observed in the black population groups.
Multiple dysregulated mechanisms appear to intersect in the development of
thrombotic complications in CoViD19. The close association and interplay of
prothrombotic and inflammatory mechanisms, lead to hypercoagulability in
CoViD19. (Table 9.2). The anticoagulation treatment especially in prophylactic
form has gained signiﬁcant value in the prevention of prothrombotic CoViD19
complications. However, the speciﬁc utility of these drugs according to the stage of
CoViD19 disease remains uncertain. Furthermore, the exact nature of the viral and
Table 9.2 Key markers reflecting pathogenesis of hyper-thromboses in CoViD19. (This is not a
comprehensive list of markers of thrombosis in CoViD19. For details please refer to analyses
reflecting on pathogenesis of thrombotic complications in CoViD19)
Increased
Increased
Increased
Increased

pro-inflammatory interleukins (IL)-1b and IL-6
TF expression
Von Willebrand factor (VWF)
D dimer
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related immune mechanisms, the signaling transduction and cellular activation
mechanisms that are involved in inducing abnormalities in the complement pathways, and the imbalance between pro and anticoagulation proteins, need to be
further investigated. A better understanding of the mechanisms leading to
endothelial dysfunction may help develop interventions that might prevent series of
destructive mechanisms impacting platelets, vascular leak, the release of prothrombotic proteins, and an intense proinflammatory tune observed in CoViD19.

Summary Box
• Thrombotic complications are frequent and potentially fatal in CoVi19.
• Critical CoViD19 patients have a signiﬁcantly elevated burden of
thrombotic complications and higher mortality.
• The incidence of thrombotic complications varies in different populations
and ethnic groups.
• Both venous and arterial territories may be affected in CoViD19.
• Microvascular injury and microthrombotic reactions are associated with
CoViD19 related multi-organ failure.
• Prothrombotic processes in micro and macrovasculature are the main
pathogenetic feature of complicated CoViD19.
• Endotheliopathy is a crucial pathogenetic mechanism induced directly by
the virus or immune mechanisms in CoViD19 that leads to prothrombotic
complications.
• Immuno-inflammation and thrombosis interlink lead the pathogenetic
drive in CoViD19 associated with the thrombogenic impact of
hypercytokinesis.
• A bidirectional interlink can be found between endothelial dysfunction
and inflammation in CoViD19 patients.
• Complement activation may lead to disturbance of pro and antithrombotic
mechanisms.
• Thrombocytopenia is associated with poor prognosis in CoViD19.
• An increase in D dimers marks the severity of the disease, is an important
hematological marker in CoViD19.
• NETosis is an important marker of inflammation and thrombosis in
CoViD19.
• Further research is needed to establish the interplay of multiple prothrombotic mechanisms and best strategies to counter the immune,
inflammatory stress to reduce the thrombotic impact of the disease.
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Chapter 10

Pathogenesis of CoViD19—
Miscellaneous Mechanisms

Key Questions
• What major regulatory and cellular pathogenetic mechanisms are involved
in the pathogenesis of complicated CoViD19?
• What are the links between homeostatic regulatory dysfunction and
CoViD19 complications?
• What are the dynamics of the neuropeptide system in CoViD19?
• What is the role of viral injury and associated viral cellular interactions in
CoViD19?
• What cellular stress mechanisms and cell death modalities may be
involved in CoViD19?

10.1

Introduction

The complex pathogenetic background of CoViD19 has presented a challenge to
clinicians and researchers worldwide. Several distinct pathogenetic mechanisms
and systems that are activated, may be dysregulated and may act in synergism or
intersect with each other. Respiratory and circulatory failure induced by the SARS
CoV2 invasion and consequent dysregulations remain central to the pathology
(Fig. 10.3). In addition to the renin-angiotensin system (RAS), the hyper-immuneinflammatory mechanisms and exaggerated cytokinetic activity, prothrombotic
mechanisms, and a range of other cellular pathogenetic processes are linked with
the development of CoViD19 complications.
Cardiovascular complications constitute a signiﬁcant portion of the CoViD19
associated complications. Cardiovascular risk factors and pre-existing cardiovascular disease are linked with an increased risk of mortality in CoViD19. Advanced
© The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
U. Mallick, Cardiovascular Complications of COVID-19,
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CoViD19 accompanies unstable homeostasis and hemostasis that disturb coagulation balance, produce local and systemic micro and macrovascular events, tissue
injury ultimately resulting in multi-organ dysfunction and failure, including cardiovascular injury. Dysregulation of RAS, immune-inflammatory reactions, and
endothelial dysfunction play a crucial role in promoting thrombotic and
proinflammatory pathways. Furthermore, the inter relationship between the innate
immune mechanisms, such as the complement system, cytokines, and other
inflammatory culprits NETs and inflammasomes, and pro coagulation, encompasses
the vascular endothelial structures [1–5].
Several regulatory systems are implicated in CoViD19 complications. The
proinflammatory effects of the kallikrein-kinin system (KKS) and release of
acute-phase proteins in the acute phase of CoViD19 may be linked with symptoms
of pain and fatigue [6–8]. The KKS is also implicated in prothrombotic activities
and may cross-talk with other regulatory systems such as RAS [9]. The association
of the KKS and CoViD19 complications, especially cardiovascular diseases, needs
to be better understood. An association of raised BNP has been observed in
CoViD19 patients especially in association with cardiovascular disease [10] and
critically ill patients [11]. The natriuretic peptides are important markers of cardiovascular decompensation, however may also be raised in sepsis without evidence of cardiovascular involvement [12]. Proinflammatory cytokines such as IL-6
that play a central role in CoViD19 pathogenesis, influence the secretion of BNP
(brain natriuretic peptide) and ANP (atrial natriuretic peptide) [13]. Another
important hemodynamic regulator endothelin-1 (ET 1) appears to be associated
with the severity of CoViD19 [14]. The endothelin 1 (ET 1) is a potent vasoconstrictor involved in the regulation of vascular hemodynamics, reflects the severity of
cardiovascular diseases such as hypertension and heart failure [15]. The direct viral
damage appears to contribute towards the organic pathogenesis including lungs and
heart in severe CoViD19. Several reports and studies demonstrate the presence of
SARS CoV2 viral particles in multiple organs and tissues in CoViD19 [16–19].
However, direct viral attacks by SARS CoV2 appear to be focal rather than broad
dissemination. The direct viral injury has drawn a signiﬁcant interest of researchers
worldwide, however remains inconclusive and is subject to further exploration.
Although involvement or association of several important regulators and
mechanisms is observed in CoViD19, exact mechanisms that lead to the development of complications in CoViD19 are not fully understood. It remains unclear
how these mechanisms are regulated in CoViD19. Several intracellular processes
mark the severity of CoViD19, such as mitochondrial dysfunction, ER stress (endoplasmic reticular stress), (Fig. 10.1) and various modalities of cell death that
appear to be connected to the host and viral mechanisms. A multitude of mediators
and signaling pathways play a vital role in these processes that lead to CoViD19
complications and may serve as a potential therapeutic target. Identiﬁcation and
mapping, of these pathogenetic mechanisms and their complex interactions, is
strongly needed in association with the clinical, biochemical, and prognostic
aspects of CoViD19. The cross-talk mechanisms between various homeostatic
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Fig. 10.1 Pulmonary cell structures and CoViD19. Schematic of changes in cell components
within lung tissue from patients diagnosed with COVID-19. Red and blue fonts represent up- and
downregulated proteins detected in lungs from patients diagnosed with COVID-19 compared to
control lung tissue. Source Figure 1d. Leng, L., Cao, R., Ma, J., Mou, D., Zhu, Y., Li, W., Lv, L.,
Gao, D., Zhang, S., Gong, F. and Zhao, L., 2020. Pathological features of COVID-19-associated
lung injury: a preliminary proteomics report based on clinical samples. Signal transduction and
targeted therapy, 5(1), pp.1–9. https://www.nature.com/articles/s41392-020-00355-9

regulators must be further explored to differentiate between the beneﬁcial and
harmful effects in CoViD19 patients.
This chapter is aimed to enhance the understanding of the pathogenesis of
CoViD19 complications. In this chapter, we identify and describe a variety of
pathogenetic mechanisms and regulatory factors from the emerging literature that
may be associated with CoViD19. We provide an introduction into the association
of regulatory systems and associated mechanisms and their dynamics in relation to
the cardiovascular and other complications observed in CoViD19. We also review
the salient features of the SARS CoV2 related viral injury and several cellular
mechanisms including intracellular stress and organellar dysfunction that ultimately
lead to the tissue damage and dysfunction in CoViD19. We illustrate the pathogenetic structure of these mechanisms in association with the molecular processes
and discuss their implications. Several mechanisms described here, may serve as
potential therapeutic targets in CoViD19 and are currently being explored.
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Regulatory Peptide Systems in CoViD19

10.2.1 Kallikrein-Kinin System
An important homeostasis regulatory system the kallikrein-kinin system (KKS) appears
to be involved in the development of complications in CoViD19. The KKS involves
bradykinin (BK1-9) produced from the kininogen (produced by the liver) precursors
through the serine peptidase called kallikrein [20, 21]. The kinins are involved in the
maintenance of homeostasis through their actions in inflammatory processes, vascular
relaxation, and interaction with regional neural structures, and may have a role in
cardiovascular diseases [22, 23]. Bradykinin has mainly vasorelaxant and natriuretic
activity, induces prostaglandin release, increases vascular permeability and fluid
extravasation. Its potentiation is thought to be associated with the cough, a common side
effect of the angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors.
The main active representatives of the KKS are bradykinin (BK) and its
metabolite bradykinin (BK) [des-Arg9]-BK. The bradykinin is a potent vasodilator
and mediator of inflammation that interacts with the B1R and B2R receptors [24].
These receptors are found on most of the tissues but predominantly in the vascular
endothelial cells. The bradykinin is further metabolized into other forms such as BK
1-7 and 1-5 through ACE, which is most commonly known of the several peptides
involved in the bradykinin-metabolizing mechanism [27]. Other peptides are also
involved in this process, and include ACE 2, aminopeptidase P (APP), NEP,
endothelin-converting enzyme (ECE)-1, carboxypeptidase N (CPN), and
dipeptidylpeptidaseIV (DPPIV) [25–28].

Fig. 10.2 TEM micrographs of HPAEpiC cells of SARS-CoV-2-infected group. TEM
micrographs of HPAEpiC cells of SARS-CoV-2-infected group in a study conducting
ultrastructural analysis of host cells i.e., alveolar epithelium (Human pulmonary alveolar epithelial
cells-primary human alveolar type 2: HPAEpiC - human AT2 cell-derived cell line) and its
adjacent microvascular endothelium and pulmonary microvascular endothelial cells (HULEC-5a human pulmonary microvascular endothelial cell line), following SARS-CoV-2 infection. b1 The
overall image of the infected cell. The area indicated by the black box is enlarged in. b2.The
micrograph of clusters of virus particles (V) within cell body. b3 Enlarged image of virus indicated
in b2. b4 A large amount of autophagic vacuoles (AV) in the infected HPAEpiC cells. b5 The
micrograph of fragmented mitochondria (M) in the infected HPAEpiC cells. Source Figure 7c.
Wang, P., Luo, R., Zhang, M., Wang, Y., Song, T., Tao, T., Li, Z., Jin, L., Zheng, H., Chen, W.
and Zhao, M., 2020. A cross-talk between epithelium and endothelium mediates human alveolar–
capillary injury during SARS-CoV-2 infection. Cell death & disease, 11(12), pp.1–17. https://
www.nature.com/articles/s41419-020-03252-9. Published by Springer Nature Group
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The RAS and KKS may cross-talk at several levels [29, 30]. The KKS and RAS
may be upregulated or an increase in RAS may be associated with a decrease in
KKS in a stimulus-dependent manner [31]. ACE2 downregulates Kallikrein Kinin
System (KKS). The ACE2 hydrolyzes [des-Arg9]-BK into inactive breakdown
products [32]. A decrease in the ACE2 in CoViD19 may be associated with
hyperactivation of KKS and increase local and systemic clotting mechanisms [33].
Through regulation of the vessel wall tissue factor, the B2R, AT2R, and Mas work
in concert to counterbalance the prothrombotic impact of the AT1R [34, 35].
An increase in the bradykinin is also associated with an increase in systemic
inflammatory response [36] and may activate complement C3 system [37]. The
ACE2 hydrolyzes bradykinin active metabolite DABK(desArg-9-bradykinin) [32].
Downregulation of the ACE2 increases DABK levels leading to increased signaling
of the B1R, causing an increase in inflammation [38]. The activation of B2R
induces the enhancement of the regional blood flow, may confer tissue protection
and reflect the cardioprotective role [22]. The pro-inflammatory cytokines may
induce the expression of B1R [23, 39], also found in the cardiac ﬁbroblasts. The
TLR4 that bind SARS CoV2, are also found on cardiac ﬁbroblasts, once activated
may increase the B1R mRNA and protein levels [39]. A loss of homeostatic balance
associated with CoViD19 related to the ACE2 downregulation or via the
pro-inflammatory cytokines may result in lung injury and cardiovascular damage in
the complicated disease. Further investigations are required to evaluate the potential
role of this kallikrein-kinin system in CoViD19 therapy.

10.2.2 Endothelin System
Endothelin-1, a potent vasoconstrictor, has been described as a marker of severity
of CoViD19 [14]. The endothelin system is mainly composed of three endogenous
21 amino acid peptides ET 1, ET 2, and ET 3, known to interact with two types of
receptors ET/A and ET/B, (that may antagonize each other), and possible other
subtypes [40]. Various enzymes such as endothelin converting enzymes, metalloproteinases (MMPs), and mast cell enzymes (Chymase) are involved in the formation of ET 1, whereas enzymes such as carboxypeptidase cathepsin A are
involved in the lysosomal degradation of ET1.
The endothelin receptors are found in a variety of vascular cells (endothelial
cells, vascular smooth muscle cells), myocardium (endocardial endothelial cells,
myocytes, ﬁbroblasts). It plays a pro-inflammatory role through inducing
pro-inflammatory mechanisms, secretion of cytokines such as Interleukin-6 (IL-6),
monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-1), tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-a)],
various enzymes, and production of cell adhesion molecules such as I-CAM 1 and
endoplasmic reticulum stress [41] (Cytokine) [42–44].
The endothelin is a well-recognized marker of cardiovascular risk [45, 46]. The
endothelin and RAS play an important role in the pathogenesis of cardiovascular
diseases and may cross-talk at several levels [47]. The interaction between ET-1
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and the RAS, an important pathogenetic mechanism in hypertension, and related
cardiovascular damage may play a role in the development of cardiovascular
complications in CoViD19.

Fig. 10.3 Proposed pathological mechanisms and disease outcomes of COVID-19 involving
hypoxia and HIF-1a-dependent detrimental cell signaling pathways. SARS-Cov-2—severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2, HIF-1a—hypoxia inducible factor 1a, ARDS—acute
respiratory distress syndrome, DAMPs—damage associated molecular patterns, VEGF—vascular
endothelial growth factor, NETs—neutrophil extracellular traps, ROS—reactive oxygen species,
SDG—secretory degranulation. Source Figure 1. Serebrovska, Z.O., Chong, E.Y., Serebrovska, T.
V., Tumanovska, L.V. and Xi, L., 2020. Hypoxia, HIF-1a, and COVID-19: from pathogenic
factors to potential therapeutic targets. Acta Pharmacologica Sinica, 41(12), pp.1539–1546. https://
www.nature.com/articles/s41401-020-00554-8. Published by Springer Nature Group
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The CoViD19 is associated with a high immune-inflammatory burden. The
inflammatory mediators including cytokines may play a part in the development of
cardiovascular dysfunction through the interaction of neurohormones and the
immune system [48]. Due to the possible role of NF-jB in the hyper-cytokinetic
activity in CoViD19, pharmacological inactivation of the NF-jB signaling pathway
may represent a potential therapeutic target [49]. The ET1 has been described as a
biomarker of severity of risk associated with CoViD19, and NF-kB (nuclear
factor-kappa B) mediation of endothelin expression may be an important mechanism [14, 50]. The NF-kB is a complex cellular protein system linked with the
transcription of several genes involved in host immunity, inflammation, cellular
proliferation, and apoptosis [51] and is associated with cytokine storm through
various mechanisms.
Furthermore, racial and age-related differences in circulating ET-1 have been
found, indicating an association between the high incidence of hypertension and
heart failure in black individuals and older adults [15, 52, 53].
Further studies are required to establish the role of the endothelin, the genetic
variations in ET-1 genes, NF-kB (nuclear factor-kappa B) mediation of endothelin
expression, and the interaction of endothelin with other pathogenetic mechanisms
involved in the development of CoViD19 complications.

10.2.3 Natriuretic Peptide System
Neurophysiological pathways are extremely important pathophysiological mechanisms in heart failure known for decades [54, 55]. Natriuretic Peptides (NPs) are
cardiovascular protective and lower blood pressure, maintain fluid volume homeostasis and reduce cardiovascular ﬁbrosis (reviewed in Pandey,2005). BNP are
signaling molecules with natriuretic and vascular smooth muscle–relaxing activity
that regulates cardiovascular, skeletal, and kidney function. These are of three
types: ANP, B-type natriuretic peptide (BNP), and C-type natriuretic peptide
(CNP). ANP is expressed and stored in the granules in atrial walls and released
from atrial wall stretching and BNP is most predominantly expressed in ventricles
and regulated by ventricular wall stretching. The biologically active, circulating
form of BNP (BNP77–108) is a C-terminal fragment from prohormone BNP 1–108.
The N-terminal fragment of BNP (NT-proBNP) coexists in blood with the
C-terminal fragment. Circulating levels of both N-and C-terminal peptides have
been used in clinical studies in association with cardiovascular diseases [56]. The
neuropeptides are established markers of heart failure [57]. Serum BNP levels are
also elevated in association with inflammatory conditions, sepsis, and septic shock
[58, 59]. Data show that serum NT-proBNP may be used as markers of cardiac
dysfunction in sepsis and may help to differentiate between survivors and
non-survivors of severe sepsis. [60]. Studies show that inflammation may increase
levels of NT pro BNP more than BNP, resulting in an increased NT pro BNP/BNP
ratio [61]. The serum BNP activity reflects immunomodulatory activity in addition
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to vasodilatory, diuretic, and natriuretic properties in sepsis and septic shock, and
plays an important role in the modulation of the production of inflammatory
mediators in macrophages. Data show that BNP regulates the production of major
inflammatory molecules, such as reactive oxygen- and nitrogen species (ROS and
RNS), leukotriene B4 (LTB4), prostaglandin E2 (PGE2); modulates the cytokines
(TNF-a, IL-12, and IL-10) proﬁle, and affects cell motility [62]. An association
between the pro-inflammatory cytokine IL6 and elevated serum BNP levels has
been explored in heart failure. Elevated serum IL6 and BNP levels may independently predict morbidity and mortality in patients with congestive heart failure [63].
BNP levels are increased in conditions with raised levels of IL-1b and other cytokines including post-MI and progressive HF [64, 65]. High BNP levels may be
seen in inflammatory conditions even in the absence of cardiovascular diseases (as
previous).
Patients with severe CoViD 19 appear to have signiﬁcantly raised plasma NT
pro-BNP levels. In a retrospective cohort of 799 patients analysis data of 113
deceased and 161 recovered patients, the incidence of heart failure was recorded at
49% (41/83) and N-terminal pro-brain natriuretic peptide serum levels were
markedly higher in the deceased patients (800.0 pg/mL) than in recovered patients
(72.0 pg/mL) [66]. In another study, the highest BNP levels were observed in
patients with elevation in Troponin likely to be linked with myocardial injury. The
overall cohort of 187 patients admitted with CoViD 19 had serum NT-pro BNP
levels of 268.4 pg/mL (75.3–689.1), normal Troponin group had 141.4 pg/mL
(39.3–303.6) and elevated Troponin group had NT-pro BNP levels of 817.4 pg/mL
(336.0–1944.0) P < 0.001 [67].
Patients with metabolic risk factors have worse outcomes in CoViD 19. Raised
BNP levels have been found in severe CoViD 19 diabetics. In a single-center,
retrospective, observational study of 193 patients with severe CoViD19 showed
high levels of BNP in patients with diabetes mellitus 665 pg/mL versus
non-diabetics 259 pg/ mL and in non-survivors 970 pg/mL (323 to 2535) versus
survivors 46 pg/mL (31 to 267) < 0.001 (Normal NT-proBNP < 285 pg/mL) [68].
Increased serum BNP activity is also an important marker of myocardial
involvement in CoViD 19. As seen in heart failure of other etiologies, increased
serum BNP levels are also associated with poor outcomes in CoViD 19.
Association of heart failure with proinflammatory cytokines increased levels of
protease (ADAM 17) activity in HF, and upregulation of serum ACE2 activity in
HF are likely important underlying mechanisms in cardiovascular complications in
CoViD 19. Raised BNP serum levels with hyperinflammatory stress associated with
complicated CoViD 19 further add to the possibility of association of these
mechanisms with these complications.
Imaging evaluation of cardiac function provides an objective assessment of the
cardiac structural and functional status. Due to the elevation of serum levels of
biomarkers of heart failure in both myocardial injury and sepsis, it may be difﬁcult
to distinguish between these possible etiological mechanisms of the development of
heart failure. Lack of cardiac imaging data may limit accurate assessment of the
exact cause of heart failure in CoViD 19. Furthermore, detailed classiﬁcation of
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Fig. 10.4 Pathways to apoptosis. Apoptosis is triggered through two major pathways referred to
as the intrinsic and extrinsic pathways. The intrinsic pathway is activated by oligomerization of the
B-cell lymphoma-2 (BCL-2) family proteins BAK and BAX. BAK/BAX oligomers form pores in
the mitochondrial outer membrane, leading to the release of cytochrome c into the cytosol.
Activation of BAK/BAX is regulated by proapoptotic (e.g., BAD and BID) or antiapoptotic (e.g.,
BCL-2) BCL-2 family proteins. Cytochrome c binds to Apaf-1, which recruits procaspase-9,
forming the apoptosome. In the apoptosome, caspase-9 is activated by autoproteolytic cleavage,
initiating the caspase-processing cascade. The extrinsic pathway is activated by engagement of
membrane receptors such as Tumor necrosis factor (TNF) receptor 1 (TNFR1), death receptors, or
Toll-Like Receptors (TLRs). These proteins induce the formation of signaling complexes
involving TNFR1-associated death domain protein (TRADD) or Fas-associated death domain
protein (FADD), receptor-interacting serine/threonine protein kinase 1 (RIPK1) and procaspase-8.
Ubiquitylation of RIPK1 by cellular inhibitors of apoptosis (cIAPs) stabilizes the complex and
induces the activation of the transcription factor NFjB. FLIP, also present in the DISC, limits
caspase-8 activity while promoting cell survival, cell proliferation, and the production of
proinflammatory cytokines. Imbalances in this pathway, such as those imposed by cellular stress,
allow the activation of caspase-8 and caspase-10, which in turn triggers the caspase activation
cascade. Once active, executioner caspases (i.e., caspase-2, -6, -8 and -10) bring about
programmed apoptotic death. Apoptotic cells release messengers in the form of nucleosomal
structures, shed receptors, anti-inflammatory metabolites or molecules packaged in apoptotic
extracellular vesicles (ApoEVs). Phosphatidylserine (PS) molecules exposed on the outer surface
of the plasma membrane function as “eat me” signals for phagocytes. Source Figure 3. Bertheloot,
D., Latz, E. and Franklin, B.S., 2021. Necroptosis, pyroptosis and apoptosis: an intricate game of
cell death. Cellular & Molecular Immunology, 18(5), pp.1106–1121. https://www.nature.com/
articles/s41423-020-00630-3. Published by Springer Nature Group
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heart failure subtypes ie HFrEF and HFpEF according to recent guidelines is
important for evaluation of risk and targeted treatment strategies and prognostic
value [69]. Under these circumstances, assessment and comparison of these
parameters gain further clinical signiﬁcance in the diagnosis and management of
patients with heart failure. Available data in CoViD 19 does not allow to make such
comparisons, therefore, limiting the value of the current observations related to
these biochemical markers. Further data is needed to draw accurate and plausible
conclusions related to the clinical, diagnostic, and prognostic value of the natriuretic
peptides in patients with complicated CoViD 19.
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10.3.1 Direct Viral Damage
Several CoViD19 studies and case reports indicate the presence of SARS CoV2 in
the tissues and cells. The direct attack on organs by disseminated SARS-CoV-2, the
immune pathogenesis caused by the systemic cytokine storm, and the microcirculation dysfunctions together lead to viral sepsis [70]. The CoViD 19 is associated
with viral infection of the endothelial cells and other cardiovascular structures
resulting in direct viral damage to the vasculature and heart (Fig. 10.2). It has been
suggested that pericytes may be infected by the SARS-CoV-2 virus and cause
capillary endothelial cell/microvascular dysfunction, which may cause individual
cell necrosis [71]. The endotheliopathy has been suggested to affect multiple organs
in complicated CoViD19, suggesting a possible role in multi-organ failure. The
endothelial cell infection and the endotheliitis may serve as underlying mechanisms
linked to the vascular dysfunction and thrombotic events in the lung, kidney, and
possibly the heart and other organs [72, 73].
Viral association with myocarditis is well known. Possible pathogenetic mechanisms of direct viral cardiac invasion in CoViD 19 include ACE 2 mediated viral
cell entry in cardiomyocytes, pericytes or ﬁbroblasts infection and dissemination of
the virus [71]. The SARS CoV 2 may directly reside within the heart and cause
myocardial injury. In a case reporting myocarditis in CoViD 19, the patient
underwent an endomyocardial biopsy, which demonstrated low-grade myocardial
inflammation and the absence of myocyte necrosis, with localization of
SARS-CoV-2 within the macrophages, but not cardiomyocytes. [74].
Viral targeting of the host protein translational machinery results in direct cytotoxicity in the heart [75–77]. The mechanisms involved in the development of viral
cell injury are complex. As a result of the viral infection, several cellular signaling
pathways are activated. These pathways and mechanisms regulate viral entry,
replication, release, and evasion from the host immune reactions [78]. Virus-induced
cardiac dysfunction is also facilitated by viral proteinases that act on host proteins
involved in the regulation of protein translation, transcription, cardiac contraction,
signaling transduction, and host structural proteins [79, 80], for instance viral
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proteinase 2 A action on serum response factors (a muscle-enriched transcriptional
factor controlling the expression of many cardiac contractile and regulatory genes)
[81] or through modulation of host and viral gene expression and differential
expression of miRNAs as seen in CVB3 myocarditis. Dysfunctional mechanisms
such as loss of cellular homeostasis, translation/transcription shutoff, contractile
dysfunction, and apoptosis, as a result of viral proteinase activity, play an important
role in the direct damage of the infected cells as seen in viral myocarditis.
Several receptors are involved in the process of viral recognition and mediation
of the immune response. Once the viral genome is recognized, these receptors
trigger an intracellular signaling cascade of type I interferons and proinflammatory
cytokines [79]. Besides receptors, the involvement of co-receptors has also been
demonstrated in the viral cell injury mechanisms. The co-receptors, such as the
decay-accelerating factor (CD55), facilitate viral receptors such as
coxsackievirus-adenovirus receptor (CAR) located in the intercalated disc and the
cell–cell junctions of the AV node in the adult heart, in the pathogenesis of
myocardial injury in CVB3 infection [82–84].
The Toll-like receptors (TLRs) play an important role in viral recognition as well
as activation of the inflammatory mechanisms, and viral clearance. The TLRs
(TLR3, TLR9, and MDA5) are important in viral recognition and antiviral
responses and mediate immune response to the viral infection. Viral infections
typically activate the innate immune system through toll-like receptors (TLRs) that
recognize molecular patterns (pathogen-associated molecular patterns or PAMPs)
[85]. The SARS-CoV-2 and related coronaviruses activate TLRs such as TLR3,
TLR7, RIG1 and NLRP3 [86]. The SARS CoV2 spike protein binds with the
extracellular domain of various TLRs including TLR1, TLR4, and TLR6, with the
strongest binding with TLR4 [87]. The TLRs may be an important pathogenetic
link in CoViD19 related cardiovascular injury in an ACE2 depleted environment
[88, 89]. The interconnection of the TLRs and major shedases (ADAM17, CTSL)
and NLRP3 inflammasome may contribute to the pro-inflammatory pool and
subsequent cytokine burst leading to aggravated CoViD19-CVD comorbidity [90].
A negative feedback mechanism in TLRs suppresses the inflammatory response.
Continued activation of the TLRs down-regulates proinflammatory cytokine production and resulting inflammatory responses, via a negative feedback loop
involving ILs and TGF- b [91]. Evidence shows that in the acute setting, loss of
TLR4 leads to better viral clearance and reduced cardiac injury [92], whereas loss
of other TLRs (TLR 3 or 9 and MAD5 (melanoma differentiation-associated protein
5)) results in death during viral myocarditis [93, 94].
The TLR4 activation, is associated with thrombo-inflammation [95] through
signaling platelets and subsequent increase in the TF protein, which is procoagulant
[96, 97].
The Toll-like receptors (TLRs) are expressed on the cell surface of cardiomyocytes and myeloid cells [98, 99], that recognize damage-associated molecular
patterns (DAMPs) such a Heat Shock Proteins 60 (HSP 60) and
pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) derived from the damaged host
cells and pathogens, and activate the transcription factor nuclear factor-jB (NF-jB)
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Fig. 10.5 SARS-CoV-2 infection leads to necroptosis in the pancreas. a Immunostainings of
pancreas sections from non-COVID-19 patients (control, septic, and with pancreatitis) and from
COVID-19 patients using antibodies against insulin and pMLKL marking necroptotic cells.
Representative images from three independent experiments (n = 3) are shown. Scale bars,
100 µm. Source Copied and edited from Figure 4 Steenblock, C., Richter, S., Berger, I., Barovic,
M., Schmid, J., Schubert, U., Jarzebska, N., von Mässenhausen, A., Linkermann, A., Schürmann,
A. and Pablik, J., 2021. Viral inﬁltration of pancreatic islets in patients with COVID-19. Nature
Communications,
12(1),
pp.1–12.
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-021-23886-3.
Published by Springer Nature Group

leading to the expression of a wide range of inflammatory genes 89 [100]. Subjects
with cardiovascular risk factors and obesity have altered levels of transcripts for
some NF-jB pathway members and TLR2 in platelets [101]. Viral induction of the
immune, proinflammatory, and prothrombotic mechanisms through TLRs showcases the mechanisms related to the cardiovascular injury induced by the viruses.
The viral platelet interactions and related pathways involved in the thromboinflammation may play a role in the association of cardiovascular diseases and
cardiometabolic risk factors with complicated CoViD19 and need further exploration. These mechanisms and pathways may be target of therapeutic interventions
to help prevent cardiac injury in CoViD19 patients.
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10.3.2 Endoplasmic Reticulum Stress
The endoplasmic reticulum (ER) homeostasis is crucial for cell functioning. The
physiological stress or pathological conditions influence ER homeostasis. Several
conditions such as hypoxia, ischemia, oxidative stress, viral diseases, and others are
involved in the induction of mechanisms promoting the accumulation of misfolded
or unfolded proteins in the ER, which further activate signal pathways to restore the
ER homeostasis. Viruses may complete their lifecycle (host cell entry, production
of viral proteins) through influencing the unfolded protein response (UPR),
autophagy, signaling networks, and interconnection of these pathways is essential
for the viral infection [102–105]. The “unfolded protein response” (UPR) and
autophagy pathways, play important role in the regulation of protein homeostasis,
apoptosis, and control of innate immunity, including viral particle clearance [106,
107]. Stressful conditions cause sequestration of the ER chaperone proteins in ER
and result in activation of ER stress sensors (attached with the ER Chaperon proteins: glucose-regulated protein 78 (GRP78)). These sensors cause the release of ER
transmembrane proteins (protein kinase-like ER-resident kinase (PERK), the activating transcription factor 6 (ATF6), and the inositol-requiring enzyme 1 (IRE1))
that lead to induction of the enzymes that cause degradation of unfolded protein to
restore the homeostasis [108–110].
The coronavirus disease is associated with ER stress and the unfolded protein
response (UPR) [111]. The SARS CoV2 may exploit the cell machinery, endoplasmic reticulum for multiplication. The viral glycoproteins may activate cellular
transmembrane proteins, thereby generating the ER stress response to meet the need
for folding and secretory capacity. In viral infections, mechanisms related to the
viral and host immunity may lead to the development of the ER stress response.
Interferon-induced antiviral response of the host is mediated by the ER transmembrane proteins, which helps to eliminate viral proteins and pathogenesis. The
stress mechanisms including viral infections induce dysregulated ER stress
response may ultimately lead to cell injury and death. Prolonged ER stress response
leads to activation of the apoptotic pathways such as induction of C/EBP homologous protein (CHOP), activation of Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK), and cleavage of
caspase-12 [112–114].
The ER stress and mediators play an important role in the development of
cardiovascular diseases. Misfolded protein aggregates that are toxic to cardiomyocytes, found in various heart diseases [115, 116]. Several cardiovascular risk
factors including hyperglycemia, hyperlipidemia, hyper-homocysteinemia, and
hemodynamic shear stress, may trigger ER stress and endothelial cell dysfunction
[117]. Angiotensin II receptor 1 (AT1R), an important component of RAS with a
role in the pathogenesis of COVID19, may mediate ER stress in the endothelial
cells [118]. Coxsackie B virus, adeno- and parvo-, viruses are known to cause
myocarditis [119]. Several studies reveal the involvement of ER stress response in
the development of cardiovascular complications, as a result of Coxsackievirus B3
[120–123], inflammatory conditions, and metabolic derangements [124, 125]. The
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pathogenetic mechanisms that determine the development of cardiovascular complications in CoViD 19 may share similarities with the mechanisms involved in the
viral diseases resulting in similar complications. The exact mechanisms associated
with ER stress in CoViD 19 are unclear and need further exploration.

10.3.3 Cell Death Modalities
Complicated CoViD19 is associated with obstructive and non-obstructive cardiovascular complications, acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), and
multi-organ failure. Cell death plays a major role in the pathogenesis of these
complications and is linked with inflammation. (See Fig. 10.6). Multiple cell death
modalities and mediators and signaling mechanisms may be involved in the
development of complications in CoViD19. A direct viral injury or indirect
mechanisms related to the illness in CoViD19 patients, induce cell death mechanisms and may harm the myocardial and vascular cells. The dysregulation of
inflammation, immunomodulation, and regulatory mechanisms play a critical
pathogenetic role in CoViD19. The stress conditions such as inflammation, and
hyperimmune reactions may activate the major signaling processes autophagy,
apoptosis, and necrosis. However, the complex interplay of the signaling mechanisms and pathways in patients with CoViD19 is not fully understood.
A variety of death cell pathways can be identiﬁed in the novel coronavirus
disease including apoptosis, necroptosis, pyroptosis, and autophagy that may be
associated with the severity of the disease and development of complications. The
extrinsic death receptor pathway and an intrinsic mitochondrial-regulated pathway
are highly integrated with apoptosis, necrosis, and autophagy 67 [126]. The
activation/cleavage of caspase-8 reflects the extrinsic apoptotic pathway, whereas
Bcl-2 plays an important role in the activation of the intrinsic pathway [127].
Data from pathology reports of complicated CoViD19 patients reveal cell death
modalities in a variety of cardiovascular structures possibly indicating the underlying pathogenetic mechanisms that cause cardiovascular injury. The presence of
cardiomyocyte necrosis and apoptosis [128–130] is associated with the development of myocarditis, heart failure, and various forms of myocardial injury associated with CoViD 19. The endothelial cell injury and associated dysfunction that
leads to the vascular and thrombotic complications in CoViD 19, may be the result
of induction of apoptosis and pyroptosis in these cells [73].
Pyroptosis is a form of lytic cell death mediated by the inflammasomes
[131] marked by a rise in IL1 beta, may underlie lymphocytic depletion observed
in CoViD19 known as a sign of CoVID19 severity. The different forms of cell
death pyroptosis, apoptosis, and necroptosis are autonomous but may overlap and
cross talk, and through collective interaction may circumvent pathogen mediated
inhibition of different cell pathways giving rise to PANoptosis [132]. The combination of TNF-a and IFN-c induced inflammatory cell death characterized by
pyroptosis, apoptosis, and necroptosis (PANoptosis), which appears to be based on
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Fig. 10.6 Inflammatory response and cell death in CoViD19. A proposed model of SARS-CoV-2
infection induces inflammatory responses and cell death. SARS-CoV-2 infection induces the cell
death through the activation of caspase-8. The activation of caspase-8 promotes pro-IL-1b
cleavage, leading to the secretion of mature IL-1b (P17) through necroptosis pathway. Source
Figure 6. Li, S., Zhang, Y., Guan, Z., Li, H., Ye, M., Chen, X., Shen, J., Zhou, Y., Shi, Z.L., Zhou,
P. and Peng, K., 2020. SARS-CoV-2 triggers inflammatory responses and cell death through
caspase-8 activation. Signal transduction and targeted therapy, 5(1), pp.1–10. https://www.nature.
com/articles/s41392-020-00334-0. Published by Springer Nature Group

the cross-talk between the inflammasome/pyroptosis and apoptosis and necroptosis
[133, 134]. The pyroptotic, apoptotic, and necroptotic cell death pathways interact
to form a single molecular complex PANoptosome [132], that regulates
PANoptosis. The PANoptosome complex provides a molecular scaffold allowing
for the interactions and activation of the machinery required for inflammasome/
pyroptosis (such as NLRP3, ASC, caspase-1), apoptosis (caspase-8), and necroptosis [134]. The inflammatory cell death, PANoptosis, is induced by the coronavirus
infection and impaired NLRP3 inflammasome function or pyroptosis can lead to
negative consequences for the host [134]. Blocking cytokine-mediated leading to
inflammatory death signaling pathways may beneﬁt CoViD19 patients [135].
Apoptosis is programmed cell death characterized by nuclear and cellular
fragmentations without inflammation, is found in CoViD19 and may be associated
with the severity of the disease [136]. Apoptosis is also regarded as an innate
antiviral defense mechanism, may inhibit viral expansion [137] and regulates
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inflammation [138, 139]. Both extrinsic death receptor pathways or intrinsic
mitochondrial-regulated pathways may induce apoptosis [140–142]. (See Fig. 10.4).
Terminal apoptotic pathway is common for both intrinsic and extrinsic pathways.
The abnormal ER stress, mitochondrial dysfunction, inflammation, and several other
factors may induce apoptosis in CoViD19. Induction of the apoptosis by SARS
CoV2 involves the extrinsic pathway [143], via the SARS CoV2 encoded protein
ORF3a [143]. The cytokines such as interferon c (IFN c), interleukin (IL)–1,
and IL-6, especially TNF alpha are closely linked with the extrinsic death receptor
pathway [144]. RAS mechanisms CoViD19 Angiotensin I. The apoptotic pathway
signals may be induced by viral binding with the cell receptor without viral cell entry
[145]. The intrinsic mitochondrial death pathway involves morphological damage to
the cell as a result of apoptotic death signals. The peroxisome proliferator-activated
receptors (PPARs) family are regulators of inflammation and metabolism, when
activated reduce proinflammatory cytokines (IL-6 and INF c) [146], are involved in
the intrinsic apoptosis pathway. The PPARs are expressed in endothelial cells,
vascular smooth muscle cells, and monocytes/macrophages and play a cardiovascular protective role [147]. Hypoxia amd other dysregulated RAS mechanisms may
induce apoptosis in complicated CoViD19 and cause cardiac dysfunction. Hypoxia
leads to excessive intracellular calcium and induces ROS-dependent cell apoptosis in
the cardiomyocytes [149]. Studies show that Angiotensin II may induce cardiac
myocyte apoptosis [144].
Intense infection, myocyte necrosis, and apoptosis may result in cardiac dysfunction. Cell death is a major component of ischemia–reperfusion injury and is
posited as the central underlying cause of ventricular remodeling and cardiac
dysfunction following myocardial infarction. Myocardial damage may be a consequence of apoptosis of the cardiomyocytes [150–155]. Various cardiovascular
conditions heart failure, myocardial infarction, ischemia–reperfusion injury, dilated
cardiomyopathy, myocarditis, and others exhibit apoptosis [156].
The Fas/Apolipoprotein 1 are membrane proteins /cell surface receptors (from
tumor necrosis factor nerve growth factor receptor family), expressed in the activated mature T cells, play an important role in the immune response, also act as
mediators of the apoptosis in association with a speciﬁc antibody or Fas Ligand
[157, 158]. The Fas/Fas ligand pathway mediated endoplasmic reticulum stress (ER
stress) induces apoptosis of the cardiomyocytes in acute myocarditis [159].
Elevated serum soluble Fas (sFas) and soluble Fas ligand (sFasL) levels are found
in patients with myocarditis and dilated cardiomyopathy [150, 160–164]. Evidence
shows that relatively high serum levels of Fas ligand and interleukin-10 cardiomyopathy and myocarditis may predict an increased risk of death [165, 166].
Persistent activation of the T cells precipitates apoptosis mediated by Fas/FasL
interaction [167]. An association of apoptosis pathway with reduced lymphocyte
and platelet counts has been previously explored in coronavirus patients who were
found to have elevated soluble Fas ligand (sFasL) levels as compared to the healthy
subjects [168].
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Necrotic cell death is characterized by cytoplasmic swelling with eventual
rupture of the plasma membrane, as well as swelling of organelles including the
mitochondria. Neurohormonal activation leads to necrotic myocyte cell death.
These mechanisms collectively trigger inflammation at the site of the injury [169].
In cardiomyocytes, necrosis is accompanied by an increase in cytosolic Ca2+ levels.
Intracellular molecules “damage-associated molecular patterns” (DAMPs) detected
by the innate immune system, cause inflammatory reaction provoking tissue
damage and additional myocyte death”. Evidence shows that necrotic myocardial
cells release DAMPs that provoke ﬁbroblast activation in vitro and trigger
myocardial inflammation and ﬁbrosis in vivo [170, 171]. Necroptosis is a programmed form of necrosis rupture of the plasma membrane and release of
damage-associated molecular patterns [172] that is highly regulated by immune
signaling pathways unlike necrosis [173]. Necroptosis may be involved in the
CoViD19 associated lung injury and other organ injuries. (See Fig. 10.5). The
higher levels of receptor-interacting kinase 3 (RIPK-3) that promotes signaling,
leading to necroptosis, in CoViD19, may be linked with the development of ARDS
in CoViD19 patients [174]. Similarly, the RIPK3 activity has been linked with
cardiovascular diseases, and thrombotic complications [175]. The presence of
necroptosis in CoViD19 may be a marker of cardiovascular complications in
CoViD19. Further studies are needed to validate these mechanisms.
Autophagy is an adaptive cell response to physiological and stress mechanisms
such as inflammation seen in acute settings as in sepsis or chronic settings as in
cardiovascular or metabolic conditions. It is a highly conserved evolutionary process that regulates protein degradation, organelle turnover, and recycling of cellular
components during cellular stress, and maintains cellular homeostasis. Excessive
stress and dysregulated autophagy may eventually cause cell death [176, 177].
Autophagy is cell death occurring with massive autophagic vacuolization of the
cytoplasm, a cell survival pathway activated by a variety of stresses that catalyzes
the breakdown of intracellular organelles and proteins [178]. Autophagy is involved
in viral clearance at multiple levels, hence also termed as “virophagy” may counter
coronavirus infection, and may be inhibited by the coronaviruses [179]. The SARS
CoV2 may exploit host cell machinery for survival and may induce autophagy via
UPR induction in cells. Autophagy has been proposed as a potential therapeutic
target in CoViD19 [179]. The NSP6, a protein that has an inducing effect on
autophagosome formation, has been found to have mutations in an analysis, may
impact intracellular survival of the virus, therefore, impacting pathogenicity [181].
Furthermore, autophagy and apoptosis may cross-talk. It has been speculated that
over-accumulation of autophagosomes activates an apoptotic pathway that results in
apoptotic death of the infected cells and disrupts the virus replication cycle [180].
Several factors including starvation, infection of host cells, excessive ER and
oxidative stress, viral genome release, lysosomal damage may activate autophagy.
In the cardiovascular system, autophagy ensures the maintenance of cardiovascular
homeostasis and function. However, dysregulated autophagy associated with
excessive or insufﬁcient autophagy beyond a given threshold gives rise to cardiac
disorders [182]. The autophagy/virophagy may serve as a potential therapeutic
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target in CoViD19 [183]. Furthermore, the dysregulated activity of NLRP3
inflammasome is linked with cytokine storms [184] involved in severe forms of
CoViD19 [185], is associated with tissue damage [186]. The NLRP3 sense disturbance of cellular homeostasis may have a role in cell death-related inflammation
[187], and antimicrobial defense, and induce pyroptotic and apoptotic cell death
[188, 189]. The SARS CoV2 triggers activation of the Nod-like receptor family,
pyrin domain-containing 3 (NLRP3) inflammasome pathway, and release of its
products including the proinflammatory cytokines IL-6 and IL-1b [190]. The
NLRP3 inflammasome signaling pathway and the pro-apoptotic mitochondrial
signaling pathway associated with UPR/Autophagy pathways are important for the
viral cycle of SARS-CoV-2, may be new targets for developing drugs for CoViD 19
[191].
Another cell death modality NETosis differs from other forms of cell death, such
as necrosis and apoptosis. Viruses can stimulate neutrophils to produce Neutrophil
Extracellular Traps (NETs), a network structure formed by freely circulating DNA
expelled by neutrophils, and a variety of proteins. This process leads to cell death
that is characterized by the destruction of the nuclear membrane before the plasmatic membrane. In dysregulated forms, this process generates an extreme systemic
response with the production of cytokines, interferon I, and immune complexes,
and may result in local and systemic damage. Neutrophil Extracellular Traps
(NETs) consisting of circulating free DNA and histones are linked with inflammation, coagulation and thrombosis both locally and systemically in a variety of
conditions [192]. Patients with CoViD19 have high levels of circulating free
(cf-DNA) and DNA-myeloperoxidase complexes [193]. Elevated levels of these
freely circulating complexes are correlated with the acuity of illness, inflammatory
response, and severe disease. The circulating free RNA from SARS CoV 2 may
trigger a coagulation cascade. Evidence shows that cf-RNA serves as a cofactor for
auto-activation of factor VII-activating protease, thereby initiating coagulation
[194]. Furthermore, an association of NETosis with the resurgence of
non-infectious inflammatory illness in the CoViD19 patients recovering from the
disease that might be referred to as “Post CoViD19 syndrome”, has been suggested
[195]. The potential role of NETosis in CoViD19 i.e., the association between
NETs activity and CoViD19 mortality/survival, between markers of NETosis and
serum markers of inflammation and thrombosis, is currently being explored [196].
Further research is needed to deﬁne the interplay of cell death mechanisms, and
their regulation in CoViD19. This will help to validate the potential role of these
mechanisms as therapeutic targets in CoViD19 patients.

10.3.4 Mitochondrial Dysfunction
Mitochondria play a central role in ATP production via oxidative phosphorylation
and act as the powerhouse of the cell [197, 198]. During the enzymatic activity of
the electron transport chain reactive oxygen species (ROS) are produced in
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Mitochondria [199]. Various stress factors trigger altered expression of mitochondrial and nuclear proteins resulting in oxidative stress. These include infections,
inflammatory conditions, hypoxic and ischemic conditions, metabolic factors, and
others. Cardiovascular and metabolic conditions such as atherosclerosis, hypertension, heart failure, and complications related to diabetes mellitus and obesity are
precipitated by oxidative stress and associated inflammatory mechanisms.
Viral infections alter mitochondrial dynamics at various levels and impact
mitochondrial functioning. The viruses may induce mtDNA degradation, alter
mitochondrial metabolic pathways, impact mitochondrial membrane potential and
modify the mitochondrial intracellular number and distribution, thereby influencing
apoptosis, mitochondrial homeostasis, or evade mitochondrial antiviral signals
[200–202].
Data show an association of CoViD19 with redox imbalance or oxidative stress
[203, 204]. SARS CoV2 proteins may interact with the host cell mitochondrial
proteins, and induce mitochondrial dysfunction exacerbating reactive oxygen species (ROS) production [205].
The ROS are generated by the Nox family NADPH is an abbreviation from
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate oxidases containing p22phox and
NOX2. Increased NoX2 activation in CoViD19 is linked with CoViD19 complications including cardiovascular and thrombotic injury [203, 206]. Several mechanisms including dysregulated RAS may induce increased oxidative stress in
CoViD19. The RAS plays an important role in cardiovascular physiology and
pathological state.
The harmful impact of the Ang II/AT1 receptor pathway of RAS involves
mechanisms resulting in oxidative stress, pro-inflammatory and prothrombotic
effects. Ang II appears to cause the mitochondrial dysfunction that is observed in
the development of cardiac and vascular dysfunction, through the protein kinase C–
dependent pathway by activation of the endothelial cell NADPH oxidase and formation of peroxynitrite [207]. These mechanisms induce apoptosis and necrosis
[208]. Sepsis triggers structural and functional abnormalities in the mitochondria,
resulting in reduced energy supply and enhanced production of
mitochondria-derived danger-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs), such as
reactive oxygen species (ROS) [209] cardiolipin [210], cytochrome c [211] and
others, ultimately resulting in complications of sepsis such as myocardial injury and
multi-organ failure. Mitochondrial fragmentation and accumulation may result in
the release of cytochrome c in the cytoplasm which triggers cellular apoptosis and
cell death [212]. The association of mitochondrial dysfunction with increased oxidative stress and CoViD19 complications including cardiovascular injury warrants
further exploration. Counterbalancing of the oxidative stress in CoViD19 or
blocking ROS production may prevent exacerbation of CoViD19 [203, 204, 213].
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Summary

The mechanisms underlying CoViD19 complications appear to be diverse, distinct,
and powerful with local and systemic presence. However, certain mechanisms may
overlap and act in a synergistic mode. The mechanisms implicated in the maintenance of homeostatic state may be dysregulated in CoViD19 and create a pathological imbalance, and if persistent and intense, may fail to restore the homeostasis
and result in the development of complications implicating various structures, tissues, and organs. Among the most powerful mechanisms include the
hyperinflammatory immune reaction and the renin-angiotensin system. Others
including Kallikrein Kinin System (KKS), Endothelin (ET), and natriuretic peptides (NPs) also appear to be prominent in this interplay, leading to prothrombotic
state and microvascular damage hallmark of the multi-organ failure. Besides, the
proinflammatory cytokine release, the interaction of several inflammatory mechanisms including the NETosis, NLRP3 inflammasome mediated reactions, and
processes related to the inflammatory cell death, indicate the potency and variety of
inflammatory mechanisms activated in CoViD19 that generate excessive
inflammation.
Direct viral injury an important mechanism has been sporadically described in
the literature highlighting the pathogenetic processes in CoViD19 conﬁrming the
presence of viral particles in various tissues. The cardiac and vascular toxicity of the
virus and the role of TLRs in the pro-inflammatory reactions may facilitate the
development of the cardiovascular injury observed in CoViD19. The SARS CoV2
interacts with mitochondria at multiple levels, may disable the host defense
mechanisms or through the exploitation of the cellular resources to survive and
multiply. Several cellular mechanisms including mitochondrial dysfunction,
excessive endoplasmic reticulum stress, unfolded protein response and involvement
of various forms of cell death through direct and indirect viral mechanisms in
CoViD19 indicate the pathogenetic nature of the CoViD19 complications including
cardiovascular injury. Mechanisms regulating cell death in CoViD19 are poorly
known. Apoptosis and severity of CoViD19 appear to be interlinked. Necroptosis
and PANoptosis are associated with negative reactions in CoViD19 patients.
Apoptosis and other forms of cell death leading to cardiomyocyte necrosis and
apoptosis induced by SARS CoV 2 may reflect cardiovascular injury. Autophagy
and apoptosis may cross-talk. It has been speculated that over-accumulation of
autophagosomes activates an apoptotic pathway that results in apoptotic death of
the infected cells and disrupts the virus replication cycle [180]. The inflammatory,
immune, and thrombotic processes linked with various modalities of cell death
associated with the development of CoViD19 complications must be further conﬁrmed, along with their clinical and therapeutic implications.
Several regulatory mechanisms involved in the maintenance of homeostasis are
impacted in severe CoViD19. The activation of the natriuretic peptide system
appears to reflect the immune-inflammatory and cardiac instability known to be
associated with the severity of CoViD19. The dysregulated KKS in CoViD19 may
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facilitate the viral impact of the SARS CoV2, through proinflammatory and prothrombotic processes, leading to cardiovascular injury. Similarly, the endothelin
expression a well-known marker of cardiovascular risk appears to be associated
with the severity of CoViD19 and needs further exploration.
A range of cross talk mechanisms between various reglatory systems, and
between different organs may determine the clinical outcomes. Various interactions
between lungs and kidneys or heart and kidneys may be recognized in CoViD19
patients reflecting the underlying pathogenetic interlinks that may further deﬁne
clinical severity of the disease. Mechanisms related to the viral myocarditis and
cytokine cardiomyopathy may reduce the glomerular ﬁltration through hypotension,
hypoperfusion, renal vein congestion [214]. Data also show that in patients with
ARDS, the severity of the disease, diabetes, heart failure, and age, are associated
with an increased risk of kidney damage [215] The high thrombo-inflammatory
burden and cross-talk between various regulatory mechanisms in patients with
CoViD19 may reflect these interlinks.
Furthermore, interaction between various pathogenetic mechanisms involved in
CoViD19 that may contribute to the clinical features, severity, or risks associated
with CoViD19 through the cross-talk mechanisms may be explained by the interactions between various regulatory peptide systems. For instance, the interaction
through the cross talk mechanisms between ET-1 and the RAS in the pathogenesis
of hypertension and related cardiovascular damage may have a role in the development of cardiovascular complications of CoViD19 [47]. The bradykinin and
angiotensin precursors are generated in the liver and predominantly present in
plasma. The Kallikrein Kinin System (KKS) may activate the complement system
and generate pro-inflammatory and prothrombotic activity. The clinical features
associated with the CoViD19 may be determined by the reciprocal interaction
between the RAS, KKS, chymase in CoViD19 [216]. However, these interactions
may also have a protective role. It is recognized that the endothelin system (ES) and
natriuretic peptide system (NPs) may interact through several signaling mechanisms
and multiple complex interactions, to maintain the blood pressure and vascular
tone. The natriuretic peptides may offer support against inflammation through the
cross-talk mechanisms or interaction with other peptides. It has been suggested that
the atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP) may protect the heart from Ang II-induced
remodeling by attenuating inflammation, at least partly through the endothelin 1/
endothelin receptor A cascade [217]. The pathogenetic mechanisms in CoViD19
patients with complications may be tissue-speciﬁc, local, or systemic. Further
exploration is needed to differentiate and deﬁne the cross talk mechanisms and
further clarify the pathogenetic or protective implications of these interactions in
CoViD19.The interaction of several potent inflammatory mediators, pathways, and
mechanisms with various regulatory systems at multiple levels appear to be central
to the CoViD19 pathology and need to be mapped. A thorough mapping of these
pathogenetic mechanisms, viral mechanisms, viral signaling pathways, and the
cellular and tissue damage in association with the biochemical, hematological, and
clinical markers of CoViD19, and associated complications, is required. These
associations must be explored using robust research modalities.
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Summary Box
• Dysregulated endothelin and Kallikrein Kinin systems may induce
pro-inflammatory and prothrombotic mechanisms in CoViD19.
• Serum BNP elevation in CoViD19 reflects inflammatory and cardiac
instability.
• SARS CoV2 related direct viral injury may affect multiple organs
including the heart, kidneys, gastrointestinal tract, liver, and brain.
• SARS CoV2 interaction with toll-like receptors (TLRs), may induce
thrombo-inflammatory processes.
• Excessive endoplasmic reticular stress and unfolded protein response may
be observed in severe CoViD19.
• Viruses interact with mitochondria at multiple levels, and SARS CoV2
may induce mitochondrial dysfunction.
• Cell death mechanisms involved in CoViD19 are associated with the
severity of CoViD19.
• The synergistic effect of cytokines, such as TNF-a and IFN-c, induces
PANoptosis, inflammatory cell death, and contributes towards cytokine
storm.
• Pathogenetic mechanisms involving the RAS and KKS, endothelin and
NPs, KKS, and the complement system, may cross-talk and may induce a
synergistic pathological impact.
• The intensity of the viral defense mechanisms, dysregulated inflammatory
response, and loss of homeostasis indicate the severity of CoViD19.
• Matrix of pathogenetic mechanisms at local and systemic levels may
cross-talk, and maybe tissue-speciﬁc, are dysregulated and cause homeostatic imbalance, thus facilitating CoViD19 complications.
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Chapter 11

Myocardial Injury in CoViD19

Key Questions
• What is a myocardial injury in CoViD19?
• What is the occurrence of myocardial injury in CoViD19?
• What are the variabilities in the presentation of myocardial injury in
CoViD19?
• What are the key challenges in the recognition of myocardial injury in
CoViD19?
• Which biomarker may help recognize myocardial injury in CoViD19?
• What are the prognostic implications of myocardial injury in CoViD19?
• Which crucial pathogenetic mechanisms lead to myocardial injury in
CoViD19?

11.1

Introduction

Cardiovascular diseases are common worldwide and pose a signiﬁcant risk of death
and morbidity burden [1]. The CoViD19 patients especially those with severe
disease may exhibit multi-systemic complications, among which the obstructive
and non-obstructive cardiovascular diseases constitute a signiﬁcant proportion of
the morbidity and mortality associated with CoViD19 [2–4]. Myocardial injury is
deﬁned by at least one cardiac troponin concentration above the 99th percentile
upper reference limit [5]. Data indicate that the development of the myocardial
injury in CoViD19 is associated with poor prognosis [6].
The cardiovascular manifestations of the CoViD19 exhibit signiﬁcant variabilities and complexities (Fig. 11.1). The complications such as uncontrolled blood
© The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
U. Mallick, Cardiovascular Complications of COVID-19,
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Fig. 11.1 Cardiovascular involvement in CoViD19. Source Figure 1. Polito, M.V., Silverio, A.,
Bellino, M. et al. Cardiovascular Involvement in COVID-19: What Sequelae Should We Expect?
Cardiol Ther (2021). https://doi.org/10.1007/s40119-021-00232-8. https://link.springer.com/
article/10.1007/s40119-021-00232-8. Published by Springer Nature

pressure, myocarditis, acute coronary events, acute cardiac failure, and arrhythmias
or cardiogenic shock, are among several acute forms of cardiovascular complications that are found in association with severe CoViD19 [7, 8]. Nonspeciﬁc forms
of myocardial injury, and non-ischemic cardiomyopathy, and sporadic cases of
stress cardiomyopathy or Tako-Tsubo and coronary spasm have also been reported
[9–11].
Uncertainties exist about the actual frequency of cardiovascular disease in
CoViD19 patients. It is estimated that about 13–41% of patients with severe
CoViD19 develop cardiovascular injury [12]. According to a meta-analysis of 53
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studies involving 7,679 CoViD19 patients, about 21% of patients had the
myocardial injury, and the severity of the disease was associated with a 4.74-fold
increase in the risk of myocardial injury [13]. Several factors such as heterogeneity
amongst the studies, confounding, lack of troponin standardized assays, or insufﬁcient troponin evaluations are among several factors that may have led to an
underestimation of the incidence of myocardial injury in CoViD19.
A signiﬁcant amount of data reveal epidemiology and complex pathogenicity of
the cardiovascular complications in CoViD19. Several obscurities revolve around
deﬁning the myocardial injury, the pathogenesis as well as its implications, which
have presented as a challenge to the clinicians and the researchers. The CoViD19
patients on invasive therapies are more prone to cardiac injury due to increased
stress factors such as hypoxemia, acid–base imbalance, metabolic stress, and
mechanical and invasive procedures. Data from pathology and advanced cardiac
imaging reports in the CoViD19 patients reveal various patterns of myocardial
inflammation and indicate the presence of myocardial damage, supporting the
occurrence of the myocardial injury in CoViD19 patients during the disease and
post convalescence [8, 14]. However, several gaps exist in the knowledge, hence
the term of non-speciﬁc myocardial injury has been used to describe the myocardial
injury in CoViD19. The short-term and long-term outcomes of the myocardial
injury in CoViD19 remain unclear. Further efforts are needed to draw plausible and
concrete information.
Patients with acute coronary syndromes with CoViD19 have poor outcomes
[15]. The acute coronary syndromes include the ST elevation and non-ST elevation
myocardial infarction and unstable angina, are recognized as part of the classical
spectrum of acute coronary pathology [16], although showed a considerable decline
in the incidence during the CoViD19 pandemic [17], constitute a signiﬁcant
position among the CoViD19 complications, warranting further exploration.
This chapter is aimed to improve the current understanding of myocardial injury
a frequent and potentially life-threatening complication of CoViD19. We present an
overview of this potentially life-threatening complication of CoViD19, highlighting
important epidemiological features, prognostic aspects, variabilities in the presentation, and explore the associated clinical impact. We describe several challenges
faced by the healthcare community in recognition of the myocardial injury,
including those related to the behavior of the associated biomarkers, as well as
important mechanisms involved in the pathogenesis.

11.2

Epidemiology of Myocardial Injury

Myocardial injury is a common complication in patients with exacerbation of
CoViD19 with higher rates of comorbidity and mortality [18]. Although several
reports indicate a high incidence of myocardial injury in CoViD19 patients, controversies have been reported. Reports indicate that the incidence of myocardial
injury may not be accurately estimated in CoViD19 studies [19] due to
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non-systematic use of cardiac-speciﬁc biomarkers such as hs-troponin
(high-sensitivity cardiac troponin) and speciﬁc diagnostic tools in CoViD19 studies.
Among the initial reports of the emerging pandemic, a much higher incidence of
myocardial injury was reported. Analysis of a retrospective cohort of 54 patients
admitted with CoViD19, shows myocardial injury developed in 24 (44.4%) of the
patients, and 26 (48.1%) patients died in hospital. The death rate was higher in
patients with myocardial injury as compared to those without 14 (60.9%) versus 8
(25.8%) respectively [20]. Another retrospective case series study of a cohort of
187 patients admitted with CoViD19 show a higher incidence of myocardial injury
27.8% (52/187), and a higher in-hospital mortality rate 59.6% (31/52) in those with
elevated TnT levels compared with 8.9% (12 of 135) in those with normal TnT
levels [21].
However, data from several pooled analyses reports indicate the incidence of
myocardial injury in CoViD19 is around 20% [13, 22]. In a review of 26 CoViD19
studies including 11,685 patients, the weighted pooled prevalence of acute
myocardial injury was 20% (ranged from 5 to 38% depending on the criteria used)
[22] Another meta-analysis of 26 studies consisting of 8761 CoViD19 patients
indicated an incidence of myocardial injury at 16.1–23.8% [23]. In a Chinese cohort
of 416 patients admitted with CoViD19 about 19.7% (82) were reported to have a
myocardial injury, had a signiﬁcantly higher in-hospital mortality rate 51.2% (42 of
82) compared with those without myocardial injury 4.5% (15 of 335) [24]. Most of
these studies indicate an association of increased mortality in CoViD19 patients
with myocardial injury.
The pre-existing cardiovascular conditions increase the risk of death in hospitalized CoViD19 patients [25]. Several studies show an increased incidence of
pre-existing cardiovascular metabolic risk factors in patients who develop a
myocardial injury in CoViD19 [26, 27]. The risk has been reported to be higher in
patients with previous cardiovascular disease or with older age, hypertension, diabetes mellitus or raised BMI [28, 29].
The myocardial injury is an important prognostic factor of CoViD19. According
to a retrospective analysis of a cohort of 202 CoViD19 patients, the myocardial
injury may increase the risk of death about ﬁve times (HR = 5.382, 95%CI 2.404–
12.050, P < 0.001) [30]. However, the extent of the CV injury, along with associated short and long-term sequelae remains unclear. Studies indicate the persistence of post CoViD19 myocardial sequelae in a signiﬁcant proportion of recovered
patients. A prospective observational cohort study of 100 patients recently recovered from CoViD19 illness indicated cardiac involvement in 78 of 100 patients
(78%) and ongoing myocardial inflammation in 60 of 100 patients (60%), independent of preexisting conditions, severity, and overall course of the acute illness,
and time from the original diagnosis [14]. Studies show that patients with CoViD19
and myocardial injury may have a worse prognosis compared to the patients with
non-CoViD19 ARDS pneumonia with myocardial injury indicating implication of
other mechanisms or role of baseline comorbidities [31].
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Signiﬁcant variabilities exist in the forms of presentation of myocardial injury in
CoViD19. The exact incidence of these forms is not well known. Among these
include myocarditis and myopericarditis [32] or several forms of myocarditis such
as acute, fulminant, or autoimmune myocarditis [33–35], or other forms of
myocardial injury such as stress cardiomyopathy or Tako-Tsubo, and myocardial
infarction with non-obstructive arteries [36].
Although the incidence of a severe and rapidly progressive form of myocarditis
known as “fulminant myocarditis” is not well documented in CoViD19, sporadic
cases and case reports describe the occurrence of this complication [37, 38]
According to a study, the incidence of fulminant myocarditis was suspected in 7%
of patients with a lethal outcome [39]. The intense immune- inflammatory turbulence in severe CoViD19 may drive the development of these complications
through the inﬁltration of the myocardial tissue accompanied by myocardial
structural and functional damage and hemodynamic compromise [40].
Several studies explore, the epidemiological relationship between the incidence
of myocardial injury in CoViD19 patients with ARDS or other organic complications and prognostic implications. In a retrospective cohort study of 386 hospitalized CoViD19 patients investigating cardiac injury and mortality, about 70/386
(19.7%) patients with ARDS, 46/115 (40.0%) had a cardiac injury as compared to
30/271 (11.1%) patients without cardiac injury (<0.001) [41]. Other analyses further highlight the implications of CoViD19 related complications such as acute
respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) in relation to myocardial injury and mortality. The ARDS may pose a considerable risk towards mortality in patients with
CoViD19 with cardiac injury [26, 41]. Although the reports clearly describe an
increase in mortality risk in CoViD19 patients when a myocardial injury is present
in these reports, others suggest a lack of association of the cardiac injury with an
increased risk of ARDS or acute kidney injury (AKI) [42, 43]. According to a
meta-analysis of 2389 CoViD19 patients from 13 studies exploring the association
between cardiac injury and mortality, the cardiac injury was not signiﬁcant for
increased risk of ARDS (RR 2.57 [0.96, 6.85], p = 0.06; I2: 84%) [43]. However,
the report was further debated and controversies raised [44]. A retrospective
analysis of 243 CoViD19 intubated patients and a subset of 506 patients with
ARDS related to primary pneumonia was reported. In this report, the comparison of
the incidence of the myocardial injury in CoViD19 patients with non CoViD19
ARDS pneumonia patients revealed similar rates between the two groups, however,
after adjusting for the confounders such as age, renal impairment, and severity of
illness, a lower incidence of the myocardial injury was noted in COVID19, indicating that mortality in CoViD19 myocardial injury may be related to the criticality
of the illness [31]. The study further conﬁrmed that elevation of serum troponin
levels is associated with higher mortality in the CoViD19 group and among the
non-survivors.
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Deﬁnition, Presentation, and Challenges
of Myocardial Injury

The actual deﬁnition of the myocardial injury, pathogenesis, and implications in
CoViD19 patients, remain obscure due to several associated challenges in recognition and diagnostics and other factors. The variations in the manifestations of
CoViD19 related cardiovascular disease particularly present an important challenge in the clinical settings. The multi-factorial nature of the cardiac harm, lack of
robust data from dedicated clinical trials, non-systematic use of cardiac biomarkers
in CoViD19 studies, lack of angiographic data, confounding, and several other
factors including variabilities in the presentation, add to the perplexity in deﬁning
the myocardial injury in CoViD19 patients.
Multiple diagnostic complexities may be found in association with myocardial
injury in CoViD19. The patients with CoViD19 may present with a variety of forms
of myocardial injury, such as acute myocarditis, cardiogenic shock, with or without
a hyperinflammatory picture or a previous history of CVD, or with mild or no
respiratory symptoms [45]. Distinguishing between the clinical forms of myocardial
injury, such as acute myocarditis or peri myocarditis and acute coronary syndromes
may prove difﬁcult for clinicians treating patients with CoViD19. Such challenges
have been reported in the critical care settings in CoViD19 management. Data
analysis of 22 CoViD19 patients admitted in the ICU showed 33% (7/22) patients
had cardiomyopathy (deﬁned based on clinical, echocardiographic, and biochemical parameters) of uncertain etiology [46].
Myocarditis has been proposed as an important entity among several mechanisms behind myocardial injury in CoViD19. The occurrence of myocarditis and
myopericarditis as forms of presentation of the myocardial injury in CoViD19
patients is much debated [32]. Several forms of myocarditis such as acute, fulminant, or autoimmune myocarditis have been presented in the literature in association
with CoViD19 [33–35]. Moreover, other forms of myocardial injury such as stress
cardiomyopathy or Tako-Tsubo, and myocardial infarction with non-obstructive
arteries have also been described among CoViD19 patients [36]. In a series of
patients with CoViD19, who had ST-segment elevation, there was variability in the
presentation, a high prevalence of non-obstructive disease, and a poor prognosis
[47].
The myocardial injury in CoViD19 patients may be new or exacerbation of a
pre-existing disease. Several studies report the occurrence of neo-cardiovascular
disease in patients with CoViD19. According to a study involving patients who
recovered from CoViD19, about a quarter of the patients had ischemic heart disease, the majority had no previous history of cardiovascular illness [48]. About
11.8% of patients, without underlying CVD among people who died from
CoViD19, had substantial heart damage, (with elevated levels of cTnI or cardiac
arrest during hospitalization) [15, 27].
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Timing and Assessment of Myocardial Injury

The cardiovascular symptoms may be predominantly present at the time of initial
patient presentation or may develop during the disease. According to a review, two
patterns of myocardial injury have been described in CoViD19 indicating signiﬁcant differences in the troponin levels between the survivors and non-survivors, and
continuous tracking of troponin by the markers of inflammation among the
non-survivors [49]. The involvement of different pathogenetic mechanisms in
various stages of CoViD19 may reflect the temporal association of these mechanisms with the development of myocardial injury. An initial presentation of
CoViD19 patients with predominantly cardiac symptomatology or development of
the myocardial injury in a hospitalized patient at a later stage may reflect different
pathogenetic routes.
Assessment of the myocardial injury and deﬁning it in patients with CoViD19
may be a challenge. The myocardial injury may be associated with biochemical,
electrical, structural, and functional modiﬁcations, recognized and assessed by
different diagnostic techniques. A comprehensive analysis of the electrocardiographic, serum immunopathology, cardiac and coronary imaging indexes in addition to the neurohormonal and biochemical markers of myocardial injury is vital to
accurately deﬁne the myocardial injury. Advanced imaging modalities such as
cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) imaging further provide a detailed assessment
of the CoViD19 associated damage to the myocardium [50]. Studies have shown
identiﬁable mechanisms in CoViD19 patients with elevated hsTnT, non-speciﬁc
myocardial injury (with no cause of myocardial scarring in past) on CMR, classiﬁed
as nonischemic heart disease-related, ischemic heart disease-related, or dual
ischemic and non-ischemic pathology [51], and patterns of myocarditis [52].
Misclassiﬁcation of myocardial injury as myocardial infarction has been previously reported [53]. The myocardial injury is deﬁned by at least 1 cardiac troponin
concentration above the 99th percentile upper reference limit [5]. Troponin elevation are most commonly caused by nonischemic myocardial injury, and type 2
myocardial infarction and myocardial injury, have poor short-term outcomes, with
mortality rates >20% at 2 years [54]. Absence of ischemia determines the distinction between myocardial infarction and myocardial injury, with and without,
respectively. Due to the intricacies in the deﬁnition of myocardial injury, interpretation of the term “myocardial injury” requires a cautious approach, in CoViD19
studies describing cardiac injury.

11.5

Biomarkers of Myocardial Injury

Serum troponin measurements provide means for important biochemical assessment of the myocardial damage. Data show that about 20% of CoViD19 hospitalized patients manifest a rise in troponin values [26]. The CoViD19 studies
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reporting cardiac injury utilize troponin as a marker of myocardial injury, however,
controversies have been reported. The standardized parameter of troponin measurements used in diagnosing the myocardial injury, represented by a rise above the
99th percentile upper reference limit (URL), of serum high-sensitive cardiac troponin using standard assays, is utilized in most CoViD19 studies [55, 56].
However, reports suggest that troponin values exceeding the 99th percentile in the
upper reference limit (URL) can only be observed in 8–12% of positive cases [57].
The controversies related to the use of troponin in studies reporting a myocardial
injury in CoViD19 patients also appear to be related to timing or sequential use of
troponins, non-systematic and selective use of troponin in CoViD19 studies, and
other confounding factors [26, 58].
Elevated serum troponin levels are associated with higher mortality in CoViD19
and the presence of a cardiac injury detected by a rise in troponin is associated with
a high risk of death in CoViD19 patients [26]. In a retrospective case series study of
a cohort of 187 patients admitted with CoViD19, about 28% had elevated troponin
levels and it was associated with higher mortality as compared to those with normal
levels 9.6% versus 8.9%, respectively (P < 0.001) [59]. Patients with advanced
CoViD19 with more critical illness more often have higher troponin levels [4].
Previous analyses report a higher frequency of elevated troponins in critically ill
patients and prognostic signiﬁcance and show that troponin is an independent
predictor of mortality [60]. The rates of death may be much higher in CoViD19
patients with elevated troponin with a previous history of cardiovascular diseases
[61].
The troponin elevations are common in many disease states such as acute
peri-myocarditis, Tako-Tsubo, acute heart failure, and tachycardia. The troponin
levels may also be elevated due to several non-cardiac conditions such as stroke,
pulmonary embolism, sepsis, and renal failure. Since complicated CoViD19
accompanies a signiﬁcant thromboembolic strain in the pulmonary vasculature, in
the presence of associated right heart strain [62], the elevation of biochemical
markers of myocardial injury might reflect cardiac injury related to these conditions.
Reports suggest that concomitant use of the markers of thrombosis and
inflammation may be valuable in diagnosing the myocardial injury, staging of
CoViD19, and risk stratiﬁcation in CoViD19 patients [63]. The elevations of troponin may reflect a systemic illness in the advanced COVID-19 [64]. In critically ill
patients, concomitant use of multiple biomarkers and diagnostic tools may facilitate
improved recognition of the cardiac injury.
Although elevated serum troponin values are useful in detecting the myocardial
injury in CoViD19, serum NT pro-BNP, markers of inflammation such as C
reactive protein (CRP) or pro-inflammatory cytokines, and markers of thrombosis,
and others may be utilized (Fig. 11.4). Several classical biomarkers of myocardial
injury and inflammation have shown a powerful association with myocardial injury
in patients with CoViD19 [21, 65]. According to a study, the extent of troponin
elevation in CoViD19 patients modestly corresponded to the degree of elevation of
high-sensitivity CRP (hsCRP) [66]. Elevated serum levels of Troponin T/I as a
biomarker of myocardial injury, raised CRP and NT Pro BNP as markers of
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inflammation and myocardial dysfunction respectively, have been shown to have a
positive association with the severity of CoViD19, also reflect a strong interlink
between the inflammation, myocardial injury and ventricular dysfunction [66]. An
elevation in the D-dimer, CK-MB, Troponin I, and CRP may reflect short-term
mortality risk in patients with COVID-19 pneumonia [67]. A meta-analysis of 14
studies involving 3175 CoViD19 patients explored the association of CoViD19
related cardiac injury and outcome, conﬁrmed the association of the elevated serum
troponins, myoglobin, CK-MB, and NT-pro BNP levels in CoViD19 non-survivors
as compared to the survivors. The levels of hs-cTnI (MD:34.54 pg/ml; 95% CI:
24.67 to 44.40 pg/ml; I2 = 88%), myoglobin (MD:186.81 ng/ml; 95% CI: 121.52
to 252.10 ng/ml; I2 = 88%), NT-pro BNP (MD:1183.55 pg/ml; 95% CI: 520.19 to
1846.91 pg/ml: I2 = 96%) and CK-MB (MD:2.49 ng/ml; 95% CI: 1.86 to 3.12 ng/
ml; I2 = 90%) were signiﬁcantly elevated among with non-survivors versus survivors with CoViD19 [42]. According to another meta-analysis of 29 CoViD19
studies exploring relationships between several cardiac markers and CoViD19
severity and mortality, the biomarkers CK-MB, cardiac troponin, procalcitonin
(PCT), BNP, NT-pro BNP, and d-dimer levels were associated with the severity of
CoViD19 and mortality [68]. Several other markers of myocardial injury such as
creatinine kinase and myoglobin, and systemic inflammation including procalcitonin have also been evaluated in patients with CoViD19 and reports have suggested an association with CoViD19 severity and mortality [42, 68]. The role of
serum pro-inflammatory cytokines such as TNF-a, IL-2R, IL-6, and IL-8, has also
been explored in critical CoViD19 patients and a positive correlation with the
serum troponin levels was observed [69–71], however, their clinical utility must be
further validated. Efﬁcient use of the prognostic markers may help identify patients
at risk of developing cardiac injury and the systemic implications of CoViD19.
Further evaluations are needed to determine the role of these biomarkers in
CoViD19 patients with various degrees of disease severity in relationship with the
myocardial injury, with and without previous cardiovascular disease, individually
and in combination, as well as their dynamics in response to the therapeutic
interventions.

11.6

Pathogenesis of the Myocardial Injury

The CoViD19 may adversely impact multiple cardiac and vascular structures
including the electrical conduction system, the pericardium, the myocardium, and
the endothelial system [72]. The acute cardiovascular complications in CoViD19
appear to be the consequence of new myocardial injury, underlying cardiometabolic
risk factors, preexisting cardiovascular diseases, or several treatments administered
to the CoViD19 patients [4, 73]. Other factors such as the strength of the intensity
of viral infection [74], host natural immune defense systems, underlying cardiometabolic risk factors, age [75] and several genetic factors play a signiﬁcant role
in this process. Notable among these pathogenetic mechanisms include
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proinflammatory, hypercatecholaminic, hypoxic, hypercoagulability, hemodynamic
compromise and direct viral damage that ultimately lead to myocardial injury.
The CoViD19 is a multi-systemic disease of intense thrombo-inflammatory
nature that may affect lungs, kidneys, brain, gastrointestinal tract, and other organs
and tissues that also appear to impact the heart. Intense immune and inflammatory
mechanisms are highly pronounced in critically ill patients. The underlying biochemical, clinical, demographic, and genetic factors, as well as the comorbidities,
may strengthen and maintain these mechanisms and may lead to the critical state in
CoViD19. The processes that lead to the multi-organ injury in CoViD19 also
facilitate the development of myocardial injury.
The lungs serve as the gateway for viral entry and act as the principal reservoir
of the immune defense system and inflammation. In CoViD19, the lungs are the
central pathogenetic core to the disease and appear to be a source of the dissemination of harmful reactions to the other organs, which may induce inflammation in
the cardiovascular structures. Patients with ARDS in CoViD19 may exhibit cardiac
inflammation, however, the extent of the myocardial damage may vary.
A pathology report with cardiac biopsy from a patient with CoViD19 related ARDS
showed a few interstitial mononuclear inflammatory inﬁltrates without substantial
damage in the heart tissue [76]. Similarly, the thrombotic phenomena in the lungs
adversely impact the heart. Data suggest that in CoViD19 patients, the thrombotic
pulmonary complications such as pulmonary embolism (PE) or pulmonary
microthrombi formation may exert negative cardiac impact [77, 78]. Whether the
development of the myocardial injury is an independent process, or a result of the
underlying multi-organ pathology is subject to further exploration.
The exploration of the pathogenetic factors behind the development of CoViD19
complications in research studies reveals several intricate direct and indirect reactions and mechanisms related to the virus that also appear to be linked with cardiac
injury. A complex environment involving a range of viral processes, mediators, and
signaling pathways that trigger and mediate cellular stress reactions, and dysfunctional mechanisms such as loss of cellular homeostasis, translation/
transcription shutoff, contractile dysfunction, and apoptosis may promote myocardial injury. The major culprits that precipitate myocardial injury in CoViD19
include an increase in myocardial oxygen demand, high inflammatory burden with
immunological turbulence with hyper-cytokinesis, dysregulated renin-angiotensin
system, microvascular damage, hypercoagulability with disseminated intravascular
coagulation [79], and overactivation of the complement system [80], hemodynamic
and metabolic derangement, mechanisms related to the stress cardiomyopathy
(Tako-Tsubo), or direct viral mechanisms (Figs. 11.2 and 11.3). Expression of a
variety of elevated biomarkers indicating hyper-immune inflammatory, thrombotic,
cardiac protein damage and dysfunction, such as D Dimers, CRP, troponins, cytokines, troponin, BNP, and several others, reflects these pathogenetic mechanisms
in myocardial injury in CoViD19.
The myocardial injury in CoViD19 may be a new (neo myocardial injury in
CoViD19 nMiCoV) or exacerbation of underlying risk (myocardial injury in
CoViD19 due to pre-existing risk factors pMiCoV). Data show that infections and
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Fig. 11.2 Pathogenesis of myocardial injury in CoViD19. Pathophysiology of myocardial injury
during acute SARS-CoV-2 infection and potential long-term sequelae following the recovery. MI
myocardial infarction. Source Figure 2. Polito, M.V., Silverio, A., Bellino, M. et al.
Cardiovascular Involvement in COVID-19: What Sequelae Should We Expect? Cardiol Ther
(2021). https://doi.org/10.1007/s40119-021-00232-8. https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/
s40119-021-00232-8. Published by Springer Nature

inflammatory conditions increase the risk of acute coronary events in patients with
pre-existing coronary artery disease or those with high-risk factor burden [81]. The
pathogenesis of the development of a new myocardial injury in CoViD19 patients is
unclear and may be the result of the interaction of the multifactorial pathogenetic
nature of the disease and speciﬁc intricate mechanisms associated with the viral
disease. Further clariﬁcation is needed to determine whether an acute myocardial
injury and cardiac dysfunction exist at the time of presentation or myocardial injury
develops with the intensiﬁcation of the CoViD19 [82].
The infectious or inflammatory conditions are known to promote myocardial
injury, decompensation of heart failure, and arrhythmias such as atrial ﬁbrillation
and other forms of cardiovascular diseases. The dynamics of immune pathogenetic
responses in CoViD19 may mark variations in the severity of the disease at different
stages [83, 84]. The role of hyper-immune-inflammatory mechanisms in new
myocardial injury in CoViD19 appears crucial. Patients with complicated CoViD19
exhibit a high inflammatory burden recognized as cytokine storm release multiple
cytokines and chemokines [85, 86] that may lead to vascular harm, prothrombotic
reactions [87], atherosclerotic plaque instability, or myocardial inflammation and
damage. The elevated biomarkers of the myocardial injury in CoViD19, strongly
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Fig. 11.3 Potential mechanisms of myocardial injury in COVID19. Source Figure 2. Cheng, P.,
Zhu, H., Witteles, R.M., Wu, J.C., Quertermous, T., Wu, S.M. and Rhee, J.W., 2020.
Cardiovascular risks in patients with COVID-19: potential mechanisms and areas of uncertainty.
Current cardiology reports, 22(5), pp. 1–6. https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11886-02001293-2. Published by Springer Nature

reflect the contribution of the immune-inflammatory mechanisms towards the
severity of the disease and mortality. Furthermore, the progressive involvement and
spread of mechanisms such as viral-induced dysregulation of the renin-angiotensin
system, development of hypoxia due to the pulmonary complications such as
pneumonia/ARDS, the intensity and spread of the hyper-immune-inflammatory
mechanisms, induction of prothrombotic mechanisms, and microvascular injury,
correlate with the evolutionary stage of CoViD19.
A myocardial oxygen supply/demand mismatch is a known cause of myocardial
damage in CoViD19 and may be observed in conditions accompanying hypoxia or
intense stressful mechanisms as observed in systemic sepsis. In the absence of an
acute atherothrombotic event, in a clinical setting with overt myocardial ischemia, a
signiﬁcant inequity between the myocardial oxygen supply and/or demand results
in type 2 Myocardial Infarction. Hopxia is associated with severe CoViD19 may
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Fig. 11.4 Cardiac biomarkers in CoViD19. Analysis of association of cardiac biomarkers in
COVID-19 patients. According to a metanalysis investigating prognostic signiﬁcance of cardiac
biomarkers in CoViD19 involving 2667 patients from 16 studies. (a) Signiﬁcant difference seen in
biomarkers in COVID-19 patients who were critically ill. (b) Signiﬁcant difference seen in
biomarkers in COVID-19 patients who died. *Signiﬁcant difference seen in biomarkers in
COVID-19 patients who died and/or were critically ill. Superscripts: total number of articles in
each group. Biomarkers studied: Troponin, BNP, CK, CRP, LDH, D-dimer, IL-6. Source Figure 4.
Sheth, A., Modi, M. and Dominic, P., 2021. Prognostic value of cardiac biomarkers in COVID-19
infection. Scientiﬁc reports, 11(1), pp. 1–9. https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-021-84643-6.
Published by Springer Nature Group

accompany intense pathogenetic mechanisms that mimic cardiac abnormalities.
A case series of 2 patients with CoViD19 presented electrocardiographic abnormalities ie temporary SIQIIITIII morphology followed by reversible nearly complete atrioventricular block, and the second patient demonstrated ST-segment
elevation accompanied by multifocal ventricular tachycardia. Hypoxia and
inflammatory damage incurred by the virus were considered as the most likely
underlying mechanisms of these ECG abnormalities in the severe stage of CoViD19
[88]. Hypoxia may induce inflammation and thrombosis.
The inflammatory and thrombotic processes may be induced via multiple
pathways in CoViD19 involving the immune defense mechanisms, viral signaling
processes, local and systemic regulatory mechanisms including dysregulated
RAAS. The downregulation of ACE2 expression by SARS CoV2 infection was
reported previously [89], is also observed in the heart [90, 91] may leave
myocardial tissue susceptible to injury. Mechanisms involving pro-inflammatory
cytokines and ACE2 depletion in the epicardial adipose tissue (EAT) that may
induce cardiac inflammation have been proposed [92]. The immune defense
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processes may be dysregulated in CoViD19 and compounded with the loss of
cardioprotective actions of the dysregulated RAAS due to SARS CoV2 induced
mechanisms, induce prothrombotic mechanisms via several mediators and signaling
mechanisms including endothelial damage ultimately leading to vascular and
myocardial tissue damage.
The impact of inflammation in the heart is showcased in several pathology
reports revealing the spread of the inflammatory inﬁltrates in the cardiac tissue and
myocyte injury and death in patients with CoViD19, however, variations in the
approach related to the characterization of the myocarditis in CoViD19 patients
across the studies have been observed [93]. The cardiac inflammatory inﬁltration in
CoViD19 is marked by a variety of features related or not to the
myocarditis. Several patterns of myocarditis are described in CoViD19 patients.
Distinguishing these mechanisms from other forms of cardiac inflammation,
stress-induced or sepsis-related cardiomyopathy, and others may be a challenge
[94]. According to a report describing pathological features of myocardial injury
associated with CoViD19, mostly the interstitial macrophages, or features of
multifocal lymphocytic myocarditis have been described [95]. Other CoViD19
reports suggest that features not typically associated with myocarditis such as focal
cardiomyocyte necrosis, macro- or microvascular thrombi, inflammation, and
intraluminal megakaryocytes, maybe more frequent than myocarditis [96].
Furthermore, a link between the cardiac inflammation and the duration of symptoms
of CoViD19 has been suggested [91]. A cohort of sequential autopsies of 41
patients with CoViD19 revealed a positive correlation between cardiac inflammation with the duration of CoViD19 symptoms and hospitalization, and a positive
trend in association with elevated cytokines [91]. Attempts have been made to
explore links between the myocardial injury, inflammation, and cardiac dysfunction
using advanced imaging techniques related to echocardiography and CMR, and
myocardial sampling [52] with evidence of ongoing inflammation observed, post
convalescence, in CoViD19 patients [48].
Studies show that about 60–70% of patients with fatal CoViD19 may have
viremia [74, 97]. In another study, about 73% of patients with fatal CoViD19 had
detectable SARS CoV2 in the myocardium at autopsy [91]. Mechanisms involving
direct viral cardiac and vascular injury in CoViD19 have presented tremendous
interest of the researchers with the publication of sporadic cases and pathology
reports in the literature. In a case of a patient with CoViD19, low-grade myocardial
inflammation and SARS CoV2 particles in the myocardial interstitial cells (absent
from in the cardiomyocytes) with loss of cytoplasmic membrane integrity, indicated
the implication of direct viral myocardial injury [98]. According to a case series of
post mortem analysis of 12 patients with CoViD19, elevated troponins were
associated with lymphocytic myocarditis (foci of lymphocytic inflammation associated with acute myocyte necrosis) with detectable SARS CoV2 RNA in one case
[99]. Several other reports implicate direct viral damage of myocardial structure and
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endothelial cells, and features of endotheliitis [100, 101], although studies indicate
the likelihood of misinterpretation of these ﬁndings [102]. Myocarditis especially in
patients with no prior cardiovascular disease possibly a result of the direct viral
myocardial and vascular injury caused by the SARS CoV2 implicates interaction
with ACE2 found at the surface of the cardiomyocytes and vascular endothelium,
remains vastly unknown [103].
The contribution of the mechanisms related to the immune-inflammation and
thrombosis in CoViD19 related myocardial injury appears strong. The depletion of
the cardioprotective shield due to the SARS COV2 induced downregulation of the
protective arm of RAAS may make cardiac and vascular structures more vulnerable. The intensity and duration of the viral disease may further facilitate these
mechanisms. The multisystemic propagation of CoViD19 appears to be a consequence of a cascade of intense dysregulated mechanisms and perturbed homeostasis
and hemostasis, which may induce myocardial injury. Such associations may
explain the temporal association of these mechanisms with the evolutionary stage of
the disease. An early presentation of the myocardial injury may reflect exacerbation
of a pre-existing overt disease and the associated inflammation, possibly triggered
as a result of viral mechanisms. Whereas, the late development of the myocardial
injury may be the result of intense immune-inflammatory mechanisms in synchrony
with these factors. The cardiac inflammation may have long-term implications.
Studies show a persistent myocardial inflammation in post convalescent CoViD19
patients indicating long term sequelae of the myocardial injury [14]. A role of
CoViD19 related autoimmunity [104–106] in the development of long-term
implications of the myocardial injury remains to be further explored.
Individual cases of acute myocarditis have emerged indicating myocardial
involvement in the absence of angiographic evidence of coronary artery lesions in
patients with CoViD19 with no signs or symptoms of interstitial pneumonia,
supporting these mechanisms however no histopathological evidence has been
provided [107]. Furthermore, several cases of fulminant myocarditis have been
reported in china in patients with no previous history of CAD with the high
inflammatory burden [108, 109].
The invasion of SARS CoV2 may be asymptomatic in individuals or minimally
symptomatic for pulmonary complications, however, these patients may present
with cardiovascular complications. According to a report similar viral load was
detected in the asymptomatic and symptomatic patients, suggesting the transmission potential of asymptomatic or minimally symptomatic patients [110]. The
development of cardiovascular complications in patients with mild or no respiratory
symptoms may reflect a pathogenetic link between underlying clinically overt viral
load and cardiovascular disease, due to an interplay between the SARS CoV2 and
host viral defense mechanisms [111].
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Summary

In summary, myocardial injury is a critical and frequent complication of the
advanced CoViD19, with a higher incidence and fatality rate among patients with a
critical illness or previous history of cardiovascular diseases or risk factor burden.
Timely recognition of a speciﬁc type of myocardial injury in CoViD19 is important.
Early and better-targeted management and treatment strategies must be applied in
the management of myocardial injury in CoViD19 patients. Myocardial injury in
CoViD19 presents in multiple forms. The exact prevalence of these variabilities and
their implications remain unclear. The variabilities in the forms of myocardial
injury in CoViD19 patients, and poor deﬁnition of myocardial injury, may
adversely impact an accurate assessment of the individual risk and therefore, the
clinical decision-making process.
In CoViD19 patients, identiﬁcation, deﬁning, and characterization of the
myocardial injury may present a challenge. A cautious approach is warranted for an
unbiased interpretation of the laboratory data in CoViD19 patients with a suspicion
of myocardial injury. The variations in troponin elevation alone may be subject to
misinterpretation for accurate detection of myocardial injury. An increased
expression of other biomarkers such as BNP may be due to other systemic complications. Several mechanisms of cardiac injury such as myocarditis, stress cardiomyopathy or microvascular injury, or a high burden of infectious, hyper
immunoinflammatory mechanisms, and the prothrombotic load may be identiﬁed in
CoViD19 patients. Besides the cardiac disease, non-cardiac disease burden, such as
associated renal complications may also complicate the interpretation of the biochemical markers of myocardial injury. A lack of careful interpretation of these data
may have signiﬁcant practical implications and may lead to poor patient management and application of poorly targeted therapies in CoViD19.
Recognition of myocardial injury or its forms requires a complex approach in
CoViD19 patients. Distinguishing between the myocardial injury as a result of
classic mechanisms involved in the ACS and those associated with SARS CoV2
such as hyperinflammatory stress is important. Patients with CoViD19 with a
classical picture of an acute coronary event in absence of these inflammatory or
immune markers may have a higher underlying native coronary risk. Tracking of
the troponin by the hyperinflammatory or cytokine storm in patients with CoViD19
may suggest an acute myocardial injury related to the inflammatory and prothrombotic stress, which may be transitory, and may or may not be associated with
an underlying cardiovascular disease. Utilizing a battery of biomarkers may be
more effective in aiding the diagnosis of myocardial injury in CoViD19. The
immune-inflammatory biomarkers together with markers of myocardial dysfunction
in combination may be used to help to deﬁne the severity of disease or guide the
evolution of the disease in CoViD19.
The CoViD19 patients at risk of myocardial injury must be identiﬁed early.
Appropriate risk models must be developed for an early risk-stratiﬁcation in
patients with CoViD19. Risk assessment, however, may be a challenge. Advanced
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CoViD19 signiﬁcantly increased the risk of the development of myocardial injury,
especially in patients with a high-risk factor burden or pre-existing cardiovascular
and metabolic diseases. Several factors including clinical, demographic, multiple
CoViD19 related viral-immune-inflammatory-thrombotic factors, conventional
cardiometabolic risk factors, and comorbidities may reflect the individual risk
proﬁle in CoViD19 for a myocardial injury. Robust risk assessment modalities and
novel approaches may be needed to determine the risk of myocardial injury in
CoViD19 patients without underlying risk factors. Further studies are needed to
better characterize the risk factors and determine risk estimation models.
The myocardial injury in patients with CoViD19 appears to have prognostic
implications, although data on the long-term outcomes are not available. Regular
evaluations and a follow-up may be needed for assessment of the cardiac damage
and dysfunction, using appropriate diagnostic techniques. Among advanced
imaging techniques, cardiac MRI is an effective tool for characterization of tissue
with an acute myocardial injury [50]. The CMR may identify the myocardial injury
patterns in CoViD19 patients with raised troponin and no previous history of the
myocardial disease [51].
The management of myocardial injury in CoViD19 patients needs a
multi-faceted approach, involving the electrocardiographic, echocardiographic,
invasive, or non-invasive coronary imaging, and myocardial sampling techniques,
especially in high-risk patients, guided by the clinical judgment and available expert
guidelines to determine the appropriateness of these procedures. Multimodal
identiﬁcation of the myocardial injury involving multiple local and systemic
viral-immune-inflammatory- thrombotic and speciﬁc markers that reflect the
myocardial damage and dysfunction, together with the use of advanced cardiac
imaging and other diagnostic modalities, is likely to be superior, however, such
strategies need to be further evaluated. The healthcare professionals must be
encouraged to adopt an aggressive approach in patients with CoViD19 related
myocardial injury and use appropriate cardiac imaging modalities and other diagnostic tools. An early multidisciplinary assessment of the high-risk patients with
myocardial injury may be considered involving critical care specialists, or virologists, and infectious diseases experts.
Pathogenesis of the myocardial injury in complicated CoViD19 involves multiple intricated immune-inflammatory stress and dysregulated mechanisms and
dysfunctional homeostasis that also reflect variabilities in the clinical presentation,
organ injury, and features of disease severity. Various culprits associated with the
advanced CoViD19 may weaken the myocardial tissue and the cellular structures.
The inflammatory thrombotic mechanisms dominate the pathogenetic proﬁle of
complicated CoviD19. Potent immune-inflammatory and prothrombotic processes
interact and cause vascular damage and leak, reduce the oxygen supply, and may
cause tissue destruction. The myocardial and vascular instability in CoViD19 is
associated with a variety of clinical features of the complicated CoViD19. The
development of arrhythmias (tachyarrhythmias, bradyarrhythmias), hypotension,
and hypertension (with or without left ventricular hypertrophy), respiratory failure,
anemia, and coronary artery spasm or embolism, may adversely impact the
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myocardial oxygen demand/supply. These mechanisms are known to promote type
2 myocardial infarction in the absence of a coronary atherothrombotic plaque.
The role of dysregulated cytokines appears to be crucial in the pathogenesis of
myocardial injury in CoViD19. Similarly, other mechanisms related to the
involvement of RAS mechanisms, especially in connection with the exposure to the
activated AngII/AT1R pathway and downregulated ACE2, have also been identiﬁed. These mechanisms act as the pathogenetic substrate for CoViD19 associated
promoters of myocardial injury. Other mechanisms, such as oxidative stress,
endoplasmic reticular stress, mitochondrial dysfunction, range of cell death
mechanisms, endothelial and myocardial cell damage, lead to dysfunctional
homeostasis, and tissue damage, also facilitate the development of myocardial
injury. The viral toxicity involves numerous direct and indirect mechanisms that
may precipitate the myocardial injury via various mediators including the TLRs, or
viral proteinases, signaling pathways, immune mechanisms, and induction of a
variety of forms of cell death, through interaction with myocardial cells at multiple
levels. These factors are also linked with the severity of CoViD19.
The gaps and weaknesses, in the understanding of epidemiological aspects of the
myocardial injury in CoViD19, such as reporting of the prevalence, interlinks
between myocardial injury and the underlying risk factors or with the CoViD19
related comorbidities, the utility of multiple biomarkers, and prognostication must
be addressed using robust clinical research methodology and design. Speciﬁc disease management algorithms must be developed for the assessment and follow-up
of patients with myocardial injury. The multifactorial pathogenetic nature of the
myocardial injury may imply the use of unconventional therapeutic strategies in
treating patients with CoViD19 related myocardial injury. These may include the
use of anti-inflammatory and immune-modulatory agents in addition to the conventional anti-ischemic and cardioprotective treatments. However, further investigations are needed to explore the efﬁcacy and safety of these treatments in patients
with myocardial injury in CoViD19.
Summary Box
• Although, inconsistencies may surround in estimating the incidence of
myocardial injury or deﬁning the entity in CoViD19 studies and the
long-term implications, the myocardial injury appears common in
CoViD19 and signiﬁcantly impacts prognosis.
• Myocardial injury in CoViD19 is associated with an increased risk of
death and severity of the disease and in CoViD19 patients sequelae of the
myocardial injury may last for longer periods post convalescence.
• CoViD19 related myocardial injury may present in several forms such as
non-speciﬁc myocardial injury with variable patterns of inflammation or
typical forms of myocarditis, however, characteristics, incidence, pathogenetic and prognostic implications remain poorly deﬁned.
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• The criticality of the underlying disease, duration of the symptoms, the
intensity of the viral disease, development of organ injury appear to be
associated with the development of myocardial injury in CoViD19.
• Measurement of troponin and associated dynamics must be complemented
by CK MB, BNP, D Dimers, CRP, or perhaps pro-inflammatory cytokines, myoglobin, procalcitonin, in diagnosing the CoViD19 related
myocardial injury.
• The myocardial injury should be better characterized in CoViD19
patients, judiciously using biochemical, histopathological, electrocardiographic, non-invasive, and invasive structural and functional assessments,
guided by the clinical judgment in keeping with the level of risk.
• Critically ill patients and patients with a previous history of cardiovascular
disease more often have much higher levels of serum biomarkers of
myocardial injury.
• Cardiac extension of the immune-inflammatory inﬁltrates is led by
intensity and duration of the viral disease, dysregulated homeostatic
mechanisms involving RAS, immune regulation, thrombo-inflammation,
cellular stress reactions, or viral toxicity.
• Variations in forms of myocardial injury reflects diversity of the pathogenetic mechanisms and intensity triggered by SARS CoV2, vulnerability
of cardiac and vascular structures and immune defense mechanisms, and
underlying individual risk factors.
• Long term immune-inflammatory impact of the CoViD19 and related
biomarkers linked with the multifactorial pathogenetic process must be
explored and evidence-based protocols must be developed to effectively
manage myocardial injury in CoViD19 patients.
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Chapter 12

Heart Failure in CoViD19

Key Questions
•
•
•
•

What is the epidemiological association of heart failure in CoViD19
Does heart failure contribute to the CoViD19 associated risk?
What are the prognostic implications of heart failure in CoViD19?
What peculiarities exist in the behavior of biomarkers in cardiac failure in
CoViD19?
• What are the main determinants of heart failure in CoViD19?

12.1

Epidemiology

The CoViD19 pandemic, among other cardiovascular complications, has drawn a
special focus on the potentially lethal cardiac complication “heart failure” at multiple levels and has even led to the restructuring of care of heart failure patients
[1, 2]. Several important features related to heart failure, such as an increased
susceptibility of patients with chronic cardiac failure towards developing CoViD19,
an elevated risk of developing CoViD19 complications in patients heart failure, and
development of de novo heart failure in CoViD19 patients, have come under debate
and remain poorly understood. Besides, heart failure in CoViD19 may present in
multiple forms of severity and a pose signiﬁcant therapeutic challenge. The forms
of clinical presentation may range from fluid imbalance to cardiogenic shock or
even death.
Data show that heart failure is a common and serious complication in severe
CoViD19. Heart failure may present in de novo form (without a history of prior
cardiovascular disease) in CoViD19 patients or as an exacerbation of the
pre-existing heart failure. The previous history of heart failure and the background
© The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
U. Mallick, Cardiovascular Complications of COVID-19,
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cardiovascular risk factors, appear to be associated with increased mortality in
CoViD19 patients. In a retrospective study of 799 patients admitted with CoViD19,
data of 274 patients (113 deceased and 161 recovered) were analyzed. The study
showed that heart failure was among the most common critical complications
during the exacerbation of CoViD19. About 49% (41/83) of patients had heart
failure and patients with preexisting cardiovascular disease had worse outcomes.
The incidence of de novo heart failure in CoViD19 patients was reported at 19%
(21/109) in patients with no previous history of cardiovascular diseases or hypertension and was higher in the deceased 20/41 (49%) than recovered patients 1/68
(1%) [3]. In a retrospective, multicenter study of 191 patients admitted with
CoViD19 about 52% (28 of 54) of the deceased patients had a diagnosis of heart
failure as compared to 12% (16 of 137) of the survivors. According to the demographic data, the burden of risk factors such as hypertension, coronary heart disease,
and diabetes mellitus, was much higher in the non-survivors (54) as compared to
survivors (137) about 48% versus 23%, 31% versus 14%, and 24% versus 1%
respectively [4]. Several other studies have reported an increased risk of mortality
due to heart failure in CoViD19. In a multi-center observational study of 8910
CoViD19 patients from Asia, America, and North America, the risk of in-hospital
death due to heart failure was 15.3%, versus 5.6% among those without heart
failure [5]. Although data on speciﬁc forms of heart failure in CoViD19 is scarce,
studies report the association of poor outcomes in CoViD19 patients with right
heart failure. A retrospective study of 110 consecutive hospitalized patients with
CoViD19, demonstrated an association of right ventricular dilatation in about 31%
(32/110) of patients with CoViD19 and a signiﬁcant association with increased
mortality [6]. Studies further conﬁrm the increased risk of mortality when right
ventricular dysfunction is present in CoViD19 patients [7].

12.2

Role of Comorbidities in Heart Failure
with CoViD19

The pathogenesis of heart failure in CoViD19 appears to be
multi-factorial (Fig. 12.2), likely to be the consequence of several underlying
comorbidities associated with CoViD19 criticality, including the development of
multi-organ dysfunction, ARDS, pulmonary thromboembolic conditions, and various forms of myocardial ischemic and inflammatory complications. Analyses
have explored predictors of adverse outcomes of heart failure among hospitalized
CoViD19 patients (Fig. 12.4). A retrospective study involving 803 hypertensive
patients with CoViD19 showed average systolic blood pressure as an independent
predictor for the development of heart failure (hazard ratio (HR) per 10 mmHg
1.89, 95% conﬁdence interval (CI): 1.15, 3.13) [8].
Patients with chronic lung conditions and a history of smoking have increased
susceptibility towards CoViD19 [9, 10], manifest more severe disease [9] and
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Fig. 12.1 The short- and long-term relationship between COVID-19 and HFpEF. CKD, chronic
kidney disease; COVID-19, Coronavirus Disease 2019; HF, heart failure; HFpEF, heart failure
with preserved ejection fraction; LV, left ventricular; RV, right ventricular. Source Figure 1.
Zaccone, G., Tomasoni, D., Italia, L., Lombardi, C.M. and Metra, M., 2021. Myocardial
Involvement in COVID-19: an Interaction Between Comorbidities and Heart Failure with
Preserved Ejection Fraction. A Further Indication of the Role of Inflammation. Current heart
failure reports, pp.1–8. https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11897-021-00509-y. By Springer
Nature

an increase in mortality in CoViD19 [11, 12]. Studies show that sepsis and respiratory diseases contribute to the decompensation of heart failure [13, 14].
The ARDS is a major complication in CoViD19 patients. The association of ARDS
in CoViD19 may increase the risk for developing heart failure [15]. Other lung
conditions associated with advanced CoViD19 such as thrombotic pulmonary
disease, or pulmonary hypertension, may induce right heart injury and determine
the development of heart failure or decompensation of pre-existing cardiac failure
in patients with CoViD19 (Fig. 12.3). Similarly, the association of the multi-organ
injury, especially various forms of renal parenchymal or vascular complications
promote heart failure pathogenesis in CoViD19 patients with advanced disease.
Heart Failure and myocardial injury may share common grounds in patients with
CoViD19 with a signiﬁcant overlap in the diagnostic and etiopathogenetic mechanisms. The development of myocardial injury may increase susceptibility towards
developing heart failure and a pre-existing heart failure makes may increase susceptibility towards myocardial injury. The heart failure in CoViD19 may be a
consequence of a newly developed cardiac injury or decompensation of a previously existing cardiovascular disease or severely dysregulated blood pressure
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Fig. 12.2 Mechanisms heart failure in CoViD19. Source Figure 1. Bader, F., Manla, Y., Atallah,
B. and Starling, R.C., 2021. Heart failure and COVID-19. Heart failure reviews, 26(1), pp.1–10.
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s10741-020-10008-2. By Springer Nature Group

secondary to the hyperinflammatory stress or underlying ischemic, metabolic,
hemodynamic, or infectious turbulence. Occurrence of the cases of decompensated
heart failure or cardiogenic shock in the absence of a previous history of cardiovascular disease has been reported in patients with CoViD 19 [16]. An acute
CoViD19 related myocarditis, arrhythmia, or an acute ischemic event may present
as acute heart failure warranting a careful work up in the exploration of heart failure
in the CoViD19 patients.

12.3

Biomarkers of Heart Failure in CoViD19

The N-terminal pro-brain natriuretic peptide is used as a standard biomarker for
biochemical detection of myocardial dysfunction in subjects with CoViD 19. Other
biomarkers of myocardial injury and inflammatory stress including high-sensitivity
C-reactive protein (hsCRP), interleukin-6 (IL-6), interleukin-10 (IL-10) are also
used to further reﬁne and deﬁne diagnostic and management strategies. In a retrospective study of 799 patients admitted with CoViD 19, data of 113 deceased and
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Fig. 12.3 Pathogenesis of right heart failure in CoViD19. Pathophysiologic role of heart–lung
interactions for the development and progression of life-threatening RV dysfunction during
SARS-COV-2 infection. The bold red arrows indicate the major direct impact of the virus on the
lung tissue. The red dotted arrows indicate other possible direct cardiovascular damages of the
virus with prognostic relevance. Source Figure 1. Dandel, M., 2021. Heart–lung interactions in
COVID-19: prognostic impact and usefulness of bedside echocardiography for monitoring of the
right ventricle involvement. Heart Failure Reviews, pp.1–15. https://link.springer.com/article/10.
1007/s10741-021-10108-7. Published by Springer Nature Group

161 recovered patients were analyzed. The N-terminal pro-brain natriuretic peptide
concentrations were markedly higher in deceased patients (800.0 pg/mL) than in
recovered patients (72.0 pg/mL). About 49% (85/173) patients had signiﬁcantly
raised value of NT pro-BNP, median (IQR)  285 pg/mL, in this cohort, and the
higher values were more often seen in the deceased patients 85% 68 of 80 as
compared to the survivors 18% 17 of 93 [3]. The elevated pro-inflammatory cytokines in CoViD19 that mark multi-organ dysfunction may indicate imminent
heart failure, may be used in the assessment of heart failure or a future risk [17, 18].
Hyper cytokinesis is an important feature of severe CoViD19 with overexpression
of several cytokines and chemokines that reflect injury to multiple organs due to the
viral disease [19]. Elevated IL-6, IL-10, TNF-alpha imply heart failure-related
mechanisms [20].
The association of raised BNP with ARDS has been previously indicated [21]
and reflects an unfavorable course among patients with ARDS. Troponin, a marker
of myocardial injury in CoViD19 patients, may be used when cardiac dysfunction is
suspected and other markers of myocardial injury CKMB, myoglobin may be
considered. Endothelin-1 (ET 1) an important hemodynamic regulator associated
with heart failure, appears to be elevated with the severity of CoViD19 [22]. Serum
ACE2 and ADAM-17 activity have also been explored in patients with heart failure
and may have a role in CoviD19 [23–25]. Multiple biomarkers may be used in
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 12.4 Predictors of adverse in-hospital outcomes among HF patients hospitalized with
COVID-19. a Predictors of in-hospital mortality or mechanical ventilatory need in HF patients
hospitalized with COVID-19. This ﬁgure shows predictors of in-hospital mortality or mechanical
ventilatory needs among patients with a history of HF hospitalized with COVID-19. Odds ratios
are reported for clinical covariates of interest. Lower and upper bounds correspond to 95%
conﬁdence intervals [CI]. b Predictors of in-hospital mortality in HF patients hospitalized with
COVID-19. This ﬁgure describes predictors of in-hospital mortality among patients with a history
of HF hospitalized with COVID-19. COVID-19 = coronavirus disease-2019; HFpEF = heart
failure with preserved ejection fraction; OR = odds ratio. Source Figure 2. Bhatt, A.S., Jering, K.
S., Vaduganathan, M., Claggett, B.L., Cunningham, J.W., Rosenthal, N., Signorovitch, J., Thune,
J.J., Vardeny, O. and Solomon, S.D., 2021. Clinical outcomes in patients with heart failure
hospitalized with COVID-19. Heart Failure, 9(1), pp.65–73. https://www.jacc.org/doi/full/10.
1016/j.jchf.2020.11.003. By Springer Nature Group
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combination in the assessment of cardiac dysfunction of the CoViD19 patients.
Elevation of the biomarkers may be secondary to systemic inflammation [26] and
may be present with a normal cardiac function [27] warranting a cautious approach
in the clinical settings. Several biomarkers, such as CRP, ferritin, D dimers, the
markers of severity of CoViD19, also known to have an association with
myocardial injury and inflammation may aid in risk assessment in CoViD19
patients in the assessment of heart failure and further risk. The detection of a variety
of biomarkers in patients with CoViD19 related heart failure reflects the involvement of different pathogenetic mechanisms. An approach involving the use of
multiple biomarkers in CoViD19 patients in combination, when heart failure is
suspected, may be more effective as compared to the use of conventional heart
failure serum markers. Immune, inflammatory, neurohormones, and markers of
myocardial injury besides markers of severity of CoViD19 are particularly
important.
A meticulous assessment and quantiﬁcation of the myocardial dysfunction are
essential for the conﬁrmation of the diagnosis of heart failure. Besides the use of
multiple biomarkers, several classical imaging techniques such as echocardiography, cardiac magnetic resonance imaging, and others may be used for detailed
cardiac assessments. Precise measurements of the cardiac functional parameters
through imaging techniques may help to understand the speciﬁc features and
characteristics of the heart failure, and aid distinction between various forms, such
as with HF with reduced ejection fraction (HFrEF) or with preserved ejection
fraction (HFpEF), associated with the novel coronavirus disease CoViD19.

12.4

Pathogenetic Mechanisms of Heart Failure
in CoViD19

The pathogenicity of heart failure in CoViD19 appears to involve RAS mechanisms, immune and inflammatory processes, hypoxia, dysregulated hemodynamic
mechanisms, apoptosis, and several other processes triggered by the complex
interaction between viral invasion, and the host defense and regulatory mechanisms. Expression and kinetics of a variety of blood proteins such as the Ang II,
ACE 2, cytokines (TNF-a, IL-6, IL-10), hs C Reactive Protein high-sensitivity
C-reactive protein (hs CRP), BNP, troponin, endothelin, showcase the association
of heart failure and CoViD19. Elevated cytokine release is a prominent feature of
the pathogenesis of severe CoViD19 [28]. The high inflammatory burden or cytokine storm appears to be linked with cardiac complications such as inflammatory
or fulminant myocarditis, decompensation of heart failure, cardiogenic shock, and
arrhythmias in CoViD19 patients. Hyper cytokine release is cardiotoxic [29–31],
and interaction of the immune system and the neurohormones involving cytokines,
cardiac structural changes, and dysfunction [32] are interlinked via several mechanisms including immune toxicity of the myocardium or vascular structures,
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impacting myocardial cell contractility [33], cellular stress mechanisms or extracellular matrix remodeling and ﬁbrosis [34, 35], Data show that TNF-a levels are
markedly elevated in advanced heart failure [29, 36], and the BNP and IL-6
independently predict mortality in heart failure [37]. The cardiac inflammatory load
in association with cytokine storm and other hyperinflammatory mechanisms, also
noticed with multi-organ dysfunction in CoViD19, are likely mechanisms underlying heart failure in this viral disease. In CoViD19, an elevated CRP, IL-6, IFN-c,
IL-1, and TNF-a adversely impact the cardiovascular system among other organs
[19]. The prolonged cardiac inflammation may be determined by the enhanced
signaling of the cytokine related mechanisms [38] that are also markers of future
cardiovascular risk [17, 18]. Patients with preexisting CVD or heart failure have an
increased underlying inflammatory activity and enhanced inflammatory stress due
to CoViD19 is likely to increase the risk of heart failure and related complications.
SARS CoV2 uses ACE2 as a receptor for viral cell entry and RAS mechanisms
are dysregulated in CoViD19 and represent a prominent pathognomonic feature of
the severe disease. Elevated ACE2 activity, a known marker of the severity of heart
failure [39], may increase the susceptibility of patients with cardiac diseases for
CoViD19 and disease severity. Whether the upregulation of ACE2 activity in heart
failure is a cause, or a consequence of the adaptive or maladaptive mechanism in
heart failure, is subject to debate. The SARS CoV2 downregulates ACE2, and the
associated dysregulation that results in Ang II elevation and the consequent deleterious pro-inflammatory, prothrombotic and vasoplegic impact may adversely
impact the cardiac function for instance via interfering with cardiac vasculature or
harming myocardium. The involvement of another co-player in this process, an
important enzyme disintegrin ADAM 17 TACE protease, which is known to
mediate ectodomain shedding of the ACE2 [40], further supports the role of these
mechanisms in CoViD19 related heart failure. Evidence suggests that ADAM 17
protease activity is also upregulated in the heart failure [24, 25]. Mechanisms
involved in the upregulation of ADAM 17 in heart failure and enhanced ACE 2
activity in HF, also involve increase cytokine production and may explain the role
of RAS-Inflammatory pathways in the development of HF in patients with complicated CoViD 19 [41–43]. These markers further justify the risk of cardiac
complications including heart failure, in patients with cardiometabolic risk factors
including diabetes mellitus with CoViD19 [44, 45]. Role of several other vasoactive
systems such as prostaglandins and catecholamines or cellular processes including,
mitochondrial damage and oxidative stress [46], cell death, cellular
immune-metabolic interactions [47] are likely to be important in the pathogenesis of
heart failure in CoViD19 patients. The iatrogenicity of CoViD19 treatments such as
immune agents (chloroquine/hydroxychloroquine, interferon-alpha 2B) or antiviral
drugs (Lopinavir/ritonavir) needs further considerations.

12.5
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Summary
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In summary, heart failure HF is a common complication in CoViD19. It may be
associated with worse outcomes especially in patients with preexisting cardiovascular disease or a high risk-factor burden. Evaluation of underlying myocardial,
electrical, vascular, or associated inflammatory stress, related to sepsis and
multi-organ injury must be performed to assess the risk and pathogenetic severity of
heart failure in CoViD19 patients. A battery of biochemical markers may aid a
better risk assessment. The BNP, and markers of myocardial injury such as troponin, or markers of immune-inflammatory stress such as CRP, cytokines, and
others that indicate the severity of disease such as ferritin, D Dimers may be
utilized. Likely mechanisms involved in the development of heart failure in CoViD
19, involve a spectrum of inflammatory, immunological, humoral, infectious,
metabolic, ischemic, and other stress mechanisms that may result in heart failure
due to a myocardial injury or hemodynamic decompensation. Among these
mechanisms, the dysregulated RAS and hyperinflammatory mechanisms appear to
be the most likely culprits that may act in synergism and ultimately result in heart
failure. Further studies are required in a larger variety of cohorts to generate robust
clinical, imaging, and biochemical data, especially the mechanisms related to the
direct viral injury and associated inflammatory mechanisms. This will help to better
characterize and determine the etiopathogenesis and clinical course of heart failure
in CoViD19. The imaging investigations such as CMR hold a signiﬁcant value for
detection of myocardial sequelae that are associated with CoViD19 and underlying
heart failure [48] and may help detecting the myocardial injury earlier [49]. Heart
failure in CoViD19 needs to be better characterized and improved strategies are
needed for disease staging and phenotyping in CoViD19 patients. Right heart
failure with associated CoViD19 pulmonary disease and prognostic implications
warrant a careful approach in patient management with timely recognition and
treatment and require further exploration. Heart failure with preserved ejection
fraction (HFpEF) appears to be closely linked with CoViD19 (Fig. 12.1) and its
short and long term implications need to be better understood. The role of the
conventional and unconventional biomarkers in CoViD19 needs to be further
validated and mechanisms involved in CoViD19 related cardiac damage need to be
determined. Adaptations are necessary to improve therapeutic options for CoViD19
related heart failure and the models of care of heart failure services.
Summary Box
• Heart failure increases the risk for severe CoViD19 disease and
complications.
• Pre-existing cardiac failure and cardiometabolic risk factors are associated
with worse outcomes.
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• A new heart failure in CoViD19 patients may reflect a new myocardial
injury, elevated ischemic or inflammatory stress, arrhythmia, or signiﬁcant
pulmonary disease burden.
• Further research is needed to deﬁne heart failure, phenotyping, stagging,
and outcomes in CoViD19 patients.
• The beta natriuretic peptide and markers of myocardial injury like troponin aid in diagnosing heart failure, however, immune-inflammatory
markers along with markers of severity of CoViD19 may improve the
estimation.
• Among the variety of pathogenetic mechanisms, dysregulated inflammatory and vasoactive mechanisms are prominent.
• Delivery of heart failure care has been signiﬁcantly restructured during the
CoViD19 pandemic, vulnerable population groups must be prioritized.
• Robust studies should address the impact of the pandemic on the outcomes in patients with heart failure and CoViD19.
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Chapter 13

Hypertension in CoViD19

Key Questions
•
•
•
•
•

What are the implications of hypertension in CoViD19?
What is the occurrence of hypertension in CoViD19?
Does pre-existing hypertension elevate risk in CoViD19?
What complexities are associated with hypertension and CoViD19?
What pathogenic mechanisms may determine the severity of CoViD19 in
patients with hypertension?
• What mechanisms impact blood pressure control in CoViD19 patients?
• What is the prognostic signiﬁcance of hypertension in CoViD19?

13.1

Epidemiology

Hypertension is highly prevalent in complicated CoViD19 and appears to be
associated with poor outcomes [1]. The global trends of hypertension indicate a
pandemic-like situation with about 30% of individuals affected by the disease in the
low- and middle-income countries and only one in three are aware of the disease [2,
3]. Likely, data reporting CoViD19, describe the high prevalence of hypertension,
with prevalence even higher in severe or critical patients [4]. However, several
controversies have emerged related to the hypertension-related data in CoViD19 [5,
6] and CoViD19-hypertension interlinks. The global trends and recent CoViD19
analyses, nevertheless, point to a high prevalence of hypertension in CoViD19,
which may have an incidence as high as 56% [7] and an elevated risk of morbidity
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Fig. 13.1 Potential pathogenetic mechanisms and vascular complications in CoViD19. Possible
mechanism of SARS-CoV-2-induced vascular complications. ACE2 angiotensin-converting
enzyme 2, ADAM17 a disintegrin and metalloprotease 17, AII angiotensin II, A1-7 angiotensin
1–7, ARDS acute respiratory distress syndrome, EC endothelial cell, EpC epithelial cell, IFN
interferon, SARS-CoV-2 severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2, TLRs Toll-like
receptors, TMPRSS2 transmembrane serine protease 2, RAS renin-angiotensin system. Source
Figure 1. Shibata, S., Arima, H., Asayama, K., Hoshide, S., Ichihara, A., Ishimitsu, T., Kario, K.,
Kishi, T., Mogi, M., Nishiyama, A. and Ohishi, M., 2020. Hypertension and related diseases in the
era of COVID-19: a report from the Japanese Society of Hypertension Task Force on COVID-19.
Hypertension Research, 43(10), pp. 1028–1046. https://www.nature.com/articles/s41440-0200515-0. By Springer Nature Group

and mortality in patients with hypertension who contract CoViD19 despite the risk
of confounding [8]. However, the signiﬁcance of hypertension as an independent
risk factor in CoViD19 needs to be further validated [9].
Data indicate that patients with chronic hypertension who contract CoViD19
may have severe disease and poor outcomes. In a cohort of 1,590 patients from 575
hospitals, preexisting hypertension was independently associated with severe
COVID19 (hazard ratio 1.575, 95% CI: 1.07–2.32) after adjusting for age and
smoking status [10]. The criticality of CoViD19 is associated with cardiovascular
diseases [11, 12], also appears to be reflected in association with hypertension. Data
suggest that patients with critical CoViD19 more often have co-existing hypertension than non-critical patients, among the comorbidities. In a retrospective
single-center study of 138 hospitalized patients with CoViD19 reported prevalence
of co-existing hypertension was 43/138 (31.2%), much higher in those admitted in
the intensive care unit (ICU) 21/36 (58.3%), as compared to the non-ICU 22/102
(21.6%) patients [13]. In a retrospective case series, among a cohort of 799 patients
admitted with CoViD19, analysis of data of 113 deceased and 161 recovered
patients, showed a higher prevalence of chronic hypertension in the deceased

Epidemiology

Fig. 13.2 Hypertension and COVID19 severity. Meta-analysis with forest plot presenting the OR and 95% CI for severity or mortality of COVID-19
according to the presence of hypertension. Source Figure 2C. de Almeida-Pititto, B., Dualib, P.M., Zajdenverg, L., Dantas, J.R., De Souza, F.D., Rodacki, M.
and Bertoluci, M.C., 2020. Severity and mortality of COVID 19 in patients with diabetes, hypertension and cardiovascular disease: a meta-analysis.
Diabetology & metabolic syndrome, 12(1), pp. 1–12. https://link.springer.com/article/10.1186/s13098-020-00586-4. By Springer Nature Group
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Fig. 13.3 Hypertension and COVID19 mortality. Meta-analysis with forest plot presenting the OR and 95% CI for severity or mortality of COVID-19
according to the presence of hypertension. Source Figure 2D. de Almeida-Pititto, B., Dualib, P.M., Zajdenverg, L., Dantas, J.R., De Souza, F.D., Rodacki, M.
and Bertoluci, M.C., 2020. Severity and mortality of COVID 19 in patients with diabetes, hypertension and cardiovascular disease: a meta-analysis.
Diabetology & metabolic syndrome, 12(1), pp. 1–12. https://link.springer.com/article/10.1186/s13098-020-00586-4. By Springer Nature Group
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patients as compared to those who recovered 48% (54) versus 24% (39). The blood
pressure measurements were performed on admission, and patients with a critical
disease on admission were older and had hypertension. The analysis was, however,
unadjusted for age [14].
Several risk factors accompanying hypertension are also common comorbidities
in CoViD19 and key risk determinants, may interfere with the risk assessment
process. Results of a pooled analysis of 2893 CoViD19 patients suggest that
hypertension may have up to 2.5-fold higher risk of severe and fatal COVID19,
especially among the older subjects [15, 16]. Studies further suggest poor outcomes
and signiﬁcantly higher risk of mortality in CoViD19 patients with hypertension,
who are untreated as compared to those on hypertensive treatments [45]. However,
whether hypertension is an independent risk factor for poor outcomes remains to be
further explored.
Data highlighting the in-hospital blood pressure trends and associations in
CoViD19 are scarce, however, indicate a high risk. A retrospective analysis of 803
hypertensive patients (diagnosed on admission) with CoViD19, showed a poor BP
control was independently associated with higher risks of adverse outcomes of
CoViD19 [17]. Another retrospective cohort study including 2864 CoViD19
patients, of which 1628 were hypertensive, aimed to investigate the association
between in‐hospital blood pressure (BP) control and CoViD19–related outcomes
and to compare the effects of different antihypertension treatments. The study
showed that poor BP control during the hospitalization had worse clinical outcomes
(blood pressure  grade 2 (OR 3.03, 95% CI: 1.83‐5.03, P < 0.001). The length
of time from the symptoms-onset to normothermia, inflammatory resorption, and
viral shedding increased with the elevated blood pressure grade [18].

13.2

Complexities in Hypertension and CoViD19

Several factors, such as type of hypertension (whether primary or secondary), the
severity stage or form of hypertension (whether it is multidrug-resistant or controlled on a single drug), or the duration of hypertension, or presence of underlying
target organ damage, may strongly impact the prognosis in subjects with hypertension. These factors are likely to have an impact on the dynamics of blood
pressure control and outcomes in CoViD19 patients. Due to the paucity of data, the
behavior and trends of hypertension in CoViD19 are not well understood.
Chronic hypertension and CoViD19 adversely impact each other. The duration
of the chronic hypertension, advanced age, frailty, and associated organ damage
may render a signiﬁcant vulnerability to the key vascular structures and the heart.
Chronic hypertension may induce myocardial structural and functional changes,
and microvascular and macrovascular dysfunction involving multiple vascular
territories (central and peripheral including cerebrovascular, and renal territories).
These factors often lead to a greater predisposition towards, heart failure, coronary
artery disease, or arrhythmias such as atrial ﬁbrillation, and stroke. Patients with
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chronic hypertension with CoViD19 are particularly at high risk due to the
underlying risk burden for hypertension, and more often exhibit complications.
There is a signiﬁcant overlap in the comorbidities between associated
with CoViD19 and hypertension [19]. Data from the initial CoViD19 studies
suggested factors such as advanced age, male sex, and various cardiovascular and
metabolic risk factors such as obesity and diabetes, are associated with disease
severity and poor outcomes in CoViD19 [20, 21] (Figs. 13.2 and 13.3). A large
observational cohort study of 20,133 CoViD19 in-patients conﬁrmed the age, male
sex, and obesity as independent predictors of mortality [22]. These factors are
already recognized as important risk factors for hypertension across the world
populations among several others [23]. Analyses conﬁrm a signiﬁcant association
of the three risk factors, hypertension, obesity and diabetes, with increased risk of
severe COVID19 on admission [24]. Later data from several large analyses further
validated the association of these factors in CoViD19 patients as well as their
contribution towards the risk and poor outcomes. Larger studies assessing joint
associations of multiple risk factors in CoViD19 patients, conﬁrmed advanced age
and male sex, as predictors of 30-day mortality in the nursing home residents with
CoViD19, with hypertension a very frequent occurrence (4116/5256 (78%)),
however not a predictor [25] as well as independent association of diabetes mellitus
with in-hospital mortality in CoViD19 [26] (a condition commonly associated with
hypertension).
Furthermore, data investigating the association of comorbidities in CoViD19
reveal hypertension is important comorbidity, also show age as an important risk
factor for the severe disease [27]. According to an analysis of Italian CoViD19
related deaths, hypertension affected 73.8% of patients, the average age of patients
was 78.5 years (median 80 years, range 31–103 years) [28]. However, interconnection of hypertension and CoViD19 severity, appear to have been confounded by
age and multimorbidity in several reports describing hypertension in connection
with CoViD19 severity [21, 29, 30]. Advanced age is an important cardiovascular
risk factor, with strong implications in the analytical process of the data related to
hypertension concerning CoViD19. Patients with advanced age usually have an
increased prevalence of hypertension and have worse outcomes [21]. Furthermore,
the older adults frequently manifest uncontrolled hypertension, often have isolated,
mild systolic hypertension [32]. The intricacies related to the frailty in advanced
age, burden of risk factors, including diagnosed and undiagnosed cardiovascular
and organ dysfunction, and poor outcomes, are likely to impact the associations
between hypertension and CoViD19 and outcomes.
Adjustments of the variables including age and comorbidities as predictors of
poor outcome in CoViD19 may suppress the predictability of hypertension-related
mortality [33], and failure to adjust for age in the larger datasets [34], may have led
to an overestimation of the association of hypertension with increased risk of
CoViD19 mortality, as predicted in the earlier studies [20, 35]. Several controversies exist in the hypertension-related data in CoViD19 [6, 36]. Although reports
reafﬁrm that in the COVID19 outbreak, mortality is predicted by age, and the
presence of comorbidities, however also suggest, lack of signiﬁcant interference of
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hypertension in the mortality [37]. Other analyses have also shown the signiﬁcant
contribution of the cardiovascular, metabolic risk factors and hypertension, towards
fatal CoViD19 outcomes, however a higher impact on mortality in the younger
subjects [5]. The presence of important comorbidities like obesity, diabetes may
interfere in the evidence linking the outcome of hypertension and CoViD19 [38].
Several weaknesses may be observed in the earlier reports describing
hypertension-related severity in CoViD19. These reports may not have included
relevant studies, have heterogeneity, or have failed to adjust for confounding factors
[39], or may be subject to interpretation bias [21, 40]. Furthermore, in the earlier
CoViD19 studies, important data may have been lacking, and confounding may
exist concerning the data collection methods, diagnostic methodology, variations in
the study design, and sample size [41, 42]. A lack of adjustment of the confounding
factors [24] or criteria for deﬁning hypertension in the studies, or inadequate follow
up, may have resulted in errors in an accurate estimation of the true incidence and
outcomes of hypertension in subjects with CoViD19 [7, 21, 43, 44]. Moreover,
the hypertension may co-exist historically, or diagnosed at or during the admission,
and the dynamics of blood pressure during the admission may not be available or
lack clarity in the CoViD19 study reports The relevant conclusions may be based
on the descriptive associations, more often, than upon the actual causal relationship
between the variable and the outcome.
Other important clinical aspects of association of hypertension with CoViD19 such
as characteristics of uncontrolled hypertension, treated versus untreated and others
also require further clarity. Presence of uncontrolled hypertension may influence
the outcome of CoViD19 subjects. Uncontrolled hypertension in CoViD19 patients
may contribute to decompensation of the heart disease, critical disease, and increase
mortality [17]. An elevated pulse pressure is an important marker of these poor
outcomes. However, analyses may suggest a possible lack of adverse consequences of
uncontrolled BP in hypertensive patients with CoViD19 [45, 46]. Further studies with
robust designs are needed to validate these associations.
In acute settings of infections, hyperinflammatory conditions, hypertension may
acquire an accelerated or even malignant form that may complicate with an acute
myocardial injury, acute cardiac decompensation, arrhythmias, or acute coronary event
or stroke. Rapid onset of heart failure with systolic blood pressure > 140 mmHg, may
induce hypertensive acute decompensation of heart failure. The potential deleterious
impact of hypertension especially in association with CoViD19 may have signiﬁcant
implications on the management. The intensity of the viral infection, duration of
symptoms, presence of other comorbidities including kidney disease, underlying cardiometabolic risk factors, as well as hospital environment, may lead to poor BP control
during the hospital stay and impact the clinical outcomes.
Other complexities associated with hypertension may be related to the
multi-factorial interaction of key risk factors, such as hypercholesterolemia, diabetes mellitus, renovascular disease, adrenal, and other vascular or endocrinological
factors, that lead to hypertension. Endocrinological or renovascular hypertension is
often difﬁcult to control. Although, CoViD19 and endocrinological correlation have
been shown in small studies and case reports [47, 48], and worsening of the
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endocrinological disease has been reported with CoViD19 [49], data regarding
behavior of secondary forms of hypertension in CoViD19 are not available.
Hypertension and renal disease are interconnected and hold a two-way relationship [50]. The renal implications in hypertension further add to the complexities
in the management of hypertension, and often precipitate complications. Data show
that renal diseases are among the important complications in severe CoViD19 [51],
may further exacerbate the viral disease and contribute towards poor outcomes [52,
53]. Association of hypertension and trends towards severe morbidity and mortality
in CoViD19 patients, have been seen in patients with kidney disease [54]. The
peculiarities of hypertension in association with renal disease in CoViD19, and the
impact of hypertension in the decompensation of renal and heart conditions during
CoViD19, need to be further investigated. Further exploration of the behavior and
trends of hypertension, and the interplay of various types and forms of the severity
of hypertension in CoViD19, is required.

13.3

CoViD19 Susceptibility and Hypertension

The controversy around the use of treatment with ACEi /ARBs in CoViD19
hypertensive patients [55] was addressed by the expert group statements recommending continuation of the use of these therapies in CoViD19 patients [56–58].
The drugs angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors (ACEi) and angiotensin II
receptor blockers (ARBs) act by blocking the ACE/Angiotensin II/AT1R pathway,
also modify the inflammatory molecules such as intercellular adhesion molecule-1,
vascular cell adhesion molecule-1, monocyte chemoattractant protein-1, tumor
necrosis factor-a, and C-reactive protein. Patients with hypertension on ACEi/ARB
therapy have an increased expression of ACE2 [59]. The argument that ACEi/
ARBs can increase the susceptibility towards SARS CoV2, draws from the possibility of an increase in expression of the ACE2 due to these therapies that may
also enhance the SARS CoV2 interaction with the ACE 2 receptors, thereby promoting the viral invasion of cells in the lungs to invade cells [60, 61].
On the contrary, it has been argued and demonstrated that ACEi/ARB therapy
may have a protective role in CoViD19 through the overexpression of the ACE 2.
The ACE2 may induce anti-inflammatory, and cardioprotective mechanisms and
may even have a role in repairing the lung injury as shown in the experimental
studies, or in repairing organs harboring the ACE 2, such as kidneys [61, 62].
A recent retrospective multi-center study, included 1128 adult patients with
hypertension diagnosed with COVID19 demonstrated a lower risk of all-cause
mortality in patients taking ACEi/ARBs compared to the non-users [63]. An
international, open science, cohort analysis, aimed to determine whether the use of
ACEIs or ARBs is associated with increased susceptibility to COVID19 in patients
with hypertension. The analysis of 1 355 349 antihypertensive users, (363 785
ACEI or ARB monotherapy users, 248 915 CCB (Calcium Channel Blockers) or
THZ (Thiazide) monotherapy users, 711 799 ACEI or ARB combination users,
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and 473 076 CCB or THZ combination users) indicated that ACEI or ARB use
was not associated with a clinically signiﬁcant increase in the risk of COVID19
diagnosis or hospital admission-related outcomes [64].

13.4

Pathogenesis

Several pathogenetic processes reflecting etiological interactions and host mechanisms reveal the complexities related to the severity of CoViD19 in patients with
hypertension. Such processes may determine possible increased predisposition of
the hypertensive patients towards CoViD19, may act as prognostic determinants in
CoViD19 patients with hypertension, and may be associated with poor BP control
in CoViD19 patients. In patients with hypertension, infections, hyperinflammatory
stress, multi-organ failure may exacerbate the underlying etiopathogenetic risk
factors, such as renal disease, humoral and catecholaminergic turbulence, vascular
non-compliance, increased cardiac afterload, augmenting damage to the already
affected environment. Worsening and intensiﬁcation of these conditions promote
the development of cardiovascular complications in CoViD19 when hypertension is
present. Patients with CoViD19 with complications may also have low blood
pressure in association with the septic, cardiac complications that accompany
vasoplegia, factors leading to low cardiac output, or mechanisms impacting
hemodynamic and fluid balance.
Several stress mechanisms are associated with infectious illnesses that may make
BP control a challenge. Poor BP control in CoViD19 patients is likely to be secondary
to the impact of multiple factors such as hypoxia, dysregulated immune, inflammatory
process, and vasoactive control systems, and iatrogenic factors lead to a poor fluid
balance and inappropriate hemodynamic control, especially when underlying risk
factors and organ or tissue vulnerability are present in CoViD19 patients.
Data suggest that during the infective conditions, concomitant comorbidities such
as hypertension carry signiﬁcant prognostic value [65]. An exact estimation of the
direct risk of developing the complications may not be possible, however, these are
likely to be more common due to the mechanisms involving vascular viral injury,
cytokine storm, and associated inflammatory stress [66] (Fig. 13.1). Hypertension is
associated with chronic low inflammatory stress among other cardiovascular diseases [67]. Innate and adaptive immune mechanisms participate in blood pressure
elevation and end organ damage [68]. The association of immune-inflammation and
hypertension with endothelial dysfunction and hyperinflammatory state with elevated levels of Ang II, chemokines, and cytokines, including interleukin-6 (IL-6)
and tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-a) [69], also observed in severe CoViD19 [70],
may determine a poor BP control or unfavorable disease outcome.
Inflammation is a key mechanism in the initiation, progression, and complications
of the interactions of several pathogenetic factors involved in hypertension. Several
inflammatory molecules such as intercellular adhesion molecule-1 (ICAM-1), vascular
cell adhesion molecule-1 (VCAM-1), monocyte chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-1),
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tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-a), and C-reactive protein (CRP) are involved in cardiovascular diseases. Increases in the levels of plasma pro-inflammatory cytokines
(PICs) and other markers of inflammation are associated with the progression of
hypertension, whereas immune suppression produces beneﬁcial outcomes [71, 72].
Vascular injury as a result of the viral invasion in already vulnerable vasculature
may have a deleterious impact. Speciﬁc pathophysiological mechanisms related to
the SARS CoV2 involving an interplay of the virus with vascular endothelial bed
ACE 2 receptors, increased Angiotensin II activity, an imbalance between RAS
components /axes, appear to have a direct role in the development of cardiovascular
complications in CoViD19, that also include hypertension. Angiotensin II adversely
influences vascular integrity via a variety of mechanisms, such as endothelial
dysfunction [73], oxidative stress [74] and others, thereby facilitating the development of hypertension, may be excessively available in CoViD19 [75]. The
endothelial cell dysfunction promotes proinflammatory excess and vascular dysfunction. Similarly, overexpression of endothelin in CoViD19 [76], an important
pathogenetic determinant of hypertension [77] may contribute to elevated blood
pressure in CoViD19 patients. Endothelin, a potent vasoconstrictor, and RAS
interaction promotes elevation in blood pressure and related complications [78], are
dysregulated in CoViD19.
Drug-induced hypertension is an important entity [79]. Several drug classes
including non steroidal anti inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), and corticosteroids,
used in the management of CoViD19 may contribute towards poor blood pressure
control in hypertensives, or exacerbation of borderline hypertension, warranting a
precautious approach in CoViD19 management.
The cellular stress mechanisms and redox signaling lead to impaired cellular
homeostasis in CoViD19 and pathogenesis of complications. The mechanisms
involving a variety of oxidative redox proteomics, mitochondrial oxidative stress,
endoplasmic reticular stress, are interlinked with immune-inflammatory processes
and cell death mechanisms. Such mechanisms are known to promote hypertension
[80] and require further exploration in CoViD19.
Several metabolic and immune-inflammatory processes, linked with metabolic
conditions such as obesity or diabetes, are dysregulated in CoViD19 [81] and
impact cardiovascular system, promote hypertension [82]. A mosaic of molecular,
and tissue mechanisms inflammatory, vasoactive, endothelial dysfunction,
increased insulin resistance, other local and systemic reactions, and vascular stiffness, adversely impact vascular tissue structure, function, and compliance leading
to complications.
PPARc (peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-gamma) are among the
family of orphan receptors. “PPARs”, are an important regulator of blood pressure,
when impaired promote hypertension. PPARc influence blood pressure by modulating renal, vascular, and immune function [83]. The PPARc complex, are
involved in severe COVID19 lung disease and have a role in the major monocyte/
macrophage-mediated inflammatory storm [84]. Furthermore, these receptors
may be a potential target in CoViD19 treatment [85] due to their role in the suppression of anti inflammatory processes.
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Overactivation of the sympathetic system is associated with hypertension [92].
Such mechanisms may play a role in CoViD19 related comorbidities [93, 94] including hypertension. Cases of Tako-tsubo cardiomyopathy and stroke have been
reported in CoViD19 patients [95, 96] reflecting these mechanisms. Sympathetic
overactivation may contribute to the development of hypertension in CoViD19 that
is associated with hyperimmune reactions, dysregulated RAS, and other processes,
and risk factors as aging and male gender. Several CoViD19 cardiac manifestations
and adverse glycemic dysregulation may reflect autonomic dyshomeostasis in
patients with diabetes mellitus during COVID19 [97]. Data suggest autonomic
dysfunction interacts with the immune system via neuroinflammatory pathways and
cholinergic pathways and also controls the respiratory system [98]. These mechanisms may contribute towards poor blood pressure control and have practical implications in the management of CoViD19 related blood pressure variations.

13.5

Summary

Hypertension appears to be a prevalent condition in patients with complicated
CoViD19, and adversely impacts the disease and the outcome, although the
prognostic implications in CoViD19 need to be further validated. Evidence suggests that patients hospitalized with CoViD19 have elevated blood pressure, and
may have poor blood pressure control. Elevated blood pressure during the hospital
stay appears to increase the risk of severe CoViD19 disease.
Chronic or co-existing hypertension is a more frequent association in CoViD19
patients, and hypertensive patients more often have severe CoViD9. The association of hypertension and the criticality of the CoViD19 may reflect bidirectional
pathogenetic risks. Improved blood pressure control in the community and avoidance of viral infection in hypertensive individuals may help to minimize the risk
associated with CoViD19. Effective preventive measures may be adopted in
patients with hypertension and related risk factors to dimmish the risk.
Chronic or background hypertension in patients with CoViD19 with target organ
damage to the heart, and associated vasculature or involving other organs, may
further aggravate the risk of cardiovascular complications. The links between the
cardiometabolic risk factors, hypertension, and severity of CoViD19, imply the
need for a comprehensive approach to addressing these risk factors. Older adults
require additional precautions due to the elevated risk associated with CoViD19 and
hypertension.
Studies indicate the development of new hypertension in CoViD19 patients
without a previous history of elevated blood pressure. The newly diagnosed
hypertension and poor blood pressure control in CoViD19 patients during the
admission, mark poor outcomes. Although studies provide evidence of the development of new hypertension in CoViD19 patients, further data are needed to draw
plausible conclusions. The existing data underscore the signiﬁcance of monitoring
CoViD19 patients at risk and recognizing and treating elevated blood pressure
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early. A better BP control in CoViD19 patients during hospitalization may help to
improve the outcomes.
Secondary forms or multi-drug resistant hypertension need special considerations due to the associated complexities in management and elevated risk.
Accelerated or uncontrolled hypertension carries a higher risk of critical complications, such as cardiac decompensation, arrhythmias, or cerebrovascular injury, or
renal disease [99–101].
Infectious or inflammatory conditions may result in extreme fluctuations in hypertension, thereby further aggravating the risk. Blood pressure variations in the acute
settings of complicated CoViD19 may be caused by several factors such as sepsis,
dehydration, catecholamine stress, or other vasoplegic factors. Hyperinflammation and
RAS appear to play a signiﬁcant role in the initiation and perpetuation of these factors.
The underlying pathogenic mechanisms linking hypertension and severity and prognosis
of CoViD19 infection needs to be elucidated.
Ensuring optimum blood pressure control may be a challenge to the clinicians in
the acute settings of CoViD19. Characteristics and behavior of hypertension remain
vastly undeﬁned in CoViD19. Traits related to the phenotypic and severity-related
variations of hypertension in CoVID19 need to be further explored. Management of
patients with hypertension in CoViD19 warrants a more cautious approach, also
due to the associated renal pathology, and the risk of cardiovascular and metabolic
factors. Iatrogenicity of the drugs used in CoViD19 management may induce elevated blood pressure, therefore need to be cautiously used. Patients may require
frequent monitoring and adjustment of the medication.
The actual impact of the BP control in hypertensive CoViD19 patients, needs
further exploration. Standard protocols and guidelines must be used to ensure
effective management of hypertension in CoViD19 patients. Whether hypertension
increases the susceptibility for CoViD19 remains unclear. Expert guidances on the
use of ACEi or ARBs currently recommend the continuation of the use of these
drugs in patients CoViD19. Several large studies describing hypertension during
the COVID19 pandemic, although have generated stronger data, the observational
or retrospective designs may reflect weaknesses of the evidence base.
Well-conducted studies using sound designs, methodology, and robust outcomes,
will allow better characterize hypertension, estimation of the risks and the outcomes
in CoViD19 patients. This will help deﬁne variations and behavior of hypertension
in this population, and evaluate effective and safe treatment choices.
Summary Box
• Hypertension is a common association with CoViD19 and negatively
impacts the disease.
• Pre-existing hypertension is signiﬁcantly linked with the severity of
CoViD19.
• Comorbidities and older age are likely to aggravate the risk associated
with hypertension in CoViD19.
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• The infectious, hyperimmune, and pro-inflammatory nature of CoViD19
drives elevated blood pressure in CoViD19 with a major role of dysregulated RAS mechanisms.
• A cautious approach is needed in the use of drugs in CoViD19 management that may elevate blood pressure.
• Evidence suggests a lack of increased susceptibility to CoViD19 due to
the antihypertensive drugs such as ACEi/ARBs.
• Effective blood pressure control must be ensured in hypertensive subjects
and extra precautions must be taken to avoid CoViD19.
• Characteristics, severity, behavior, and phenotypic variations of hypertension in CoViD19 are not well understood.
• Further studies are needed to determine the impact of hypertension on
CoViD19 fatality.
• Robust trials are needed to investigate the epidemiological, and causal
associations of various forms and severities of hypertension and
CoViD19, especially the long-term prognostic implications.
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Chapter 14

Cardiac Arrhythmias in CoViD19

Key Questions
•
•
•
•
•

How common are cardiac arrhythmias in CoViD19?
What is the importance of cardiac arrhythmias in CoViD19?
What types of arrhythmias may be observed in CoViD19?
How may arrhythmias impact CoViD19 patients?
Which factors may contribute to the development of arrhythmias in
CoViD19?
• What complexities are associated with arrhythmias in CoViD19 patients?

14.1

Epidemiology of Arrhythmias in CoViD19

Severe CoViD19 accompanies a variety of pro arrhythmogenic factors and conditions
related to the infectious and hyperinflammatory nature of the disease (Fig. 14.1).
Patients with complicated CoViD19 may develop conduction system abnormalities in
the heart leading to rhythm abnormalities of varying severities [1]. Particular factors
that are likely to be important precipitants of the arrhythmic complications in
CoViD19, such as hypoxic lung conditions, sepsis, hyperinflammatory stress, are
well-recognized triggers of the coronary and myocardial complications i.e. cardiac
and vascular injury that enhance the risk of arrhythmias.
Data indciate that cardiac arrhythimas are frequently associated with CoViD19
and the incidence of different types of cardiac arrhythmias may vary. Several
studies investigating characteristics and features of the novel coronavirus disease
CoViD19, report the occurrence, and association of cardiac arrhythmias. The frequency, severity, and duration of arrhythmias may vary in relation to the burden of
the underlying stress factors and the cardiovascular ﬁtness. The patients with
© The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
U. Mallick, Cardiovascular Complications of COVID-19,
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Fig. 14.1 Arrhythmia manifestations of COVID-19 and possible mechanisms. Source Figure 1.
Babapoor-Farrokhran, S., Rasekhi, R.T., Gill, D., Babapoor, S. and Amanullah, A., 2020.
Arrhythmia in COVID-19. SN Comprehensive Clinical Medicine, pp.1-6. https://link.springer.
com/article/10.1007/s42399-020-00454-2. By Springer Nature Group

CoViD19 may have increased heart rates in sinus rhythm such as tachycardia or
worsening of the pre-existing arrhythmias i.e. faster rates of atrial ﬁbrillation
known prior to contracting the viral disease or may develop new arrhythmias, often associated with severe disease. The arrhythmias may present early in
the acute phase or during the recovery phase of the disease [47, 48]; however,
are most likely to occur in the critical state of CoViD19. Studies further indicate
that the development of cardiac injury in CoViD19 patients, frequently associated
with severe disease, promotes arrhythmias.
Palpitations may present as the initial symptom in CoViD19. In a cohort study of
137 CoViD19 hospitalized patients, about 7.3% of patients presented with palpitations as the initial symptom [46]. In a retrospective analysis of data of 4526 hospitalized CoViD19 patients from four continents, about 18% (827/4526) of patients
developed cardiac arrhythmia during the hospitalization [2]. Other analyses showed
the incidence of arrhythmias in CoViD19 patients ranged from 17% to 30%
[6, 38]. A study reporting cardiac arrhythmia as the most frequent cardiac complication, showed that the risk of developing arrhythmia appears to be higher
among CoViD19 patients with elevated underlying cardiac risk due to pre-existing
cardiac disease or a new cardiac injury. In a large survey investigating cardiovascular
disease in 3011 CoViD19 hospitalized patients, about 349/3011 (11.6%, 95% conﬁdence interval (CI)) patients were diagnosed with a cardiac complications during
hospitalization. In this study, cardiac arrhythmia/conduction disorders were the most
common cardiac complications, occurring in n = 258/3011 (8.6%) patients (7.6-9.6,
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Fig. 14.2 Electrocardiography strips showing intermittent junctional bradycardia and
non-sustained ventricular tachycardia in a conﬁrmed COVID-19 patient. Source Figure 1 Chia,
P.L., Tan, K., Tan, L.W., Chin, P.S. and Foo, D., 2020. Rhythm blues in the time of coronavirus
disease 2019 (COVID-19): how the cardiac electrophysiologist adapts to a viral pandemic in
Singapore. Journal of Interventional Cardiac Electrophysiology, 58, pp. 269–272. https://link.
springer.com/article/10.1007/s10840-020-00782-2#Fig1. By Springer Nature Group

95% conﬁdence interval (CI) [3]. Among these supraventricular tachycardia n =
189/3011, 6.3% (5.4–7.1, 95% CI) and atrial ﬁbrillation n = 142/3011, 4.7% (4.0–
5.5, 95% CI) were most common. In the overall cohort about 453/3011 (15.1%)
had a prior history of cardiac arrhythmia/conduction disorder and about n = 463/
3011 (15.4%) patients had pe-existing coronary artery disease. The burden of
pre-existing cardiac disease was higher among CoViD19 patients who developed a
cardiac injury. Among n = 349/3011 patients who developed cardiac complications,
about 82 (23.5%) patients had pre-existing cardiac arrhythmia/conduction disorder
as compared to 371/2662 (14%) of those without development of cardiac complications during the study. In this study, among patients with cardiac complications,
about 258 patients developed cardiac arrhythmia/conduction disorder representing 73.9% (69.3–78.5, 95% CI) of patients with cardiac complications (n = 349)
versus 8.6% (7.6–9.6, 95% CI) of the total cohort (n = 3011). In the overall
cohort, nearly one-third of patients n = 937/3011 (31.0%) had a history of cardiac
disease, whereas, n =147/349 (42.2%) patients with cardiac complications had a
pre-existing history of a cardiac disease versus n = 790/2662 (29.8%) patients without
the cardiac complications, P-value <0.001. The authors concluded that there was a
low incidence of cardiac complications during hospital admission, despite a frequent
history of cardiovascular disease [3].
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The cardiac arrhythmias appear to be associated with a high risk of morbidity
and mortality in patients hospitalized with CoViD19 and may signiﬁcantly impact
the clinical outcomes of the disease. The CoViD19 is associated with a variety of
arrhythmic manifestations, ranging from the benign to potentially life-threatening outcomes [4]. The frequency of cardiac arrhythmias appears to be higher in
severe CoViD19 as compared to the non-severe disease. Cardiac arrhythmias were
found in about 60% (51/75) of fatal CoViD19 cases [5]. According to the retrospective analysis of data from 4526 hospitalized CoViD19 patients, about 43% of
patients who developed arrhythmias were mechanically ventilated and 51% survived
to hospital discharge [2]. In a retrospective single-center study, of 138 patients
admitted with CoViD19 related pneumonia, arrhythmias were reported in 16.7% (23/
138) of the general cohort and 44.4% (16/36) of patients admitted in the intensive care
unit, and 6.9% (7/102) patients in the non-intensive care setting P-value <.001. In
this study the overall mortality rate of 4.3% was observed [6]. Several reports indicate
the association of arrhythmias with critical CoViD19 and high mortality [7–9].
Furthermore, variations in the incidence of different types of cardiac arrhythmias
may be observed in CoViD19. Cardiac arrhythmias in CoViD19 range from benign
forms of tachycardia or bradycardia, atrial ﬁbrillation (AF), atrial flutter, to more
severe forms, such as Torsade de Point due to QT prolongations, polymorphic
ventricular tachycardia, or ventricular arrhythmias due to fever in Brugada syndrome
[10, 11, 51] (Fig. 14.2). In a retrospective case series study of a cohort of 187
patients admitted with CoViD19, Ventricular Tachycardia (VT)/Ventricular
Fibrillation (VF) was found in 5.9% (11) patients as a complication of the disease
[12]. Larger multinational studies investigating cardiac arrhythmias in 4526
CoViD19 hospitalized patients have shown a high frequency of (81.8%) atrial
arrhythmias, representing the majority, with bradyarrhythmia and ventricular
arrhythmias in 22.6 and 20.7% of patients, respectively. Regional differences in types
of arrhythmias have been conﬁrmed in line with previous ﬁndings with Asian region
with a higher burden of bradyarrhythmias and lower burden of tachyarrhythmias [2].
Analysis of the 12-lead ECGs and telemetry of 115 patients admitted with CoViD19
included 69 patients admitted to the medical intensive care unit (MICU) and 46
patients admitted to a general medicine ward, revealed that an atrial tachyarrhythmia
that had not been present on admission, was recorded on a subsequent 12-lead ECG in
19 patients (16.5%), all admitted to the MICU (27.5% of MICU patients). In contrast,
no patient admitted to the general inpatient service developed atrial arrhythmias (p =
0.00002). These arrhythmias included atrial ﬁbrillation (AF) in 12 patients, atrial
flutter in 6 patients, and atrial tachycardia in 1 patient. The authors observed
that Atrial arrhythmias are common among patients with CoViD19 who require
admission to an intensive care unit and are often followed by hemodynamic deterioration [51].
Studies further show that atrial ﬁbrillation is frequently associated with
CoViD19. A large survey investigating cardiovascular disease in 3011 CoViD19
hospitalized patients showed atrial ﬁbrillation (n = 142, 4.7%) was the most
common form of arrhythmia, and malignant ventricular rhythm disturbances were
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least common n = 14 patients (0.5%) [3]. Atrial ﬁbrillation has been reported as the
most common form of arrhythmia associated with CoViD19 with a history of atrial
ﬁbrillation, present in about 19% of hospitalized CoViD19 patients [13] and
adversely impacted the outcome. Another report based on a survey of 1197
respondents involving 76 countries across 6 continents investigating CoViD19
associated arrhythmia, described AF as the most common occurrence (21%) [14].
The AF has been described as a risk associated with CoViD19 patients? [15].
Although, the incidence of new-onset AF in CoViD19 hospitalized patients is not
well known,ccording to reports, the new onset AF incidence may vary between 3.6
to 6.7% as a new ECG abnormality [16, 17]. Small case series and sporadic cases
reporting the occurrence of heart block in association with CoViD19 have been
reported [18, 53], and the overall incidence appears to be low. An analysis
reporting incidence of arrhythmia in CoViD19 patients describes the occurence of
atrioventricular/ventricular block (11.8%) as the highest among arrhythmia,
exceeding the ratio of sinus tachycardia (7.5%), sinus bradycardia (8%), atrial
arrhythmias (7%), and ventricular arrhythmias (4%) [54, 55]. The evidence further
suggests an occurrence of electrocardiographic QT-prolongation in CoViD19
patients, known to have potentially fatal pro-arrhythmic impact. The
QT-prolongation is most commonly associated with the use of drugs used in the
treatment of CoViD19, such as chloroquine (CQ), hydroxychloroquine (HCQ),
azithromycin, ritonavir/lopinavir, etc. [55, 56]. (For further details about cardiac
toxicity of drugs used in the treatment of CoViD19 please refer to Chap. 5 in this
book).

14.2

Pathogenesis of Arrhythmias in CoViD19

A myriad of molecular, proteomic reactions, cellular stress mechanisms that promote homeostatic dysfunction are associated with viral invasion in CoViD19, may
induce myocardial and conduction tissue instability, and may facilitate cardiac
arrhythmias. The etiopathogenesis of arrhythmias is complex and heterogeneous.
Several viral and hyperinflammatory conditions are known to promote arrhythmias
[19] and may have long term cardiac implications [20]. Sepsis is known to carry a
high risk of atrial and life-threatening arrhythmias [21]. According to a retrospective analysis of 136 CoViD19 hospitalized patients, investigating cardiac arrest,
about 119/136 (87.5%) patients had respiratory compromise as a cause of the
cardiac arrest. The data show that the initial rhythm at cardiac arrest was asystole in
89.7% patients, pulseless electrical activity (PEA) in 4.4%, and shockable rhythm
in 5.9% patients [22]. Cardiac injury may promote fatal arrhythmias, and severe
and prolonged arrhythmias may cause a cardiac injury. Elevation of troponin in
CoViD19 patients was observed in malignant arrhythmia indicating the underlying
myocardial damage [12]. For further details about mechanisms related to cardiac
injury in CoViD19 please refer to Chap. 11 in this book.
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Classical cardiovascular risk factors commonly observed in patients with
CoViD19 such as advanced age, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, coronary heart
disease, or other forms of background preexisting cardiovascular disease or newly
developed cardiac injury may compromise cardiac ﬁtness or decompensate myocardium and generate arrhythmias. Myocardial injury may be associated with scarring observed in CoViD19 patients [23] and may increase long term risk of
developing arrhythmias [24]. A higher burden of cardiometabolic risk factors
or presence of preexisting cardiovascular disease in patients with CoViD19 are likely
to contribute to the development of arrhythmias. In the retrospective analysis of data
of 4526 hospitalized CoViD19 patients from four continents, cardiac comorbidities
were common among patients with cardiac arrhythmias: 69% had hypertension, 42%
diabetes, 30% had heart failure, and 24% had coronary artery disease [2].
CoViD19 related acute lung injury and sepsis appear to play an important role in
the development of arrhythmias. These complications are associated with a multitude of pro-arrhythmogenic complex pathogenetic mechanisms, such as pulmonary hypoxic and metabolic stress, cardiopulmonary micro, and macrovascular
damage, hyperactivity of prothrombotic factors, catecholaminergic stress and
unfavorable hemodynamics. The core pathogenetic culprit mechanisms linked with
CoViD19 in particular cytokine storm with hyperinflammatory stress, dysregulated
RAS, microvascular and prothrombotic burden, electrolyte imbalance (hypokalemia, hypomagnesemia), and other factors that promote myocardial injury and
dysfunction may further lead to the development of arrhythmias. The uncontrolled
inflammation and immune dysregulation related phenomena in particular, known
as potential initators and mediators of cardiac arrhythmias, may play a key role in
arrhythmogenicity [25, 26]. The pro-inflammatory cytokines may promote arrythmias via substrate-triggered cardiac electrical and structural remodeling. The activated macrophages and macrophage-secreted pro-inflammatory cytokines are
known with a signﬁcant pro-arrhythmogenic potential [57, 58]. Several
pro-inflammatory cytokines including IL-6 and IL-1b, IL-2, IL-8, IL-17, G-CSF,
GM-CSF, IP-10, MCP-1, CCL-3, and TNF-a are known in association with
canonical immune-inflammatory stress in severe CoViD19 [59–61]. The IL-6 plays
a critical role in the pathophysiology of several cardiac disorders including
arrhythmias, may contribute to the modulation of ICa,L and IK currents precipitating cardiac instability, and may also regulate ICaL and density [62]. The elevated immune inflammatory biomarkers, such as C-reactive protein (CRP) and
IL-6, may mark the inflammatory burden in CoViD19 [27], may thus assist in
determining the cardiac risk. Similarly, interactions between cytokines and
autoantibodies that may induce AF have been investigated [31]. Several RAS and
immune mechanisms are linked with the development of atrial ﬁbrillation. An
important correlation between elevated ACE 2 levels, or Ang II and atrial ﬁbrillation has been previously described [28, 29, 30, 31].
The viral invasion may induce cardiac myocyte damage directly leading to
myocardial dysfunction and the development of arrhythmia. Arrhythmogenic
mechanisms involving activated NF-jB that may affect mRNA expression of
the pore-forming (Kv4,2 and Kv4.3) and regulatory/auxiliary beta subunit
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(KChIP2) subunits of fast transient outward potassium current (Ito,f) may promote
arrhythmia by affecting the action potential (AP) troponin CoViD19 [27].
The NF-jB is a key transcription factor critical for regulation of cardiac inflammatory signaling pathways, and coronaviruses are known to use various signalling
pathways, including the NF-jB pathway of the host cell, by differentially activating
its transcription factors and downstream target genes for their replication [63, 64].
Several mechanisms associated with CoViD19 may influence cardiac electrophysiology and promote arrhythmias. The altered metabolic activity in the cardiac
tissue may generate arrhythmias. Reports suggest that sympathetic overactivation in
CoViD19 with excessive catecholamine release [33, 34] may underlie arrhythmogenesis in CoViD19 patients [35]. Sympathetic stimulation is also known to contribute to metabolic dysfunction, an important feature associated with the CoViD19
that may precipitate arrhythmias [36]. Cardiac electrical stability relies on the effective maintenance of sodium and calcium homeostasis that may be adversely impacted
under the hyper-inflammatory stresss environment reated to the viral disease.
Metabolic activity impacts the expression and function of repolarizing potassium
currents, and alterations in the metabolic activity may determine changes in calcium
homeostasis impacting excitation-contraction coupling. Anomalies impacting the
energy metabolism and ion homeostasis interlinks may alter cardiac electrophysiological stability and promote arrhythmias in CoViD19. The sympathetic activation
has a proinflammatory role, may impact immune modulation, and promotes M1
polarization, and may contribute towards ventricular arrhythmogenesis [65].
Furthermore, patients with CoViD19 treated with certain drugs may develop
iatrogenic forms of cardiac arrhythmias. These drugs include hydrochloroquine,
chloroquine, or azithromycin, which may result in electrocardiographic QT prolongation. Cardiac toxicity, associated with antiviral therapy such as ribavirin and
interferon, may cause arrhythmias and requires close monitoring [37]. Concomitant
inflammatory stress with elevated C-reactive protein (CRP), IL-6 with potentially
arrhythmogenic drugs in CoViD19 may increase the risk of QT prolongation [27].
The critical CoViD19 accompanies ventilatory and hemodynamic compromise
leading to decompensation of multiple body systems ultimately causing multi-organ
failure and death. The pulmonary pathology in CoViD19 is complex with a variety
of pathological injuries in pulmonary parenchyma, vasculature, and hemodynamics,
as well as micro and macro prothrombotic processes that exert adverse hemodynamic and structural stress on the right heart, thereby increasing the risk of
arrhythmias including atrial ﬁbrillation [39]. Other factors such as an increased atrial
stretch, stiffness, elevated right ventricular pressures synchronised with the
thrombo inflammatory burden of CoViD19 may lead to cardiac rhythmic turbulences and acute functional decline [40, 41]. Although underlying individual cardiometabolic risk factors and potential mechanisms related to the acute viral and
immune-inflammatory stress and other hemodynamic regulatory mechanisms may
help delineate the core pathognesis of the cardiac arrhythmias in CoViD19, the
exact associations of viral induced mechanisms that adversely impact the cardiac
structural and electrophysiological integrity and cellular homeostasis and precise
signaling pathways yet remain to be further determined.
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Summary

Cardiac arrhythmias frequently occur with CoViD19, although, their true incidence
is not fully known. The arrhythmias appear to be associated with high morbidity
and mortality among patients hospitalized with CoViD19 infection. The incidence
of various types of arrhythmias associated with CoViD19 and their relevant clinical
outcomes need further exploration. Palpitations may present as the initial symptom
in CoViD19. Arrhythmias may present early in the acute phase or may develop
during the recovery phase of the viral disease [27, 39, 42, 43], or may even occur
post CoViD19 recovery, the evidence indicating the features and associated trends
needs to be further strenghtened. Despite gaps in data, cardiac arrhythmias appear
to be among the most common cardiac complications of CoViD19 and adversley
impact patient outcomes. A higher frequency of tachyarrhythmias and atrial ﬁbrillation appears to be common among various types of arrhythmias observed in
association with CoViD19. Patients with critical CoViD19 and a high burden of
comorbidities, including cardiovascular or metabolic risk factors, more often have
arrhythmias, therefore require closer monitoring and enhanced measures to minimize the serious risk of developing complications. Special precautions with the use
of effective prevention strategies are needed for risk mitigation, related to
arrhythmias, in critical CoViD19 patients.
The arrhythmogenicity of CoViD19 appears to contribute to the poor outcomes
observed in severe CoViD19 patients. Cardiac arrhythmias may result in serious
comorbidities and fatality, including stroke, and sudden cardiac death. Acute cardiac decompensation, acute coronary syndromes, cardiogenic shock, cerebrovascular injury, or cardiac arrest are notable life threatening complications of cardiac
arrhythmias. Persistent and severe forms of cardiac arrhythmias may cause
myocardial injury, hemodynamic compromise, and generate a prothrombotic state
resulting in complications that determine a high risk of morbidity and mortality.
Both acute infectious inflammatory stress as well as pre-existing risk burden
contribute towards arrhythmogenic risk associatedwith CoViD19. The arrhythmogenicity may be due to the viral injury or sepsis or may be driven by the associated
cardiacor metabolic co-morbidities or a range of risk factors. There may be ethnic or
regional differences in the incidence of cardiacarrhythmias across the globe [2].
Patients with CoViD19 with elevated underlying cardiac risk appear to be particularly prone to arrhythmias indicating that the underlying burden of pre-existing
cardiac risk may have a signiﬁcant contribution towards the risk of developing
arrhythmias. Although, the historical links between the viral conditions, sepsis,
inflammatory conditions, and arrhythmias may help understand the association of
arrhythmias in CoViD19 patients, several factors related to the viral infectivity,
viral cardiac afﬁnity, host immune reactivity, genetic and several other factors may
distinctly impact the arrhythmogenic burden associated with CoViD19.
The heterogeneity in the pathogenesis of arrhythmias in CoViD19 and pathogenetic complexities may justify the use of non-conventional diagnostic and
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therapeutic methods in the management of CoViD19 patients. CoViD19 is a high
thrombo-inflammatory state with signiﬁcantly elevated thrombotic risk and vascular
damage and arrhythmias may further potentiate the risk of prothrombotic complications in CoViD19. Dampening of the inflammatory stress using pharmacological
interventions may help minimize arrhythmic risk in CoViD19 patients [23, 27, 40,
44] and associated complications. Prompt recognition and effective management of
arrhythmias and associated cardiac damage in CoViD19 may help reduce the
associated morbidity and mortality. A lower intervention threshold should be used
in the high-risk patients who develop CoViD19.
Individual risk assessments are important for effective prevention, especially in
patients with cardiac damage due to the viral disease and in subjects with
high cardio-metabolic risk burden. The risk of myocardial injury and scarring in
CoViD19 patients, and persistence of the sequelae post convalescence warrants a
further careful long term approach. The development of such complications may
dictate the need for prolonged cardiac surveillance in CoViD19 patients due to the
long-term risk of arrhythmogenicity. An early implementation of aggressive preventive measures and close monitoring are key tools in combating such risks.
Advanced cardiac investigations including imaging modalities such as CMR, and
cardiac telemetry tools may be used to determine the risk and early prevention of
arrhythmias and consequent complications in CoViD19 patients at high risk.
Further data are needed to better describe the forms and characteristics of cardiac
arrhythmias in CoViD19, identify markers of risk, and develop better strategies for
optimal management and risk mitigation.
A multitude of factors related to the viral invasion, the intensity of the disease,
hypoxic-immune-inflammatory-metabolic stress of CoViD19, sympathetic overstimulation, and several others that promote underlying myocardial injury and
multi-organ damage, contribute towards the arrhythmogenicity of CoViD19. Serum
electrolytes, and markers of myocardial injury and dysfunction such as troponin
[12, 41–46], CKMB, LDH, and markers of CoViD19 severity including elevated
CRP, D Dimers, ferritin, pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-6, may aid in risk
estimation of the cardiac arrhythmias. Markers of inflammation such as CRP may
help predict the risk of arrhythmias [22, 46]. The associations of these markers and
the predictability of the risk in CoViD19 patients, however, need to be further
assessed using robust research methodology. Furthermore, the cardiotoxicity of
drugs used in CoViD19 poses an important risk. Awareness must be raised among
healthcare professionals with regards to a judicious use of these drugs in the
management of CoViD19. Expert recommendations are needed for an effective
management of the cardiotoxicity of drugs with arrhythmogenic potential used in
the management of CoViD19 patients, along with practical guidance regarding
potential drug interactions and the dose adjustments. We recommend the use of
expert clinical guidelines in the management of cardiac arrhythmias in CoViD19
patients. As observed with other cardiac interventions, reductions in the procedural
volume of electrophysiology procedures were observed with CoViD19
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internationally (2). Strict measures and protocols need to be adapted in th healthcare
institutions for the effective delivery of cardiac interventions while minimizing the
risk of contagion.
Summary Box
• Cardiac arrhythmias are among the top most common cardiovascular
complications of CoViD19.
• Tachyarrhythmias appear to be most common among cardiac arrhythmias,
and atrial ﬁbrillation is the most common form of tachyarrhythmia in
CoViD19.
• Ventricular arrhythmias that display a high potential of fatality occur with
a more critical disease however appear to have a lower frequency in
CoViD19.
• Arrhythmias may decompensate the cardiovascular disease or trigger a
cardiovascular disease; risks may be higher in CoViD19 patients.
• Viral and inflammatory conditions including sepsis have known associations with cardiac arrhythmias.
• A pre-existing cardiac risk, a new cardiac injury, and the criticality of
CoViD19 associated inflammatory and dysregulated mechanisms determine cardiac arrhythmogenicity in CoViD19 subjects.
• Serum immune-inflammatory markers may have a role in the assessment
of the risk of cardiac arrhythmias in CoViD19 patients.
• Suppressing the inflammatory activity may diminish the arrhythmic burden in CoViD19 patients.
• Cardiotoxic drugs used in CoViD19 may cause arrhythmias and must be
used cautiously.
• Further research is needed to determine the patterns of cardiac arrhythmias
in CoViD19, to assess potential risk determinants and their connections
with CoViD19 comorbidities.
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Chapter 15

Acute Coronary Syndromes in CoViD19

Key Questions
• How common is the occurrence of acute coronary syndromes in CoViD19?
• What are the risk implications of the association of acute coronary
syndromes with CoViD19?
• Which factors associated with CoViD19 may promote the risk of acute
coronary syndromes?
• What are the dynamics of ACS during the initial phase of CoViD19
pandemic?
• What are the challenges and complexities associated with acute coronary
syndromes in CoViD19 patients?

15.1

Epidemiology of Acute Coronary Syndromes
in CoViD19

A spectrum of cardiovascular conditions is observed in the CoViD19 patients,
especially in cases with severe disease, and may present in typical and atypical
forms of cardiac injury resulting in dysfunction or even cardiac death. Myocardial
injury extensively introduced in the previous chapter (Chap. 11) takes the main
stage among CoViD19 associated cardiovascular complications and may dangerously mask an acute coronary event. Distinguishing between the mechanisms
associated with coronary or non-coronary mechanisms that may lead to cardiac
injury and or associated complications is vital in guiding the most appropriate
therapeutic intervention (Fig. 15.4). The intricacies related to multiple biochemical
factors, infectious complexities, and practical challenges may hinder the prompt
diagnosis of the culprit event and the delivery of effective therapeutic interventions.
© The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
U. Mallick, Cardiovascular Complications of COVID-19,
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-90065-6_15
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The acute coronary event or coronary atherothrombosis appears to be a distinct
entity from a non-speciﬁc myocardial injury commonly described in the CoViD19
literature. Several CoViD19 studies report the occurrence of acute coronary syndromes (ACS) both STEMI and non- STEMI [1–3], however, the exact prevalence
in CoViD19 is not well known. Studies report a fall in the overall incidence of acute
coronary syndromes during the pandemic. According to the reports this fall is likely
to be due to under-reporting, avoidance, lack of presentation, or other reasons.
Nevertheless, the association of ACS with CoViD19 appears signiﬁcant [4, 5] and
may have a signiﬁcant prognostic impact. According to studies, the prevalence of
ACS may vary between 4.5 and 25% among the CoViD19 patients [6–10].
According to an observational cohort study of 12598 hospitalized patients with
ACS, about 4% of patients hospitalized with an ACS had CoViD19 [11].
Several small studies report the occurrence of STEMI in association with
CoViD19 and indicate STEMI at the time of presentation or during the course of
hospitalization (Fig. 15.2). In a retrospective cohort study of 28 CoViD19 patients,
the STEMI was the ﬁrst presentation in about 85.7% (24) patients with a diagnosis
of CoViD19 [12]. In a case series report of 18 CoViD19 patients with STEMI, a
total of 10 patients (56%) had ST-segment elevation at the time of presentation, and
the other 8 patients had development of ST-segment elevation during hospitalization (median, 6 days) [13].
Data indicate that patients with acute coronary syndromes and CoViD19 have
poor outcomes [14]. In a case series of 18 patients with CoViD19 mostly males
(83%), about 67% (6/9) of patients with ST elevations who underwent coronary
angiography had an obstructive epicardial coronary lesion. About 44% (8/18) of
patients diagnosed with myocardial infarction had higher median peak troponin and
D-dimer levels than the 56% (10/18) patients with noncoronary myocardial injury.
The in-hospital case-fatality rate was 72% (13/18) (MI 4/13 and noncoronary
myocardial injury 9/13) [13]. Data from an observational cohort study of 12,598
hospitalized patients with ACS showed poor outcomes in ACS with CoViD19.
These patients had an increased incidence of in‐hospital cardiac arrest (6.3% vs
3.0%), higher troponin levels, and were more likely to have presented in pulmonary
edema (9.0 vs. 3.4%) or cardiogenic shock (9.6 vs. 3.9%) [11].
Data reporting angiographic ﬁndings in CoViD19 patients are scarce. The
contagiousness and risks in CoViD19 impacted the management of ACS with
under-utilization of coronary angiography, however, this led to the adaptations and
adjustments in ACS management [5]. According to a registry report describing
demographic characteristics, management strategies, and outcomes in of 1185
CoViD19 patients with STEMI, these patients are less likely to receive invasive
angiography (78%) [16]. Other studies also conﬁrm under-utilization of the invasive treatments in CoViD19 patients with ACS [11]. The reports of angiographic
ﬁndings in ACS patients with CoViD19 indicate that a culprit lesion may not be
identiﬁable by coronary angiography in approximately 40% of patients with
CoViD19 with STEMI [12]. In another case series of 18 STEMI patients with
CoViD19, about 9 (50%) STEMI patients underwent coronary angiography, and
obstructive disease was found in 6 (67%) of these patients [13]. (Fig. 15.3).
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Deﬁning Acute Coronary Syndromes, Challenges
in Presentation and Assessment

The acute coronary syndromes (ST-Elevation Myocardial Infarction (STEMI),
Non-ST Elevation Myocardial Infarction (NSTEMI), or Unstable Angina (UA))
form a spectrum of coronary artery disease. Myocardial infarction is a form of
myocardial injury. Diagnosis of MI requires evidence of myocardial ischemia and
has various subtypes. The presentation of ACS as type 1 MI is due to the
atherosclerotic plaque rupture resulting in myocardial damage, is characterized by
plaque rupture, ulceration, erosion, or dissection resulting in coronary thrombosis
[17]. Whereas the type 2 MI is infarction from myocardial oxygen supply–demand
mismatch in the absence of atherothrombosis [17]. In CoViD19 distinction between
non-speciﬁc myocardial injury and an ACS may be difﬁcult due to non-speciﬁc rise
and fall of troponin values or patients may present with type 2 MI secondary to
oxygen supply/demand mismatch. A clinical judgment based upon the historical
and electrocardiographic evidence is important to recognize the ACS complemented with conﬁrmation of coronary obstruction.
Biochemical conﬁrmation of the ACS with a rise in serum cardiac troponin
levels above at least the 99th percentile of the upper reference range is generally
used in CoViD19. Patients with ACS and CoViD19 appear to have worse biochemistry [11, 13, 18]. Coronary imaging techniques provide a visual assessment of
the coronary obstruction, and angiographic visualization of the coronary arteries
and mechanical restoration of the blood flow are gold-standard in the management
of CAD. As an alternative to the invasive coronary angiography, CT angiography
has been shown to have an important diagnostic value in CoViD19 patients with
a high suspicion of coronary artery disease [19].
Several complexities may exist in distinguishing the non-speciﬁc myocardial
injury from an acute coronary syndrome in CoViD19 patients (Fig. 15.1). Troponin
elevation is most commonly caused by non-ischemic myocardial injury rather than
acute myocardial infarction (MI) [20] that require evidence of myocardial ischemia.
Patients with myocardial injury may be misclassiﬁed as T2MI [21]. Studies further
show that a substantial percentage of patients coded as having T2MI actually have
myocardial injury [21]. Troponin elevation may be non-speciﬁc in patients with
sepsis. Complexities related to the infectious nature of the disease, and lack of
protocols may hinder the angiographic conﬁrmation of the coronary obstruction,
coronary assessments, and delivery of the appropriate intervention. A lack of
angiographic evidence of coronary obstruction in the settings of CoViD19 may
pose a challenge to the treating clinician. Expert guidance has been published to
help guide the management of patients with ACS in CoVD19 patients [22].
The use of serum biomarkers is pivotal in the diagnosis of acute coronary events.
The intensity of the disease burden associated with CoViD19 may be associated
with the elevation of multiple biomarkers that may confound the diagnostics.
Elevated troponins may be seen in the absence of ACS and may portend short- and
long-term outcomes [23, 24]. Higher troponin elevations have been seen in the
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STEMI patients with CoViD19 as compared to CoViD19 patients with
non-coronary myocardial injury, and these patients also had elevated D Dimer
levels [13]. Elevated CRP and D Dimers have also been reported in studies
investigating STEMI patients with CoViD19 [25]. Several biomarkers associated
with severe CoViD19 may indicate elevated coronary risk. Elevation of markers of
cardiac injury troponins, CKMB, myoglobin that also indicates poor outcomes [26];
and markers of CoViD19 severity such as C-reactive protein (CRP), interleukin 6
(IL-6), D Dimers [27] may aid diagnosis. Risk models predicting poor outcomes in
CoViD19 patients with cardiac injury, based on a combination of biomarkers such
as troponin and AST, and advanced age, have been proposed [28].

15.3

Pathogenesis of Acute Coronary Syndromes
in CoViD19

Acute coronary syndromes are a consequence of a reduced blood supply to the
myocardium causing damage to the myocardial cells. An erosion or rupture of an
unstable atherosclerotic plaque and thrombosis causes a partial or complete
mechanical coronary obstruction. Cardiovascular diseases (CVD) may be precipitated by acute respiratory infections [29, 30[. Several harmful mechanisms observed
in sepsis [31], may lead to cardiovascular complications, also observed in CoViD19
may contribute towards cardiac complications including the ACS. The process of
coronary atherothrombotic plaque erosion, instability and dislodging, and thrombosis is led by several inflammatory, immune, coagulation, cellular, and molecular
mechanisms. Among these mechanisms hyper immune-inflammation and thrombosis, key components of the thrombo-inflammatory phenomenon observed in
severe CoVID19 play a major role in the development of acute coronary complications in CoViD19, and endotheloppathy acts as a bridge bewteen these
mechanisms Moreover, in CoViD19 multiple dysregulated mechanisms involving
these routes may ultimately lead to the instability of the atherosclerotic plaque and
coronary vasoplegia. The hemodynamic disturbance, oxidative stress, and toll-like
receptors (TLR) activation (mediated by hyaluronic acid), observed in CoViD19
[32–35], may induce superﬁcial plaque erosion through damage to the endothelial
cells [36, 37]. The pathogenetic features and mechanisms related to the acuity and
severity of CoViD19 lead to increased biomechanical stress on coronary arteries,
variations in the coronary arterial tone, disturbance in homeostasis and hemostasis,
hemodynamic malfunction, and altered myocardial metabolic balance that contribute to coronary vascular instabililty. Injury to the cardiovascular endothelial
bed and cardiomyocytes promotes cardiovascular injury in CoViD19. In addition,
mechanisms related to a direct viral injury to the endothelial vascular bed or
myocardial cells may facilitate the development of ACS in CoViD19 patients. The
exact associations of these mechanisms however remain to be further determined.
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Inflammation, an important pathogenetic hallmark of CoViD19, plays a major
role in acute coronary syndromes [38, 39]. Inflammation promotes the formation of
an occlusive thrombus over a ruptured coronary plaque through endothelial dysfunction and procoagulant activity of the blood [15]. Several immune-inflammatory
pathways result in an increased coronary and systemic inflammatory activity and
prothrombotic conditions that dominate severe CoViD19. The hyper-immune
and proinflammatory mechanisms involving cytokines, endothelial, platelet and
leukocyte activation, activation of the procoagulant pathways and prothrombotic
activities promote acute cardiac events such as myocardial infarction [40, 41].
The CoViD19 has a signiﬁcantly elevated vascular and thrombotic risk [42].
Persistent inflammatory stress may serve as a marker of severity and prognosis in
patients with high vascular risk. Data show exaggerated and persistent
pro-inflammatory cytokine release in CoViD19 patients [43, 44]. Differential
intracoronary cytokine expression in ruptured ﬁbrous cap and intact ﬁbrous cap
associated with coronary thrombosis have been demonstrated [45]. The
proinflammatory cytokines such as interleukin-6 have predictive value in the setting
of acute coronary ischemia [46]. Data show that plasma concentrations of TNF-a
are persistently elevated among post-MI patients at increased risk for recurrent
coronary events [47]. These hyperinflammatory stress mechanisms involving systemic inflammation, immune cells, and inflammatory factors, and a cascade of other
dysregulated processes associated with CoViD19, may result in an enhanced
atherosclerotic plaque instability [36] ultimately leading to coronary plaque rupture
and dislodging.
The microvascular damage and endothelial cell dysfunction appear to have a
major role in the development of vascular instability and involve important RAS
related mechanisms such as dysregulation of the ACE2 [48]. The ACE2 is highly
expressed in pericytes, and appears to have a role in the development of microvascular dysfunction observed in CoViD19 patients [49], and may reflect higher
tendencies for the acute coronary syndromes (ACS) [50] in CoViD19 patients. The
mechanisms related to the develoment of thrombosis in the microvascular bed and
coronary vessels in CoViD19 are complex with an important role of pericytes [51],
endothelial cells, and cross-talk mechanisms [52] that may facilitate vasoplegia,
hypercoagulability and prothrombotic reactions. These mechanisms and SARS
CoV2-pericyte interactions [53] may suggest an important pathogenetic route to the
development of acute coronary events in CoViD19. Microthrombi as a potential
cause of STEMI associated with CoViD19 have been reported in the absence of
epicardial coronary lesions [54], indicating peculiarities associated with the coronary events in the novel coronavirus disease. Data reporting STEMI in CoViD19
patients also suggest that an elevated burden of thrombus in patients with CoViD19
may be associated with STEMI [25]. In CoViD19, enhanced release of procoagulant factors, platelet activation, increased hematopoiesis, or formation
of Neutrophil Extracellular Traps (NETs), and dysregulation of complement activation, promote thrombosis. For further details related to endotheliopathy and
thrombosis in CoViD19, please refer to Chap. 9.
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Summary

The acute coronary syndromes carry a high risk of morbidity and mortality, which
is estimated to be higher when associated with CoViD19. Prompt recognition and
treatment of the ACS improve outcomes. The prevalence of ACS in CoViD19 may
not be well described in the literature. The clinicians treating the ACS in patients
with CoViD19 may face challenges due to the overlapping clinical, biochemical
picture and other features that may cloud distinguishing between the ACS and
non-speciﬁc myocardial injury associated with CoViD19.
The biomarkers of ACS such as troponin appear to be signiﬁcantly elevated in
the ACS patients with CoViD19 as compared to the patients with non-speciﬁc
myocardial injury related to the CoViD19. Concomitant use of other biomarkers
such as markers of inflammation and thrombosis such as CRP, D Dimers, may
assist in estimating the risk of developing ACS. Speciﬁc algorithms involving
multiple biomarkers must be deﬁned for short and long-term risk stratiﬁcation of
patients with ACS in CoViD19, and to help develop strategies to mitigate the risk
of a coronary event.
Although the exact pathogenetic process of ACS in CoViD19 is not well
understood, a combination of infectious, multiple harmful intense dysregulated
hemostatic and homeostatic mechanisms, and burden of underlying risk factors
appear to facilitate a coronary event. Systemic immune-inflammatory stress dysregulated blood cellular structures, a cascade of activated mechanisms that result in
hypercoagulation, lead to a vasoplegic insult, prothrombotic state, and dislodging of
the atherosclerotic plaque, coronary thrombosis, and obstruction. The cytokine
storm, mechanisms related to direct or indirect viral toxicity causing damage to the
vascular endothelial bed dysfunction, or activation of the complement system,
inflammasomes, neutrophil extracellular traps, or platelet activation are remarkable
in the development of ACS in CoViD 19. The induction of the erosion of coronary
atherosclerotic plaque and enhanced plaque instability may be precipitated by the
hyper immune-inflammatory mechanisms or myocardial depression secondary to
increased myocardial oxygen demand and severe hemodynamic instability. The
exact mechanisms behind the development of ACS in CoViD19 need to be better
characterized.
Dynamics in the intensity and evolution of the pathogenetic mechanisms may be
associated with the chronological variations observed in the presentation of ACS in
CoViD19 patients. The presentation of ACS in the early phase of CoViD 19 is
likely to be due to underlying cardiovascular risk factors and at a later stage as the
severity of the disease progresses is likely to be due to the compounding of the
harmful mechanisms associated with the disease severity and associated triggering
factors.
Data show that patients with STEMI presenting with COVID19 infection may
have a longer in-patient admission and higher rates of intensive care admission [25].
A low threshold is recommended for using the invasive hemodynamic supportive
measures in patients with CoViD19 due to a higher likelihood of worse outcomes.
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Fig. 15.1 The diagnosis of acute coronary syndrome should not be missed in a patient with
COVID19. a CT angiogram demonstrates patchy peripheral predominant ground glass airspace
opacity in the dependent lung segment. There was no evidence of pleural effusion, cavitation, or
lymphadenopathy. Findings are typical of COVID-19 pneumonia, and should be included in the
differential in geographic areas of disease outbreaks. b Coronary artery bypass grafts are patent
without signiﬁcant stenosis. Source Figure 1 Behzad, S., Velez, E., Najaﬁ, M.H. and
Gholamrezanezhad, A., 2020. Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pneumonia incidentally
detected on coronary CT angiogram: a do-not-miss diagnosis. Emergency radiology, 27, pp. 721–
726. Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pneumonia incidentally detected on coronary CT
angiogram: a do-not-miss diagnosis | SpringerLink. By Springer Nature Group

A high risk of cardiac complications with severe CoVID19 related comorbidities
and risk associated with contagiousness of the disease have prompted adaptations in
the management of ACS in patients with CoViD19. Studies have explored the
usefulness of other coronary imaging modalities such as CT coronary angiogram in
these patients, which may be considered as an alternative coronary imaging
modality in this population group.
The underutilization of the invasive therapeutic strategies in patients with ACS
and CoViD19 is alarming. Visualization of the coronary lesions responsible for
myocardial infarction and unstable angina is vital for diagnosing ACS, and for
delivery of the effective therapeutic intervention, therefore improving the outcomes.
CoViD19 may have negatively impacted time-dependent care of STEMI patients
[55]. Special protocols have been developed to optimize treatment strategies and
mitigate risk including the risk of spread of this contagion in patients with CoViD19
[56–58]. Further studies are needed to understand the ACS better in CoViD19, to
detect early patients at risk, and adapt strategies to mitigate the risk. Several
ongoing studies are investigating the role of risk factors, pre-existing cardiovascular
disease, and associated outcomes in CoViD19 patients [59, 60, 61] the epidemiological [62] and therapeutic aspects.
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Fig. 15.2 Acute myocardial infarction due to coronary stent thrombosis in a symptomatic
COVID-19 patient. a 12-lead ECG recording on admission with normal sinus rhythm. b Complete
right bundle branch block and an ST-elevation in lead aVR. Source Figure 1 Hinterseer, M., Zens,
M., Wimmer, R.J., Delladio, S., Lederle, S., Kupatt, C. and Hartmann, B., 2021. Acute myocardial
infarction due to coronary stent thrombosis in a symptomatic COVID-19 patient. Clinical Research
in Cardiology, 110, pp. 302–306. Acute myocardial infarction due to coronary stent thrombosis in
a symptomatic COVID-19 patient | SpringerLink. By Springer Nature Group
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Fig. 15.3 Acute coronary syndrome precipitated by COVID19. Coronary angiography. Severe
stenosis in the mid-segment of the left anterior descending artery (arrowheads) in bifurcation with
a diagonal branch in the right anterior oblique and anterior–posterior cranial projections. Source
Figure 3 Youseﬁ-Koma, A., Naghashzadeh, F., Figtree, G.A., Patel, S. and Galougahi, K.K., 2020.
Multi-modality imaging of inflammation and ischemia for assessment of myocardial injury in
Covid-19. Journal of Nuclear Cardiology, pp. 1–4. https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/
s12350-020-02233-x#Fig3. By Springer Nature Group

Fig. 15.4 Survival beneﬁts of appropriate invasive management in patients with ST-elevation
myocardial infarction (STEMI). Source Modiﬁed from Figure 1. Giordano, A., Biondi-Zoccai, G.,
Frati, G. and Bartorelli, A.L., 2020. Management of structural heart disease and acute coronary
syndromes in the COVID-19 pandemic. Current atherosclerosis reports, 22(7), pp. 1–4. https://
link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11883-020-00849-5. By Springer Nature Group
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Summary Box
• The ACS in CoViD19, are associated with poor outcomes.
• Diagnosing ACS in CoViD19 patients and distinction from other forms of
myocardial injury may be a challenge.
• Troponin levels may reflect a systemic illness, may be higher in the ACS
in CoViD19, versus non-speciﬁc myocardial injury, and should be used in
conjunction with markers of thrombo-inflammation such as CRP, D
Dimers and others for diagnosis and risk assessment
• Coronary angiography is the gold standard, is under-utilized in CoViD19,
however, the role of CT coronary angiography must be considered.
• CoViD19 accompanies intense local and systemic immune-inflammatory
mechanisms leading to the erosion of ﬁbrous cap of coronary
atherosclerotic plaque, or others enhancing plaque instability, together
with prothrombotic processes, including hypercoagulation, platelet and
complement activation, and vasoplegia associated with endothelial cell
damage, ACE 2 depletion, and cytokine storm.
• Further studies are required to determine mechanisms that lead to the
acute coronary syndromes in CoViD19, deﬁne risk assessment algorithms,
and explore the potential unconventional therapeutic options.
• Strategies and protocols must be developed and implemented to optimize
the management of ACS during the CoViD19 pandemic.
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Chapter 16

Diabetes Mellitus and COVID19

Key Questions
• What is the frequency of diabetes mellitus in CoViD19?
• Does diabetes mellitus add to the burden of CoViD19 morbidity and
mortality?
• What are the prognostic implications of the association of diabetes and
CoViD19?
• Does diabetes increase the risk of CoViD19 or vice-versa is true?
• What is the association of hyperglycemia and new-onset diabetes, with
CoViD19?
• What are the major pathogenetic links between diabetes and CoViD19?
• What are the practical implications of the CoViD19 and diabetes interlinks
that present the challenges in the management?
• What are the main concerns related to the antidiabetic treatments in
CoViD19 patients?

16.1

Epidemiology

Diabetes mellitus is a highly prevalent condition worldwide, with an estimated 463
million people affected, and carries a signiﬁcant morbidity and mortality burden [1,
2]. Several serious complications related to cardiovascular, renal diseases, and
stroke are frequently found in association with diabetes mellitus. Multiple studies
investigating CoViD19 conﬁrm a signiﬁcant association of the novel coronavirus
disease at levels proportional to the spread of diabetes mellitus across the globe.
Signiﬁcant variabilities can be seen in the incidence reporting of diabetes mellitus in
© The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
U. Mallick, Cardiovascular Complications of COVID-19,
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CoViD19 studies, indicating a wide range and geographical variations in the
incidence, 10.1% [3], 17% [4], 18.3% [5], 24,4% [6], 24% [7] and 34% [8].
According to a metanalysis of 7 studies conducted in China that included 1576
patients admitted with CoViD19, about 9.7% of patients had diabetes mellitus [9].
The data show that the burden of diabetes-associated CoViD19 is extremely high
worldwide, and is particularly high in Europe and the Americas. Incidence may be
even higher in South America [10, 11] and Africa where the majority of diabetes
goes undiagnosed [12].
The association of diabetes with CoViD19 appears to be even higher with the
severe or critical disease (Fig. 16.4). A retrospective study of 1099 CoViD19
hospitalized patients, showed an almost twice higher association of diabetes in the
severe CoViD19 patients, 28/173 (16.2%), as compared to the non-severe subjects
(53/926 (5.7%)). Among patients, who met the primary composite endpoint (admission to an intensive care unit (ICU), the use of mechanical ventilation, or death),
the ratio of the diabetics was much higher 18/67 (26.9%), as compared to the group
of patients who did not meet 63/1032 (6.1%) the primary composite endpoint [13].
A meta-analysis comparing the incidence of ICU/severe, and non-ICU/severe 1527
CoViD19 patients, showed about 9.27% patients had DM with a twice higher
incidence in the ICU/severe group [14].
Furthermore, diabetic patients with severe CoViD19 appear to have a higher
fatality as compared to non-diabetics (Fig. 16.5). A single-center retrospective
observational study of 193 hospitalized CoViD19 patients, showed an increased
mortality rate in patients with severe COViD19 with diabetes mellitus. In this study,
24.9% (48) patients had diabetes. Patients with severe CoViD19 and diabetes had a
poor survival rate, as compared to those without, (HR 1.53 (95% CI 1.02 to 2.30;
p = 0.041). The mortality rate was about 56% (108/193) in the overall cohort, and
81.3% (39/48) in the diabetics, as compared to 47.6% (69/145) in the non-diabetics
p < 0.001 [15]. Analyses go a step further, marking diabetes mellitus as a risk
factor for CoViD19. A retrospective study of a cohort of 174 hospitalized CoViD19
patients, investigating the impact of diabetes on the progression of CoViD19,
suggested diabetes as a risk factor for the rapid progression and poor prognosis of
CoViID19 [16].
Reports suggest that diabetes is a contributory factor towards mortality in
CoViD19 patients in the older age group [16]. In a retrospective observational
study of 1122 CoViD19 hospitalized patients in 88 U.S. hospitals, 451 patients had
diabetes and/or uncontrolled hyperglycemia. CoViD19 patients with diabetes and
uncontrolled hyperglycemia, were older than the counterparts (median age of 65 vs
61 years, P = 0.005) [17]. According to an analysis, among patients above age
65 years considered at higher risk of fatality, about 26.8% of patients appear to be
diabetics [18]. According to a report among 46 fatal cases of SARS CoV2, 84% of
patients were older than age 60, diabetes was a likely association with increased
mortality [19]. Reports also suggest high fatality in the younger diabetic subjects
with CoViD19 [20], especially younger adults with the critical disease [21].
Both type 1 and type 2 diabetics have increased risk of critical disease and
mortality in CoViD19 [22]. Other studies conﬁrm an increase in type 1 diabetes
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Fig. 16.1 Potential pathogenetic mechanisms in diabetes mellitus and CoViD19. Lightning bolts
indicate mechanisms that are accentuated in patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM). Text
from the ﬁgure source. Infection with severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2
(SARS-CoV-2) (7,239) can lead to increased levels of inflammatory mediators in the blood,
including lipopolysaccharide 240,241, inflammatory cytokines (9,43,242,243) and toxic metabolites. Modulation of natural killer cell activity (increased 9,39,50 or decreased 242,244) and IFNc
production can increase the interstitial and/or vascular permeability for pro-inflammatory products
(243,245,246). In addition, infection with SARS-CoV-2 leads to increased reactive oxygen species
(ROS) production (243,247,248). These effects lead to lung ﬁbrosis 249, acute lung damage and
acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) 9,250. ROS production and viral activation of the
renin–angiotensin–aldosterone system (RAAS) 249,251 (via increased angiotensin II expression)
cause insulin resistance (39,252), hyperglycemia (253) and vascular endothelial damage
(243,254,255), all of which contribute to cardiovascular events, thromboembolism and disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC). Infection also causes increases in the clotting components
ﬁbrinogen 60,256 and D-dimer (43,242,257), leading to increases in blood viscosity (146,243) and
vascular endothelial damage, and associated cardiovascular events, thromboembolism and DIC.
COVID-19, coronavirus disease 2019. Source Figure 1. Lim, S., Bae, J.H., Kwon, H.S. and
Nauck, M.A., 2021. COVID-19 and diabetes mellitus: from pathophysiology to clinical management. Nature Reviews Endocrinology, 17(1), pp. 11–30. https://www.nature.com/articles/
s41574-020-00435-4. By Springer Nature Group

mellitus related mortality observed during the CoViD19 pandemic [23].
Association of diabetes with the severity of CoViD19 and risk of death is compounded by the concomitant presence of cardiovascular conditions and risk factors.
Studies have indicated that obesity and diabetes increase risk of SARS CoV2
infection, and suggest that obesity may potentiate the prognostic risk of diabetes in
CoViD19 subjects [5]. The cardiometabolic conditions frequently compound in
CoViD19. In a case series of 5700 CoViD19 patients admitted in hospitals in the
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Fig. 16.2 Potential accentuated clinical processes after SARS-CoV-2 infection in people with
diabetes mellitus. Darker red indicates processes that are accentuated in patients with type 2
diabetes mellitus (T2DM). Text from the ﬁgure Source Severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) infection increases metabolic rate, resulting in tissue hypoxia, which
induces interstitial lung damage and acute respiratory distress syndrome (9,250). Patients with
diabetes mellitus and coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) exhibit dysregulation of glucose
homeostasis, aggravation of inflammation and impairment in the function of the immune system
(9,43,242,243). These conditions increase oxidative stress (243,247,248), cytokine production and
endothelial dysfunction (243,254,255), leading to increased risk of thromboembolism and damage
to vital organs. All these factors contribute to increased severity of COVID-19 and rapid
progression to cardiorespiratory failure in patients with diabetes mellitus. Source Figure 3. Lim, S.,
Bae, J.H., Kwon, H.S. and Nauck, M.A., 2021. CoViD19 and diabetes mellitus: from pathophysiology to clinical management. Nature Reviews Endocrinology, 17(1), pp. 11–30. https://
www.nature.com/articles/s41574-020-00435-4. By Springer Nature Group

US, the most common comorbidities were hypertension (56.6%) 3026, obesity
(41.7%) 1737, and diabetes (33.8%) 1808 [24]. In a retrospective analysis of 1099
patients with CoViD19, from 552 hospitals in China, about 173 patients had severe
disease. An increased association of diabetics was seen among the severe patients,
as compared to the overall cohort, 16.2% (28/173) versus 7.4% (81/1099).
Furthermore, a higher association of hypertensive patients was observed among the
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severe subjects at 23.7% (41/173), as compared to the 15% (165/1099) in the
overall cohort [25]. The compounding of the risk factors strongly impacts the
prognosis among CoViD19 subjects. According to a meta-analysis report of
281,461 individuals with CoViD19, from 11 countries/regions, the older age, male
gender, diabetes, and hypertension were associated with higher mortality in
CoViD19
patients
(coefﬁcient = 0.05
per
year,
5.1,
8.2,
6.99,
respectively; P = 0.006-0.0002) [26]. Raised body mass index (BMI) and obesity
aggravate the risk of critical disease and death in diabetic CoViD19 patients. The
characteristics and CoViD19–related outcomes (i.e. intubation for mechanical
ventilation, death, and discharge by day 7) were analyzed according to the BMI
status, in a retrospective study of 1,965 patients admitted with CoViD19, and T2D.
The association of composite primary outcome rose progressively with increasing
BMI, with odds ratios of (OR 1.65 [1.05–2.59]), class I (OR 1.93 [1.19–3.14]) and
class II/III obesity (OR 1.98 [1.11–3.52]), for overweight, class I, and class II/III
obesity, respectively, although the association was not conﬁrmed in patients > 75
years of age [27]. The associations of 17 cardiometabolic traits with
CoViD19 susceptibility and severity, was evaluated using 2-sample Mendelian
randomization (MR) analyses. The authors suggested that obesity-related cardiometabolic diseases (type 2 diabetes, chronic kidney disease, stroke, and coronary
heart disease), may be mediators of the relationship between body mass index and
higher risk of hospitalization for COVID19 [28].
Diabetes mellitus appears to increase the risk of cardiac injury in CoViD19
patients. Studies show a higher occurrence of cardiac injury among diabetics with
CoViD19, during hospitalization. It may be reflected by a more frequent association
of markers of myocardial injury and heart failure among the diabetic CoViD19
patients, as compared to the non-diabetics. In a retrospective analysis of a cohort of
193 patients hospitalized with severe CoViD19, 148 were diabetics, and 45 were
non-diabetics. The NT-proBNP (pg/mL) values were much higher in the diabetic
patients 970 (323 to 2535), versus the non-diabetics 46 (31 to 267) < 0.001,
(Normal < 285). Similarly, the Cardiac troponin I, (pg/mL) was also much higher,
43.1 (11.0 to 239.4) among the diabetics, as compared to the non-diabetics 1.9 (1.9
to 5.0) < 0.001, (Normal  15.60). In the overall cohort, the survival rate among
the diabetic CoViD19 patients was much lower, n = 9/85 (10.6%), versus
non-diabetics (n = 39/108 (36.1%)) p < 0.001, hazard ratio (HR) of 3.17 (95%
conﬁdence interval (CI) 1.93 to 5.20). After adjustment for age, hypertension,
cardiovascular disease, and cerebrovascular disease a high HR 1.53 (95% CI 1.02 to
2.30); p = 0.041 was still signiﬁcant [29].
A retrospective study of 7106 hospitalized CoViD19 patients, investigated
the associations and prognostic power of circulating markers of cardiac injury
CK-MB (creatinine phosphokinase-MB) or hs-cTnI levels (high sensitivity
Troponin I) levels and others with the poor outcomes of CoViD19, and found that
compared with the patient group without measurement of biomarkers (2814), the
group with measured biomarker values (3219), had a higher percentage of diabetics, (413 (12.8%) versus non-diabetics 256 (9.1%) p < 0.001). The study
showed a signiﬁcant association of the biomarkers hs-cTnI, CK-MB, N-terminal
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pro-B-type natriuretic peptide or brain natriuretic peptide ((NT-pro)BNP), creatinine kinase (CK), and myoglobin (MYO) with the mortality risk [30].
Occurrence and outcomes of thrombo-embolic events in CoViD19 were assessed in a multicenter, observational cohort study of 1114 CoViD19 patients (from
outpatient clinics, intensive care units, and non-intensive care hospital settings).
The primary composite outcome was adjudicated major arterial or venous thromboembolism. Diabetes was commonly observed in all three groups of CoViD19
patients, intensive care 66/170 (38.8%), non-intensive care 68/229 (29.7%), outpatient clinics 67/715 (9.4%), and overall cohort 201/1114 (18.0%), who were
found to have a high frequency of major arterial or venous thromboembolism,
major adverse cardiovascular events, and symptomatic venous thromboembolism,
especially in the intensive care settings [31].
Stressful conditions and infections often accompany hyperglycemia. The
occurrence of hyperglycemia was observed in CoViD19 studies in both diabetic
and non-diabetic subjects and was found to have poor outcomes, with worsening of
prognosis in both groups [32]. A retrospective observational study evaluated glycemic and clinical outcomes, in 1122 hospitalized patients with COVID19, with
and without diabetes and/or acutely uncontrolled hyperglycemia. The study concluded that diabetes and/or uncontrolled hyperglycemia occurred frequently. The
COVID19 patients with diabetes and/or uncontrolled hyperglycemia had a longer
LOS (length of stay) (5.7 vs 4.3 days, P < 0.001), and markedly higher mortality
than patients without diabetes or uncontrolled hyperglycemia, 28.8% (n 184) versus
6.2% (n 386) (P < 0.001). Patients with uncontrolled hyperglycemia 40 of 96
(41.7%) had a particularly high mortality rate versus diabetic patients 13 of 88
(14.8%) (P < 0.001) [17].
The impact of glucose control may influence the outcomes of diabetic CoViD19
patients. Analysis of a large dataset of health analytics platform consisting of
17,278,392 adults and 10,926 CoViD19-related deaths, showed a %HbA1c > 7.5
(Hba1c  58 mmol mol−1) within the previous 15 months, was associated with an
increased rate of mortality [33]. Moreover, a tight glucose control in CoViD19
diabetic patients appears to have beneﬁcial impact on the outcomes. Data from
a retrospective, multi-centered study of 7,337 cases of COVID19, among which
952 had pre-existing T2D, indicate that improved glycemic control is associated
with better outcomes, with markedly lower mortality in patients with CoViD19 and
pre-existing T2D [34].
Moreover, elevated fasting plasma glucose levels have been observed in the
older age adults testing positive for SARS CoV2. A retrospective study of outpatients aged 65 years old and above, analyzed data from a total of 135 older
age subjects with T2D with baseline and follow-up fasting plasma glucose, and
50 older age subjects with T2D with baseline and follow-up HbA1c. The baseline
and follow-up fasting plasma glucose were 7.08±1.80 and 7.48±2.14 mmol/L,
respectively (P=0.008). The baseline and follow-up HbA1c were 7.2±1.7% and 7.4
±1.8%, respectively (P=0.158). The study concluded that older age subjects with
T2D had higher fasting plasma glucose levels during CoViD19 outbreak [35].
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Fig. 16.3 The parallels among metabolic syndrome, T2D and COVID-19. Source Figure 2. Ayres, J.S., 2020. A metabolic handbook for the COVID-19
pandemic. Nature metabolism, 2(7), pp. 572–585. https://www.nature.com/articles/s42255-020-0237-2. By Springer Nature Group
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Fig. 16.4 Diabetes and CoViD19 severity. Meta-analysis with forest plot presenting the OR and 95% CI for severity or mortality of COVID-19 according to
the presence of diabetes mellitus. Source Figure 2A. de Almeida-Pititto, B., Dualib, P.M., Zajdenverg, L., Dantas, J.R., De Souza, F.D., Rodacki, M. and
Bertoluci, M.C., 2020. Severity and mortality of COVID 19 in patients with diabetes, hypertension and cardiovascular disease: a meta-analysis. Diabetology &
metabolic syndrome, 12(1), pp. 1–12. https://link.springer.com/article/10.1186/s13098-020-00586-4. By Springer Nature Group
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Fig. 16.5 Diabetes and CoViD19 mortalty. Meta-analysis with forest plot presenting the OR and 95% CI for severity or mortality of COVID-19 according to
the presence of diabetes mellitus. Source Figure 2B. de Almeida-Pititto, B., Dualib, P.M., Zajdenverg, L., Dantas, J.R., De Souza, F.D., Rodacki, M. and
Bertoluci, M.C., 2020. Severity and mortality of COVID 19 in patients with diabetes, hypertension and cardiovascular disease: a meta-analysis. Diabetology &
metabolic syndrome, 12(1), pp. 1–12. https://link.springer.com/article/10.1186/s13098-020-00586-4
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Although data are scarce, the occurrence of new-onset diabetes has been
described in association with CoViD19. Studies suggest that new-onset hyperglycemia without diabetes and new-onset diabetes in CoViD19, may be associated
with a poorer outcome, compared with normoglycemic individuals, and people with
pre-existing diabetes [36]. Further studies are needed to establish the occurrence of
new-onset diabetes in CoViD19 and a direct correlation between hyperglycemia
and clinical outcomes in CoViD19 patients.
Diabetic ketoacidosis (DKA) is a known and serious complication of diabetes
mellitus. Studies report the occasional occurrence of DKA among diabetics with
CoViD19 in both type 1 and type 2 diabetics, and further indicate an association
with poor outcomes. Report of an analysis based on studies reporting CoViD19
patients with DKA and combined DKA/ hyperglycemic hyperosmolar syndrome
(HHS), observed DKA in CoViD19 portends a poor prognosis with mortality being
higher in patients with combined DKA/HHS than isolated DKA [37]. Ethnic
inequities have been described in the occurrence of DKA among CoViD19 subjects, along with the presence of additional risks among ethnic groups [37, 38].
CoViD19 has resulted in a signiﬁcant burden on the health care systems
worldwide and the association of diabetes with CoViD19 may contribute towards
the burden. Several analyses suggest that diabetic patients with CoViD19 have
longer hospital stay [39] and may have a higher estimated cost per hospital
admission reflecting signiﬁcant economic implications [40].

16.2

Pathogenesis

Hyperglycemia is an acute phase response to a critical illness [41], may be caused
by several endogenous mechanisms including the stress, glucagon/cortisol/
catecholamines, increased hepatic glucose production, reduced gastrointestinal
(GI) absorption, impaired glucose clearance, or exogenous factors such as administration of drugs e.g., corticosteroids, intravenous (IV) nutrition or due to the
infection or a combination of these factors. Hyperglycemia enhances ACE2
expression, and may facilitate SARS CoV2 replication [42]. Uncontrolled hyperglycemia may increase the risk of complications such as fluid and electrolyte disturbances, impaired adaptive immune response, and increased infection.
Hyperglycemia induces gene expression of matrix metalloproteinases, which may
promote further the spread of inflammation [43].
Pathogenetic chain of events following SARS CoV2 involving damage to the
airway tracts, and pleiotropic invasion of the viral disease provoking intense
immuno-modulatory, hyper-inflammatory, prothrombotic, vasoplegic, dysmetabolic as well as key cellular stress mechanisms and mechanisms related to
the dysfunction of various homeostatic regulators, are described extensively in
previous chapters in this book. Figures 16.1 and 16.2 highlight important mechanisms that are accentuated during the diabetes-CoViD19 interplay.
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Dysglycemic states, immune dysfnction and CoViD19 display important
interlnks. Impairment of the immune system secondary to hyperglycemia and
CoViD19 during the acute phase may result in worsening of the
infection. CoViD19 is a dysregulated immune-inflammatory condition that is likely
to create a dysmetabolic state, which may further worsen immune inflammation in
its turn. Multiple CoViD19 associated mechanisms may further aggravate the
underlying risks in the diabetic subjects. Severe CoViD19, with the hyperimmune
inflammatory response, accompanies an altered metabolic state, and poor glycemic
control. Factors including elevated cytokines, acute inflammatory reactions, direct
SARS CoV2-ACE2 binding, and indirect reactions potentiate the harmful impact of
the adverse metabolic reactions.
Metabolism and immune responses have a bidirectional relationship [58] that
may lead to a vicious cycle under the co-existence of diabetes and CoViD19. The
dynamics of interaction between innate immune and metabolic systems may help to
deﬁne this relationship. Both innate and adaptive immune mechanisms are impacted
by diabetes leading to impaired host defense mechanisms [59] increasing the susceptibility to infections. An impaired immune state in the diabetic subjects further
alters the balance in the immune response triggered by CoViD19.
Multiple virological and diabetic interconnections may be found that may elucidate the associated risks of CoViD19 and diabetes. Studies suggest that critical
patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus, may have prolonged SARS CoV2 viral
shedding [47], although contrary ﬁndings have been published [48]. Mechanisms
related to weak innate immune mechanisms for instance among diabetics or other
immuno-compromised states, exaggerated cytokine release in severe CoViD19,
imbalance in protective and harmful RAS axes and ACE2 dysregulation, and
several other mechanisms may impact viral shedding. Interestingly, studies have
not shown unfavorable differences in the antibody response to SARS CoV2,
between the diabetic and non-diabetic subjects [49–51]. Several mechanisms are
related to the immune impairments in the diabetics that increase susceptibility to
infections. Physicochemical changes such as rheological, alterations in the Na+/K+ATPase activity, and others such as aggressive glycosylation including an accumulation of advanced glycation end products (AGE) associated with
immunoglobulin dysfunction [44–46] may contribute towards the increased susceptibility. system secondary to hyperglycemia. SARS CoV2 [47, 48] SARS
CoV2 [49–51]. Furthermore, the immune impairment, alterations in the lung
structure, mechanisms related to ACE2 expression, may also contribute towards a
higher predisposition of the diabetics towards pulmonary infections including
CoViD19 [52–55]. Important pathognomonic features of diabetic patients include
chronic inflammation, increased coagulation activity, impaired immune response,
and glycemic instability. These mechanisms may increase the susceptibility of the
diabetics towards severe immune manifestations of CoViD19. The molecular
reactions related to energy metabolism, cellular energy deprivation, autophagy,
oxidative stress, tissue hypoxia, also observed in patients with complicated
CoViD19 with hyperactive and dysregulated inflammatory reactions, may trigger
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these pathogenetic mechanisms and form an important interlink between CoViD19
related complications and DM.
Diabetic subjects with CoViD19 have elevated markers of inflammation and
coagulation. In a retrospective study of 174 patients admitted with CoViD19,
diabetic patients had signiﬁcantly higher (P < 0.01) serum inflammatory
biomarkers IL‐6, C-reaction protein (CRP), ferritin and coagulation index, D
dimers, compared with non-diabetics [16]. Other studies also show an increase in
high-sensitivity CRP (hsCRP), procalcitonin, IL-2 receptor, IL-6, IL-8, and TNF-a
among the diabetic subjects with severe CoViD19 [29]. Severe CoViD19 is associated with the hyperimmune inflammatory response with exaggerated and persistent production of pro-inflammatory cytokines [19], including interleukins
((IL-2, IL-7), interferon-c (IFN-c), TNF-alpha (TNF-a), chemokines CCL2, and
others, with IL-6 particularly predicting mortality [56]. Lymphopenia associated
with worse CoViD19 regarded as a marker of risk, is distinctly observed among
diabetics. Short term hyperglycemia and CoViD19 may induce lymphopenia [60],
which may further aggravate the hyperimmune-inflammatory reactions of SARS
CoV2 [61]. Data suggest that inflammation and lymphopenia resolve more slowly
in T2DM patients with CoViD19 [62]. Exact mechanisms that promote the bidirectional connection of diabetes and CoViD19 need to be further explored.
Diabetes mellitus is an important cause of renal impairment. Patients with diabetes mellitus with CoViD19 appear to have elevated markers of renal injury.
According to an observational cohort analysis of 316, older COVID19 patients
hospitalized for COVID19 and 876 patients with non-COVID19 diagnoses, patients
who developed AKI, were more frequently diabetic (55% vs 42%), had lower
baseline eGFR (57 ± 26 vs 67 ± 21 mL/min), increased initial median CRP value
(78 vs 42 mg/L) and were more often on treatment with antibiotics at hospitalization(60% vs 46%) compared to the COVID19 patients who did not develop
AKI [57]. Besides worsening of a pre-existing renal disease, other causes such as
thrombo-inflammatory damage, microvascular disease, systemic hemodynamic
instability and several other factors associated with sepsis and hyper immuneinflammatory burden may accentuate renal deterioration in the diabetic subjects
with CoViD19.
Diabetes is a pro-inflammatory condition, and involves a series of pathways and
cellular mechanisms such as activation of Toll-like receptors (TLRs), Endoplasmic
Reticulum Stress (ER stress), and inflammasome activation, leading to inflammation [63]. Metabolic changes strongly impact inflammation and homeostasis.
Metabolism is linked with alterations in the immune cell metabolic conﬁguration,
and dynamics of the programming of functional properties (pro or
anti-inflammatory) of immune cells [64]. Several mechanisms related to insulin
resistance and insulin receptor dysfunction contribute to chronic inflammation in
metabolic disorders [65, 66]. Elevation of inflammatory cells and cytokines may be
seen in association with metabolic dysfunction that also accompanies insulin
resistance. Macrophages play an important role in inflammation and insulin resistance in the adipose tissue [67, 68]. Overproduction of pro-inflammatory cytokines
by innate immune cells affects metabolism and further induces cellular stress
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mechanisms [69]. Elevated levels of TNF-a in obesity reflect inflammation, particularly in association with insulin resistance and diabetes [70].
Immune-inflammatory and genetic mechanisms, linked with insulin resistance
observed in the diabetics, are further aggravated by increased adiposity, known as
active immune metabolic structure, may not only reflect an important connection
between the increased risk of complications in diabetic subjects and CoViD19, but
also are likely to play an important role in the association of obesity with diabetes
mellitus observed in CoViD19 subjects.
The RAS mechanisms play a signiﬁcant role in the development of insulin
resistance in diabetics, in particular AngII [71], are also dysregulated in severe
CoViD19. Angiotensin II increases capillary blood flow to increase
insulin-mediated glucose disposal via AT2 receptor, and AT1 receptor activation
leads to a reduced NO bioavailability, impaired insulin signaling, vasoconstriction,
and insulin resistance [72].
Diabetes mellitus adversely impacts the cardiovascular system compromising vascular, myocardial, and electrical conduction systems. Pathogenetic mechanisms interconnecting diabetes mellitus and cardiovascular diseases found in the
diabetics may exaggerate underlying susceptibility for CoViD19 related cardiovascular complications including arrhythmias, acute coronary events, heart failure,
and others involving myocardial injury. The molecular transformations, cellular
stress, extracellular matrix transformations, and several other factors related to the
excessive generation of advanced glycated end products (AGE) in the diabetics,
adversely impact the vascular and myocardial structures, immune cells, cytokines,
and vaso-regulatory mechanisms [73]. Several other mechanisms associated with
elevated glycemic levels have been linked to cardiac complications, including
arrhythmias [44]. Almost two-thirds of heart failure (HF) patients have abnormal
glucose homeostasis [74]. Glucose uptake and lipid metabolism are also impaired
in the epicardial adipose tissue (EAT) of heart failure patients. The glucose uptake
upon insulin stimulation, and lipolysis upon isoproterenol stimulation, are
decreased in the EAT compared with subcutaneous adipose tissue (SAT) in HF
patients [75]. Chronic glycemia damages the cardiovascular structures, and the
underlying immune metabolic mechanisms enhance the cardiovascular vulnerability, which may explain the increase in markers of cardiac injury observed in diabetics in CoViD19.
Elevated body mass index (BMI) at an early age not only increases the risk of
cardiovascular disease, type 2 diabetes mellitus [76, 77] and hypertension [77] but
also development of adulthood obesity [78, 79]. Elevated adiposity in diabetic
subjects and associated risk factors increase CoViD19 risks (Fig. 16.3). According
to the report of a multicentre observational study in 1317 subjects with diabetes
hospitalized for CoViD19, an increase in BMI was associated with increase in the
criticality of the CoViD19 diabetic subjects, and the risk of death [80].
Data suggest that a higher expression of ACE2 in diabetes mellitus may be
linked with higher susceptibility towards CoViD19, and increased complications
[86]. Liver and pancreatic ACE2 locations may act as a target by the SARS CoV2
[81, 82]. Data suggest that the ACE2 expression may be observed both in
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the exocrine and islet cells, in acinar cells, and within subsets of islet cells in the
pancreas, [81]. However, variations in the expression of ACE2 + cells in the
pancreas exist across distinct pancreatic cell types. According to another analysis,
localization of the ACE2 + cells may not be consistent in the pancreatic endocrine
portion in the subjects, but the endothelial cells and pericytes of capillaries and
interlobular ducts of the pancreas [83]. Report of a pooled analysis suggests
that human pancreas may be a target of SARS CoV2 infection and b-cell infection that could contribute to the metabolic dysregulation observed in patients with
COVID19 [84]. Other factors may also play a role in the metabolic dysregulation
associated with CoViD19 in diabetic subjects. Evidence shows the pathogenetic
links of Furin (a type 1 transmembrane protein that promotes cell entry of coronaviruses) with diabetes and high mortality [85]. Like ACE2, DPP4 are coronavirus
receptors [86], and control inflammation, and cardiometabolic physiology. ACE2
CoViD19, [87]. Furthermore, the potential role of ACE2 in insulin resistance and
impaired secretion may be linked with diabetes [88], although no conclusive evidence establishes the signiﬁcance of ACE2 for glucose control independent of the
angiotensin pathway [89].
Development of diabetic ketoacidosis in CoViD19 patients [90] may implicate
several mechanisms related to metabolic decompensation including viral-pancreatic
beta-cell interactions and insulin deﬁciency, exaggerated counter-regulatory
responses promoting ketone production, use of sodium-glucose cotransporter-2
inhibitors (SGLT2) inhibitors [91], and other factors. The viral pancreatic interactions suggesting possible beta pancreatic cell damage in CoViD19 patients that may
result in diabetes in the non-diabetic patients, need to be further explored.

16.3

Treatment Implications

A precautious use of the drugs is warranted in diabetic patients with CoViD19.
Drugs used in CoViD19 treatment, such as corticosteroids may induce hyperglycemia and impact the glycemic control in diabetics [92]. Other drugs, such as
chloroquine, may cause hypoglycemia. Therefore, a frequent adjustment of the
glucose-lowering medications, especially in combination with drugs used to treat
CoViD19, may be needed. Aggressive treatment strategies might be needed for
better and early control of the inflammatory and glycemic intensity in CoViD19
patients with diabetes. Although elevated glucose levels are observed in CoViD19
patients, the therapeutic threshold for insulin treatment in critical patients is not well
understood [93], and needs to be deﬁned. Insulin infusion has been suggested as an
effective method for achieving glycemic targets and improving outcomes in patients
with COVID19 [94].
The safety and efﬁcacy of the antidiabetic treatment in CoViD19 diabetic subjects have been explored in various settings. Risks and beneﬁts of antidiabetic drugs
such as metformin, inhibitors of dipeptidyl peptidase 4 (DPP4i), SGLT2i, insulin
have been identiﬁed in several studies. The observational, retrospective nature,
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small number of patients, heterogeneity, and methodological flaws, are among the
important factors that make it difﬁcult to draw concrete conclusions in studies
investigating antidiabetic treatments in diabetic CoViD19 subjects, therefore, a
cautious interpretation of these studies is warranted. National and local guidelines
must be used to determine the best treatment options.
Certain antidiabetic drugs may offer better protection due to the additional
beneﬁts including anti-inflammatory actions. Metformin is known to reduce the
TNF-a and other inflammatory adipokines in diabetics and obese subjects [95].
Antidiabetic agents such as DPP4i may have a potential anti-inflammatory role [96]
through downregulation of cytokine storm and may beneﬁt patients with CoViD19
[97], however conflicting reports about beneﬁcial effects of DPP4i in CoViD19
patients have been published [98]. Similarly, anti-inflammatory actions have been
described for glucagon-like peptide-1 (GLP1) receptor agonists [99] and insulin
[100]. Although, studies show improvement in the outcomes in CoViD19 subjects
with insulin treatment and even lowering of IL-6 and D-dimer levels [94], other
studies have warned about the harmful effects of insulin in patients with diabetes
and CoViD19 [101].
Use of metformin has been identiﬁed with risks in the severe diabetic CoViD19
subjects due to acute metabolic decompensation [102] however, metformin
decreased mortality in COVID19 patients with diabetes [103] and improved the
clinical outcomes of patients with mild to moderate SARSCoV2, especially in diabetic women [104]. A retrospective analysis further shows beneﬁcial therapeutic
value with reduced mortality with treatment with metformin in women with obesity
or type 2 diabetes with CoViD19, however, no difference was seen among men [105].
Analyses show safety of DPP4i in CoViD19 subjects [106]. A population-based
observational study of 8337 patients, has shown signiﬁcant improvement in clinical
outcomes associated with DPP4i use in COVID19 [107], however, weakness in the
study design and methodology may pose signiﬁcant limitations. The conflicting
reports describing DPP4i, inconclusive results, and insufﬁcient evidence may not
allow recommendation of the use of DPP4i against COVID19. [98].
Similarly, use of SGLT2 inhibitors was identiﬁed with risk of ketoacidosis [108]
and may limit its use in unstable CoViD19 patients. Studies provide reassurance
about the safety of the SGLT2 inhibitors and DPP-4 inhibitors in type 2 diabetes
with COVID19 [109], however, may be subject to limitations in the quality. Role of
other antidiabetic drugs (SGLT2 i) in CoViD19 is under exploration in ongoing
clinical trials [110, 111].

16.4

Summary

The frequent occurrence of diabetes mellitus with CoViD19, especially with severe
disease, and impact on mortality appear signiﬁcant. The trends can be observed
worldwide across geographical boundaries and reflect a mixing epidemic of
non-communicable diseases and the CoViD19 epidemic. Diabetes contributes
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towards potentiation of the viral disease and prolonged hospital stay. Sporadic
occurrences of the DKA in diabetic patients have been reported in association with
the viral disease. Regardless of CoViD19, diabetic patients are known to have
worse outcomes when facing illnesses. Older patients and diabetics have higher
mortality rates in cardiovascular diseases, cancer, or severe infections. Association
of diabetes with potent risk factors, such as advanced age, hypertension, and
obesity, further aggravate the risk of complications in CoViD19.
Hyperglycemia associated with CoViD19 may be transient or develop into new
diabetes cases of new-onset diabetes have been reported in association with
CoViD19. The exact association of new-onset diabetes with CoViD19 is poorly
known, however, may reflect a diabetogenic potential of CoViD19. This has led to
the exploration of new-onset diabetes in CoViD19 subjects in global initiatives, yet
to be completed [112]. In an aggregate, diabetes mellitus appears to be frequently
associated with CoViD19, and more frequently with the complicated disease.
Although this association reflects a positive correlation with the severity and
prognosis of CoViD19, deﬁnite conclusions must be drawn using robust study
designs and methodology.
Reports describing the biochemical impact of diabetes in CoViD19, indicate a
more intense inflammatory picture in the diabetics, as compared to the non-diabetic
subjects with CoViD19. Similarly, elevated markers of cardiovascular risk in the
diabetics with CoViD19 also reflect a higher risk of cardiovascular complications.
The duration of pre-existing diabetes, previous glycemic control, associated complications, concomitant cardiometabolic risk factors reflect the actual gravity of
diabetes and dictate the risks. These mechanisms are likely to be the major facilitators of CoViD19 related risks in diabetics. Association of immune impairment,
micro and macrovascular disease, kidney damage, and cardiac involvement determine the vulnerability of the diabetic patients towards CoViD19 severity. On the
other hand, the intensity of CoViD19, the severity of the immune-inflammatory
reactions, direct viral actions, sepsis, are among several mechanisms that may
aggravate diabetes-associated risks. The overall picture suggests that both diabetes
and CoViD19 impact each other via potent pathogenetic links. Pathogenetic
mechanisms, biochemical proﬁle, and CoViD19 epidemiological data favor the role
of diabetes mellitus in the development of complications, and the adverse impact of
CoViD19 on diabetics. Inflammation may induce hyperglycemia and vice versa.
Immunometabolism and met-inflammation play a key role in this association. The
underlying burden of met-inflammation in the diabetics, local and systemic dysregulation of metabolism and RAS mechanisms, increased ACE2 activity,
endothelial dysfunction, insulin resistance, prothrombotic mechanisms form an
important pathogenetic substrate. Development of new-onset diabetes and hyperglycemia may reflect several underlying complex mechanisms, although implications of beta-pancreatic cell damage or exhaustion of poor reserve and ACE2 are
plausible mechanisms. Furthermore, the inherent vulnerability of the diabetic
patients for CoViD19 severity and complications appears realistic but does not
deﬁne susceptibility towards the infection. The precise architectural composition of
the concept of susceptibility of diabetics towards SARS CoV2 infection needs to be
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further determined. Moreover, the inherent weaknesses in the studies exploring
viral shedding in the diabetic CoViD19 patients [47, 48], and lack of power, need to
be addressed with further exploration of this phenomenon, using robust study
designs and methodology.
Diabetics with CoViD19 require close monitoring and care in acute settings, and
early therapeutic interventions to minimize the risks. Data indicate improvement in
glycemic control results in better outcomes in diabetic patients with CoViD19 [34].
Prevention of CoViD19 in the diabetics and prompt treatment as well as maintaining a tight glucose control hold the principal stage when minimizing the risk of
CoViD19 in the diabetics. Adherence to a healthy lifestyle, dietary measures, and
exercise, remain the best principles in combatting CoViD19 in diabetics.
Adaptations in diabetes care models are necessary to provide better care to
the diabetic patients at risk of CoViD19 in the community. The use of telemedicine
and remote guidance must be promoted during the times of the CoViD19 pandemic.
Updated expert guidelines and protocols are needed to guide preventive measures to
reduce the incidence of CoViD19 in patients with diabetes mellitus [113].
Summary Box
• CoViD19 studies conﬁrm a higher association of diabetes across the
geographical boundaries that associates with a variety of risk factors along
the way and variations in the burden of CoViD19 and associated risks,
adding to the woes of the health cares systems.
• Diabetes potentiates the risk of severity of the CoViD19, causes longer
hospital stay, a delayed viral clearance, and may display an increased
susceptibility. However, the notion of susceptibility of the diabetics for
SARS CoV2 infection requires further exploration.
• Diabetic patients may have increased susceptibility for complications and
adverse outcomes with CoViD19 that may reflect the vulnerability of
diabetics.
• Several background risk factors accompanying diabetics elevate the risks
of diabetes with CoViD19; older age and obesity are prominent.
• Pre-existing cardiovascular and metabolic conditions are associated with
poor prognosis in CoViD19.
• Markers of cardiac injury are higher among diabetic CoViD19 patients.
• CoViD19 and diabetes hold a bidirectional relationship adversely
impacting each other.
• Immunologic and metabolic pathways are important pathogenetic mechanisms linking diabetes and CoViD19.
• Hyperglycemia in both diabetic and non-diabetic CoViD19 subjects is
associated with a worse prognosis.
• Hyperglycemia and inflammation promote each other.
• SARS CoV2 pancreatic interactions via ACE2 present a real risk, however, need further evaluation.
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• Early and aggressive glucose management may save complications; the
impact of lowering hyperglycemia in CoViD19 needs further exploration.
• The association of cardiometabolic risk factors with CoViD19 raises the
signiﬁcance of optimizing metabolic control.
• Current data provide a positive indication of the safety of antidiabetic
drugs such as DPP4i and SGLT2i in CoViD19 patients.
• Diabetes mellitus and CoViD19 partnership carry signiﬁcant health economic implications, and these may have a higher impact on the
low-middle income economies.
• Further studies, with robust methodology and designs, are required to
determine the efﬁcacy and safety of the antidiabetic drugs and combinations in the CoViD19 diabetic subjects.
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Chapter 17

Obesity and COVID19

Key Questions
• What are the epidemiological links between obesity and CoViD19?
• What is the occurrence of obesity in CoViD19 and how does it vary
among populations?
• What is the impact of elevated body mass index and obesity on outcomes
in CoViD19?
• What are the implications of obesity and accompanying risk factors in
CoViD19 subjects?
• Which pathogenetic mechanisms associated with obesity may impact the course of CoViD19?
• What are limitations in research quality in obesity studies in
CoViD19 and what are their implications?

17.1

Introduction

Obesity is a complex multifactorial high-risk chronic condition with signiﬁcant
health economic implications. Global incidence of obesity is high with alarming
trends [1, 2]. Obesity is considered to have reached pandemic levels, adversely
impacting various regions across the globe. According to estimates, more than 13%
of people may have been affected by obesity worldwide. In 2016, more than 1.9
billion adults aged 18 years and older were overweight. Of these, over 650 million
adults were obese [3]. By 2025, global obesity prevalence is estimated to reach 18%
in men, and surpass 21% in women; severe obesity is likely to surpass 6% in men
and 9% in women [2]. Data indicate that over 40% of the population in Europe and
the Americas may be obese [4]. According to a more recent analysis, overweight
© The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
U. Mallick, Cardiovascular Complications of COVID-19,
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and obesity may have affected more than half of the population in Europe [5]. The
true prevalence of obesity, however, may be underestimated [6].
According to an estimate, high body mass index (BMI) accounted for 4.0 million
deaths globally [7]. Variations in the classiﬁcation of overweight and obesity with
cutoff values of the BMI differing may impact risk estimation [8]. In adults, the
classiﬁcation systems [9] and obesity guidelines [10, 11] deﬁne healthy body
weight as a BMI between 18.5 and 24.9 kg/m2, overweight between 25.0 and
29.9 kg/m2, and obesity  30 kg/m2. Obesity is deﬁned as having a body mass
index (BMI) equal to or higher than 30 kg/m2 for all populations worldwide, except
for China, where according to the World Health Organization obesity is deﬁned as
having a BMI equal to or higher than 27.5 kg/m [12, 13].
The varying prevalence of obesity in different parts of the globe may influence
CoViD19 differently. The impact of obesity on CoViD19 morbidity and mortality
has been observed across various regions of the globe [14], especially in regions with
high obesity burden including the Northern America, Latin America [15] and Europe.
According to an analysis of characteristics that may influence CoViD19 outcomes,
the African countries appear to have a consistently lower percentage of individuals
(18–29%) with BMI > 25, as compared to the Western countries (34–68%), except
for South Africa (52%) [16], and have lower CoViD19 impact [17].
Obesity and cardiometabolic risk factors are frequently observed among
the CoViD19 subjects in the US. Report based on an analysis of a population-based
surveillance program across 14 states representing approximately 10% of the US
population, shows that obesity was the second most common underlying condition
in the general population, closely the following hypertension, and ﬁrst among
younger individuals aged 18–49, among 1482 hospitalized patients with COVID19,
[18]. A similar trend was observed in a case series of 5700 CoViD 19 patients
admitted in hospital, in which most common comorbidities were hypertension
(56.6%) 3026, obesity (41.7%) 1737, and diabetes (33.8%) 1808 [19].
Obesity is associated with a high burden of comorbidities (Fig. 17.2) and adversely impacts the outcomes of CoViD19 patients (Fig. 17.5). An association of
obesity with poor outcomes among patients with cardiovascular or pulmonary diseases or infections, in particular, is well recognized. CoViD19 may precipitate exacerbation of the underlying comorbidities or an induce an exaggerated or
disproportional organ dysfunction in obese subjects, for instance the need for
invasive mechanical ventilation (Fig. 17.7). An interlink of obesity with death or
hospitalization has been reported in previous viral pandemics [20]. Current data also
appear to indicate an association of obesity with an increased risk of complications
in CoViD19 patients [21], increased risk of ARDS (Fig. 17.4) and higher rate of
ICU admissions (Fig. 17.6). According to a prospective observational study of 5279
CoViD19 hospitalized patients, obesity increased the risk for hospitalization and the
development of a critical illness in CoViD19 patients. The study also showed a
signiﬁcant association of age, male sex, heart failure, and chronic kidney disease
[22]. According to a report based on meta-analysis of 22 studies investigating
obesity and CoViD19 outcomes and representing n = 30,141 patients from 7
countries, obesity is associated with an increased likelihood of presenting with more
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severe CoViD19 symptoms (OR 3.03, 95% CI 1.45–6.28, P = 0.003; 4 studies,
n = 974), developing acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS; OR 2.89, 95% CI
1.14–7.34, P = 0.025; 2 studies, n = 96), requiring hospitalization (OR 1.68, 95%
CI 1.14–1.59, P < 0.001; 4 studies, n = 6611), being admitted to an intensive care
unit (ICU; OR 1.35, 95% CI 1.15–1.65, P = 0.001; 9 studies, n = 5298), and
undergoing invasive mechanical ventilation (IMV; OR 1.76, 95% CI 1.29–2.40,
P < 0.001; 7 studies, n = 1558) compared to non-obese patients. However, obese
patients had similar likelihoods of death from CoViD19 as non-obese patients (OR
0.96, 95% CI 0.74–1.25, P = 0.750; 9 studies, n = 20,597) [23, 24]. Furthermore,
data also show that patients with pre-existing metabolic fatty liver disease may have
6 times higher risk of developing severe CoViD19 in the presence of coexisting
obesity [25]. Other analyses conﬁrm the association of obesity with elevated risks in
CoViD19 [26], including the risk of death [27–29] (Fig. 17.8). According to a report based on analyzed data from patients hospitalized with CoViD19 at 88 US
hospitals enrolled in the American Heart Association’s CoViD19 Cardiovascular
Disease Registry, the obese subjects hospitalized with CoViD19 may have a higher
risk of critical CoViD19 and in-hospital death and mechanical ventilation, in particular, if young (age  50 years), and more often have venous thromboembolism
and dialysis. Obesity, and, in particular, class III obesity, was overrepresented in the
registry in comparison with the US population, with the largest differences among
adults  50 years. Among 7606 patients, in-hospital death or mechanical ventilation
occurred in 2109 (27.7%), in-hospital death in 1302 (17.1%), and mechanical
ventilation in 1602 (21.1%). After multivariable adjustment, classes I to III obesity
were associated with higher risks of in-hospital death or mechanical ventilation
(odds ratio, 1.28 [95% CI, 1.09–1.51], 1.57 [1.29–1.91], 1.80 [1.47–2.20], respectively), and class III obesity was associated with a higher risk of in-hospital death
(hazard ratio, 1.26 [95% CI, 1.00–1.58]). Overweight and class I to III obese individuals were at higher risk for mechanical ventilation (odds ratio, 1.28 [95% CI,
1.09–1.51], 1.54 [1.29–1.84], 1.88 [1.52–2.32], and 2.08 [1.68–2.58], respectively).
Signiﬁcant BMI by age interactions were seen for all primary end points
(P-interaction < 0.05 for each), such that the association of BMI with death or
mechanical ventilation was strongest in adults  50 years, intermediate in adults 51
to 70 years, and weakest in adults >70 years. Severe obesity (BMI  40 kg/m2) was
associated with an increased risk of in-hospital death only in those  50 years
(hazard ratio, 1.36 [1.01–1.84]) [24]. Moreover, an incremental association of the
BMI was observed in related to death in CoViD19 patients; BMI of 30–35, 35–40,
and over 40 kg/m2 was associated with a 1.23-, 1.81- and 2.66-fold increased risk of
death respectively [27]. In addition, dysmetabolism is known to favor the development of pulmonary complications [30, 31], and may elevate CoViD19 related
risks. According to a prospective observational cohort study of CoViD19 patients,
46% (119/255) of patients had obesity among the critically ill subjects with acute
hypoxemic respiratory failure [32]. Data suggest that raised BMI (>35 kg/m2)
increases the odds for requiring invasive ventilation seven times when compared
with patients with lower BMI (<25 kg/m2) [33, 34]. Similar associations may be
observed in the relationship between obesity, cardiovascular, metabolic, or
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prothrombotic conditions and CoViD19. Raised BMI is a potent risk factor for
cardiovascular diseases [35]. Concomitant presence of other risk factors such as
diabetes mellitus, hypertension or others may aggravate risks among obese subjects
with CoViD19. An elevated burden of cardiometabolic risk factors as observed in
studies showing an increased association of hypertension (56.6%) 30,265,700,
obesity (41.7%) 1737/5700, and diabetes (33.8%) 1808/5700 in CoViD19 hospitalized subjects [19], may increase the probability of CoViD19 related
complications. In a restrospective analysis report of 1965 patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2D) and CoViD19, clinical characteristics and CoViD19–related
outcomes (i.e. intubation for mechanical ventilation [IMV], death and discharge by
day 7 [D7]) were analysed according to BMI status. Increased BMI was found to
heighten the criticality of the CoViD19 and the risk of death in diabetic subjects
[36], which was consistent with the incremental value of the BMI: for overweight (odds ratio (OR) 1.65 [1.05–2.59]), class I obesity (OR 1.93 [1.19–3.14])
and class II/III obesity (OR 1.98 [1.11–3.52]), although the association was not
conﬁrmed in patients >75 years of age. The study concluded that overweight and
obesity are associated with poor early prognosis in patients with T2D hospitalized
for CoViD19 [37]. Analysis of the autopsy reports of 23 patients with CoViD19
from 5 centers in the US, showed a high burden of thrombotic disease with major
involvement of the lungs and heart. All 3 patients with evidence of chronic cardiac
enlargement had elevated BMI (BMIs of 33.8, 51.65, and 35.2 kg/m2) [38].
The association of CoViD19 with older age individuals is well recognized,
however studies show variability in association of age with CoViD19 in obese
subjects. Studies have shown an association of obesity in younger subjects and
CoViD19, with a signiﬁcant risk associated with obesity in the younger subjects.
Indications exist that overweight and obese patients with SARSCoV2 pneumonia,
maybe younger than patients with normal weight [39]. Studies further indicate that
obese patients, in particular, if young (age  50 years), are more likely to be
hospitalized with CoViD19, and are at higher risk of in-hospital death or
mechanical ventilation [24]. A large retrospective analysis of 6916 SARS CoV2
positive patients reporting risks associated with death, revealed a signiﬁcant association of younger age and male gender. The study further indicated a leading role
of severe obesity over the correlated risk factors [28].
The although several epidemiological studies provide a decent description of the
association of subjects with elevated BMI and obesity with CoViD19, several
inconsistencies may cloud the data quality, especially poor deﬁnitions of obesity
and associated conditions. The inherent weaknesses of the study designs such as
observation, or retrospective nature, may generate weaknesses that may compromise the validity of the results. CoViD19 pandemic may have limited the possibility
of conducting well powered and well-conducted prospective studies with robust
outcomes. CoViD19 is a heterogeneous condition with signiﬁcant analytical and
design challenges, and requires a complex approach during the research. The serious risk of confounding in CoViD19 may signiﬁcantly compromise the results.
A careful approach is needed in the interpretation of the data, especially related to
the outcomes, or studies describing the causal relationship of obesity with CoViD19
and complications.
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A complex of risk factors known for their disease and mortality burden tag obesity
and may complicate CoViD19 (Figs. 17.1 and 17.3). Conditions such as diabetes,
kidney, and respiratory disease, are frequently found in association with obesity and
have increased mortality risk [40]. The cardiovascular risk in obese patients or
patients with elevated BMI is high, especially in association with hyperlipidemia,
and elevated blood pressure [41]. The associations of 17 cardiometabolic traits with
CoViD19 susceptibility and severity were evaluated using 2-sample Mendelian
randomization (MR) analyses. The authors suggested that obesity-related cardiometabolic diseases (type 2 diabetes, chronic kidney disease, stroke, and coronary
heart disease), may be mediators of the relationship between body mass index and
higher risk of hospitalization for COVID19 [42]. The lower lung volumes and
respiratory muscle strength, with impaired gas exchange, reflect altered pulmonary
mechanics and ventilation although mark the obesity [43], several controversies
related to the impact of obesity on mortality exist also described as “Obesity
paradox” [44]. The role of lung pathology in obese patients in critical CoViD19,
appears important [45]. The pathogenetic role of these risk factors in the development of severity of CoViD19 involves intricate immune-inflammatory, thrombogenic, metabolic, and toxic mechanisms that perturb homeostasis, causing tissue
and organ dysfunction. The biological, clinical, and functional limitations in obese
patients with elevated levels of metabolic and toxic stress, and immune impairment
may amplify the adverse impact of CoViD19.
Obesity is a pro-inflammatory condition with signiﬁcant immune compromise.
Higher circulating interleukin 6 and C-reactive protein levels characterize the basal
proinflammatory status of obesity. Biochemical changes associated with obesity
include tissue hypoxia, high inflammatory burden, the elevation of markers of
insulin resistance, hyperglycemia, elevated immune markers, etc. A cascade of

Fig. 17.1 Obesity and other comorbidities. Source Figure 1. Aghili, S.M.M., Ebrahimpur, M.,
Arjmand, B., Shadman, Z., Sani, M.P., Qorbani, M., Larijani, B. and Payab, M., 2021. Obesity in
COVID-19 era, implications for mechanisms, comorbidities, and prognosis: a review and
meta-analysis. International Journal of Obesity, 45(5), pp. 998–1016. https://www.nature.com/
articles/s41366-021-00776-8. By Springer Nature Group
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Fig. 17.2 Higher comorbidities in obese versus non-obese. Comparison of basic diseases between
obesity and non-obesity patients. Source Figure 1. Kang, Z., Luo, S., Gui, Y., Zhou, H., Zhang, Z.,
Tian, C., Zhou, Q., Wang, Q., Hu, Y., Fan, H. and Hu, D., 2020. Obesity is a potential risk factor
contributing to clinical manifestations of COVID-19. International Journal of Obesity, 44(12),
pp. 2479–2485. https://www.nature.com/articles/s41366-020-00677-2. By Springer Nature Group

Fig. 17.3 Obesity-related comorbidities and mechanisms of a severe course of COVID-19.
Source Figure 1. Stefan, N., Birkenfeld, A.L., Schulze, M.B. and Ludwig, D.S., 2020. Obesity and
impaired metabolic health in patients with COVID-19. Nature Reviews Endocrinology, 16(7),
pp. 341–342. https://www.nature.com/articles/s41574-020-0364-6. By Springer Publishers Group

stress factors such as oxidative stress and mediators shift the synthetic function of
the adipose tissue, leading to insulin resistance, diabetes, and pro atherosclerotic
cardiovascular complications. The high inflammatory burden associated with
decreased circulation, poor oxygenation, augment the inflammatory stress in obesity. These mechanisms contribute to mitochondrial dysfunction, and increased
oxidative stress, with an increase in free radicals and reactive oxygen species
(ROS), ultimately resulting in exaggerated inflammatory stress [46].
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Viral infections may reside in the adipose tissue [47, 48], and be prolonged in
obese patients [49]. The adipose tissue has also been proposed to act as a reservoir
for the SARS CoV2 [50], especially due to the ACE2 related tropism [51].
According to a report, obese CoViD19 subjects require longer hospitalization, more
intensive and longer oxygen treatment, and they may have longer SARSCOV2
shedding [52]. The associations of 17 cardiometabolic traits with CoViD19 susceptibility and severity were evaluated using 2-sample Mendelian randomization
(MR) analyses. The authors concluded that genetic evidence supports the higher
BMI as a causal risk factor for CoViD19 susceptibility and severity [42].
Various studies conﬁrm higher levels of inflammatory markers in obese
CoViD19 subjects, including circulating ferritin, C-reactive protein (CRP), and
tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-a) on admission, and their impact on the severity of
the viral disease [52, 53]. The CoViD19 associated hyperimmune reactions marked
by signiﬁcantly increased IL-6 levels are known to be directly proportional to the
viral load and disease severity [54, 55]. Increased levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines are observed in obese patients, with a correlation between the increased
IL-6 activity and the degree of obesity [56, 57].
Obesity is associated with impaired innate and adaptive immune responses. In
obesity, adipose tissue accompanies proinflammatory mechanisms, with elevated
cytokines and particularly adipokines, dysregulated tissue leukocyte expression,
and inflammatory macrophage (and innate lymphoid) subsets replace tissue regulatory (M2) phenotypic cells. The inflammatory cytokines such as TNF-a, IL-1,
IL-6, are main cytokines derived from the adipose tissue [58].
Dysfunctional immune responses in obese individuals may accentuate the
SARSCoV2 pathogenicity. Macrophages regulate initiation and resolution of
inflammation and tissue maintenance, and T cells, determine key antiviral defense.
Raised BMI is corelated with number of macrophages, with macrophages representing as much as 25% of adipocyte cell numbers [59]. The “T cells” play an
active role in obesity-related adipose tissue inflammation [60].
Impaired immune responses in patients with obesity may augment CoViD19
related immune irregularities. Data suggest that CoViD19 studies investigating
immune responses did not detect meaningful differences in binding or neutralizing
antibodies, T cell activity, or other functional humoral measures by BMI [61],
although signiﬁcant alterations in chronic inflammation, particularly driven by
persistent innate immune response have been observed in obesity and CoViD19
settings [62]. Viral sensing delays may be an important cause [63]. SARS CoV2
immune response assessment accompanies challenges in assay standardization. The
differences in antigen recognition, sensitivity, and speciﬁcity among the assays may
impact the accuracy of the tests.
A dysregulated immune response in CoViD19 patients is marked by macrophage
activation and T cell depletion [64, 65]. Leptin resistance [66], and mechanisms
related to the adipose tissue macrophage, and lymphocyte dysfunction [67–69] may
have pathogenetic implications in CoViD19. Leptin, an adipose tissue secretory
cytokine and a key regulator of nutritional state and metabolism, is a modulator of
immune system activation and innate-adaptive immune response that exerts positive
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effects on maturation, development, and function of B cells [70, 71]. Increased
leptin resistance in obese patients [66] with elevated leptin levels may increase risks
associated with the viral disease via alterations of the lymphocytes, and inhibition
of CD8+ T cell response, and impaired memory T cell response. Reduced leptin
response may be associated with adverse outcome in viral disease in obese patients
[72]. Obese subjects are known to have inversed leptin/adiponectin ratio [73].
Adiponectin is a promotor of insulin sensitivity and anti-inflammatory activities
with a protective impact on the vasculature, and heart. The adiponectin levels may
be negatively impacted due to the hyper-immune inflammatory reactions associated
with the severe COVID19. Exaggerated release of pro-inflammatory cytokines in
COVID19 such as IL-6, TNF-alpha that also inhibits adiponectin [74], may contribute towards risk in CoViD19 patients with obesity.
Variations in the visceral and subcutaneous body fats have been linked with
differences in cardiovascular risk [75]. White adipose tissue (WAT) produces
numerous proinflammatory and pro-atherogenic cytokines and chemokines, Reports
suggest that epicardial adipose tissue (EAT), a source of adipokines (including
pro-inflammatory mediators) and harbor of ACE2, already recognized in association with elevated BMI and obesity, may play an important role in the cardiac
complications in CoViD19 [76, 77]. Furthermore, the amount of EAT correlates
with insulin resistance, metabolic syndrome [78], and cardiovascular diseases [75].
Viral-induced dysregulation of metabolic and vasoactive mechanisms may facilitate
this process. Dysregulated RAS in CoViD19 may augment already depleted and
dysfunctional counter-regulatory angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 Mas receptor
axis in obese patients, and therefore may worsen the epicardial adipose tissue
inflammation [77].
Obesity and vascular risk are interconnected. An increase in inflammation in
perivascular adipose tissue may elevate coronary vascular risk [79, 80]. Reports
suggest a possible link between the elevated B lymphocytes and macrophages in the
perivascular adipose tissue may reflect increased vascular plaque instability [81].
An increased vascular risk in obese patients may contribute to an elevated risk of
cardiovascular complications observed in association with obesity and
CoViD19 including acute coronary syndromes.
Obesity accompanies an increased hypercoagulability and hypoﬁbrinolytic
activity and has an elevated venous and arterial thrombotic disease burden.
CoViD19 patients, despite anticoagulation, may develop life-threatening prothrombotic complications [82]. Several mechanisms such as elevated expression of
the prothrombotic molecules plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 [83], tissue factor
(TF) [84], increased platelet activation [85], and others such as FVII [86], thrombin
and antithrombin complexes (TAT) [87] contribute towards the obesity-associated
prothrombotic inclinations, although the elevation in anti-thrombotic factors, such
as tissue-type plasminogen activator (tPA) and protein C, have been described in
obese subjects, which may be reactive [86]. CoViD19 is highly thrombogenic with
signiﬁcant therapeutic implications [88]. Prolonged activated partial thromboplastin
time (APTT), delayed prothrombin time (PT), higher D-dimer and ﬁbrin degradation products (FDP) levels, increased thrombin-antithrombin (TAT) complex, and
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decreased antithrombin (AT) are observed in CoViD19 patients [89], with CRP and
D Dimers, among the obese subjects, associated with worse clinical outcomes [53].
Studies have also shown elevated ﬁbrinogen, factor VIII (FVIII), von Willebrand
factor levels, positive lupus anticoagulant, and antiphospholipid antibodies in
critical CoViD19 patients [82], and elevated indicators of hypoﬁbrinolytic activity
such as plasminogen activator inhibitor-1 (PAI-1) levels and thrombin activatable
ﬁbrinolysis inhibitor (TAFI) and tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) [90]. The
hemostatic dysfunction in CoViD19 appears to be a result of direct SARS CoV2
related mechanisms including SARS COV2-platelet interaction leading to platelet
activation, or viral-induced inflammation led ﬁbrinogen elevations via IL-6,
endothelial activation, subsequently leading to tissue factor and contact activation
pathways of the coagulation cascade further potentiating a hyper-coagulable state
[91]. Mechanisms related to direct SARS COV2-endothelial injury have also been
described [23]. Endothelial dysfunction in obese subjects, thrombo-inflammatory
pathways, and immune dysregulation, are among salient mechanisms that determine the interplay and dynamics of coagulability augment the risk of thrombotic
complication in obese patients who develop CoViD19. The balance between
coagulation and ﬁbrinolysis is altered in critical CoViD19 subjects [90]. Elevated
levels of plasminogen activator inhibitor that is shed by the endothelial cells, may
be linked with obesity and thrombotic cerebrovascular diseases [83]. The role of
obesity in the alteration in the hemostatic balance in CoViD19 patients needs to be
further explored.
Higher risk in the younger obese patients as compared to the older subjects with
CoViD19 although requires further determination may reflect differential dynamics
of the underlying risk factors associated with age. The all-cause relative risk of
death associated with increasing BMI decreases with age [92]. A multitude of risk
factors accompany older age that increases the risk of CoViD19, however, the
decline in the adiposity with age, an increased cardiovascular vulnerability,
immune-aging aspects, physical and psychological ﬁtness, and several other biological and socio-economic factors, or even factors related to bias in the provision
of healthcare may drive the risks.

17.3

Summary

Adipose tissue is a complex multifunctional structure, with an intense immune
metabolic proﬁle, and pleiotropic activities, and plays a vital role in endocrine, and
immune functions. The structure is enriched not only with adipocytes but also
immune cells that contribute to these functions, as well as several other vascular and
regulatory processes. Excessive adiposity leads to a pathologic state. Obesity is a
risk factor for multiple cardiovascular diseases, chronic pulmonary disorders,
prothrombotic diseases, malignancies, and cerebrovascular diseases. Raised BMI
and obesity appear to be closely associated with CoViD19, with increased severity
of the disease as well as greater risk of complications. The burden of comorbidities
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associated with obesity including cardiovascular, metabolic, respiratory, and
immune dysfunctions, are key high-risk elements that may compromise individual
ﬁtness thereby increased predisposition towards CoViD19 severity and the related
risks. Geographical variations in the distribution of obesity across the globe may
variably impact the CoViD19 outcomes across the populations and must be further
explored.
Analysis of pathogenetic mechanisms involved in the development of
obesity-related complications, reveals multiple mechanisms and pathways that may
explain the strong CoViD19 -obesity interlink. Adipose inflammation signiﬁcantly
contributes towards cardiometabolic diseases, and metabolic risk factors not only
promote cardiovascular diseases but also increase the burden of the morbidity
related to cardiovascular diseases and increase mortality. Viral diseases are known
for higher afﬁnity for individuals with elevated BMI and may be prolonged in obese
patients. Enhanced symptomatology (fever, myalgia, chills, and other compatible
symptoms) in obese CoViD19 patients has been reported [61]. Whether obesity
determines an increased risk of developing CoViD19 is not known. However,
the risk of critical disease and worse outcomes in CoViD19 patients with obesity,
appear to be important. It is not known whether the adipose tissue acts as a reservoir
for SARS CoV2. SARS CoV2’s direct interactions with the adipose tissue need to
be further explored.
Among several important pathogenetic mechanisms that facilitate poor outcomes
of CoViD19 in obese subjects, immune impairments that also weaken the antiviral
defense mechanisms play an important role. Dysfunctional innate and adaptive
immune responses in obesity, favor the critical viral disease. In obese subjects, the
underlying immune-inflammatory dysfunction is like to further augment the
imbalance in the cytokine response observed in CoViD19 resulting in hyper

Fig. 17.4 Mortality rate (%) and prevalence of severe ARDS (%) according to BMI (kg/m2)
categories. Source Figure 1 Dana, R., Bannay, A., Bourst, P., Ziegler, C., Losser, M.R., Gibot, S.,
Levy, B., Audibert, G. and Ziegler, O., 2021. Obesity and mortality in critically ill COVID-19
patients with respiratory failure. International Journal of Obesity, pp. 1–10. https://www.nature.
com/articles/s41366-021-00872-9. By Springer Nature Group
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Fig. 17.5 A Forest-plot showing the association between obesity and poor outcome (95% CI 95%
conﬁdence interval). In a meta-analysis of 17 CoViD19 studies and obesity, obesity (BMI  30)
was associated with poor outcome (OR: 1.297 [1.178–1.416], p < 0.001; I2: 0.0%, heterogeneity = 13.69). Source Figure 3a. Aghili, S.M.M., Ebrahimpur, M., Arjmand, B., Shadman, Z., Sani,
M.P., Qorbani, M., Larijani, B. and Payab, M., 2021. Obesity in COVID-19 era, implications for
mechanisms, comorbidities, and prognosis: a review and meta-analysis. International Journal of
Obesity, 45(5), pp. 998–1016. https://www.nature.com/articles/s41366-021-00776-8. By Springer
Nature Group

immune-inflammation. These mechanisms have a further deleterious impact on the
vasculature, the coagulation system, and hemostasis. Inflammatory immune reactions. Increased visceral fat is associated with a higher risk of cardiovascular
complications. Interlinks between cardiac and vascular risk and the perivascular and
epicardial adipose tissues have been described. The epicardial adipose tissue and
cardiac interactions involving immune, RAS, and other mechanisms explain the
development of cardiac illnesses in obese patients. Dysregulation of these mechanisms in association with CoViD19 may explain the risks associated with obesity in
CoViD19. There is growing evidence that inflammation is a key pathogenetic
player in cardiovascular diseases and metabolic disorders including obesity and
diabetes, a mechanism that is a frontrunner in severe and complicated CoViD19.
Further research is needed to deﬁne the exact mechanisms responsible for interlinking obesity and CoViD19.
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Fig. 17.6 Forest-plot showing lack of association between obesity and intensive care unit
(ICU) admissions in CoViD19 (95% CI 95% conﬁdence interval). In a meta-analysis of 17
CoViD19 studies and obesity, obesity (BMI  30) was not associated with ICU admission, and
obesity did not signiﬁcantly increase the ICU admission (OR: 1.189 [0.955–1.424], I2: 0.0%,
heterogeneity = 1.92). Source Figure 3b. Aghili, S.M.M., Ebrahimpur, M., Arjmand, B.,
Shadman, Z., Sani, M.P., Qorbani, M., Larijani, B. and Payab, M., 2021. Obesity in COVID-19
era, implications for mechanisms, comorbidities, and prognosis: a review and meta-analysis.
International Journal of Obesity, 45(5), pp. 998–1016. https://www.nature.com/articles/s41366021-00776-8. By Springer Nature Group

Obese patients with CoVi19 may face increased challenges in the management,
treatment response, prognosis, and outcomes. Implications of the metabolic, dietary, and lifestyle, genetic, iatrogenic, and psychosocial intricacies, further add to the
complexities in understanding the risks associated with obesity, and its management. The compromised pulmonary mechanics with reduced lung vital capacity and
functional capacity in obese patients may further aggravate CoViD19 lung injury.
Reduced lung capacity aggravates an already diminished efﬁciency of ventilation in
obese patients with complicated CoViD19 needing invasive support. The challenges related to the clinical, pathogenetic, psychosocial, and pharmacological
factors in the management of obesity, in association with CoViD19, must be better
understood. An aggressive approach is warranted when treating the obese patients
with CoViD19, in special patients with a higher degree of obesity.
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Fig. 17.7 Forest-plot showing the association between obesity and invasive mechanical
ventilation (IMV) in CoViD19 (95% CI 95% conﬁdence interval). In a meta-analysis of 17
CoViD19 studies and obesity, obesity (BMI  30) was associated with invasive mechanical
ventilation (OR: 2.049 [1.420–2.678], I2: 75.3%, heterogeneity = 28.34). Source Figure 3c. S.M.
M., Ebrahimpur, M., Arjmand, B., Shadman, Z., Sani, M.P., Qorbani, M., Larijani, B. and Payab,
M., 2021. Obesity in COVID-19 era, implications for mechanisms, comorbidities, and prognosis: a
review and meta-analysis. International Journal of Obesity, 45(5), pp. 998–1016. https://www.
nature.com/articles/s41366-021-00776-8. By Springer Nature Group

In essence, obesity and CoViD19 have a close association. However, a better
understanding of the epidemiological, clinical, pathogenetic, and management
aspects of obesity is needed in relation to CoViD19. Although substantial data
suggest obesity is a risk factor for the severity of CoViD19 and complications and
contributes to mortality, data must be interpreted cautiously. The magnitude of the
impact of obesity on CoViD19 needs to be further evaluated. The studies exploring
obesity in association with CoViD19 have several limitations. The use of different
diagnostic criteria for obesity, heterogeneity in the population considered obese,
besides other limitations and confounding elements are notable. Studies using
robust research methodology and designs must be conducted to explore the intricacies of the association of obesity with CoViD19 and the causal relationships. The
pathophysiological mechanisms that deﬁne the interaction of heterogenous
multi-systemic processes involved in obesity and CoViD19 must be better
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Fig. 17.8 Forest-plot showing the association between obesity and mortality in CoViD19 (95%
CI 95% conﬁdence interval). In a meta-analysis of 17 CoViD19 studies and obesity, obesity
(BMI  30) was associated with mortality and obesity increased mortality (OR: 1.35 [1.241–
1.459], I2: 76.6%, heterogeneity = 38.44). Source Figure 3d. Aghili, S.M.M., Ebrahimpur, M.,
Arjmand, B., Shadman, Z., Sani, M.P., Qorbani, M., Larijani, B. and Payab, M., 2021. Obesity in
COVID-19 era, implications for mechanisms, comorbidities, and prognosis: a review and
meta-analysis. International Journal of Obesity, 45(5), pp. 998–1016. https://www.nature.com/
articles/s41366-021-00776-8. By Springer Nature Group

understood at the molecular levels. Complexities related to the highly prevalent
special sub-population-group of patients with raised BMI and obesity at risk or with
CoViD19 warrant aggressive and robust exploration, implementation of advanced
preventive measures, and improved management and treatment strategies. Such
efforts will facilitate the development of risk assessment strategies, and the
development of better guidance for the clinicians treating vulnerable groups and
help to make informed decisions.
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Summary Box
• Obesity is a highly prevalent condition with signiﬁcant geographical
variations across the globe, and reflects a high disease burden with
CoViD19.
• Obesity is associated with critical CoViD19 disease and a high risk of
complications.
• Obese patients may have more severe symptoms, prolonged hospital
delays, and prolong viral shedding in CoViD19.
• The intensity of the inflammatory markers is higher among obese
CoViD19 subjects.
• Innate immune and inflammatory response appears to be predominantly
elevated among obese subjects with CoViD19.
• Mechanisms involved in hypercoagulability and prothrombotic state in
CoViD19 appear to have commonalities in obesity-related prothrombotic
activities.
• Obesity often accompanies chronic cardiometabolic risk factors, which
enhance potential risks with CoViD19.
• Compromised cardiorespiratory ﬁtness in obese subjects may considerably elevate CoViD19 risks.
• Obese patients are more likely to need critical and invasive care and often
face complex management challenges.
• Improved preventive and therapeutic interventions must be designed in
patients with raised BMI and obesity at risk or with CoViD19.
• Studies investigating obesity in CoViD19 may be subject to confounding
due to existing variations in the deﬁnition of obesity, heterogeneity
associated with obesity, design, and methodological limitations, therefore,
a cautious approach is needed in the interpretation of data.
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Chapter 18

The Older Age Adults and COVID19

Key Questions
• What are the epidemiological links between older age and CoViD19?
• Is there an association between critical CoViD19 and older age?
• Are older age adults at a higher risk of CoViD19 related cardiovascular
complications?–How does older age impact the outcomes of
CoViD19? What are the trends in fatality, worldwide, among the older
age individuals?
• Do serum biomarkers have a role in determining CoViD19 related risks
in the older age group?
• Which pathophysiological factors associated with age may contribute
towards the severity of C0ViD19?
• During the CoViD19 pandemic, which age-associated challenges may be
faced by the care providers, and the care receivers?

18.1

Epidemiology

Advanced age and male gender are considered as important risk factors for cardiovascular diseases amongst several other classical cardiovascular and metabolic
factors commonly observed in association with CoViD19. Among these factors,
older age appears to adversely impact the outcomes of CoViD19. Higher prevalence of CoViD19 complications has been reported in the older age group, with a
more severe course, and higher rates of complications of COVID19 including
mortality [1] (Fig. 18.1). The critical CoViD19 often requires advanced treatments,
often poorly tolerated by older age adults. Data indicate that older age adults are
less likely to survive on the invasive treatments [2]. Furthermore, the older
© The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
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COViD19 patients may have a more atypical presentation that may include functional decline, acute mental change, and hypotension [3–5], and higher readmission
rates [2]. The impact of the viral disease may be prolonged in older age adults.
According to an analysis of data from 4,182 incident cases of COVID19 in which
individuals self-reported their symptoms prospectively in the COVID Symptom
Study app, older age and female sex were associated with long CoViD19 (4 weeks
or 8 weeks threshold for deﬁning the duration of long CoViD19) [6]. Furthermore,
the susceptibility of older people to SARS CoV2 infection may be high and the
gender disparity may be an important association. Analyses indicate that older
people may be at higher risk of being infected with SARS CoV2 [1, 7], and the
virus is more likely to infect older men with comorbidities [8]. The epidemiological
dynamics of the association of older age adults and CoViD19, and the impact on
outcomes, are further discussed in this chapter, along with salient pathogenetic
features and possible associated mechanisms.

18.1.1 Oder Age and CoViD19 Criticality
According to a Centers for Disease Control and Prevention of the US (CDC) report,
individuals older than age 65 made up 31% of COVID19 infections, 45% of
hospitalizations, 53% of intensive care unit (ICU) admissions, and 80% of deaths
caused by the infection [9]. According to a UK based prospective observational
study involving 20,133 hospital in-patients with CoViD19, the median age of
patients admitted to hospital with CoViD19, or with a diagnosis of CoViD19 made
in the hospital, was 73 years (interquartile range 58–82, range 0–104) [1].
Several studies indicate the association of older age with critical disease and this
is also observed among CoViD19 subjects. In a case series describing characteristics and early outcomes of 5700 hospitalized CoViD19 patients in New York,
median age was 63 years [interquartile range {IQR}, 52–75; range, 0–107 years],
39.7% were females, and severe patients admitted in ICU (373 (14.2%) were older
(median age, 68 years [IQR, 56–78]; 33.5% female) than the overall cohort [2].
According to a report of retrospective case series of 138 CoViD19 patients (median
age 56 years (IQR, 42–68; range, 22–92 years), 75 (54.3%) males), the patients
requiring ICU care (n = 36) were signiﬁcantly older (median age, 66 years [IQR,
57–78] vs who did not receive ICU care (n = 102), 51 years [IQR, 37–
62] P < 0.001, and were more likely to have underlying comorbidities [10].
A meta-analysis report of 212 studies involving 281461 individuals with CoViD19
from 11 countries/regions, revealed that individuals with severe disease were signiﬁcantly older (60.4 years, 95% CI: 57.8–63.1) compared to those without the
severe disease (44.6 years, 95% CI: 42.8–46.3), P < 0.0001 [11]. Other reports
describe a lack of age correlation with the ICU admission among CoViD19 subjects. In an analysis of retrospective case series of 1591 CoViD19 patients admitted
in the ICU, 363 patients (23% [95% CI, 21–25%]) were aged 71 years and older.
Older patients (n = 786; age  64 years) had higher mortality than younger
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patients (n = 795; age  63 years) (36 vs. 15%; difference, 21% [95% CI, 17–
26%]; P < 0.001). However, the analysis indicated a lack of difference in the
median age, between the patients, admitted to the ICU (63 (IQR, 56–70)years old),
and the median age of all the positive cases with COVID19 in the Italian subjects,
further suggesting that older age may not be a risk factor for admission to the ICU
[12].
The older age adults more often have a high burden of comorbidities, as compared to the younger subjects. Cardiovascular conditions are highly prevalent
among older adults, as well as several other important comorbidities, such as diabetes, chronic kidney disease (CKD), and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(COPD) also found in association with CoViD19 with an increase in age
(Fig. 18.2). The effects of age and comorbidities have been described in several
studies reporting CoViD19 [8, 10, 13]. Patients with CoViD19 in the older age
groups with chronic disease burden appear to have an increased risk of complications. In an analysis report of a large-scale study of 72 314 cases with CoViD19
in China, morbidity, and mortality signiﬁcantly increased with age. Mortality was
higher in patients with pre-existing cardiovascular disease, diabetes, chronic respiratory disease, hypertension, and cancer, mostly older subjects [14]. According to
a report analyzing characteristics of 168 patients who died of COVID19, median
(IQR) age was 70 (64–78) years, 161 patients (95.8%) were older than 50 years,
and 126 (75.0%) were men. Most patients (125 patients [74.4%]) had 1 or more
comorbidities. Hypertension was the most common comorbidity (84 patients
[50.0%]), followed by diabetes (42 patients [25.0%]), and ischemic heart disease
(31 patients [18.5%]) [15]. These data suggest that the cardiovascular and pulmonary conditions hold a central position among the burden of comorbidities in the
older age subjects with critical CoViD19.
Several multi-systemic complications may be observed among the CoViD19
patients. Data indicate that the rates of cardiovascular and other systemic critical
complications such as ARDS, multi-organ failure, and death appear to be much
higher in patients admitted with CoViD19 in the older age group [16]. In a retrospective study of 201 CoViD19 patients, admitted with pneumonia, older age was
associated with a greater risk of development of acute respiratory distress syndrome
(ARDS) and death, likely owing to less rigorous immune response (ARDS hazard
ratio [HR], 3.26; 95% CI 2.08–5.11; and progression from ARDS to death HR,
6.17; 95% CI, 3.26–11.67) [17]. According to an analysis of 20 studies including
4965 older COVID19 patients (  60 years old), about 25.7% of patients developed
renal injury or impairment as a complication of CoViD19 [18]. In an analysis of
prospective cohort study of 4643 CoViD19 critically ill patients (median [IQR] age
63 [54–71] years) admitted in intensive care unit (ICU), conducted in 138 hospitals
in France, Belgium, and Switzerland, early independent predictors of 90-day
mortality were older age, immunosuppression, severe obesity, diabetes, higher renal
and cardiovascular SOFA score components, among others. Mortality was higher in
older, diabetic, obese, and severe ARDS patients [19].
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18.1.2 CoViD19 Fatality in Older Age Adults
Association of older age with higher mortality in CoViD19 patients has been
observed among various regions of the globe. According to the analysis of an
observational database of 8910 patients with CoViD19 from 169 hospitals in Asia,
Europe, and North America, the older age was associated with an increased risk of
in-hospital death (age greater than 65 years (mortality of 10.0%, vs. 4.9% among
those  65 years of age; odds ratio, 1.93; 95% conﬁdence interval [CI], 1.60–2.41),)
[20]. Analysis of UK data examining factors associated with COVID19-related death
in primary care records of 17,278,392 adults and 10,926 COVID19-related deaths,
indicated that increasing age was strongly associated with risk, with people aged 80
or over having a more than 20-fold-increased risk compared to 50–59-year-olds
(fully adjusted HR 20.60; 95% conﬁdence interval (CI) 18.70–22.68 [21].
In an analysis report of a large-scale study of 72 314 cases with CoViD19 in
China, the percentage of older adults  80 years was 3% (1408 cases). Morbidity
and mortality signiﬁcantly increased with age. The CFR was <1% for
patients <50 years of age, rose to 1.3% for 50-year-old patients, to 3.6% for
60-year-old patients, further rose to 8.0% (312 of 3918) among patients 70–79, and
14.8% (208 of 1408) in patients over 80 years [14]. Higher fatalities were also
observed among older age Italian subjects. In an Italian cohort analysis of 12462
patients with CoViD19, about 827 deaths were reported. Fatalities were higher in
the older age groups, 422% in 80–89 years, 324% in 70–79 years, 84% in 60–
69 years, and 28% in 50–59 years. Signiﬁcant gender disparity was observed with
a male to female ratio of 80% to 20%, and older median age for women (834 years
for women vs. 799 years for men) [22].
Similar trends in CoViD19 fatalities among older age subjects were observed in
the US population. The preliminary reports in the US showed that among 4226
patients with CoViD19, the highest fatality was observed in persons aged 85 years
and older (10–27%), followed by persons aged 65–84 years (3–11%), persons aged
55–64 years (1–3%), and persons aged 20–54 years (<1%), with no fatalities
among persons 19 years and younger [23]. The long-term mortality risk may be
higher with increasing age among CoViD19 patients. According to a retrospective
case series study of 5700 CoViD19 hospitalized subjects in New York, the estimated 10-year survival estimated by “Charlson Comorbidity Index”, was lower
with increasing age decade, after the age of 50 years [2]. Data further indicate that
among the older age adults from the ethnic groups, CoViD19 fatalities may occur in
relatively younger individuals. A difference of 9–10 years in the median age has
been observed in the US, among the Hispanic and non-white deceased (71 and
72 years, respectively) and the white counterparts (81 years) [24].
The relationship between age and CoViD19 mortality is consistent among
population groups with a direct age-dependent risk correlation. The median age
differences, however, may be observed in the ethnic groups or the populations. The
age dependence of the risk associated with CoViD19 may differ across the populations and may be reflected by the differences in the infection fatality rate estimates
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across different geographical locations. Although multiple factors may drive the
differences, age structure differences may be responsible for lower mortality rates in
Asia and Africa, continents with a relatively larger proportion of the younger
population [25].

18.1.3 Older Age and Cardiovascular Disease in CoViD19
Cardiovascular diseases commonly occur in the the older age adults and are an
important cause of mortality in this group. Age is recognized as a powerful predictor of adverse events after Acute Coronary Syndrome [26–28]. Among patients
with ACS, the odds for in-hospital mortality increase by 70% for each 10-year
increase in age (odds ratio [OR] 1.70, 95% conﬁdence interval, 1.52–1.82) after
accounting for other factors [26]. The risk of cardiovascular events and death also
increases with older age with viral infections [29]. CoViD19 appears to have
increased cardiac risk, and older age is a signiﬁcant association. According to an
observational cohort study of 12,958 patients with CoViD19 in England, the patients in COVID19 and acute coronary syndromes (ACS) group were generally
older, age 72.8 years versus 67.0 years non-ACS group. The black, Asian and
minority ethnicity, more comorbid and had unfavorable presenting clinical characteristics such as elevated cardiac troponin, pulmonary edema, cardiogenic shock,
and poor left ventricular systolic function, compared with the non-COVID19 ACS
group. They were less likely to receive an invasive coronary angiography (67.7 vs.
81.0%), percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) (30.2 vs. 53.9%) and dual
antiplatelet medication (76.3 vs. 88.0%). After adjusting for all the baseline differences, patients with COVID19 ACS had higher in-hospital (adjusted odds ratio,
aOR): 3.27; 95% conﬁdence interval (CI): 2.41–4.42) and 30-day mortality (aOR:
6.53; 95% CI: 5.1–8.36) compared to patients with the non-COVID19 ACS [30].
The prevalence of hypertension increases with age. Elevated blood pressure
affects approximately 70% of older adults [31] and often presents a challenge in the
management of hypertension. Patients with advanced age usually have an increased
prevalence of hypertension and have worse outcomes [32]. CoViD19 especially
severe or fatal is frequently associated with hypertension [33], and frequently
among the older age subjects [34]. However, data regarding the outcomes of
hypertension in relation to the outcomes in CoViD19 subjects, especially to the age,
may have controversies warranting further exploration. According to an analysis of
an Italian report on CoViD19 related deaths, hypertension affected 73.8% of
patients, the average age of patients was 78.5 years (median 80 years, range 31–
103 years) (COVID19 [35]). Age and multimorbidity have been considered as the
main confounding factors in several reports describing hypertension in connection
with CoViD19 severity [ 17, 36, 37]. Although reports reafﬁrm that in the
COVID19 outbreak, mortality is predicted by age and the presence of comorbidities, however, also suggest lack of signiﬁcant interference of hypertension in the
mortality [7]. The association of hypertension with CoViD19 outcomes has met
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several controversies that need to be addressed with further studies. Analyses, also
show signiﬁcant contribution of the cardiovascular and metabolic conditions, and
hypertension, towards fatal CoViD19 outcomes, however, have indicated a higher
impact on mortality in the younger subjects. Data from a large meta-analysis of 51
studies with a total of 48 317 patients with conﬁrmed COVID19 infection suggest a
higher prevalence of diabetes, hypertension, and CVD in the Korean population
among the older subjects, however the relative risk of fatal outcome in young
patients with hypertension, diabetes, and CVD was higher than in the older patients.
The study shows a signiﬁcant association of these conditions with fatal outcomes in
patients with COVID19 across all age groups [38]. The reversal in risk afﬁliation
may be related to higher prevalence of other risk factors including thrombotic
diseases, metabolic risk factors, or impacted by confounding factors, use of mean
age, or inclusion of a broader range of comorbidities.
Reports indicate the association of older age with diabetes in patients with
CoViD19. According to an analysis, CoViD19 patients with diabetes and uncontrolled hyperglycemia, were older than their counterparts (median age of 65 vs.
61 years, P = 0.005) [39].). Reports further suggest that diabetes is a contributory
factor towards mortality in older age subjects with CoViD19 [40]. According to
another report from the US, among patients above age 65 years considered at
higher risk of fatality, about 26.8% of patients appeared to be diabetics [41].
According to a report among 46 fatal cases of SARSCoV2, 84% of patients were
older than age 60, diabetes was a likely association with increased mortality [42].
The interrelation between diabetes and CoViD19 outcomes in older age subjects
requires further exploration.

18.2

CoViD19 Biomarkers in Older Adults

Older patients have the worse hematological and biochemical impact of CoViD19.
Lymphocyte (LYM) count was progressively lower with increasing age in a retrospective case series study investigating 5700 CoViD19 hospitalized patients [2, 43]
and an indicator of poor outcome [44]. According to a retrospective analysis of
244 patients with CoViD19, older age and lower LYM count on admission were
independently associated with an increased risk for death. The association of age and
LYM count was signiﬁcant (odds ratio [OR] = 1.122; 95% conﬁdence interval
[CI] = 1.007–1.249; P = 0.037; and OR = 0.009; 95% CI = 0.001–0.138;
P = 0.001, respectively). The area under the ROC curve in the logistic regression
model was 0.913, and that for age and LYM count were 0.653 and 0.823, respectively, indicating that LYM count and age were the most important risk factors for
death [45]. An association of high neutrophil count and troponin with mortality in
CoViD19 patients aged 60 years and older was observed in a retrospective analysis
of 204 elderly COVID19 patients (  60 years old, mean age 68 (60–95) years) [13].
The study also showed an increased incidence of hypoalbuminemia among the fatal
cases. Other studies show an independent association of elevated serum levels of
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D-Dimers and lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) with one-month mortality among older
inpatients with CoViD19 [46]. According to an analysis of 20 studies of 4965 older
CoViD19 patients (  60 years old), lymphopenia and raised inflammation marked
by elevated C-reactive protein (CRP) and erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) were
predominant among the study subjects. Limited number of studies reported elevated
LDH, D Dimer, and IL6 serum levels [18].
Older age subjects with CoViD19 have elevated cardiac markers that are also
associated with increased severity and poor outcomes. High troponin I more than
13.75 ng/L combined with either advanced age more than 60 years, or elevated
aspartate aminotransferase (AST) level of more than 27.72 U/L was the best model
to predict poor outcome in a meta-analysis 17794 patients, investigating the association of CoViD19 severity and mortality rate with the history of cardiovascular
diseases and/or other comorbidities and cardiac injury laboratory markers. Pooled
estimates revealed signiﬁcantly higher age in critical/expired cases (SMD = 1.0,
95% CI = 0.72‐1.31, P < 0.001) than the noncritical group [47]. In another analysis, Troponin and Beta Natriuretic Peptide/N-terminal Pro (BNP/NT Pro BNP)
were found to be important biomarkers of in-hospital mortality in association with
CoViD19 in older age adults, regardless of risk factors or cardiovascular disease
background [48].
Analyses suggest a lack of correlation between biochemical markers of severity
of CoViD19, and age or sex. According to a meta-analysis report of 64 studies of
CoViD19 patients investigating 27 laboratory markers, the association of the
markers of inflammation (Absolute Neutrophil Count (ANC), IL-6, ferritin, CRP,
albumin), poor adaptive immune response (Absolute Lymphocyte Count (ALC)),
intravascular coagulation (D-dimer), and tissue damage (LDH, hsTropI), was
observed with a severe and fatal disease regardless of age or sex [49].

18.3

Risk Mechanisms in Older Age and CoViD19

Both, the viral and individual factors play an important role in the association of
older age and CoViD19. The SARS CoV2 infection-related factors, such as viral
severity, degree of invasion, or individual burden of comorbidities, the immune
biological vulnerability of the older age adults, are likely to determine the higher
association of the critical disease observed in CoViD19 patients. The clustering of
the cardiometabolic risk factors compromised cardiac-vascular, and multi-organ
ﬁtness impacts the ability of the older age individuals to bear the burden of
CoViD19. Elderly patients with CVD and CoViD19 face critical complications
related to myocardial injury, arrhythmias, heart failure, or cardiogenic shock due to
cardiac decompensation compounded with poor defense mechanisms, poor vascular
and cardiac compliance aggravated by hyperinflammatory stress or direct viral
damage a mechanism currently under exploration. The older age-related cardiometabolic conditions, vascular aging, the vulnerability of the cardiac structures,
constitute the overlapping pathogenetic immune-inflammatory links between the
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age and CoViD19 risks. The increase in cardiometabolic demand due to the viral
disease, age-associated deﬁcits in control of hemodynamic mechanisms, together
with immune-inflammatory and other biochemical and hematological reactions,
may determine cardiovascular complications, especially in the presence of metabolic, cardiovascular risk factors.

18.3.1 Immune Dysfunction and Inflammation
Data show that aging negatively influences the immune response [50, 51], with
variabilities between the individuals, and there appears to be an increasing
heterogeneity among the individuals with aging [52]. A retrospective analysis of
201 CoViD19 patients with pneumonia, attributed the risk of ARDS and death
among older age adults to the lack of rigorous immune response [17].
Accumulation of age-related inflammation also impacts the outcomes in advanced
age and may be measured. According to a study up-regulation of inflammation was
independently associated with worsened mobility functioning and frailty risk and
that may be measured to evaluate the risk of functional loss [53]. Among 15
inflammatory biomarkers interleukin-6 (IL-6), and tumour necrosis factor-alpha
(TNF-alpha) best-captured the risk of mortality due to chronic inflammation in the
older adults (inflammation index score hazards ratio 1.33; 95% CI: 1.17–1.52), and
predicated 10-year all-cause mortality [54].
The exaggerated or impaired immune-inflammatory processes observed with age
may serve as important pathogenetic links with CoViD19 known with hyperimmune cytokine reactions. An ineffective pathogen recognition and macrophage
activation, and a reduction in natural killer (NK) cell cytotoxicity, or decline in
immune adaptive function associated with thymic atrophy and accumulation of
anergic memory lymphocytes reflect impaired innate and adaptive mechanisms in
the older individuals associated with immune-aging/immune-senescence. The
intrinsic functional reduction in immune competence is associated with low-grade
chronic inflammation, termed “inflamm-aging,” characterized by high levels of
circulating cytokines and latent viral infections [55]. Similarly, impaired inflammatory functions as part of ``inflamm-aging'' may perpetuate immune dysfunction
and facilitate the COVID19 susceptibility and severity, with chronic activation of
innate immunity, accumulation of inflammation with growing age, and systemic
low-grade inflammation associated with “inflamm-aging” [56–61]. In the older
individuals, type I and III interferon responses are compromised, and inflammatory
cytokines secretion by activated dendritic cells, is uncontrolled [62]. In the older
subjects with severe CoViD19 infection, reduced viral clearance may be the result
of the impaired type I interferon (IFN) responses, speciﬁcally reduced IFN-b and
IFN-a mechanisms that may alter the immune balance and augment the cytokine
storm. The behavior of immune markers in older subjects with CoViD19 may help
identify risk and must be further explored. These mechanisms may have therapeutic
value in the older age population with CoVi1D19 [63].
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The compounding of impaired immune and inflammatory factors in the
advanced age contributes towards susceptibility of the elderly patients towards
complications in CoViD19 (Fig. 18.3). Viral factors may impact the epigenetic
process that drives innate and adaptive defense mechanisms in the older via epigenome dysregulation (genomic instability through loss of heterochromatin and
increased DNA damage, telomere attrition, and epigenetic alterations) [64].
The DNA methylation age of immune cells and other blood cell types can be
measured before, during, and after infection could help elucidate both how the aged
epigenome impacts disease severity and how the virus alters the aged epigenome
[65]. The age-dependent defects in T-cell and B-cell function and the excess production of type 2 cytokines could lead to a deﬁciency in control of viral replication
and more prolonged proinflammatory responses, potentially leading to poor outcome [66]. Aging may alter the LN (lymph node) stromal cell response to challenges, such as viral infections; age-related changes may be an underlying
contributor to the impaired immune responses in older age adults [67]. In older
subjects with CoViD19, a slow recovery may be associated with reduced muscle
mass and fatigue, as a result of elevated cytokines, previously described, and
interaction of cytokines such as IL-6 on the recovery process [68, 69].
The increased expression and activity of the NRLP3 inflammasomes is associated with aging, diabetes, and age-associated chronic conditions such as pulmonary
ﬁbrosis [70, 71]. The NLRP3 promotes inflammation via cleavage and activation of
key inflammatory molecules including active caspase-1 (Casp1p20), IL-1b, and
IL-18. Studies show that inflammasomes participate in the pathophysiology of
CoViD19, and severity [72]. The NLR family pyrin domain containing 3 (NLRP3)
in association with severe CoViD19 has implications in the hyperimmune reactions,
appears to be a contributing factor towards the severity and complications [73]. The
exact associations of these mechanisms need to be further examined.

18.3.2 ACE2 Mechanisms
ACE2 expression is downregulated in the older age individuals [74, 75]. SARS
CoV2 infection downregulates the ACE2 [76] and may tilt the balance of the
protective and harmful axes of the RAS, thereby enhancing the hyperactivity of the
ACE/Ang II pathway that induces several proinflammatory, prothrombotic,
pro-apoptotic, reactions as well as endothelial dysfunction, vascular damage and
other adverse reactions [77–79]; as opposed to the protective ACE2/angiotensin-(1–
7)/Mas receptor axis related mechanisms [79]. Downregulation of ACE2 with viral
infection may predispose to relatively unopposed angiotensin II effects, such as
hypertension, enhanced inflammation, and thrombosis [80].
An increase in ACE2 expression is associated with cardiovascular diseases,
hypertension, heart failure, and other cardiovascular conditions [81, 82], and may
be reactive. In established heart failure, there is an increase in circulating ACE2,
while the cellular expression is downregulated [83]. ACE2 expression in the
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cardiac cells seems to be lower with older age, an important association of
CoViD19 disease severity [75]. The lower expression of ACE2 reflects lower
cardiac protection, thereby an increased cardiovascular risk. Furthermore, an
age-associated increase in renin angiotensin system (RAS) signaling throughout the
body perpetuate major proinflammatory changes, also a salient pathophysiologic
feature of hypertension and diabetes, which are highly prevalent at older ages [84,
85]. The interaction of age and dysregulation in RAS mechanisms may contribute
to the aggravation of the SARS CoV2 induced RAS imbalance, thereby increasing
the risk of complications in the older age adults.

18.3.3 Miscellaneous Age Related Mechanisms
The aging processes involve enhanced oxidative and nitrative stress mechanisms
and alterations in the conserved molecular pathways. Senescence is a state of
gradual functional decline and stable growth arrest, with multiple pro-inflammatory
and pro-disease processes. Involvement of senescence has been demonstrated in
viral infections [86, 87] with hyperimmune inflammatory reactions [88] and the
process of pyroptosis observed with SARS CoV2 [89] that may aggravate the
process in older indviduals with CoViD19. Senescence impacts immune balance,
hemostasis [90], vascular [91] and cardiac structures [92, 93] and contributes to
multiple comorbidities associated with age. Measuring the burst of cellular senescence was proposed to be a contributor to COVID19 pathogenesis, and a predictor
of COVID19 severity [94].
Changes in the vasculature with old age are reflected by micro and macrovascular dysfunction associated with arterial stiffness as a result of several processes
such as calciﬁcation, glycosylation, pro-inflammatory processes, and endothelial
dysfunction, or other processes related to anemia and thrombo-embolism [95, 96],
may aggravate cardiovascular risk in the older subjects with CoViD19. Age-related
changes in cardiovascular structures, such as central arterial stiffness, increase in
left ventricular mass, and other cardiac and vascular measurements at elevated
levels but not meeting criteria of classical cardiovascular conditions [97], may
contribute to the development of complications in conditions such as CoViD19.
Interconnections between senescence and pulmonary ﬁbrosis [98, 99], may elevate
respiratory vulnerability in the older subjects to CoViD19.
Similarly, several mechanisms related to glycosylation, age-related accumulation
of glycated end products, demethylation patterns help understanding age-related
risks related to the impact of unhealthy lifestyles that may increase susceptibility
towards CoViD19 infection or complications. Advanced glycation end-products
(AGEs) may modify the extracellular matrix (ECM); modify the action of hormones, cytokines, and free radicals via engagement of cell surface receptors; and
impact the function of intracellular proteins [100]. The accumulation of AGEs in
vascular, immune cells, intra- and extracellular environmental stress, endothelial
dysfunction, and acceleration of the process under hyperglycemic conditions, lead
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to micro and macrovascular dysfunction and complications, is found with
advancing age and associated metabolic conditions [101]. Role of the biomarkers of
the biological age may predict CoViD19 severity [102]. Other mechanisms such as
hypoalbuminemia, vitamin D deﬁciency, and other nutritional disorders [103, 104]
may promote CoViD19 severity in older adults, and are under exploration.

18.4

Summary

The prevalence of older age adults varies across countries and continents, with
geographical variations in the prevalence of CoViD19, however, the adverse association of old age and CoViD19 appears to be consistent across the world. Evidence
suggests a more critical CoViD19 disease among older subjects. Differences in the
mean age of subjects among different population groups may be observed among the
studies however, most studies indicate a higher mean age among the critical subjects
with CoViD19. The age dependence of the risk associated with CoViD19 may differ
across the populations and may be reflected by the differences in the infection fatality
rate estimates across different geographical locations.
CoViD19 may have more intense or atypical manifestations in the older age
subjects, who appear to have a longer hospital stay and poor outcomes, and a poor
recovery with possible long-term implications of the disease. Analyses suggest
increased risk for developing protein-energy undernutrition, sarcopenia, and
cachexia in CoViD19 patients [105]. The long-term data are not available, however,
short-term mortality risk appears to be high in the older subjects, and the impact of
age on mortality seems to be incremental. Risk models although may have several
weaknesses appear to indicate long-term risk implications among older age adults.
A combination of biochemical and clinical markers may determine the increased
susceptibility to long-term implications of CoViD19 in older adults. A large
analysis of 107 studies describing 145 prediction models based on living systematic
review, reported several biases among the predicting models in CoViD19 studies,
however, identiﬁed age, body temperature, lymphocyte count, and lung imaging
features, as common factors among predictors of outcome that may be considered
important [106]. Intricacies related to the estimation of the true impact of CoViD19
on mortality across the populations may have led to over or under estimation of the
mortality risk, need to be further explored.
The elevated risk in the older subjects may be attributed to a higher burden of
chronic comorbidities associated with age including cardiovascular, metabolic,
renal, pulmonary, or dysfunctional hematological, and immunological systems.
There is a higher prevalence of chronic comorbidities such as hypertension, coronary heart disease, heart failure, diabetes mellitus, or cancer in the older age subjects. The CoViD19 further adversely impacts vulnerable old adults, especially with
a burden of comorbidities. The role of comorbidities in the determination of poor
outcomes with CoViD19 in the older age subjects is complex and poorly understood. Several limitations exist in research data due to the presence of
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heterogeneity, design, methodology, and analytical biases that may confound the
conclusions. Multiple biological and non-biological factors may play an equally
important role in determining and aggravating the risks. Senescence, cellular stress
processes, immune system deﬁciencies with immune-aging, processes related to
inflamm-aging, and other molecular mechanisms that compromise cellular and
tissue ﬁtness are notable. A hypo-immune response with relative lymphopenia,
impaired T-cell function, impaired interferon antiviral responses, reduced viral
clearance, with elements of proinflammatory activity, may create an immune
imbalance promoting increased susceptibility towards the disease and disease
severity. Besides, genetic, or poor dietary habits, low psychophysical ﬁtness, higher
physical fragility, and others related to socioeconomic status, affordability, or lack
of rapid access to a healthcare facility, appear extremely important factors that may
impact the outcome of CoViD19 in older age adults. An improved understanding of
inflamm-aging and immune senescence and related processes may help to unravel
the interrelation between age and SARSCoV2 infection with practical implications
in understanding the risks [65, 107].
Risk assessment models and algorithms in the older age subjects may help in
identifying patients at higher risk of complications in CoViD19. Use of the risk
frailty score has been advocated in the older age patients with CoViD19 [108]. The
inflammation index score [54], hospital frailty risk score and other forms of frailty
assessment methods may not only predict adverse risks, increased risk of hospitalization, nursing home admission, mortality and prolonged length of stay [109,
110]. These cost-effective methods may be excellent tools for the assessment of
older age subjects with CoViD19 that need to be further explored.
The complexity of factors associated with poor outcomes in older age adults is
further obscured by difﬁculties faced in providing optimum management. This may
be due to the gaps in the evidence-based practice in this population group and poor
clinical decision-making by the clinicians and carers involved in the management of
the older age patients. The dilemma, of longevity versus quality-of-life facing
interventions with aggressive treatment plans, best allocation of resources under
extreme circumstances, patient preferences, and other factors constitute the clinical
decision-making processes [111, 112]. Moreover, older age subjects may also face
the dilemma of confusion, related to the inter-individual variability in the interpretation of the biological fragility in relation to the chronological age. Another
important factor related to the poor outcome in older age adults may be related to
their risk of facing age discrimination in the decision-making process related to the
delivery of treatments or interventions. Such discriminations may lead to underestimating the beneﬁts of a clinical intervention or failure in the delivery of the best
care practices in this population group [111]. These scenarios are particularly
reflected when making decisions for invasive interventions in older age adults, with
the perception of lack of beneﬁt vis a vis risk, as opposed to the younger patients.
Although there is increasing recognition of the use of advanced and
evidence-based management strategies in the older patients in the Western world,
when facing a serious threat of contagion like CoViD19 it appears to have failed to
materialize [113–115]. Serious gaps have been seen in the provision of optimum
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healthcare services to the patients from the older age group, during the CoViD19
pandemic. This has been partially attributed to the lack of sufﬁcient facilities,
resources, medical infrastructure, or ability to cope with a high number of serious
CoViD19 cases in the health care centers [116]. Nursing homes have also shown
the presence of asymptomatic or pre-symptomatic cases of CoViD19, indicating the
need for higher surveillance of the older age residents susceptible to the disease
[117]. However, higher mortality in nursing homes indicates a strong need for
improving standards of care and management practices [118]. According to a report
describing data from 22 countries (as of October 21st, 2020), COVID19 contributed
to about 46–47% of deaths among nursing home residents [119].
In recent years, a growing wealth of evidence has emerged advocating the use of
more aggressive strategies in the management of patients in the older age group,
strongly negating the common practices, and paving way for the use of a bigger
variety of and more effective treatments in this population group. This has increased
longevity and quality of life, especially in countries with advanced health care
systems. However, subjects in the older age group remain vastly undertreated or
poorly managed despite advancement in geriatrics, development of evidence-based
treatment strategies, and expert guidelines for effective management of health
conditions in the older age patients [120–122]. There is a strong need for disseminating the use of evidence-based practices for the management of older
patients. The complexities of the clinical decision-making process under extreme

Fig. 18.1 Estimated log-transformed hazard ratio by age in years. Source Extended data ﬁgure 1.
Williamson, E.J., Walker, A.J., Bhaskaran, K., Bacon, S., Bates, C., Morton, C.E., Curtis, H.J.,
Mehrkar, A., Evans, D., Inglesby, P. and Cockburn, J., 2020. Factors associated with
COVID-19-related death using OpenSAFELY. Nature, 584(7821), pp. 430–436. https://www.
nature.com/articles/s41586-020-2521-4. By Springer Nature Group
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Fig. 18.2 Age–sex structure and clinical features of conﬁrmed COVID-19 cases reported in the
SIVEP-Gripe system. Comorbidities among conﬁrmed COVID-19 cases according to age and
outcome (n = 15,720 conﬁrmed COVID-19 cases with complete comorbidity and outcome (death
or recovery) information; n = 19,409 conﬁrmed COVID-19 cases with complete information on
comorbidities and ICU admission). Horizontal axes show the proportion of patients in each age/
outcome stratiﬁed for each of the comorbidities recorded. Source Figure 6 c. de Souza, W.M.,
Buss, L.F., da Silva Candido, D., Carrera, J.P., Li, S., Zarebski, A.E., Pereira, R.H.M., Prete, C.A.,
de Souza-Santos, A.A., Parag, K.V. and Belotti, M.C.T., 2020. Epidemiological and clinical
characteristics of the COVID-19 epidemic in Brazil. Nature human behaviour, 4(8), pp. 856-865.
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41562-020-0928-4.By Springer Nature Group

Fig. 18.3 Immune-system parameters associated with obesity, aging and severe COVID-19. The
gradient illustrates the risk of developing severe COVID-19 in relation to known immune system
changes with age (x axis) and obesity (y axis). Source:Figure 2. Brodin, P., 2021. Immune
determinants of COVID-19 disease presentation and severity. Nature Medicine, 27(1), pp. 28-33.
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41591-020-01202-8. By Springer Nature Group
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circumstances must be recognized and addressed [123]. Further guidances are
needed to be developed in the face of the pandemic of CoViD19, and the
ever-growing threat of pandemics to help healthcare providers to take better decisions under the extreme environments [124]. These practices should be extended to
other regions of the world to mitigate risks in such extreme situations.

Summary Box
• Older age preys upon CoViD19 that hunts older age adults with the
disparate burden of co-morbidities.
• CoViD19 pandemic has particularly impacted older adults worldwide.
• CoViD19 patients with older age may experience worse infection, atypical
symptoms, or may have poor treatment response.
• Critical CoViD19 is frequently associated with older age.
• In CoViD19, older age increases the risk of critical disease.
• Chronic disease burden is higher with older age and may contribute to the
risk.
• Cardiovascular disease association as chronic comorbidities or as complications during CoViD19 are higher in older adults.
• Lymphopenia and raised inflammation are predominant lab markers in
older age CoViD19 adults.
• Case fatality rates may differ among different populations, and age may be
an important determinant.
• Markers of cardiac injury appear to be particularly elevated in older age
adults although may be elevated without apparent cardiac history.
• Besides impaired immune function, the clustering of cardiometabolic risk
factors compromised cardiovascular and multi-organ ﬁtness impacts the
ability of older age individuals to bear the burden of CoViD19.
• The older age-CoViD19 interlink is a matrix of immune-inflammatory,
chronic functional and structural decline, cellular stress mechanisms,
senescence, genetic, dietary, physical, psychological, environmental, and
viral factors that exploit each other.
• Cellular and extracellular stress mechanisms, chronic age-associated
processes that impact the biological clock, cardiac and vascular aging,
must be better understood in relation to viral diseases.
• Improved risk assessment models may improve outcomes in the older age
subjects who often have elevated risk and require a higher level of care.
• Older age patients, in special, appear to have serious disadvantages when
facing the challenges of CoViD19.
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• Besides the clinical and medical factors, psychological, social care, and
economic implications are also linked with the outcome of older age
subjects with CoViD19.
• Psychosocial, nutritional support, ﬁtness improvement programs, raised
awareness among social and healthcare networks are important in minimizing risks in older adults and are effective measures for the prevention
of infection.
• Overlapping pathogenetic immune-inflammatory links between age and
cardiometabolic conditions, cardiac and vascular aging, that increase
vulnerability of the cardiac structures, may particularly impact CoViD19
related cardiovascular risk in the older age.
• Above all, special acts of kindness, care, and affection in the community
or hospital settings may do wonders for older adults.
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Chapter 19

Gender Disparity in CoViD19

Key Questions
•
•
•
•

What is the burden of gender bias in CoViD19?
How is gender bias related to CoViD19 in different parts of the globe?
Does gender disparity impact cardiovascular outcomes in CoViD19?
Which gender-related mechanisms may determine the cardiovascular
associations in CoViD19?
• What are the challenges in understanding the gender bias in CoViD19?
• What are the pathogenetic links that may promote gender disparity in
CoViD19?

19.1

Epidemiology

The sex and gender differences are reflected in multiple biological and
non-biological aspects of human health and other aspects of life. Whether related to
a disease, predisposition towards a disease, disease outcomes, or in relationship
with response to pharmaceutical or non-pharmaceutical interventions, or even
diagnostics or interactions with healthcare systems. Analysis of the CoViD19
studies reveals a gender dichotomy, with a higher prevalence of the disease among
the male subjects, although deviations have emerged. Several analyses describe
gaps and limitations in the initial data from the CoViD19 pandemic and indicate a
lack of disaggregated age and sex data in multiple studies that may blur the
plausibility. However, the evolving data and overall indicators, consistently reflect a
gender disparity in the CoViD19 occurrence, and the related mortality, especially in
the older age groups, and across the geographical regions of the globe. Data indicate
© The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
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a sex predisposition to COVID19, with men more susceptible to the disease and its
complications [1–3]. According to a retrospective analysis report of 1099 patients
with CoViD19, from 552 hospitals in 30 provinces in China, about 58% of the
patients were men [4]. In a retrospective case series of 1591 consecutive CoViD19
patients, in the Lombardy region in Italy, the prevalence of males was much higher
83% (1304), and also had severe disease. In this study older patients (n = 786;
age  64 years) had higher mortality than younger patients (n = 795; age  63
years) (36% vs 15%; difference, 21% [95% CI, 17%-26%]; P < 0.001) [2].
The association of gender with CoViD19 severity and mortality (Figs. 19.6
and 19.7) was revealed in several analyses. Analysis of retrospective observational
study of 52 critically ill patients with CoViD19, revealed a high proportion of males
67% (35) [5]. A retrospective analysis of 487 severe CoViD19 patients, showed
an independent association of male sex with severe disease at admission (OR
3.68 [95% CI 1.75–7.75], P = 0.001) [6]. Furthermore, the association of
cardiometabolic factors, in severely ill male CoViD19 subjects, was linked with the
severity of CoViD19 and death [7].
However, analyses further indicate, there may be an equal gender distribution, and
a lack of signiﬁcant association of severity of CoViD19 with male gender, although
conﬁrm the signiﬁcance of higher mortality. In a large systematic review, data of
281,461 CoViD19 patients, from 212 studies from 11 countries, both sexes were
equally distributed however, among patients with severe disease, 61% were males.
Male gender was not signiﬁcantly associated with severity of the illness, however,
there was a signiﬁcant association with mortality (coefﬁcient 5.1, CI 2.4–7.9, p.0002)
[8]. A meta-analysis of 3,111,714 reported global CoViD19 cases demonstrated
that male sex is associated with the development of severe disease i.e. almost three
times the odds of requiring intensive treatment unit (ITU) admission (OR = 2.84;
95% CI = 2.06, 3.92; p = 1.86  10−10) and death (OR = 1.39; 95%
CI = 1.31,1.47; p = 5.00  10−30) (Figs. 19.4 and 19.5). The authors also observed
that males and females are at equivalent risk of infection (Fig. 19.3) [9].
Further CoViD19 data show trends indicating a higher mortality in association
with gender disparity. Analysis of the initial CoViD19 data from China revealed a
death rate of 4.7% in males, and 2.8% in females [10], and larger global CoViD19
datasets, further conﬁrmed presence of severe disease and higher mortality in males
as compared to the females [11]. A report of 16 countries reporting 178,568
COVID19 deaths, from a total population of approximately 2.4 billion people over
6 weeks, recorded in May 2020, showed mortality rates from COVID19 were 77%
higher in men than in women (IRR = 1.77, 95%CI = 1.74, 1.79) [12]. Another
multinational analysis of CoViD19 data covering an estimated population of 194
349 591 men and 201 715 364 women (deaths: 77 652 men and 59 591 women)
from the beginning of the pandemic until June 21, 2020, describes unequal male to
female mortality sex ratio per 100,000 across different age groups: the overall ratio
was 14 (crude ratio 13); the ratio in age 0–9 years age group was 081; in 40–
49 years age group 19; in the 50–59 years age group 23; in the 60–69 years age
group 26, and 165 in people older than 80 years [13]. Studies further describe the
characteristics of the deceased CoViD19 patients in relation to the gender disparity.
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In a retrospective report analyzing characteristics of 168 patients, who died of
COVID19, 126 (75.0%) were men, and median (IQR) age was 70 (64–78) years,
161 patients (95.8%) were older than 50 years [14]. Later data, covering a longer
period, conﬁrm the gender gap in CoViD19. According to a report describing
mortality data in the US for the year Jan-December 2020, the age-adjusted death
rates remained higher among males (990.5) than among females (689.2). The death
rates were lowest among persons aged 5–14 years (13.6), and highest among
persons aged  85 years (15,007.4) [15].
Regional reports from various parts of the globe, conﬁrm similar epidemiological
patterns of association of gender disparity with CoViD19. According to a report of
an Italian cohort of 12,462 patients with CoViD19, about 827 deaths were reported.
Signiﬁcant gender disparity was observed with male to female ratio of 80% to 20%,
and the older median age for women (834 years for women vs 799 years for men).
Fatalities were higher among the older age groups, 422% in 80–89 years, 324% in
70–79 years, 84% in 60–69 years, and 28% in 50–59 years [16]. A large UK based
report from the primary care records of 17,278,392 adults describing 10,926
CoViD19-related deaths, revealed association of male gender with death (hazard
ratio (HR) 1.59 (95% conﬁdence interval 1.53–1.65)) [17]. According to a
government-reported time series of CoViD19 cases and deaths in Peru, stratiﬁed by
age group and gender, a higher mortality burden per 100,000 was recorded among
men, 279.2 for men age 80 years, versus 108.8 for women of the same age; 207.6 for
men age 70–79 years, versus 85.1 for women of the same age. The cumulative
morbidity ratio among men was higher than women, across all age groups (proportion test, p-value < 0.001), except for the individuals aged 0–9 years (proportion
test, p-value = 0.85) [18]. Similarly, in a retrospective case series of 5700 CoViD19
hospitalized patients in New York, about 60.3% were males, and 39.7% females.
Mortality rates were higher for male compared with female patients at every 10-year
age interval older than 20 years [3].

19.2

Discrepancies in the Epidemiological Data

Several discrepancies in the data may be observed in CoViD19 related to the
distribution of gender and associated risk. The pattern of risk distribution according
to gender may vary. According to a report describing gender disparity trends in
CoViD19 cases in India, early evidence indicates a higher overall burden in males,
but a higher relative risk of COVID19 mortality in females. Elderly males and
females both display a high mortality risk. The study further showed a signiﬁcantly
higher case fatality rate in the females, age 40–49 years [19]. The study pointed to a
higher relative risk of mortality in the females among CoViD19 subjects, as
compared to the male subjects. The analysis was based on crowdsourcing data, with
signiﬁcant gaps in reporting age and sex-speciﬁc data, and observed similar gaps in
the studies reporting CoViD19 in the Indian population.
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Fig. 19.1 Known sex differences that may impact immune responses to SARS-CoV-2 and
COVID-19 progression. An illustrative summary of the sequence of events in severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) infection and the associated immune
responses. Broadly speaking (from left to right), there are the initial steps of virus entry, innate
recognition of the virus with activation of antiviral programs, the recruitment of innate immune
cells and induction of an adaptive immune response. These major steps culminate either in
successful control of infection and pathogen elimination or in a pathological inflammatory state.
Sex differences that may be operative at multiple points along these pathways are indicated in the
blue boxes. ACE2, angiotensin-converting enzyme 2; H1N1, H1N1 influenza virus; IFNa,
interferon-a; NK, natural killer; pDC, plasmacytoid dendritic cell; TLR7, Toll-like receptor 7;
TMPRSS2, transmembrane protease serine 2. Source Figure 2. Scully, E.P., Haverﬁeld, J., Ursin,
R.L., Tannenbaum, C. and Klein, S.L., 2020. Considering how biological sex impacts immune
responses and COVID-19 outcomes. Nature Reviews Immunology, pp. 1–6. https://www.nature.
com/articles/s41577-020-0348-8. By Springer Nature Group

The initial CoViD19 reports showed an equal gender distribution [20, 21] that
was also observed in further analyses [21], however, lack of sex-disaggregated data
analyzed from a gender perspective, and several gaps and limitations may exist in
the initial CoViD19 studies. A data analysis report from 20 countries with the
highest numbers of conﬁrmed CoViD19 cases, revealed that few countries had
reported sex aggregated data, and further concluded that sex and age data were
inconclusive for the determination of health outcomes in patients with CoViD19
[21]. Inaccuracies in data have been linked with a lack of data reporting deaths. An
analysis suggested inconsistency in data reporting, concluding, lack of fatality data
related to deaths from COVID19 in non-hospitalized patients, may have resulted in
the under-reporting of deaths in women. And further suggested a negative impact of
invisibility of data by sex and gender, on women with CoViD19 more than men
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Fig. 19.2 Sex differences in COVID-19. Illustration highlights potential biological (hormone
signaling, immunological) and behavioral differences between males and females that contribute to
sex divergence in response to SARS-CoV-2. Estrogens have protective functions that contribute to
stronger innate immune response in females resulting in faster clearance of virus loads. Androgens
and AR regulate tissue level expression of TMPRSS2; serine protease involved in SARS-CoV-2
infection combined with immunosuppressive effects and comorbidities can contribute to the
severity of disease in males. Inflammation, an outcome of COVID-19 associated with severe
infection, is a potential risk factor for prostate cancer and can augment progression of active
disease. Source Figure 4. Chakravarty, D., Nair, S.S., Hammouda, N., Ratnani, P., Gharib, Y.,
Wagaskar, V., Mohamed, N., Lundon, D., Dovey, Z., Kyprianou, N. and Tewari, A.K., 2020. Sex
differences in SARS-CoV-2 infection rates and the potential link to prostate cancer.
Communications biology, 3(1), pp. 1–12. https://www.nature.com/articles/s42003-020-1088-9?
elqTrackId=eecce2f1a1ee4a3c9abf199c258e7795. By Springer Nature Group

[22]. Besides, several other factors such as differences in the demographics, health
systems, CoViD19 detection and reporting systems, or social or cultural differences
may play an important role in the discrepancies. There were signiﬁcant variations in
the number of countries in reporting disaggregated gender data related to cases,
phenotypic variations, morbidities, or death. An analysis found a wide range of
disparity in the format, sex, and or age disaggregation, and amount and accessibility
of data made available to the public and scholars, with most countries lacking data
on conﬁrmed CoViD19 cases, and outcomes stratiﬁed by sex [23].
Post CoViD19 syndromes have been reported, although concrete deﬁnitions are
lacking. A trend describing a higher proportion of female subjects may be observed
in these syndromes. A surveillance report from an ambidirectional cohort study of
1733 patients with conﬁrmed COVID19 who had been discharged, revealed signiﬁcant sex differences, with women more likely to experience fatigue and anxiety/
depression at 6 months follow-up [24]. Although currently under debate, “prolonged CoViD19 with the duration of symptoms stretching over a few weeks to
months”, has been reported to have a more frequent association with the female
gender [25]. In a prospective observational cohort study of 4,182 SARS CoV2
positive patients using the COVID Symptom Study app, symptom duration was
compared with that in age-, sex- and body mass index (BMI)-matched symptomatic
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JFig. 19.3 There is no observed sex difference in the proportion of people with COVID-19. There

is no observed sex difference in the proportion of people with COVID-19. The table summarizes
the number of conﬁrmed male COVID-19 cases and the total number of COVID-19 cases in 90
reports. The forest plot illustrates the estimated proportion of male cases for each report (grey
boxes), with 95% conﬁdence intervals (CI; horizontal black lines). The estimated pooled
proportion of male cases (dark grey diamond) was 0.5 (95% CI = 0.48,0.51). A two-sided test
conﬁrmed the estimated pooled proportion was not signiﬁcantly different from 0.5 (p = 0.56),
indicating no difference between the proportions of male and female infections. Meta-analysis used
a random effects model, which accounted for variance across reports and used the indicated
weights for each report. Source Figure 2. Peckham, H., de Gruijter, N.M., Raine, C.,
Radziszewska, A., Ciurtin, C., Wedderburn, L.R., Rosser, E.C., Webb, K. and Deakin, C.T., 2020.
Male sex identiﬁed by global COVID-19 meta-analysis as a risk factor for death and ITU
admission. Nature communications, 11(1), pp. 1–10. https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-02019741-6. By Springer Nature Group

controls who tested negative for COVID19. The duration of 4 weeks or 8 weeks
long CoViD19 was more commonly reported among the females. Long COVID
was characterized by symptoms of fatigue, headache, dyspnea, and anosmia and
was more likely with increasing age and body mass index, and female sex.
However, the study has several limitations related to design and the methodology
[26]. Further data are needed to characterize the post CoViD19 syndromes or long
CoViD19 and assess possible associations of gender disparity.

19.3

Factors Associated with Gender Dichotomy

The gender differences in CoViD19 may be associated with a variety of factors
related to the hormonal environment, immune function, regulatory mechanisms, the
aging process, or the structural and functional status of cardiovascular structures.
The interactions and synergism of several mechanisms impact gender-based associations of CoViD19. Historically, women have a lesser risk of viral infections,
better immune response (both innate and adaptive), more efﬁcient, intense, and
prolonged [27–29]. Data show that hormonal factors, lifestyle differences, associated co-morbidities, and genetic factors play an important role in gender dichotomy
[30, 31]. These factors are also involved in age-speciﬁc gender variations seen in
cardiovascular diseases. Since CoViD19 is associated with cardiovascular complications, exploring these factors is of paramount importance.
Multiple factors contribute to the elevated health risks in advanced age,
including a frequent association of comorbidities. In a multinational registry of
14,712 patients with CoViD19, of whom 6387 (43%) were men, exploring the
relationship between male sex and CoViD19 mortality and age dependency, men
had signiﬁcantly higher mortality than did women, and this difference was not
completely explained by the higher prevalence of comorbidities in men. In this
study, the cumulative probability of survival remained signiﬁcantly lower in the
propensity score-matched men than in women after excluding patients younger than
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JFig. 19.4 Male sex is associated with a signiﬁcantly increased risk of mortality within COVID-19

patients. Male sex is associated with a signiﬁcantly increased risk of mortality within COVID-19
patients. The table summarizes the number of deaths and total number of conﬁrmed COVID-19
cases for each sex for n = 70 reports with complete data on infection and mortality in males and
females. The forest plot illustrates the estimated odds ratio (OR) for the association of death with
male sex for each report (grey boxes) with 95% conﬁdence intervals (CI; horizontal black lines).
The estimated pooled OR (dark grey diamond) was 1.39 (95% CI = 1.31, 1.47). A two-sided test
conﬁrmed the estimated pooled OR was signiﬁcantly different from 1 (p = 5.00e-30).
Meta-analysis used a random effects model with individual reports weighted using the indicated
weights. Source Figure 4 Peckham, H., de Gruijter, N.M., Raine, C., Radziszewska, A., Ciurtin,
C., Wedderburn, L.R., Rosser, E.C., Webb, K. and Deakin, C.T., 2020. Male sex identiﬁed by
global COVID-19 meta-analysis as a risk factor for death and ITU admission. Nature communications, 11(1), pp. 1–10. https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-020-19741-6. By Springer
Nature Group

Fig. 19.5 Male sex is associated with a signiﬁcantly increased risk of ITU admission within
COVID-19 patients. The table summarizes the number of ITU admissions and total number of
conﬁrmed COVID-19 cases for each sex for n = 8 reports with complete data on SARS-CoV-2
infections and ITU admissions in males and females. The forest plot represents the estimated odds
ratio (OR) for the association of ITU admission with male sex for each report (grey boxes), with
95% conﬁdence intervals (CI; horizontal black lines). The estimated pooled OR (dark grey
diamond) was 2.84 (95% CI = 2.06, 3.92). A two-sided test conﬁrmed the estimated pooled OR
was signiﬁcantly different from 1 (p = 1.86e-10). Meta-analysis used a random effects model with
individual reports weighted using the indicated weights. Source Figure 3. Peckham, H., de
Gruijter, N.M., Raine, C., Radziszewska, A., Ciurtin, C., Wedderburn, L.R., Rosser, E.C., Webb,
K. and Deakin, C.T., 2020. Male sex identiﬁed by global COVID-19 meta-analysis as a risk factor
for death and ITU admission. Nature communications, 11(1), pp. 1–10. https://www.nature.com/
articles/s41467-020-19741-6. By Springer Nature Group

50 years [32]. The factors related to the loss of hormonal protection past middle
age, particularly in females, appear important and may contribute to an increased
risk. The age-associated decreases in sex steroid hormones, namely, estrogen and
testosterone, may mediate proinflammatory increases in older adults that could
increase their risk of COVID19 adverse outcomes [33].
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Fig. 19.6 Subgroup analysis for male sex as a predictor of mortality, intubation, or ICU care. In a
sex-stratiﬁed analysis of a cohort of 4930 hospitalized COVID-19 patients highlighting clinical
factors that may contribute to sex differences in the outcome of COVID-19, the forest plot depicts
the odds ratio associated with male sex (versus female sex) within the subgroup speciﬁed in a
multivariable logistic regression model, including an interaction term between the subgroup
variable and sex and adjusting for the other variables listed. The interaction p value for sex and
each subgroup variable is shown. Source Figure 1. Jun, T., Nirenberg, S., Weinberger, T., Sharma,
N., Pujadas, E., Cordon-Cardo, C., Kovatch, P. and Huang, K.L., 2021. Analysis of sex-speciﬁc
risk factors and clinical outcomes in COVID-19. Communications Medicine, 1(1), pp. 1–8. https://
www.nature.com/articles/s43856-021-00006-2. By Springer Nature Group

19.4

Gender Disparity in Immune Response

Gender based differences in the immune system may impact CoViD19
(Fig. 19.1). Gender dichotomy related to factors related to immunity and the
immune response is an extremely well documented sexually dimorphic biological
process in humans [34, 35]. Sex-disparities have been often observed in response to
communicable diseases [36, 37]. A signiﬁcant number of genes that regulate our
immune response and inflammation reside on the X chromosome. A high number
of immune-related genes responsible for innate and adaptive immune responses to
infection are on the X chromosome. Evidence suggests that the X-chromosome and
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Fig. 19.7 Forest plots depicting sex-stratiﬁed multivariable logistic regression models predicting
mortality (Male N = 2657; Female N = 2099), intubation (Male N = 2669; Female N = 2108), or
ICU care (Male N = 2669; Female N = 2108). A sex-stratiﬁed analysis of a cohort of 4930
hospitalized COVID-19 patients highlighting clinical factors that may contribute to sex differences
in the outcome of COVID-19. The odds ratio associated with each variable is depicted in blue for
the male-speciﬁc models and in red for the female-speciﬁc models. Source Figure 2. Jun, T.,
Nirenberg, S., Weinberger, T., Sharma, N., Pujadas, E., Cordon-Cardo, C., Kovatch, P. and
Huang, K.L., 2021. Analysis of sex-speciﬁc risk factors and clinical outcomes in COVID-19.
Communications Medicine, 1(1), pp. 1–8. https://www.nature.com/articles/s43856-021-00006-2.
By Springer Nature Group

X-linked genes mainly determine sex dimorphism in disease susceptibility and
prognosis [38, 39]. Sex hormones such as testosterone and estrogen, play important
roles in immune responses, and differences in sex hormones may be correlated with
age-speciﬁc and age-dependent immune responses. The immune-related X-linked
genes appear to be more activated in the female immune cells. Certain estrogen
receptors (ERa and ERb) are expressed in a variety of immune cells
(lymphocyte T, B, natural killer cells, macrophages, dendritic cells (DCs), neutrophils). The E2 has anti-inflammatory effects, and elevated expression attenuates
the production of chemokines and recruitment of leukocytes and monocytes into
several tissues, including the lungs [40, 41]. The anti-inflammatory effects of high
E2 are mediated by signaling through ERs, which inhibit activation of
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NF-jB-mediated inflammatory responses [42]. Evidence shows that the effect of
sex hormones on immune cell functions may be dose-dependent [43]. Testosterone
has suppressive effects on immune function possibly increasing susceptibility to
infectious diseases observed in men [44] or increase pro-inflammatory cytokine
levels [45].
Data also suggest a stronger antibody response in women in the early phase in
CoViD19 [46], a possible mechanism in gender disparity. Although controversies
exist, women may have lower IL-6 levels than men [47], and IL-6 levels might
increase with age [48, 49] or with association of metabolic conditions [50]. Higher
IL-6 levels in older age females correlate with poor functioning [51]. The gender
differences in IL-6 expression may aggravate male predisposition towards
CoViD19 severity, however, these mechanisms need further exploration.

19.5

Gender Disparity in ACE2 Mechanisms

Viral cell entry in CoViD19 is mediated by ACE2 located at cell surface membrane
(mACE2) in multiple tissues in different proportions and is also found in the
circulatory form (sACE2). Gender disparity in the expression of ACE2 has been
validated in multiple studies indicating predominance in the male subjects, although
genetic mechanisms favor the elevated ACE2 expression in females due to the
location of the ACE2 gene on the X chromosome [52]. The X chromosome also
harbors genes related to immune mechanisms that determine gender dimorphism
responsible for the enhanced immune response in females.
Data from various studies and analyses suggest higher ACE2 expression in male
subjects [53–55], although reports have also suggested that ACE2 expression may
be higher among women [56].
The expression of ACE2 is low in healthy individuals [54] and decreases with
age [57, 58].
Various hypothetical models have been proposed linking higher ACE2 expression in females beneﬁting women against CoViD19 and its complications [59]. It
has been argued that the location of the ACE2 gene on the X chromosome might
lead to higher ACE2 levels in females, therefore offering better protection against
more severe disease compared to men [52]. However, since ACE2 acts as a gateway
for viral cell entry assisted by TMRPSS2 co protein and increased ACE2 expression
promotes increased viral afﬁnity, the argument that ACE2 expression is linked with
a high risk of CoViD19 appears to be strong.
Recent research has indicated the genetic polymorphism of ACE2, revealing
ACE2 variants with a higher afﬁnity to bind with the virus. These variants appear to
be more common in the male gender, and certain populations such as Asians.
Studies suggest ACE2 expression may be higher in Asian males [60]. Furthermore,
various hypotheses have emerged questioning the correlation between factors and
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mechanisms that influence homeostasis via regulatory and counter-regulatory arms
of the renin angiotensin system (RAS). Such speciﬁc hemizygous viral-entry
booster ACE2 variants and associated mechanisms might be linked with the higher
impact of the viral disease in the male gender [61].
Smoking increases ACE2 expression [62]. Association of smoking, ACE2
expression and burden of CoViD19 in males, especially in the Asian population is
subject to debate due to the controversies in data [63]. A higher proportion of male
smokers seen in certain populations with a higher burden of severe CoViD19 and
ACE2 expression variations, provide an argument for such debate [64].
Methodological limitations of the research related to the incidence and severity of
CoViD19 in male subjects and ACE2 expression, restrict drawing plausible
conclusions.

19.6

Gender Disparity in Cardiovascular Diseases

Gender impacts the occurrence, treatment response, and outcomes in cardiovascular
diseases [65–67]. Among patients with CoViD19, an association of pre-existing
cardiometabolic diseases and the occurrence of cardiovascular complications is
notable among CoViD19 complications. These are frequently associated with the
male gender, as compared to the female gender. Women in their midlife years have
historically been at a lower risk for overall vascular events than similarly aged men.
It is well known that women develop cardiovascular diseases 7 to 10 years later
than men. Overall, atherosclerotic plaque burden and markers of inflammation
appear to be greater in men than women, and are predictive of cardiovascular
events, rendering men at a greater risk. Many factors may account for the gender
differences observed in association with cardiovascular diseases. These include
differences in the vascular risk, presence of factors determining resilience against
cardiovascular diseases in females, and several others that account for the gender
bias seen in cardiovascular complications in CoViD19 subjects.
On the other hand, certain cardiac conditions may have a higher prevalence in
females with features of age dependency. More women have high blood pressure as
compared to men, the prevalence being greater in women >65 years of age [68].
Although it is generally considered that females exhibit lower levels of cardiovascular diseases, as compared with males, the age-adjusted prevalence of uncontrolled blood pressure is higher in females compared with males [69].
Females with heart conditions generally do better regardless of age. According
to an analysis of the observation database of 8962 CoViD19 patients from 169
hospitals in Asia, Europe, and North America, the relationship of cardiovascular
disease and drug therapy with in-hospital death among hospitalized patients with
CoViD19 was assessed. For the female sex, the odds ratio for dying in the hospital
was 0.79 (95% conﬁdence interval [CI], 0.65 to 0.95), suggesting an association
between survival and female sex, independent of older age [70].
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19.6.1 Cardiovascular Pathogenetic Features and Gender
The gender-related pathogenicity of cardiovascular associations and complications,
in COViD19 and associated mechanisms, are not fully understood. Multiple
mechanisms appear to facilitate the cardiovascular risk in CoViD19, however, the
association of certain regulatory, hormonal, and other factors may have speciﬁc
gender-related implications. Analyses indicate an association of inflammatory,
immune, thrombotic, and regulatory mechanisms that may be influenced by
the hormonal factors related to the female gender [71–74].
The role of RAS-related mechanisms appears crucial in the gender-related
implications in the pathogenesis of CoViD19. The dynamics of ACE2 expression
seem to be linked with sex and age differences observed in the CoViD19 severity.
These are linked with genetic predispositions, membranous ACE2 shedding, AngII/
ADAM17 activity, and other factors. The expression and variations in the distribution of ACE2 among several tissues, such as the cardiac and testicular tissues,
and age-related dynamics may be of particular interest [75, 76].
The analysis exploring the expression of ACE2 in adult heart tissue has shown a
high expression of ACE2 in the pericytes that might act as the target cardiac cell of
SARS CoV2 [77]. The male gender may exhibit a decreased cardiac ACE2
expression and age-related decline. According to a study, cells in the male adult
heart showed a lower ACE2+ rate than in females (5.93% vs. 9.32%, P < 0.01),
and ACE2 expression in the cardiac cells seems to be lower with older age, and
TMPRSS2, is rarely expressed in the human adult heart [59]. Furthermore, the
cardiac tissue appears to have a lower TMPRSS2 expression [78], that may
diminish the chances of direct viral-cardiac interaction.
An increase in ACE2 expression is associated with several cardiovascular
conditions and may have predictive value. Elevated levels of circulating ACE2
have also been associated with heart failure [79] and hypertension [80] and coronary artery disease [81]. According to a study higher levels of ACE2 were observed
in the females with coronary heart disease (CHD), independently predicting the
CHD in the female subjects, especially those with multivessel disease [82]. Higher
circulatory ACE2 expression in heart failure has been validated in a recent study.
A large multi-center prospective study in 11 European countries, investigated
ACE2 concentrations in an index cohort of 1485 men and 537 women with heart
failure. Results were validated in a cohort of 1123 men and 575 women. The male
sex was strongest predictor of elevated serum ACE2 concentrations, in both cohorts
(estimate = 0.26, P < 0.001; and 0.19, P < 0.001, respectively). The authors concluded, in both independent cohorts of patients with heart failure, plasma concentrations of ACE2 were higher in men than in women [83]. These ﬁndings
conﬁrm previous knowledge that circulating ACE2 levels in patients are
sex-dependent, being 50% higher in men than in women in heart failure [84]. Heart
failure patients are generally older and accompany multiple comorbidities. In a
CoViD19 study, heart failure was more common among older subjects with
comorbidities [85]. An analysis suggested that the heart may suffer less owing to the
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reduced expression of TMPRSS2 [78]. Loss of ACE2 expression with age and a
decreased ACE2 cardiac expression may predispose male subjects towards a higher
risk of cardiovascular complications. However, these associations need further
exploration. The elevation in ACE2 expression in cardiovascular diseases, particularly higher in the male subjects, may reflect a robust protective response in male
subjects, a compensatory mechanism [79], reflexive to the failing cardiovascular
structural and functional parameters, and mark the higher risk in this gender group,
or perhaps reflect a higher tissue expression that may expose to a higher CoViD19
risk, however that remains to be further determined.
Besides the RAS, gender dimorphism also appears to be associated with other
hemodynamic regulatory systems such as the endothelin system implicated in
cardiovascular diseases [86, 87]. Elevated endothelin-1 levels are associated with
cardiac failure and may reflect cardiovascular risk in CoViD19 patients [88, 89].
Data show that serum endothelin 1 levels are higher in male subjects, compared to
the females, and are higher in older females compared to the lower age group [90–
93, 110].
Estrogens protect females and an increase in CoViD19 risk in female subjects
with age, associated with the decline in estrogens, may contribute to the cardiac
risk. The protective role of estrogen against heart disease has been revealed in
several studies [94, 95]. Analyses suggest, the incidence of coronary artery disease
(CAD) increases in women as the estrogen levels decline with age, and following
menopause, suggesting a protective role for estrogen in the heart [96, 97]. The
disintegrin ADAM 17 TACE that regulates ACE2 expression associated with
cardiovascular diseases, is regulated by the estrogens. Evidence suggests that
estrogens may offer a protective role against CVD in females through upregulation
of ADAM17 and ADAM10 expression involved in ectodomain cleavages in
atherosclerosis [98].
Multiple comorbidities are often associated with older age. Older age male
CoViD19 patients often have positive cardiac history and higher risk [99]. Gender
associated impact on multiple cardiovascular and metabolic conditions is extensively described [100]. The impact of gender dichotomies is associated with
comorbidities, such as diabetes mellitus, obesity, and coronary heart disease,
although variation in risk distribution may exist, in different populations or subgroups according to ethnicity, cardiovascular disease phenotype, or other factors.
The gender interaction with comorbidities in CoViD19 and outcomes needs further
exploration.
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In summary, despite limitations, the overall data appear to indicate a gender disparity in the occurrence of CoViD19 and mortality. The gender bias in CoViD19
has an age-speciﬁc character, however, the male to female ratio may not be similar
across subgroups. There appears to be a higher burden of CoViD19 among male
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subjects across several regions of the globe, although variations may not be huge.
The gender-related variations have been observed during previous pandemics [101],
and are known with cardiovascular diseases [100]. Controversies have been
reported about gender related data in CoViD19 studies. Several factors appear to be
responsible for the discrepancies observed in the gender-based data in CoViD19
studies. Among these, the lack of standardization in capturing data, gaps in data
cleaning and processing, publication of age and gender-disaggregated data, use of
data from controversial sources or evolving characteristics of the disease, or
even limited testing, are notable. However, with the evolving pandemic, and improvements in study methodologies. study designs and reporting, and in other
aspects of research conduct as well as with a better understanding of the CoViD19,
encouraging trends are seen.
Despite controversies, gender disparity in CoViD19 has remained an important
characteristic of the CoViD19 pandemic, with age-related dependency. The overall
mortality risk appears to be higher among males. In CoViD19 risks are reported to
be higher with the advancing age. Although females also manifest elevated risk in
the advanced age, there appears to be a lack of uniformity in the age dependency.
The male gender appears to remain at a higher risk, especially for the increased
mortality, as compared to the females. In CoViD19, the mortality risk continues to
increase with age in males as compared to females. Although, older men have a
higher risk than women, the risk differences may narrow with age. The ﬁndings of
gender disparity and gender-based health experiences have led to potential
sex-based therapeutic measures in CoViD19, with hormonal therapy a potential
protective intervention [73, 102]. The usefulness of these therapies needs to be
further validated. The relationship between CoViD19 and gender disparity is not
straightforward. The intricacies related to the age and sex-dependent variations in
CoViD19 remain to be further explored. The discrepancies in data must be
addressed using robust research designs and methodology. Further studies are
needed to assess the age and sex-speciﬁc differences in the disease occurrence,
phenotypic variations, and associated comorbidities including cardiovascular diseases in CoViD19, as well as the trends. The variations in gender-based associations with risk, and risk distribution, and magnitude of impact need to be better
described in various world populations for a better global understanding of the
gender disparity in CoViD19. Furthermore, post covid19 syndromes that seem to
reflect the prolonged impact of the viral disease post recovery, although are described in the literature require further characterization, especially in relation to the
gender. Gender disparity interactions in such post CoViD19 complications, need to
be assessed.
A variety of pathophysiological factors and mechanisms highlighted in research
although may explain the vulnerability of the male gender in CoViD19 and its
complications. Similarly, multiple gender associated lifestyle and behavioral factors
may play a part. Behavioral factors including others such as increase alcohol
consumption [103] and smoking (with differences between high and
low-middle-income countries [104, 105] are well recognized in a higher association
among male subjects (Fig. 19.2). Several aspects of gender-based characteristics
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may impact exposure to the viral disease, vulnerability, ability to ﬁght the pathogen,
or others related to the treatment and care, must be recognized. These include
hygiene practices [106], gender differences in behaviors related to a preventive
approach [107] as well as occupational factors [108].
A robust immune system in males may not be as effective in the older age, and
promotes increasing vulnerability towards the viral disease. among other mechanisms. The extent of immune-senescence appears to be bigger among the older age
males, as compared to the older age females. According to an analysis, the
age-related decline of various immunological parameters is less pronounced in
females than in males [109]. Among gender linked factors, genetic factors such as
X-linked inflammatory mechanisms and features of the immune system, the role of
sex hormones, regulatory proteins including ACE2, and factors involved in the
maintenance of regulatory and counter-regulatory balance necessary for homeostasis are important. The mechanisms involving coagulative, immunopathological,
ﬁbroproliferative processes may be interlinked with sex dimorphism seen in
CoViD19 and the risk of developing cardiovascular complications. In CoViD19,
variations in the gender-related factors may unevenly determine dysregulated
hyperinflammatory, and prothrombotic responses. Synergistic actions of these
mechanisms may potentiate variations in risk associated with a speciﬁc gender. It is
important to investigate gender-based disease proﬁles highlighting the importance
of these factors and determine age-speciﬁc and age-dependent immune characteristics, genetic variations, and factors related to RAS and other regulatory proteins
involved in homeostasis.
The gender implications of the dual role of ACE2, as a principal machine for
SARS CoV2 cell entry, and an important regulatory protective mechanism of RAS,
need to be further analyzed. The ACE2 downregulation with infection, loss of
protective mechanisms involved in viral lung injury repair, exposure to adverse
AngII/AT1R axis, adversely impact the equipoise of RAS regulated homeostatic
balance, are key mechanisms that determine the pathogenicity of SARS CoV2.
Speciﬁc ACE2 variants, their distribution, and linking mechanisms [109], may
carry unfavorable gender-related implications, and need to be further explored.
CoViD19 has a signiﬁcant association with cardiovascular diseases. Gender
disparity appears to project an important corelation with preexisting cardiovascular
and metabolic conditions and the risk of developing cardiovascular complications
observed in CoViD19. The exact position of gender and sex implications in cardiovascular complications in CoViD19 remains unexplored or underreported. The
association of the male gender as a cardiovascular risk factor may further potentiate
the cardiovascular risk associated with CoViD19. These associations, however,
require further exploration. There is a lack of dis-aggregated age and sex data in
CoViD19 studies in general, and in particular, investigating cardiovascular diseases. Studies stratifying age and sex data are needed to establish true associations
and trends in sex and gender-related impact in CoViD19 patients.
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The role of RAS mechanisms appears particularly important linking gender
disparity and CoViD19, as well as the higher rates of cardiovascular complications.
Deﬁnite mechanisms are not fully understood. Female X link genetic superiority
over males may offer protection against CoViD19, the associations of the mechanisms and intricacies of the molecular processes involved need to be further
determined. The dynamics and interactions of elevated serum ACE2 expression, a
compensatory reaction in cardiovascular diseases, need to be further explored
concerning the gender disparities, in cardiovascular complications of CoViD19.
A robust exploration of these mechanisms, cellular and molecular pathways,
may help further tailoring the age and gender-speciﬁc treatments in CoViD19,
prevent complications and improve the outcomes. The development of effective
public health strategies, risk monitoring, assessment, and disease prevention
models, may help to reduce the health inequity, associated with CoViD19 and in
several other health conditions that display the gender disparity, especially disadvantaging the female gender.
Summary Box
• CoViD19 appears to accompany a gender disparity in general and also in
relation to the cardiovascular complications. The association of age and
male gender, as a risk in CoViD19 patients, is consistently reflected
among the studies throughout the pandemic in 2019 to date, as of the
middle of 2021.
• Gender disparity in CoViD19 appears to have an age-speciﬁc character,
although the overall risk appears to remain higher among males.
• In CoViD19, the mortality is higher among males.
• Various global populations reflect gender disparity in association with
CoViD19, although differences may be reported.
• Several factors including behavioral. life style, biological, genetic and
others determine the gender based differences in risks among CoViD19
subjects.
• The expression and activity of angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2),
immune function, genetic, hormonal, behavioral, cultural, and social
factors impact gender-related outcomes in CoViD19.
• Females exhibit better immunity compared to men, have hormonal protection, and may have advantages linked with genetic factors.
• Gender and sex implications in the cardiovascular complications in
CoViD19 need better exploration, although male predominance is
observed.
• There is a strong need for sex and gender-disaggregated data in CoViD19,
even more for determining the gender-speciﬁc cardiovascular links.
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Chapter 20

An Overview of Quality of Research
in COVID19

Key Questions
• What are the key measures of quality in clinical research?
• Which key quality limitations have been reported in the CoViD19
research?
• What are the main implications of the limitations in research quality, on
CoViD19?
• Which research quality improvement measures. related to CoViD19
research, have been initiated?

20.1

Introduction

The global pandemic of CoViD19 presents a grave challenge to the care providers,
patients, and health care system, and warrants robust high-quality evidence for the
complex clinical decision-making process. Several thousand research publications
have emerged in the scientiﬁc databases since the beginning of the CoViD19
pandemic publishing scientiﬁc, clinical, and epidemiological, laboratory, and other
relevant data. CoViD19 literature published since January 2020 showed rapid
growth. A publicly available database, set up by the World Health Organization
(WHO) with a collection of articles about CoViD19, had included 3294 articles by
March 30, 2020, and 25 607 by June 02, 2020 and 286,543 by June 17, 2021 [1].
Poor quality research presents a challenge to the scientiﬁc world. It is vital to
identify and differentiate poor quality research from robust, well designed,
well-conducted, and soundly analyzed research studies. Several internal and
external factors impact the quality of a clinical research study, therefore the research
must be carefully assessed for validity purposes. The internal validity is the extent
© The Author(s), under exclusive license to Springer Nature Switzerland AG 2022
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to which the observed results represent the truth in the population under study (are
not due to methodological errors). Random errors and systematic errors impact
the internal validity of epidemiological studies. A lack of accuracy in the estimation of the exposure-disease relationship reflects a random error. Bias is any systematic error that occurs in the design or the conduction of clinical research or the
analysis or publication. Bias reflects a compromise in the internal validity of the
study, for instance, due to the selection or information bias. Another factor that
may compromise the internal validity of an epidemiological study is “confounding”. Confounding biases occur when a measure of an intervention is distorted due
to the association of intervention with other factor(s) that influence the outcome investigated. When a variable is associated with both the exposure and the
disease under study, the effect of the exposure on the outcome blends with the
effects of other risk and protective factors for the outcome that are present differentially by the exposure status. On the other hand, external validity of a study
refers to how well the outcome of the study can be applied to other settings. For
instance, the extent to which the results of a study are generalizable to patients
in routine practice and include scientiﬁc and statistical generalization [2]. Several
measures may be introduced to increase the internal and external validity of the
studies. For instance, to enhance the internal validity of a study, measures such
as a correct deﬁnition of exposure and disease, meticulous study planning, careful
data collection and handling, adequate quality control, adequate implementation
strategies-including adequate recruitment strategies, data analysis, and sample size,
reducing attrition and others, may be used. Confounding must be identiﬁed and
controlled to imrpove the internal validity of a study. The external validlty of
a study can be enhanced by carefully considering the interactions of variables in
the real world i.e. ensuring broad inclusion criteria to have a study population as
close as possible to the real-life population, and carefully chosen exclusion criteria.
A variety of biases related to different study phases and components may
influence the quality of a research study and its outcomes. Study design, methodology, analysis, and reporting are subject to flaws and biases. Flawed study design
may result from poorly deﬁned risk and outcome, non-validated methodology, lack
of standardization, and non-blinded data collection. Methodological limitations may
be related to inappropriate sample size calculations, lack of power, sparse or
inconsistent reporting on the methodology used in the observational studies or
randomized control trials. The notable examples of common biases that may occur
in the studies include those related to an inappropriate randomization process due to
unclear or lack of randomization, concealment, blinding process, and techniques, or
confounding biases such as selection biases, information biases, etc., or related to
data attrition such as poor or lack of follow up. The variations in death rates in
different studies related to the complications of CoViD19 may point to biases,
flaws, or inconsistencies in the epidemiological data, and maybe due to small
sample sizes or even regional restrictions as observed in studies conducted in a
single region (Wuhan). Similarly, such biases may be observed in studies reporting
cardiac biomarkers in CoViD19. Although the diagnostic and prognostic signiﬁcance of the cardiac biomarkers is extremely well-validated, indication bias
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associated with the serum cardiac biomarkers such as beta natriuretic peptide
(BNP), Troponin may result in confounding due to the possibility of the elevation
of these biomarkers due to a variety of reasons.
Randomized controlled trials (RCTs) are considered the highest level of evidence amongst other study designs. Observational study designs are descriptive and
non-experimental with high variability in the quality and quantity of the evidence.
Although observational study designs carry inherited flaws may produce extremely
useful data to help to answer important scientiﬁc and clinical questions.
Observational studies are useful in determining the long-term outcomes and associated factors, in describing rare adverse events or rare diseases, and in determining
characteristics of diagnostic tests. Due to several difﬁculties and limitations associated with the pandemic, CoViD19 studies may not have had an adequate
follow-up period. Reasonably large sample size and meticulous clinically relevant
data may compensate for these biases to a certain extent and improve the reliability.
In observational studies, a cohort design may be used that allows observing of a
population at risk for a speciﬁc disease or the population that has uniformly distributed risk factors or the disease. Therefore, such study design allows studying the
incidence and history of a disease, and incidence rates, relative risks and conﬁdence
intervals (CI 95%) can be calculated. The design allows investigating the associations between multiple exposures and multiple outcomes in one cohort including
the rare exposures and may offer the advantage of hypothesis generation. Cohort
studies have usually broader inclusion criteria and fewer exclusion criteria, are more
generalizable to clinical practice as compared to the RCTs that are known to lack
generalizability.
According to the observation period, the observational studies can be, for
example, cross-sectional (at a single time point) or longitudinal (with follow-up) for
tracking the risk factors and outcomes. With regards to the timing of measurements,
in observational studies, measurements can be made concurrently as the investigation proceeds with time, or non-concurrently when the measurements have
already been recorded in past, and are simply extracted for instance from the
medical records. Concurrent investigation allows for the implementation of measures to obtain better quality data allowing for standardization of deﬁnitions and
methodology, whereas the non-concurrent measurements are conﬁned for these
measures. With regards to perspective related to the risk factors and outcomes,
observational studies can be prospective and retrospective. Cohort studies retrospective (conducted backward in time) or prospective (conducted forward in time)
are considered among the higher ranks of the study designs. Cohort themes may
have variations, such as the before-after study and nested case–control study (within
a cohort study).
Exposure to confounding and bias warrants a cautionary approach in the designing and analytical processes. The presence of confounding in the cohort studies
hampers the ability of the study design to establish causal effects. Confounding may
be caused by non-random allocation to the exposure, and the possibility of the
presence of other variables that may differ between the subjects exposed and
non-exposed, and have an association with the outcome measured. Such factors
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may or may not be identiﬁed or measured or inappropriately measured. Known
confounders can be controlled with study design (case–control design or randomization) or during data analysis via regression (multivariate analyses can adjust
potential confounders). Lack of adjustment of results for important co-variates can
produce misleading results. Furthermore, in retrospective study designs, since data
are collected retrospectively, can be less costly, however remain subject to speciﬁc
bias such as limitations in data (variety, quality), selection bias, recall bias, and
others. Prospective studies allow more accurate data collection with regards to the
exposures, confounders, and endpoints and allow follow-up. These designs can be
costly and time-consuming, however offer strength to the evidence. Several factors
such as uncertainties associated with largely unexplored disease, complex heterogeneity of CoViD19, especially when associated with complications, warrant an
even more careful approach in the study design, with judicious selection of the
endpoints, adequate sample size, and an appropriate follow-up period. Furthermore,
these factors may impact the analytical process and lead to conclusions that may be
subject to signiﬁcant biases.

20.2

Quality Issues in CoViD19 Research
and Improvement Initiatives

The urgency of the pandemic may imply alterations in the protocols, cause deviations from standard quality assurance measures or interfere in the practical aspects
of trials such as resulting in pausing the recruitment process, or the analytical
process that may compromise the quality of research. CoViD19 research reflects a
variety of research study designs, both conventional and non-conventional [3].
Studies reporting clinical characteristics and features of the disease appear to be
mostly cohort studies, retrospective studies, or a few prospective studies and very
few case series. According to an analysis aimed to reviewing and categorizing
CoViD19-related medical research and to critically appraise peer-reviewed original
articles. A total of 11,452 peer-reviewed or preprints references made available
from 1 November 2019 to 1 May 2020 have been identiﬁed with our search
strategy. After removing duplicates, studies not related to CoViD19, studies written
in a language different than English or Chinese, and protocols, 10,516 references
remained of which 7468 (71.0%) were peer-reviewed articles. Among these, 4190
(56.1%) articles were opinions that did not include any data or analytics (comprising viewpoints, editorials, perspectives, expert opinions). Instead, original
studies accounted for 1109 articles (14.9%), case reports 697 (9.3%), research
letters 786 (10.5%), reviews 638 (8.5%) and systematic reviews 48 (0.6%). The
authors concluded that the majority of CoViD19 research is composed of publications without original data. Peer-reviewed original articles with data showed a
high risk of bias and included a limited number of patients [4]. Basic characteristics
of CoViD19-related, peer-reviewed original articles is provided in Table 20.2.
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A systematic review evaluated the methodological quality of currently available
CoViD19 studies compared to historical controls. A total of 14787 CoViD19
papers were identiﬁed as of May 14, 2020 and 4892 duplicate articles were
removed. In total, 9895 titles and abstracts were screened, and 9101 articles were
excluded due to the study being pre-clinical in nature, case report, case series <5
patients, in a language other than English, reviews (including systematic reviews),
study protocols or methods, and other coronavirus variants with an overall
inter-rater study inclusion agreement of 96.7% (j = 0.81; 95% CI, 0.79–0.83).
A total number of 794 full texts were reviewed for eligibility. Over 108 articles
were excluded for ineligible study design or publication type (such as letter to the
editors, editorials, case reports or case series <5 patients), wrong patient population,
non-English language, duplicate articles, wrong outcomes, and publication in a
non-peer-reviewed journal. The ﬁnal analysis included 686 CoViD19 articles
identiﬁed with an inter-rater agreement of 86.5% (j = 0.68; 95% CI, 0.67–
0.70) out of a total of 9895 titles and abstracts screened. According to the results,
the comparative analysis of CoViD19 to historical articles reveals a shorter time to
acceptance (13.0[IQR, 5.0–25.0] days vs. 110.0[IQR, 71.0–156.0] days in
CoViD19 and control articles, respectively; p < 0.0001). The methodological
quality scores are lower in CoViD19 articles across all study designs. The authors
concluded that CoViD19 clinical studies have a shorter time to publication and have
lower methodological quality scores than control studies in the same journal [5].
Methodological quality scores of different study types stratiﬁed by CoViD19 and
historical control articles are provided in Table 20.1. Differences in methodological
quality scores in CoViD19 compared to historical control articles are provided in
Fig. 20.1.
In an exercise to critically appraise the evidence related to the effectiveness of
chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine (with azithromycin) in CoViD19, about 6
studies, 3 randomized control trials, and 3 observational studies were analyzed. The
authors concluded that CoViD19 research methodology is very poor in the area of
chloroquine/hydroxychloroquine research and potential treatments. Limitations
included, poor and sparse reporting and underreporting of important patient outcomes needed to discern decision-making priorities [6].
Poor reporting and methodology, as well as flaws related to the endpoints, have
been reported in several trials investigating chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine in
CoViD19 [7]. Another trial, an open-label randomized controlled trial investigating
the efﬁcacy of hydroxychloroquine in 150 mild to moderately ill CoViD19 patients
showed signiﬁcant flaws and inconsistencies. These biases were related to poor
randomization and allocation concealment, under recruitment of the target population resulting in a signiﬁcant reduction in sample size rendering the trial underpowered, at risk of greater random error, and inconsistent and selective outcome
reporting for the difference between manuscript and the published trial protocol [8].
Similarly, a non-comparative, observational study showed a decline in the viral load
in a cohort of 80 relatively mildly infected patients treated with a combination of
hydroxychloroquine and azithromycin [9], was found to have a poor design with an
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Table 20.1 Methodological quality scores of different study types stratiﬁed by COVID-19 and
historical control articles
COVID-19 articles
(n = 686)

Study design
Case series
Cohort
case control
Diagnostic
Randomized controlled trial
Geographic region
Asia/Oceania
Europe
Americas
Types of article
Original research
Letter
Communication
Retrospective study
Sex reported
Sample size calculated without
case series

N (%)

Matched articles
COVID-19
(n = 539)
N (%)

(n = 1078)
Control
(n = 539)
N (%)

380 (55.4)
199 (29.0)
38 (5.5)
63 (9.2)
6 (0.9)

277 (51.4)
174 (32.3)
32 (5.9)
53 (9.8)
3 (0.6)

277 (51.4)
174 (32.3)
32 (5.9)
53 (9.8)
3 (0.6)

469 (68.4)
139 (20.3)
78 (11.4)

377 (69.9)
99 (18.4)
63 (11.7)

167 (31.0)
176 (32.7)
196 (36.4)

614 (89.5)
35 (5.1)
37 (5.4)
590 (86.0)
620 (90.4)
(n = 306)

486 (90.2)
26 (4.8)
27 (5.0)
459 (85.2)
484 (89.8)
(n = 262)

484 (89.8)
29 (5.4)
26 (4.8)
386 (71.6)
483 (89.6)
(n = 262)

P-value*

<0.0001

0.91

<0.0001
0.92

7 (2.3)
4 (1.5)
30 (11.5)
<0.0001
Method of SARS-CoV-2
diagnosis
PCR
548 (79.9)
437 (81.1)
–
–
ELISA
2 (0.3)
1 (0.2)
–
Physical exam only
5 (0.7)
4 (0.7)
–
Multiple
3 (0.4)
2 (0.4)
–
–
Unknown
128 (18.7)
95 (17.6)
–
–
Ethics approval
0.48
Received
566 (81.0)
433 (80.3)
451 (83.7)
Not required/received
91 (13.3)
73 (13.5)
60 (11.1)
Not mentioned
39 (5.7)
33 (6.1)
28 (4.1)
Impact factor—median
4.7 (2.9–7.6)
–
–
–
(IQR) (n = 652)
Time to acceptance—median
13.0 (5.0–25.0)
13.0 (5.0–
11.0 (71.0– <0.0001
(IQR) (n = 450)
25.0)
156.0)
COVID-19 articles were 1:1 matched with control articles from the same journal (identical impact factor)
and study design. PCR: polymerase chain reaction; ELISA: enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay
*Statistical analysis was conducted to compare COVID-19 to historical control articles with their
corresponding P-values
Source Table 1. Jung, R.G., Di Santo, P., Clifford, C., Prosperi-Porta, G., Skanes, S., Hung, A., Parlow,
S., Visintini, S., Ramirez, F.D., Simard, T. and Hibbert, B., 2021. Methodological quality of COVID-19
clinical research. Nature communications, 12(1), pp. 1–10. https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-02121220-5. By Springer Nature Group

68 (9.5)

Case–control

108 (62–211)

Number of
patients median
(IQR)

11
(16.2)
7
(14.0)
10
(3.3)
9
(6.9)
0 (0)

25 (36.7)

Number of studies at risk of bias
(%)
Low
Intermediate
High
Written
informed
consent N (%)

Patients consent
Oral
consent
N (%)

Open
data
N (%)

No
consent
N (%)

32
22 (32.4)
2 (2.9)
2 (2.9)
42
(47.1)
(61.8)
Cohort
50 (7.0)
110 (54–327)
20 (40.0)
23
15 (30.0)
1 (2.0)
4 (8.0)
30
(46.0)
(60.0)
Cross-sectional
306 (42.9)
217 (80–730)
43 (14.0)
253
89 (29.1)
18 (5.9)
75
112
(82.7)
(24.5)
(40.5)
case series
129 (18.1)
18 (9–53)
26 (20.2)
94
24 (18.6)
15
3 (2.3)
87
(72.9)
(11.6)
(67.4)
Diagnostic
37 (5.2)
84 (49–215)
0 (0)
37
3 (8.1)
0 (0)
0 (0)
34
(100.0)
(91.9)
Prognostic
8 (1.1)
143 (66–217)
3
1 (12.5)
4
0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
8
(37.5)
(50.0)
(100.0)
Simulation
185 (25.9)
1428 (14–
16
47 (25.4)
122
3 (1.6)
1 (0.5)
131
50
40,696)
(8.6)
(66.0)
(70.8)
(27.0)
Non-randomized trial
8 (1.1)
35 (29–58)
1
1 (12.5)
6
4 (50.0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
4 (50.0)
(12.5)
(75.0)
Randomized controlled
4 (0.6)
56 (29–111)
0 (0)
2 (50.0)
2
2 (50.0)
0 (0)
0 (0)
2 (50.0)
trial
(50.0)
This table displays the basic characteristics of the 713 clinical, peer-reviewed, COVID-19-related, original articles we critically appraised based on several risk
of bias tools, according to the type of studies. Eighty-two studies were assessed using two tools, to better reflect their design. Shown are the number of studies,
the median number of patients, the overall risk of bias after quality assessment, and how patient consent was addressed by authors.
Source Table 1. Raynaud, M., Zhang, H., Louis, K., Goutaudier, V., Wang, J., Dubourg, Q., Wei, Y., Demir, Z., Debiais, C., Aubert, O. and Bouatou, Y.,
2021. COVID-19-related medical research: a meta-research and critical appraisal. BMC Medical Research Methodology, 21(1), pp. 1–11. https://link.springer.
com/article/10.1186/s12874-020-01190-w. By Springer Nature Group

Number
of studies
(%)

Type of original article
studies involving
patients

Table 20.2 Basic characteristics of COVID-19-related, peer-reviewed original articles
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 20.1 Differences in methodological quality scores in COVID-19 compared to historical
control articles. a Time to acceptance was reduced in COVID-19 articles compared to control
articles (13.0 [IQR, 5.0–25.0] days versus 110.0 [IQR, 71.0–156.0] days, n = 347 for COVID-19
and n = 414 for controls; p < 0.0001). b When compared to historical control articles, COVID-19
articles were associated with lower case series score (n = 277 for COVID-19 and n = 277 for
controls; p < 0.0001). c COVID-19 articles were associated with lower NOS cohort score
compared to historical control articles (n = 174 for COVID-19 and n = 174 for controls;
p < 0.0001). d COVID-19 articles were associated with lower NOS case–control score compared
to historical control articles (n = 32 for COVID-19 and n = 32 for controls; p = 0.003).
e COVID-19 articles were associated with higher diagnostic risk of bias (QUADAS-2) compared
to historical control articles (n = 53 for COVID-19 and n = 53 for controls; p = 0.02). For panel
A, boxplot captures 5, 25, 50, 75 and 95% from the ﬁrst to last whisker. Orange represents
COVID-19 articles and blue represents control articles. Two-sided Mann–Whitney U-test was
conducted to evaluate differences in time to acceptance between COVID-19 and control articles.
Differences in study quality scores were evaluated by two-sided Kruskal–Wallis test. Differences
in diagnostic risk of bias were quantiﬁed by Chi-squares test. p < 0.05 was considered statistically
signiﬁcant. Source Fig. 4. Jung, R.G., Di Santo, P., Clifford, C., Prosperi-Porta, G., Skanes, S.,
Hung, A., Parlow, S., Visintini, S., Ramirez, F.D., Simard, T. and Hibbert, B., 2021.
Methodological quality of COVID-19 clinical research. Nature Communications, 12(1), pp. 1–10.
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41467-021-21220-5. By Springer Nature Group
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irrelevant choice of endpoints, a variety of confounding issues, and biases including
selection bias, data attrition, poor reporting, and several other flaws [10, 11].
A rapid systematic review and critical appraisal of studies that developed or
validated a multivariable CoViD19 related prediction model from PubMed and
Embase through Ovid, Arxiv, medRxiv, and bioRxiv, up to 24 March 2020, was
analyzed. About 2696 titles were screened, and 27 studies describing 31 prediction
models were included. The review showed that proposed models were poorly
reported, had a high risk of bias, with optimistic reported performance [12]. The
analysis pointed to several biases such as the bias for the participants’ domain
(participants enrolled in the studies not representative of the models’ targeted
populations), the bias for the predictor's domain (predictors not available at the
models’ intended time of use, not clearly deﬁned, or influenced by the outcome
measurement), or bias induced by the outcome measurement (use of subjective or
proxy outcomes (e.g., non-covid-19 severe respiratory infections)), and bias for the
analysis domain (such as small sample sizes). Other analyses have detected data
source variability as a potential contributor of bias in the distributed research networks [13] indicating quality issues in the scientiﬁc datasets, or have found uniformly poor quality in COVID-19 predictive models, discouraging their clinical use
[14]. Others have raised concerns regarding citation bias and a predilection of
reporting beneﬁcial over harmful effects in the CoViD19 treatment research,
potentially in the context of white hat bias [15], indicating possible distortion of
evidence towards the promotion of what is widely perceived as fair ends, associated
with certain treatments.
Flaws in the methodology and sub-optimal reporting of research ﬁndings may
lead to biased estimates of the treatment effect, further leading to inappropriate
treatment decisions that may be harmful to the patients. Analysis of two clinical
trials, four retrospective cohort studies, and a systemic review selected from 69
articles through Pubmed, 55 through medrxiv, 13 through Trip, and 519 through
Google Scholar, was performed. The review aimed to investigate the evidence for
the use of lopinavir/ritonavir (LPVr) as a treatment for CoViD19. The limitations
identiﬁed indicated lack of randomized trials, or lack of blinding in RCTs,
underpowered studies with smaller sample size, and observational studied with lack
of adjustment of results for important co-variates leading to misleading results. The
authors concluded, there was no strong evidence for the efﬁcacy of lopinavir/
ritonavir in the treatment of CoViD19. Overall, the limited studies identiﬁed were
subject to methodological flaws [16].
Several types of study limitations are self-reported by the researchers in publications may indicate types of bias these studies have been exposed to. A large
observational retrospective case series of 1591 CoViD19 hospitalized patients
reported enrollment of consecutive patients between February 20 and March 18,
2020, in any of the 72 participating hospitals [17]. Several biases including
selection bias, interviewer bias, recall bias may be observed regarding the data
collection (limited data, mood of data collection, missing data for some outcomes).
Other methodological limitations include a lack of standardization, short follow-up,
and mortality data, and the length of stay data that are subject to change.
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Furthermore, the analysis had not been adjusted for multiple comparisons. Given
the possibility of a type I error, the authors advised cautiously interpreting the data
due to its exploratory and descriptive nature.
Gender-related data in CoViD19 appears to have drawn criticism. An analysis of
data reviewed from 20 countries with the highest numbers of conﬁrmed CoViD19
cases revealed, few countries reported sex aggregated data and concluded that sex
and age data were inconclusive for the determination of health outcomes in patients
with CoViD19 [18]. Another analysis of gender-based trends in CoViD19 revealed
a paucity of usable raw data sets and a generalized lack of standardization of the
captured data, making comparisons difﬁcult and a wide range of sex ratios among
conﬁrmed cases, which changed over time [19]. Inconsistencies in data reporting
have been suggested in an analysis, concluding the lack of fatality data related to
CoViD19 deaths in non-hospitalized patients may have resulted in the
under-reporting of deaths in women [20].
Expedition of the peer-review process may have led to omissions in key quality
measures in published clinical research related to CoViD19. In an analysis of papers
reporting clinical trials involving CoViD19 patients searched either randomized or
non-randomized (indexed by 4th April 2020) terms, about 521 papers were identiﬁed and four studies were included. The authors concluded that the quality of
sample size calculation in clinical trials on CoViD19 patients indexed in PubMed
was not acceptable [21].
Several analyses and reports highlight the issues and challenges faced during the
pandemic and provide a variety of practical recommendations to help improve
research methodology, reduce bias, and improve the study quality [13, 22, 23].
Adaptation in research infrastructure and operations, improvement in study designs,
data collection methods, analytical techniques, as well as the development of
multi-national collaborations, the standardization of protocols, data sharing, and
several other measures can help to improve research standards, research and data
quality, and reliability in CoViD19. Lessons learned from the initial experiences
during the pandemic can lead to the achieve the next higher level of data quality.
Protocols have become publications in their own right, allowing for peer review
and feedback on trial assumptions at an early stage in the conduct of a trial [24]. To
achieve standardization in protocols for CoViD19 research with only closed
CoViD19 cases, two main initiatives have created protocols for the investigators,
the ‘International Severe Acute Respiratory and emerging Infection Consortium
(ISARIC)’ (isaric.tghn.org) and the ‘Lean European Open Survey on SARS-CoV-2
Infected Patients (LEOSS)’ (leoss.net).
As part of CoViD19 R&D Blueprint, the WHO has proposed a master protocol
for researchers involved in the development and assessment of therapeutics against
SARS-CoV-2 [25]. Master protocols are used to test different investigational agents
against a shared control arm with a uniform set of clinical endpoints, enrollment
criteria, predeﬁned data collection, and statistical methods. Researchers aligning
their methodology to WHO's master protocol will surely improve the quality of the
COVID19 research [26, 27]. In order to provide a tailored global research response
to facilitate cross-border collaborations and partnerships across professional
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disciplines worldwide, the World Health Organization (WHO) working with the
Global Research Collaborative for Infectious Disease Preparedness (GLOPID-R)
has also established a CoViD19 research roadmap (www.glopid-r.org).
The EMEA (European Medicines Agency), has issued guidance with points to
consider on implications of CoViD19 on methodological aspects of ongoing clinical trials [28]. Adhering to the CONSORT (Consolidated Standards of Reporting
Trials) checklist for optimal clinical trial reporting [29] and the STROBE
(STrengthening the Reporting of OBservational studies in Epidemiology) statement
that outlines the guidance for optimal reporting of observational studies [30]
(Fig. 20.1).

20.3

Summary

In summary, several gaps and limitations may be observed in CoViD19 related
research describing the disease characteristics, risks, treatments, and outcomes.
Throughout the pandemic, various analyses have been conducted that have highlighted these limitations. These limitations comprise a range of study
design-related, methodological, and analytical biases and flaws. The emergency, as
a result of a largely unfamiliar pathogen, resulting in the global pandemic of
CoViD19, caused unprecedented clinical chaos, and further prompted the
researchers to investigate and explore the complex clinical, laboratory, epidemiological characteristics of CoViD19, in a relatively short period. Complex ethical
challenges are associated with the CoViD19 pandemic impacting research,
healthcare systems, and patients [31], and may not be easily met during the
emergencies such as the CoViD19 pandemic.
A variety of design and methodological limitations, biases related to data collection or reporting that may adversely impact the quality of research, maybe
observed in CoViD19 research. The retrospective nature of analyses, or unconventional designs, or multiple types of biases related to various stages of a study
warrant a precautious approach in data interpretation. Furthermore, cautions must
be applied when using unconventional study designs [32] including those investigating prevention and therapeutic options in CoViD19, for instance, vaccines [33].
The data relating to the efﬁcacy and safety of drugs of potential treatment value may
be subject to misinterpretations due to the flaws and biases in the research design or
methodology. The lack of strong evidence for the efﬁcacy of lopinavir/ritonavir in
the treatment of CoViD19 was associated with flaws in methodology and
sub-optimal reporting of the research ﬁndings, as observed in an analysis [16]. Such
flaws may lead to biased estimates of the treatment effect, further leading to
inappropriate treatment decisions that may be harmful to the patients. Furthermore,
the lack of standardization of deﬁnitions, such as observed in the obesity trials or
the studies investigating cardiac injury, or the lack of standardized antibody assays,
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or the non-availability of sex, and age disaggregated data, are a few examples
indicating lack of uniformity in research in CoViD19 research in various stages of
the research. The risks can be minimized using robust designs, methodological
safeguards, using standardized deﬁnitions, laboratory assays, and appropriate analytical methods and statistical techniques. The trial designs must be harmonized and
the use of master protocols must be implemented in CoViD19 research
internationally. Adherence to the expert guidelines may help reduce the lack of
standardization in the conduct of trials and improve the quality of reporting. The
expert guidelines, models introduced by international expert initiatives, and other
forms of concerted efforts may help improve the quality and conduct of clinical
research.
The extraordinary circumstances as observed in the CoViD19 pandemic,
demand a meticulous approach when analyzing data. The uncertainties related to
the variety of risks of developing the novel disease, diversity of associated
comorbidities, pathophysiological complexities require detailed analysis. It
becomes even more important to question, explore, and critically appraise the data.
The clinical, and diagnostic features and markers of disease severity are complex,
therefore, recognition, associations, and implications of factors that impact these
parameters, necessitate a detailed approach while examining the data. The complexities associated with prognostication and assessment of outcomes imply the use
of robust designs and analytical methods must be evaluated and interpreted carefully. The robust peer-reviewing process is critical to maintaining the quality of
research data to be published and must be ensured during the pandemic. The study
retractions of the CoViD19 published research papers [34] may have resulted in
ﬁnancial losses [35] in an already tense environment burdened by the ﬁnancial
pressures due to the pandemic on the institutions. Efforts must be made to minimize
such risks. Problematic substandard research may ultimately cause harm to the
patients, scientiﬁc integrity, as well as productivity [36]. A robust peer-reviewing
process, critical to maintaining the quality of research data to be published, must be
ensured during the pandemic. The ethical challenges associated with the global
pandemic must be met despite obstacles.
The rapid spread of the disease across the globe led to the development of
research studies exploring CoViD19 to understand the disease, minimize the disease burden, and reduce the fatality in the endeavor to offer protection to the
populations. Numerous multinational initiatives and sharing of datasets and
research ﬁndings led to the generation of vast amounts of data and publications.
Several factors including the geographical diversity of the healthcare systems, and a
variety of approaches, resulted in the inundation of research data with variations in
the quality and signiﬁcant diversities in the conduct, analysis, and reporting. These
factors further determined the need for the development of concerted efforts to
minimize the consequent risks and adverse impact of the massive amount of data,
and improve the research efforts, to better combat the new coronavirus disease. The
development of global initiatives to streamline and standardize the research
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internationally, based on these efforts, are likely to be effective and lead the
improvements. More efforts are needed to improve the research infrastructure,
regulatory
setup,
and
research
expertise globally,
in special
in
the low-middle-income countries, where the high burden of CoViD19 has resulted
in disproportional health and economic woes.
Summary Box
• In the endeavor to combat the CoViD19 pandemic, as part of research
activities, a wealth of evidence has been generated globally, which has
tremendously contributed to a greater understanding of the novel coronavirus disease and minimizing the burden.
• Several gaps and limitations may exist in the CoViD19 research in the
process of designing conducting, and analysis stages.
• In the quality of CoViD19 research, key limitations appear to be related to
the study designs, lack of standardization of deﬁnitions, laboratory assays,
incomplete follow-up, confounding, analytical biases, and data attrition,
among others.
• Pandemic-related pressures may have influenced the quality of research
publications in CoViD19.
• Pressures for a rapid publication of research, hastening of the peer review
process, use of less robust designs are notable factors that may have
compromised the data quality in some CoViD19 research.
• The complexities related to the heterogeneity of CoViD19 are likely to
have signiﬁcant implications on the research designs, methodology, and
analytical process, which may be addressed using meticulous approaches
in various stages of research such as designing, analysis etc.
• The readers should apply precautions in the interpretation of research
reports, especially due to the uncertainties related to the pandemic of
CoViD19, and must scrutinize the studies and recognize the potential
biases related to different stages and levels of the studies.
• Bias in the studies assessing treatments in CoViD19 must be assessed
cautiously to avoid the misinterpretations of data that may lead to an over
or underestimation of the treatment beneﬁts or harms.
• Global and national research quality assurance initiatives that may help to
generate improved data are welcome.
• Lessons must be learned from the initial CoViD19 related research
experiences to improve the standard of research and ﬁll in the gaps for a
better characterization, diagnostics, and prognostication of CoViD19.
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